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Dedicated to Quality
Foreword

H.J. Lange
Naktuinbouw chairman

In many countries, unbiased services perfor-

is an essential element in cultivation. At

med by organisations other than state ser-

Naktuinbouw’s foundation in 1941 (the year

vices are an extraordinary phenomenon. The

NAKG was founded, followed by NAKB and

combination of independence, emphasising

NAKS) it was quite usual practice to set

quality-enhancing thinking and broad

aside propagating material from the previous

expertise in the field of propagating material

year’s harvest to use in the following year.

for horticulture is an absolute rarity.

This is still the case today in many parts of

That combination makes Naktuinbouw a

the world.

unique organisation. A quality service with a

Quite early on in the Netherlands, specialised

statutory public task, which constantly con-

companies were formed which were dedica-

siders the interests of both producers and

ted to the production of seeds and planting

users of propagating material. Naktuinbouw

material. They met the demand for reliable

is an independent organisation, in which all

propagating material. Dutch horticulture

parties involved can exercise their influence

thrived and became a driving factor behind

through boards, advisory committees and

the propagating material sector. An active

participants’ committees. They foster and

government (in agricultural education,

secure Naktuinbouw’s commitment to the

research and information provision and as

propagating material sector, without com-

an extension service) with short lines to

promising its independent position. Inves-

trade and industry, outstanding research into

ting in high-quality propagating material

genetics and plant breeding, attention to

This book consists of 14 chapters.
The right-hand margins briefly
detail background information and
anecdotes which can be read separately from the chapters. A timeline
runs along the base of each page
which, in addition to historical
information about Naktuinbouw
and its predecessors, shows images
of certain eras.
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intellectual property rights of plants (Plant

This document of a period also pays tribute

From left to right:

Breeders’ Rights) at an early stage and an

to those who took the first steps.

J.E.M. van Ruiten, director

effective infrastructure of inspection and

O. Banga, director of the IVT (the Institute

R.G.J. Broenink, secretary

phytosanitary services complete the quintet

for Horticultural Plant Breeding) was, as the

of success factors which made the propaga-

father of applied plant breeding in horti-

ting material sector great. Although we often

culture, the pioneer of both the vegetable

take it for granted, nowhere in the world

seed industry and ornamental plant breeding.

does horticulture offer such a wide range of

The Horticulture director of the then Ministry

varieties as in the Netherlands.

of Agriculture and Fisheries, A.W. van der

H.J. Lange, chairman
N.C.A. Koomen, director

Plassche, has justifiably been called the
This book relates the role Naktuinbouw and

founding father of the NAKB, NAKG and

its predecessors have played over the years.

NAKS inspection services.

It chronicles the process from inspection
service to the current, independent

Last but not least, this book is dedicated to

administrative body as an instrument of the

those who, during a great part of their lives,

government and the business community.

gave guidance to NAKB / NAKG / NAKS: the

Almost 70 years have been devoted to buil-

directors Grooters, Erkelens and Elzenga, as

ding up expertise. A decade after the merger

well as the secretaries Saathof and Koning.

of NAKB and NAKG into Naktuinbouw,

Thanks are also due to the employees who

moving into the new Roelofarendsveen

– often for decades – were committed to

premises is the perfect moment to reflect

the production of high-quality propagating

on the past and consider the present in the

material for Dutch horticulture, dedicated

form of a book. However, we will not disregard

to the service of quality.

the future, either. Thematically arranged
chapters will take you back to where it all
began and guide you through the subsequent

H.J. Lange,

evolution. This book illustrates, explains

Naktuinbouw chairman

and describes the importance of the variety,
quality and health of propagating material.
Notable events and anecdotes lend colour
to this narrative. The three ‘daughters’, all
grown-up now and having left the parental
home years ago, are also given their rightful
place.
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G.T. Grooters

O. Banga

M.A. Erkelens

G. Elzenga

L.J. van der Broek

R.P.J.M. Koning

NAKG director

NAKB director

NAKB director

NAKB / NAKS director

NAKB director

NAKB director

1941-1973

1943-1946

1946-1966

1966-1986

1986-1991

1991-2000

Succeeded by

Succeeded by

Naktuinbouw secretary

N.C.A. Koomen

J.E.M. van Ruiten

1976-2005
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Head office Naktuinbouw
Sotaweg 22, Roelofarendsveen
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From inspection service
towards center of expertise

Naktuinbouw and University awarded
‘Contract of the week’

“Last week, Naktuinbouw and Leiden University of Applied Sciences were nominated for
the ‘Contract of the week’ in the TV West programme ‘Qwesti van Zaken’ (Business Mat-

Naktuinbouw

ters). This morning, 89% of the voting viewers
appeared to have opted for the cooperation
between Leiden University of Applied
Sciences and Naktuinbouw, which means
the title ‘Contract of the week’, was won.”
(Quote from the press release of 3 July 2006.)
The joint operating agreement between the

In recent years, Naktuinbouw has been recognised more as a

University and Naktuinbouw concerns three
new, unique professional courses, intended

center of expertise than as an inspection service. To a great extent

for laboratory employees in the plant sector
wishing to extend or broaden their knowledge. Lectures and teachers at Leiden

Naktuinbouw has acquired this role by adopting duties in areas

University of Applied Sciences with extensive
knowledge of methods and techniques and

relinquished by the government. This is a story about horticulture

Naktuinbouw specialists have combined their
expertise. The result is interesting theory and

and the inspection service, which have evolved and matured

practical lessons.
After 2006, the cooperation between Naktuin-

together.

bouw Training Services and Leiden University

All that Naktuinbouw has gathered with

Naktuinbouw now is a center of expertise,

respect to knowledge and the expertise it

where the task of an inspection service, a

has developed in the space of of nearly

research institute, science and practical

70 years; it all happened for the sake of

education converge.

inspections. New activities had to make the

Naktuinbouw also acts as an interface

inspections simpler, more reliable or quicker.

between the government and horticultural

However, the word ‘inspection service’ no

practice. Elsewhere in Europe, or rather

longer suffices as a description. In 2000,

throughout the world, it is difficult to find

during Naktuinbouw’s inception, greater

such a combination of responsibilities,

emphasis was placed on the aspect of

activities and organisations. The appreciation

Nico Koomen (Naktuinbouw)

quality. So, although Naktuinbouw is the

expressed by colleagues from abroad

John van der Willik (Leiden University)

Netherlands Inspection Service for Horti-

demonstrates that this special combination

Pieter Kuipers (TV West)

culture, quality actually is one of its main

is one to be cherished. They frequently use

priorities.

the services of Naktuinbouw.

From left to right:
Hannie Hoekstra (TV West)

1888

1861

of Applied Sciences continued.

Agricultural organisations consider 1888 as the

In the second half of the 19th century, market

later called the ‘Koninklijke Vereniging voor

gardeners with a vested interest took the first

Boskoopse Culturen’ (Royal Boskoop Horticultural

steps towards establishing quality standards and,

Society). As the name suggests, they started with

implicitly, inspection services. In those far from

fruit crops, but soon enough the accent shifted

material. The scene of action was Schouwen-

wealthy days, growers needed the guarantee of

towards ornamental crops. In 1879, for example, the

Duiveland. Other agricultural associations followed

quality seed and propagating material in order to

entire holly range was planted out and assessed.

this example, in Groningen, for instance (since

get higher yields. One of the oldest initiatives to

Magnolias followed in 1884.

1893) and Friesland (since 1901).

first year in which field inspections were held
to promote the production of sound propagating

improve quality – a number of market gardeners
were in favour of assessing and distributing
sound varieties – was taken by the ‘Vereeniging
tot Regeling en Verbetering der Vruchtsoorten’
(Association for Certification and Improvement

10

of Fruit Varieties), founded in Boskoop in 1861,
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A cluster of knowledge

elsewhere. Sometimes these activities are in

degree of social intelligence is no superfluous

line with an already existing interest in the

luxury. No matter how convenient tools such

Naktuinbouw’s position as a center of exper-

skills and duties being abandoned by the

as computer systems are, no matter how

tise has grown step by step. To understand

government. Sometimes Naktuinbouw has

many facts are registered in databases,

its origin, one has to retrace the trail.

no choice, there is no one else who can take

knowledge and skill partly remain the exclu-

Many of the causes are purely Dutch develop-

action. Naktuinbouw always takes the

sive territory of the heads and hands of the

grown in the province of North Holland,

ments, such as the increasing entanglement

vested interests of the registered companies

inspectors, variety testers, lab technicians

including vegetable seeds. For the seed

and at the same time separation of educa-

into careful consideration. Is maintaining

and trial field employees. If an important

producers there was a continuation course

tion, information provision and research

this knowledge important for them?

decision regarding an inspection or a labora-

at the ‘Tuinbouwvakschool voor Zaadteelt’ in

into horticulture and agriculture, and the

In addition, Naktuinbouw always carefully

tory result, which sometimes may have far-

progressive horticultural sector versus the

checks whether a new task in fact comple-

reaching consequences, is concerned, then

disengaging government. But international

ments the existing ones and is a logical

the expertise and the professional skill of

went on an excursion to the State Seed

developments also appear to have played a

extension of its duties.

the person involved is the decisive factor.

Testing Station in Wageningen.”

decisive role for Naktuinbouw.

Over the course of time, this approach has

Is a research institute earmarked for closure?

resulted in a solid, organically coherent clus-

Naktuinbouw has consistently invested in a

Just before his final exam in 1955, he was

Is the government getting rid of a laboratory?

ter of knowledge. Enterprising board mem-

company culture in which training, coaching

Is a particular training service going to dis-

bers, committed directors, active participants

and development of employees is crucial. A

Right: Inspector Frans van Holsteijn

appear? Naktuinbouw is always on the alert

rated among the international top and a

solid training plan for inspectors in particular

practical exams. That was harsh on Maarten,

during a study day.

to take over activities which are indispensable

government that allows the inspection ser-

has been drafted, resulting in quality require-

thought NAKG. The inspection service invited

Below: The forum hall at Wageningen University.

to the sector and which cannot be placed

vices freedom of operation, have stimulated

ments for this job. In order to become an

Naktuinbouw’s development as a center of

inspector, employees have to follow specific

an important source of knowledge for Nak-

expertise. Another contributing factor to this

courses, complete them according to a fixed

tuinbouw. Equally important for the supply

development is the high number of Dutch

training scheme and gain sufficient expe-

of knowledge are the national and inter-

companies in the sector and the fact that

rience. Once employees are inspectors, they

national organisations which Naktuinbouw

they were.” Zwaan passed. The NAKG

the Netherlands is a small country.

perform their daily work a number of times

collaborates with, such as research institutes,

director’s signature adorns his ‘Vakopleiding

per year under the supervision of a senior

universities, interest groups and state services.

zaadteelt en detaillist tuinzaden’ certificate.

inspector. Based on this monitoring system,

(See the column on page 61.)

Maarten Zwaan worked his way up to

Professional skill

One of the first students

Maarten Zwaan started his career at his
father’s seed company in Enkhuizen. The
horticultural school in Hoorn taught all there
was to know about horticultural produce

Bovenkarspel. Maarten attended every week.
“We learnt about plant physiology, breeding
techniques, plant pathology, et cetera, and

drafted in the Marine Corps. While Maarten
was struggling through the mud with his
comrades, the other students had their

Maarten to take his practical exam in

work. In later years, NAKB succeeded in

director G.T. Grooters. “He kept on showing
me bags of seed and I had to tell him what

seed breeding company and, for many years,

Continuity

Whether inspections or services on request

per year to discuss specific elements of the

are concerned, it all boils down to professio-

inspections. The objective is a uniform inspec-

nal skill. That is why the employees play a

tion system, including sound administration

Continuity greatly benefits from acquiring

central role. The success of inspections and

and documents. The qualification system

knowledge and skill. Naktuinbouw offers this

service provision depend on an open appro-

Naktuinbouw has set up is comparable to a

continuity, both with respect to the organisa-

ach, combined with substantial knowledge.

First Aid system. A first-aider must also prove

tion and to the personnel.

You have to know what you are talking about

that he or she is still sufficiently capable to

The tasks that have been incorporated into

and your decision has to be well-founded,

provide care every year. It is called personal

Naktuinbouw’s domain of activities over the

otherwise you will not be taken seriously as

competency certification.

years complement the core activity of inspec-

a service provider. And you have to be able

The registered companies visited by employ-

tions. There has been growth and develop-

to apply this skill in practice, so a certain

ees or contacted by them on a daily basis are

ment in abundance, but always gradually.

1898

1895
12

which played a central role in the assortment

seed breeder ended up sitting opposite

become director of his uncle’s Rijk Zwaan’s

an improvement course may follow if necessary. The inspectors also meet several times

In 1895, a judgement commission was founded,

The Hague. So, the 19-year-old prospective

was a board member at Naktuinbouw.

The ‘Nederlandse Pomologische Vereniging’
(NPV; Dutch Pomological Association), later
called the ‘Nederlandse Fruittelers Organisatie’

combining the interest in value for use into a

(NFO; Dutch Fruit Growers’ Organisation), was

group capable of carrying out the inspection

established in 1898. The aim of the association

work on a national level. For this purpose,

was to provide better guarantees with respect to

NAKB founded the ‘Regelingscommissie

quality and trueness-to-variety of propagating

voor de Selectie en Keuring van Sierbomen’

material for fruit crops. However, NPV failed to

(Regulation Commission for the Selection

achieve its goals; apparently the time was not yet

and Judgement of Ornamental Trees) in 1962.

ripe for centrally organised inspection activities.

13
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Practical and fast

A trial field with a history

tions where tasks had to diverge, sometimes

It is no coincidence that the sector’s wishes

The Roelofarendsveen trial field site is the

caused friction – however not to the extent

and developments at government level inter-

Occasionally, of course, initiatives have failed.

Naktuinbouw supplement the knowledge,

Mergers and combining tasks, but also situa-

often shedding new light on existing routines.

that continuity was threatened.

sect at Naktuinbouw. Here three parties

result of a quest in around 1960, to find an
alternative for the garden of ‘de Voorde’
estate in Rijswijk. Other options, including

converge: the legislative authorities, which

the Haarlemmermeer and the IJsselmeer

Since the 1980s, the government has been

transferred the quality and health inspecti-

polders, had been discounted. The trial field

withdrawing from tasks that were previously

ons to the inspection service, the propaga-

is situated in the Googer polder, reclaimed

considered its responsibility. This explicitly

ting material sector, for whom it is impor-

from the water of the Haarlemmermeer in

concerns information provision, research

tant that inspections are carried out fast,

and – be it to a lesser degree – education. In

efficiently and accurately, and the end users

practice, this means fewer people and facili-

of the propagating material, for whom the

ties, especially in applied research. And also:

material’s health and quality have a strong

The purchased plot was grazing land, and

numerous reorganisations at the institutes

impact on business results.

containing so much couch grass that it took

engaged in variety testing. Variety testing,

Because all these parties meet at Naktuin-

years to remove this stubborn weed. Judging

which was formerly a task of specialised,

bouw, the organisation combines understan-

renowned research institutes, became an

ding of legislation with knowledge of bottle-

activity directly supervised by the Board of

necks in practice. This leads to a fruitful

tobacco. Remnants of the elegant ‘Gouda

Directors of Wageningen University and

cross-pollination. Naktuinbouw can navigate

pipes’ ended up on the land through house-

Research Centre (WUR). A leading research

the paths of the Ministry of Agriculture,

hold waste and dunghills. The trial field takes

institute such as the Dutch Institute of Phyto-

Nature and Food Quality (LNV) just that bit

and gives. For instance, one of the employees

pathological Research (IPO) evaporated. The

faster then others to supply argumentation

Plant Protection Service of the Netherlands

The rising and falling lines cross, that is clear.

for diplomatic actions aimed at solving

1717. This feat is mentioned on the cap of
the windmill ‘de Googer’, which looks out
over the trial field. (See page 31).

by the many dozens of pipe-bowls found in
the soil, livestock farmers in the past centuries must have smoked a great deal of

from the administrative department recovered
his mislaid wedding ring after everyone had
joined in the search. This symbol of marital

Inspectors on a refresher course

These processes also provoked inspiring

(PD) became an agency*). Afterwards, it was

Where the government retires, the inspection

phytosanitary problems. And Naktuinbouw’s

union had slipped from his finger while he

at the Plant Protection Service.

insights and new knowledge.

decided that phytosanitary policy was con-

service steps in, in the interest of its stake

practical knowledge enables it to convert

was helping himself to a cabbage at the edge

There is a great sense of employee loyalty at

sidered a governmental task, but the actual

holders, provided the task suits the scope of

statutory obligations into workable inspec-

of the field during his lunch break. Fortuna-

Naktuinbouw. Especially for inspectors the

performance of phytosanitary inspections no

Naktuinbouw’s duties. Naktuinbouw took

tions and inspection protocols.

tely, he could slide into his seat at the dinner

average number of years of service is high.

longer was. In brief, the physical effort on

charge of variety testing and parts of the IPO

With an organisational model such as Nak-

The management has been a constant factor

the part of the government has declined.

tasks, including maintaining collections of

tuinbouw’s – with sector boards and advisory

for decades. The great advantage of enduring

The sector for propagating material, on the

pathogens such as a collection of Bremia-

committees made up of representatives

staff continuity is the enormous pool of

other hand, has grown tremendously in the

physio’s. It integrated the phytosanitary

from horticultural practice – pragmatism

knowledge that employees create. This pool

past decades, both quantatively and quali-

inspections with the quality supervision

has become a key word in the activities.

feeds new employees and creates a situation

tatively. This sector needs sound applied

at companies. From 1 January 2008, the sup-

In times of crisis, it becomes clear just how

where Naktuinbouw’s know-how is not vol-

research (besides fundamental research, of

porting tasks for the Dutch Board for Plant

valuable it is to have one foot in the govern-

course, but this can also be provided abroad),

Varieties, a merger of four organisations

mental organisation and the other in horti-

narrowing of vision, but over time the organi-

knowledge of phytopathology and the

including the Dutch Board for Plant Breeders’

cultural practice. Whenever there is an out-

within a ministry that has its own administration.

sation has changed so much and the scope

relationship with propagating material,

Rights, were handed over to Naktuinbouw.

break of quarantine diseases, Naktuinbouw

of the tasks has expanded to such an extent

properly and efficiently conducted variety

When tasks have been taken over, it was

manages time and again to quickly develop

agency. The function of an agency is usually

that the work continues to be stimulating

testing, tests that can provide benchmarks

nearly always possible to achieve the desired

a strategy, together with the PD, to control

supportive or executive in character.

and challenging. New employees who join

for the companies’ supply chains, et cetera.

increase of efficiency.

the disease and to limit the damage.

the ministerial responsibility also applies to the

The ‘Instituut voor Veredeling van Landbouwgewassen’ (Wageningen Institute for Plant
Breeding) – later renamed ‘Instituut voor

1919

atile, but solid. A downside may be rigidity and
*) An agency is an independent organisation
The agency is accountable to the Minister and

1914

Crossing paths

In the first decades of the 20th century, agricultural

< Corner stone in the building ‘Nergena’

associations everywhere in the country inspected

(Wageningen University).

table again that evening as a married man.

the quality of propagating material. Their methods

Plantenveredeling’ (Institute of Horticultural

differed per region and per organisation. In 1919, the

Plant Breeding) – started variety testing for

‘Centraal Comité voor de Keuring van Gewassen in

agricultural crops.

Nederland’ (Central Committee for the Inspection
of Plants in the Netherlands) was established to
achieve a degree of uniformity in inspections. That
same year, it was followed by the establishment the
‘Keuringsinstituut voor Zaaizaad en Pootgoed’ (KIZ;
Inspection Institute for Seeds and Planting Materials).
This competitor was set up by companies not wishing

14

to be ruled by the agricultural organisations.
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Appreciated at its true value

the crops, or by means of communication

of an approach towards tackling practical

such as ‘Naktuinbouw News’. However, the

problems. Recent examples include the

Naktuinbouw is dubbed ‘center of expertise’

administrative network is also very important.

meetings on Hosta virus X (perennial plant

by different quarters. Since the 1990s, it has

Within the advisory committees and sector

sector) and on the emergence of viroids in

conducted image surveys among the regis-

boards, Naktuinbouw’s management,

propagating material (ornamental plants

tered companies once every three to four

breeders, growers and propagators exchange

and vegetable crops).

years. In these surveys, the qualifications

knowledge several times a year. Here, all

independent, reliable and expertise score

inspection-technical matters, new diseases

A completely different way of sharing

and the grower was forced to defend his

very high every time. Naktuinbouw is

and developments are discussed. Naktuin-

knowledge is the opening of the Reference

creation from unauthorised imitations.

regularly approached by its own members

bouw also organises visitor afternoons a

Garden for Perennial Plants during the period

to explain its activities to their customers

number of times each year, for instance, for

from April until the end of October. During

or other business relations.

variety testing. Naktuinbouw experts then

the season, this Reference Garden for Peren-

(IVT) were called as expert witnesses in

The attitude of research company Keygene

inspect and assess newly submitted varieties

nial Plants is open to people active in this

Enkhuizen – was proven right, the issue came

is characteristic for how highly viewed the

by number. Naktuinbouw also holds informa-

field every Wednesday. The garden contains

up whether the director of the vegetable

quality of the service’s expertise is. This

tion meetings and workshops. The focus here

more than 3,000 plants inspected for varietal

seed company in question could still remain

company is very selective in its choice of

is on new developments, which are discus-

trueness, representing the usual trading

partners to cooperate with. Naktuinbouw is

sed with experts from the registered compa-

assortment.

the only licencee of Keygene’s AFLP-techno-

nies. Often these consultations are the start

Immediately after its introduction in 1941,
use was quickly being made of the possibility
of being granted Plant Breeders’ Rights. The
‘Cherry Belle’ radish variety from A.R. Zwaan
in Voorburg was a breakthrough.
Soon enough, various ‘look-alikes’ appeared

When Zwaan, in the court case against an
Enkhuizen vegetable seed company – in
which Mr Grooters (NAKG) and Mr Banga

a member of the Church Commission of the
Reformed Church. After a cassation procedure at the Supreme Court, it appeared that a
certain extent of blame could also be apporti-

logy, a DNA technique used to identify varie-

oned to the grower, which led to a small fine

Professional training

ties and pathogen strains. The Ministry of

for the vegetable seed company. The director
there-fore, did not have to resign his mem-

LNV’s diplomatic service (the agricultural

bership of the Church Commission.

councils and attachés) are also familiar with

Around 15 years ago, the business sector

Naktuinbouw. The government – Ministries

expressed a demand for specific knowledge

The ‘Flora Blanca’ cauliflower from Rijk

of LNV and Economic Affairs (including the

about certain laboratory activities. For many

Zwaan in De Lier was also a popular variety.

EVD, the Agency for International Business

decades, training to become a seed analyst

In July 1951, ‘Broersens Reus’ entered the

and Cooperation) – regularly make use of the

had been part of the package of the ‘Proef-

stage, a cauliflower bearing a striking

expertise held by Naktuinbouw. This ranges

station voor Zaadonderzoek’ (Seed Testing

resemblance to ‘Flora Blanca’. The result

from supporting fellow inspection services

Station). When it was closed down in 1989, it

in European countries wishing to join the

took a while before it started to dawn that

European Union, to helping set up meticu-

this training had disappeared without there

from witnesses was given, such as the

lously planned Plant Breeders’ Rights systems.

being an alternative. After that, laboratory

market gardener who was convinced he

technicians from various seed companies

could distinguish between a ship load of

came to Naktuinbouw to learn the tricks of

‘Flora Blanca’ and the alleged imitation from

Sharing knowledge

the trade and the latest developments.
These initial sessions were the answer.

Naktuinbouw shares its expertise not only

As demand grew, Naktuinbouw decided to

Upper right: Visiting day for companies

with the government, but on principle with

compile a course to offer this knowledge to

taking part in onion variety trials.

companies with a vested interest. This know-

more laboratory technicians. This training

Right: Reference Garden for Perennial Plants

ledge is disseminated through direct contacts,

developed into the present Seed Analysis &

Roelofarendsveen.

such as the inspector or the researcher testing

Health Testing training service.

The first variety list appeared in
’De Veldbode’ on 13 September 1924.

1926

1924

A tricky issue and a cauliflower mystery

Breeders also recognised the importance of

entitled ‘Het geslacht Populus in verband met zijn

inspecting seeds for forest and avenue trees.

betekenis voor de houtteelt’ (The genus Populus

At first, the nurserymen started with just a single

in relation to its significance for silviculture).

cereals (a.o. Wilhelmina wheat), beets,

crop. In 1926, the ‘Vereniging Waarborg Herkomst

In addition to the descriptive variety list, poplar

beans and seven potato varieties,

zaad en plantsoen Grove den’ (Association for

inspections were also based on the ‘Reglement

including ‘Eersteling’ and ‘Bravo’.

Guarantee of Origin of Seed and Plants of

en voorschriften voor de keuring van haar bomen’

the Scots Pine) was founded. In 1939, NAK’s

(Rules and regulations for the inspection of trees).

The recommendations concerned

was a court case where the illustrious
Master of Laws Berkhouwer appeared as
counsel for the defence. Serious evidence

a distance. The local magazines in WestFriesland headed ‘Cauliflower mistery’.
All was to no avail; justice was on the side
of Rijk Zwaan.

Horticultural department started inspecting
poplars for forestry.
The first descriptive list for poplars had already
been drawn up, made possible through the

16

publication in 1937 of G. Houtzagers’ thesis
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technicians in the horticultural sector, a

The sower

partnership with the educational institution
The statue of the sower with a cloth draped

Hogeschool Leiden (HL) started in 2006. Over

in front of his body acting as a receptacle

the years, the impoverishment of education

for the seed (see page 4). A sowing tub, or

has led to the disappearance of laboratory

even a sowing violin, it can all be found at

education for the plant sector from the

Gérard Urselmann’s museum in Enkhuizen.

Netherlands. Horticulture students did come

The collection he and his wife have built

to Leiden, but they could only work on study

over 30 years is extremely comprehensive.

programmes in the human health sector.

It contains pictures of seed catalogues,
company logos, biblical images, implements,

Of course it is an entirely different matter

medals and even works of art connected

altogether whether you conduct an ELISA

with seed and sowing.

test on HIV or on Tomato spotted wilt virus.
By combining the knowledge of the tech-

Part of the collection is displayed in a series

niques and the knowledge about plants of

of changing exhibitions in the main building

HL and Naktuinbouw, laboratory courses

of Naktuinbouw, much to the delight of
employees and visitors.

for the plant sector have now been on offer
again since a few years. Since 2006, four

The enjoyment is heightened when collector

different courses have been set up with HL,

in heart and soul Urselmann, who was born

which together meet the demand. These are

and raised in Limburg but became a seeds

post-Higher Vocational Education courses,

man in Enkhuizen, personally explains the

where, for example, medically trained

objects currently displayed in the showcase.
There is a fascinating story attached to each

laboratory technicians can take retraining

object in his collection.

courses, enabling them to work in the private
seed laboratories often found as part of large
Above: Students during the training course

Naktuinbouw now offers about 15 courses,

This cooperation is set to expand further in

breeding and propagating companies.

where a Plant Breeders’ Rights system is

‘Know your Business’ and the Leiden University

specifically for activities in the propagating

the coming years.

The advantage is that students gain a clear

being developed or where the introduction

of Applied Sciences.

material sector in horticulture. The range of

Naktuinbouw Training Services does not

picture of what working at plant laboratories

was recently completed. In addition to

Right: Laboratory technician using a pipette.

subjects will grow in the years to come.

pretend to be a training center, such as a

is about, which is extremely beneficial for

regular professional courses, Naktuinbouw

In the field of training services, Naktuinbouw

Secondary Horticultural School or Horti-

staff recruitment purposes.

also offers in-company trainings. These are

cooperates with Breedwise. This organisation

cultural College. The aim is to pass on the

offers courses for breeding companies,

knowledge and skills present at Naktuin-

Naktuinbouw Training Services cooperates

These courses may be certain sections of

propagators and plant producers. There are

bouw to the industry with which Naktuin-

with Wageningen International in the field

professional courses such as workshops,

courses for all levels of employees, from

bouw has direct links. The subject matter

of international courses. With the transfer

but also ‘Recognising viruses’ or ‘Grafting’,

breeder to commercial employee, from seed

is technical knowledge not to be found

of the Plant Breeders’ Rights testing to Nak-

a practical afternoon session to provide

processing employee to molecular biologist.

anywhere else: a niche. The courses often

tuinbouw, for instance, the Plant Variety

(seasonal) employees with some training

Together with Breedwise, Naktuinbouw

last for a few days and have a workshop-

Protection (PVP) Course originally set up by

to give them a proper start.

created an interactive course in 2004 to

like character.

the Centre for Plant Breeding and Reproduc-

These courses are gaining in popularity,

tion Research (CPRO), was also taken over.

particularly the in-company programmes.

courses given at the customer’s premises.

The ‘Centraal Comité’ (Central Committee) and the
‘Keuringsinstituut voor Zaaizaden’ (Inspection
Institute for Seeds) continued to compete. This

mental plant sector in one afternoon and

Since there appeared to be a need for appro-

The PVP Course focuses on the implemen-

Since qualified staff is scarce, Naktuinbouw’s

evening.

priate plant-focussed courses for laboratory

tation of Plant Breeders’ Rights in countries

training service effort is a real necessity.

1933

1932

explore the whole seed sector or the orna-

“The Regulation Committee for Horticultural
Inspections, set up by NAK, hereby offers you
the first descriptive Fruit Variety List. Our fellow

confusing situation only ended in 1932 thanks to

member, Mr I. Rietsema, Headmaster of the

the establishment of the ‘Nederlandse Algemene

Roman Catholic Agricultural and Horticultural

Keuringsdienst voor Zaaizaad en Pootgoed van

School in Breda, has taken it upon himself to

Landbouwgewassen’ (NAK; Dutch General

compile the list.”

Inspection Service for Agricultural Seeds and
Seed Potatoes). At long last, this organisation
centralised the inspection of agricultural seed.
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The expertise center for plant
varieties

ble for all the Plant Breeders’ Rights testing,

government was causing a gap between

including all the administrative activities

science and routine testing. Since the early

Honorary decoration

In the mid 1980s NAKG decided to introduce

this entails. This move improves efficiency

1990s, Naktuinbouw had already been con-

In other countries, breeders or growers often

and reduces costs. Acquiring these activities,

ducting small-scale research into problems

have to turn to various research institutes or

in addition to the registration and inspection

in practice and new techniques, because of

universities to get hold of the right informa-

testing, has turned Naktuinbouw into the

the growing need for this research. The

tion. A Dutch breeder or grower can contact

ultimate expertise center for new and

results could be used in the laboratory for

The object chosen was a gold pin for men

Naktuinbouw when they have a question

existing plant varieties.

routine tests.

and a pendant in two sizes (large and small,

about the identity of a particular variety.

Nowadays, infringement of Plant Breeders’

A massive advantage for the commercial

Rights can be demonstrated not only with

Today, in 2010, the research group’s special-

sector. This expertise entails costs, but they

the naked eye in the field, but also by means

ists are developing new test methods to

are covered jointly.

of DNA techniques. Naktuinbouw is actively

detect causal agents of diseases, identify

In the Netherlands, variety testing has a

engaged in developing these techniques.

varieties and determine resistance. The

a tangible form of recognition to mark the
jubilees celebrated by employees in service
for 25 and 40 years.

as preferred) for ladies. For those celebrating
40 years of service, a diamond adorned
the decoration. These decorations bore the
logo of NAKG and were presented to many
employees. (A lion in a full bag of seeds).

researchers translate new scientific methods
into reliable, efficient and affordable routine

From specialist to all-rounder

tests. If a new disease suddenly crops up,
they check whether a reliable test is available

At first, inspectors were crop specialists,

elsewhere in the world. If not, the research

focussing on conducting quality inspections.

team then develops one as quickly as possible,

As Naktuinbouw’s tasks have broadened, the

with or without the assistance of national

inspectors’ knowledge has broadened accor-

or international partners. Existing tests are

dingly. Today, we see a basic inspection on

adapted as well, to ensure they remain
reliable, but also efficient and affordable.

required under European legislation, certifi-

companies, inspectors used to inspect all the

cation inspections (quality-plus systems)

crops row by row. Sometimes this approach

On the request of private companies or the

new golden jubilee decoration was designed,

and phytosanitary shipment inspections

is still employed, but increasingly inspectors

sector, the research group searches for solu-

based on the Naktuinbouw logo. Employees

(import/export). The inspector’s intellectual

do not just examine the product, but look

tions to certain practical issues. The Product

receive this decoration after 25 years of

luggage grew correspondingly.

especially at operational management in

Board for Horticulture financed various pro-

Naktuinbouw has opted for integration. All

relation to the propagating material; the

jects from which horticulture has benefitted

Following the merger of NAKB and NAKG a

inspectors can be deployed for quality

inspection is progressively taking a more

up to this day. An example is the detection

Field used for variety testing at

longer history than Naktuinbouw and its

inspections, phytosanitary inspections and

process-like approach.

method which Naktuinbouw developed

Naktuinbouw’s location NAK in Tollebeek.

predecessors. Some 100 years ago, the first

shipment inspections. This makes the orga-

forms of variety testing started, initially for

nisation flexible, efficient and more com-

agricultural crops. The horticultural sector

petent, for the knowledge inspectors gain

was especially interested in the protection

during phytosanitary inspections can also be

of varieties through Plant Breeders’ Rights.

applied with respect to quality inspections.

Until 2006, Plant Breeders’ Rights testing was

Inspectors are no longer restricted to one

Since 2000, Naktuinbouw Laboratories has

mortality. The economic damage may be

done by the Center of Genetic Resources, the

crop group. Besides perennials, for example,

had its own Research & Development depart-

huge, especially with respect to exports to

Netherlands (CGN), a department of WUR.

they also inspect roses or a different arbori-

ment. The decision to set this up was taken

countries with zero tolerance. In plants,

Since 2006, Naktuinbouw has been responsi-

cultural crop. Formerly, when visiting

because the gradual withdrawal of the

an infection can only be identified retro-

service.

together with Bioclear BV to identify Agrobacterium tumefaciens in soil samples.

Naktuinbouw’s own research
group

Agrobacterium tumefaciens causes tumours or
galls in the roots and stems of various crops.
Infection may cause dwarf growth and plant

Two inspection services for vegetable seeds led

Service for Vegetable and Flower Seeds),

to heated discussions in trade journals, regional

followed in 1943 and 1947 by NAKB (Netherlands

papers and even in Parliament. Various attempts

General Inspection Service for Arboricultural

to bridge the gap between NAK and BKZ failed.

Crops) and NAKS (Netherlands General

Seed) in Heiloo.

State Councillor A.A.L. Rutgers was instructed

Inspection Service for Floricultural Crops).

request of the agricultural organisations, to set

The companies used this as a vehicle to state

by the Ministry of Economic Affairs to settle the

up a department for horticultural seed, did not go

their aversion to being kept on such a tight leash

‘inspection battle’.

down well with everybody. A number of vegetable

by the agricultural organisations.

In 1941, mediation by the Van der Plassche

The will to create a solid foundation for the quality

restricted them in activities they considered their

of vegetable and flower seeds was already

own responsibility. They set up a private inspection

present before World War II. In 1936, Germany

service, ‘Bondskeuringsinstituut voor Zaaizaden’

decided to only admit seeds inspected by official

(BKZ; the Union Institute for the Inspection of

bodies. The earlier NAK initiative, at the urgent

1937

1936

quality and a phytosanitary inspection as

seed companies did join NAK, but at the same time

Commission (picture) led to the decision to set

a scheme was devised among other vegetable

up the NAKG (Netherlands General Inspection

seed companies to perform inspections them-

20

selves. Their particular grievance was NAK’s

< Reproduction from the book

certification system, which the companies felt

’Varieties in the making’.
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spectively and control methods are not

The annual general meeting

available. Detection in soil samples provides
Both NAKB and NAKG held an Annual

the answer.

General Meeting. However, due to the swiftly
declining numbers of attendees, the curtain
fell for this event on 24 November 1999.

Short internships

The NAKG Annual General Meeting was held
for all levels of the organisation. At NAKB,

In the last few years, Naktuinbouw has pro-

the annual general meeting was organised

vided internship places for secondary school

per crop group. These meetings, to which all
registered companies were invited, were

pupils and higher education students and,

more than just a formality.

in addition, it has cooperated in various

The meetings were open to all, including

projects designed to give students who have

those who were not members of a branch

not yet decided on a career the opportunity

organisation. The annual general meeting

to acquaint themselves with the horticul-

represented a very modern form of intimate

tural sector.

involvement. All those present had the right
to take the floor, and this freedom of speech

The projects ranged from growing your own

was gratefully used by many. The programme

bean plant and assessing it together with

always followed a regular pattern: the opening

Naktuinbouw, for 9 and 10-year-old pupils

speech by the chairman, an overview of the

from two primary schools, to a day for a

activities presented by the directors and the

science class. This class consisted of third

announcement of which members had been

year pre-university education pupils spending

appointed to a board position or advisory
committee. The meetings were concluded by

extra time on scientific projects.

a guest speaker or an excursion.

The pupils carry out assignments at the
laboratory. Naktuinbouw also offers appren-

attraction on groups from outside. About 20

regulations. The aim is to improve quality

countries, such as Chile and Mexico, and

For the board the annual general meeting

ticeships, including short internships and

groups visit Naktuinbouw every year. These

and phytosanitary inspections. These pro-

African countries, including Tanzania, have

was a way of expressing their accountability

social service places to get a taste of the

visitors range from pupils from secondary

jects are funded by the Ministry of Economic

now come into the picture too.

for the activities of the past year. The inspec-

profession. The aim is to give young people

horticultural schools, students of the HAS

Affairs.

Naktuinbouw collaborates in these projects,

tion service entered into a direct dialogue

the opportunity to acquaint themselves with

University of Applied Science in Den Bosch,

Naktuinbouw has carried out projects or

exchanging knowledge with foreign partners

different activities within the organisation

to to researchers and professionals.

is currently engaged in them in: Bulgaria,

to contribute to building a well-functioning

and with working in horticulture.

China, Estonia, Indonesia, Turkey, Lithuania,

inspection system and a system for variety

Naktuinbouw wants to introduce young

Malaysia, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, and

acceptance and Plant Breeders’ Rights in

International projects

Vietnam.

these countries.

Naktuinbouw cooperates in projects to

Since variety testing was taken over, it has

those countries, which is beneficial for sup-

support countries which intend to join the

been an important field of activity in inter-

pliers of Dutch propagating material. At the

European Union (candidate countries) or

national projects. Over the years, the project

same time, it enhances mutual trade contacts,

which have recently joined (new member

work has fanned out to several continents.

ensuring that cooperation with these

states). The projects help them to meet EU-

So far, Naktuinbouw has been active with

countries – only where the Dutch sectors

Thanks to Naktuinbouw’s excellent reputa-

requirements in the field of trade directives

Plant Breeders’ Rights projects in Asia (China,

senses market opportunities – will be easy

tion as a expertise center, it exerts a strong

for propagating material or phytosanitary

Malaysia and Vietnam). South American

for the business community in the future.

people to horticulture in an appealing and

“…How peculiar it is to see that an equally great

such second nature to our horticultural seed

bias, but then in reverse, is to be found amongst

breeders that they cannot understand the current

the people of agricultural science. They place

inspection propaganda from the authorities. After

such importance upon inspections, of which they

all, one does not feel a need for what one has. (…)

have seen the good effects on agriculture, that

Many colleagues who wonder what this recom-

they want to impose the same regulations in

mended inspection actually implies, have never

agricultural seed breeding onto horticultural seed

done otherwise all their lives.”

1938

1937

Company visits

ons in this respect.

This stimulates horticultural development in

interesting way in order to contribute to
boosting the sector’s image.

with the companies involved in the inspecti-

breeding at the same pace. What they fail to
realise is that in doing so they demonstrate a

A.R. Zwaan, letter to the editor in ‘Zaadwereld’

deplorable lack of insight into the horticultural

no 19, volume 1, 1 April 1937.

seed business. (…) This ‘Inspection’ has become
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Source of innovation

Dutch Board for Plant Varieties

In the Dutch variety testing system, testing
is separate from decision-making.

Variety testing

During the time that NAKG conducted the
testing for listing of vegetable varieties the
Minister of Agriculture took the decisions
regarding rejection or approval. The Minister
was advised in this capacity by the Vegetable
Crops Admission Commission. That advice in
turn was based on tests conducted by NAKG.
The Board for Plant Breeders’ Rights took

Plant Breeders’ Rights are an indispensable tool to reward

decisions about Plant Breeders’ Rights on the
basis of the same principles.

innovation in horticulture. New varieties, more productive

The Commission for the Composition of the
Variety List of Agricultural Crops decided

varieties, user friendlier varieties. Investments made for

about the admission of agricultural crops and

improvements deserve protection. Naktuinbouw takes an

of forestry crops lay with the Commission

the admission of varieties and provenances
for the Composition of the Variety List of
Forestry Crops.

independent and progressive stance when it comes to variety

When the Dutch Seeds and Planting Materials
Act was revised in 2005, the choice was

testing. By making an international contribution to both

made to concentrate all the decisions

clearer rules and advanced testing, Naktuinbouw aims at

Dutch Board for Plant Varieties. This board

concerning varieties in one organisation: the
consists of experts not directly linked to
companies and organisations with an

fair chances for innovative breeders.

interest in the protection or admission of
varieties.
Shortly after the Dutch Seeds and Planting
Materials Act came into force the government
decided to place the agency supporting the

Tests on agricultural crops have been placed

few times per year and is assisted by its own

bouw as the only organisation in the Nether-

with the NAK in Emmeloord and tests for a

secretary. Experts of Naktuinbouw’s variety

lands authorised to conduct tests for national

number of bulbous crops with the BKD in

testing unit attend the meetings to provide

listing and Plant Breeders’ Rights in the

Lisse. At Naktuinbouw, 2,000 to 3,000 new

technical clarification.

complete variety spectrum of the plant

varieties await the experts’ final judgement

kingdom. The organisation performs these

every year. Are these really new varieties or

tasks for both Dutch and foreign companies.

are they already known cultivars? For an

Since 1 January 2009 testing for distinctness,

answer they are compared with existing

uniformity and stability of vegetable and

varieties in field trials and greenhouse trials.

ornamental crops has taken place in the new

A new variety must meet three conditions:

greenhouse complex at Roelofarendsveen.

it must be distinct from existing varieties,

At the end of 1938, Cyclamen inspections started.
The intention was to build a range of Cyclamen
based on varietal trueness. In 1942, a state

1938

1938

board with Naktuinbouw. The board meets a

The government has appointed Naktuin-

Up until 1938, inspectors certified mother plants
with metal strips, which they attached to the trunk
with special tongs and a push button system. The

commission was appointed to draw up a list. The

manufacturer of the strips had already punched

annual Cyclamen inspections developed into the

them with the numbers from the ‘Fruit Variety List’.

‘Bloemen Vaktentoonstelling’ (flower exhibition).

So, ‘apple no 1’, for example, was ‘Schone van

New varieties are still assessed here now, but the

Boskoop’ and ‘apple no 3’ Cox’s Orange Pippin.

assortment of floricultural crops has considerably

The inspector had to punch the code identifying

broadened.

the rootstock on every strip using a steel firing
pin. This shows that the trade in fruit trees had
by no means reached today’s volume (see Graph
on page 81).
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uniform and stable. If a company’s breeding

crops it is also possible to apply for admis-

Dutch variety register or in the European

UPOV (International Union for the Protection

work results in a variety which is identical

sion to the trade. The variety can then be

variety list.

of New Varieties of Plants)

to an already known variety, it will not be

marketed with or without registered property

recognised as a separate variety. Moreover,

rights. In addition to DUS testing, agricultural

all the plants of the variety entered for

crops have to be tested for agricultural

submission must, within certain limits, look

performance (Value for Cultivation and Use)

identical. In addition, the properties of the

before a variety may be marketed.

Technicians from the member states play an
important role in formulating directives and

Protection

establishing testing methods. As one of the
first member states, the Netherlands – and

Since 1941, breeders have been able to

research in Wageningen in particular –

variety must be retained generation after

legally protect new varieties. In that year,

exerted a strong influence. Naktuinbouw

generation.

the government published the Breeders’

is involved with DUS testing according to

Variety listing

Decree. Initially this concerned a few
agricultural crops, but the number of crops

These three conditions are called the DUS

importance of the technical discussions at
UPOV level.

requirements, the acronym of the terms

About 100 years ago, more and more new

increased rapidly. In this way, the govern-

At the time, NAKG had no contact with UPOV.

Distinctness, Uniformity and Stability.

and improved varieties entered the market.

ment encouraged companies to invest in

Fortunately, Nico van Marrewijk, the Dutch

The designation ‘new variety’ entitles the

It became difficult for farmers and market

developing new, improved varieties. The

Board for Plant Breeders’ Rights permanent

owner to arrange a number of aspects.

gardeners to choose from the growing range

Netherlands turned out to be the European

expert dealing with vegetable variety appli-

First of all, he can register the intellectual

on offer. The need arose to register the

leader in this field.

Examining a new carnation variety

property rights of his variety so as to prevent

properties of new varieties.

for Plant Breeders’ Rights.

others from marketing it. With vegetable

In 1914, the Zeeland Society of Agriculture

the Veldbode (agricultural and horticultural

the Technical Working Party for Vegetables

was the first to develop a ‘Guideline for the

weekly) of 13 September 1924 (picture above).

(TWV) every year.

inspection of standing crops’. This guideline

Other sectors also had a need for an over-

Soon enough, the other participants also

contained descriptions of varieties. In the

view of varieties. In 1933, this led to the

realised that NAKG was making a useful con-

same year, the Institute for the Breeding of

first Descriptive Variety List for Fruit Crops,

Agricultural Crops in Wageningen, which

followed in 1943 by the first Descriptive

was founded in 1912 and shortly afterwards

Variety List for Vegetable Crops. In later years,

Plant Breeders’ Rights colleagues on an

called IvP Institute for Plant Breeding), started

this was joined by variety lists for trees and

annual basis.

testing whether a variety was sufficiently

ornamental plants.

After Naktuinbouw had taken on Plant

uniform and had satisfactory agricultural

Agriculture is the only sector in which value

Breeders’ Rights testing for vegetable crops

value. The list of these recognised varieties

for cultivation and use testing has remained

was published annually. However, the list

important until today. Since 1941, varieties

remained incomplete because only few

not included in the Dutch or European

without the presence of Naktuinbouw.

companies submitted their varieties for

variety lists are not allowed to be marketed

Over the years, UPOV’s work has radically

recognition. In addition, foreign varieties

commercially.

changed, especially due to the hugh rise in

German parachutists jumping from a plane
during the invasion of the Netherlands.
(Photograph: Nationaal Archief)

to the discussion. NAKG’s Kees van Ettekoven

tribution to the discussions, for the numbers
of listing applications had become many
times greater than the numbers tested by

in 2002, Kees van Ettekoven was appointed
TWV chairman for three years. It is now
hardly possible to imagine UPOV meetings

the number of member states, many of whom
have no experience at all with Plant Breeders’

Ten years later therefore, the Ministry of

In horticulture, the variety lists developed

Home Affairs and Agriculture drew up rules

into publications that were created on a

for the recognition of varieties bred in the

voluntary basis, without government inter-

educating and training. In this field, Naktuin-

Netherlands. Based on these rules, the IvP

vention. In the late 1990s, these descriptive

bouw is active and a welcome partner with a

was able to publish the first list of varieties

variety lists came to an end. However, vege-

wealth of experience.

for agricultural crops.

table varieties are only admitted to trade

This variety list consisted of three pages in

channels if they have been registered in the

1941

10 May 1940 World War II.

cations, realised that NAKG could contribute
joined the RIVRO delegation, which visited

did not qualify for recognition.

1940

UPOV principles, which explains the great

Rights. The focus has shifted from harmonising and coordinating to communicating,

On 11 August, the ‘Stichting Nederlandsche

Rijswijk. The establishment of NAKG signalled

Algemeene Keuringsdienst voor Groentezaden’

the cessation of the drawn out battle between

(NAKG; Netherlands General Inspection Service

supporters and opponents of an own independent

for Vegetable and Flower Seeds) was established.

inspection service for horticultural seeds.

The initiator, leading figure and first chairman was
the director of Horticulture from the Ministry of

< One of the first logo designs. Read more about

Agriculture, Mr A.W. van der Plassche.

the development of the NAKG logo on page 107.

NAKG first rented a house in Heiloo. In February
1943, the inspection service moved into an office in
The Hague at Laan Copes van Cattenburch 56 and
laid out a trial field on the ‘De Voorde’ estate in
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In 1957, the French government organised a

This convention was prompted by the

Today, 68 countries across the world have

is in line with the international 1991 UPOV

conference in Paris on the protection of new

problems at the international exhibition of

joined UPOV. In addition, 20 countries are

treaty. In addition to the DUS requirements,

varieties. In 1961, the conference led to the

industrial inventions in Vienna in 1873.

adapting their legislation to the UPOV conven-

an additional condition applies for obtaining

tion, while 40 countries are developing rules

Plant Breeders’ Rights: the variety must be

establishment of UPOV, the International

Naktuinbouw as an international tutor

Naktuinbouw can mobilise practical knowledge to provide training in emerging countries. This is appreciated within UPOV. Much

Union for the Protection of New Varieties

Many foreign participants pulled out of

to protect plant varieties. Annually, 13,000

new.

of Plants. In 1966, the Dutch government

this exhibition for fear of their ideas being

new applications for Plant Breeders’ Rights

A certain tolerance is exercised here with

but also in Turkey and the 12 youngest EU

replaced the Breeders’ Decree with the

stolen. Thus the need for the protection of

are submitted under the UPOV regime world

respect to applying for Plant Breeders’ Rights.

member states.

Dutch Seeds and Planting Materials Act.

intellectual property was born.

wide.

Prior to the application, the new variety may

Every year, Naktuinbouw organises a two-

has been done in China, Vietnam, Indonesia,

week Plant Breeders’ Rights course for
participants from countries starting Plant
Breeders’ Rights testing. In addition, Naktuinbouw employees operate as tutors in the
UPOV distant learning course. In 2009,
Naktuinbouw will start an online helpdesk
where students and also colleagues can
ask practical questions regarding Plant
Breeders’ Rights and the possibility of shortterm internships (2 to 10 weeks) is offered.

Hemp with Plant Breeders’ Rights

Dutch Plant Breeders’ Rights have developed
into a genuine protection of intellectual
property. So genuine, in fact, that the intended
use of the object of protection (the plant
variety in question) plays no role in the

Span of control

This law regulates the protection, inspection

In addition to the patent right, the trade

and trade of plant varieties.

mark right and the protection of industrial

In 1968, the rules laid down within UPOV for

design were also included in the treaty. In

The Plant Breeders’ Rights belong to the

Plant Breeders’ Rights protection in 1961

1884, the Paris Convention came into force

family of intellectual property rights that

It is not clear yet, for instance, whether any

came into effect. At that time the Nether-

in 14 member states.

also includes patent right, copyright and

published photographs may damage this

varieties with a high THC content. These

trade mark right. The purpose of Plant

‘requirement of obscurity’. Another condition

are known as ‘varieties for medicinal use’.

assessment of Plant Breeders’ Rights

for 1 year and abroad even for 4 years.

applications. Fully in line with this principle, in
2006, when soft drugs constituted a national
problem just like today, Plant Breeders’
Rights were granted for nearly 30 hemp

Two years later, the protection of the copy-

Breeders’ Rights is to allow breeders of a

that applies is that the variety needs an

The testing of these varieties, though,

1991, this treaty was revised and adapted to

right was regulated in the Berne Convention.

new plant variety to exercise power over

accepted denomination.

required additional measures. The trial field

technological developments. UPOV is part of

The two organisations merged and developed

the variety and to ensure that licence fees

Plant Breeders’ Rights imply that the Plant

the World Intellectual Property Organisation

into the World Intellectual Property Organi-

are paid for its use.

Breeders’ Rights holder has the exclusive

(WIPO), which focuses on intellectual

sation, with 184 member states.

Varieties protected by Plant Breeders’ Rights

right to produce or market propagating

following its scent and taking some ‘material

property rights. The first treaty concerning

The organisation manages 24 treaties in

can be used in breeding to create new, better

material of that variety. In principle, the

for home consumption’. Fortunately, the trial

intellectual property rights was the Paris

the field of intellectual property rights

varieties. The Dutch Plant Breeders’ Rights

right also applies to propagation within

had just been completed.

Convention for the Protection of Industrial

and, since 1974, has been part of the United

are embedded in the Dutch Seeds and Plan-

the user’s own company. Exceptions apply

Property in 1883.

Nations.

ting Materials Act. This national legislation

to a number of agricultural crops.

’Stichting Nederlandsche Algemeene Keuringsdienst voor
Boomkweekerijgewassen’ (NAKB; Netherlands General
Inspection Service for Arboricultural Crops) was established

In 1943 the ‘Instituut voor de Veredeling van Tuinbouwgewassen’ (IVT; Institute for Horticultural
Plant Breeding) was founded. In the late 1970s, the

in 1943 and joined NAKG. Mr A.W. van der Plassche was

focus of the Wageningen institutes increasingly

also appointed as chairman of this inspection service and

shifted to breeding. Resultantly in 1978, the variety

held the position until 1969.

testing of horticultural crops was split off and

There was no immediate uniformity in the inspections. Five

united with the research services of the ‘Instituut

regional inspection services, for instance, inspected fruit

voor het Rassenonderzoek van Cultuurgewassen’

trees and small fruit and vegetatively propagated avenue

(IVRO; Institute for Research on Varieties of Field

trees in a decentralised way. However, the inspection of

Crops), later called RIVRO (State Institute for

strawberry plants and generatively propagated coniferous

Research on Varieties of Cultivated Plants).

1945

ratified the UPOV treaty. In 1972, 1978 and

1943

1943

lands, Germany and the United Kingdom

have been on the market in the Netherlands

was hidden from view by tall fibre hemp.
However, this failed to prevent some true
connoisseurs from discovering the trial by

5 May, end of World War II. A woman
offers a basket of fruit as thanks to a
Princess Irene Brigade soldier.
(Photograph: Nationaal Archief)

and broad-leaved trees was carried out centrally.
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The Netherlands

Moving CPVO about

initial variety. Take genetically modified

The protection of a variety may be restric-

It was actually purely by chance that the

varieties.

ted to the Netherlands, but it may also be

They have, for example, an introduced

arranged that by one single application

resistance, but share all the other properties

protection is obtained for all EU countries.

Wageningen, Angers and Vienna. Within the

with the original variety. Mutants, too, only

For Dutch Plant Breeders’ Rights, breeders

European Commission, a number of external

have one or a few properties distinguishing

can apply to the Dutch Board for Plant

offices were to be divided. States that had

them from the parent variety. With ornamen-

Varieties, an independent administrative

recently joined the EU at the time felt they

tal crops, the contract with the owner of the

body. Since 1 January 2008, the board’s

original variety often contains a clause that

supporting administrative office has been

mutants may not be registered. The owner

placed with Naktuinbouw. This board grants

be placed somewhere. Behind the scenes,

of the derived variety and the owner of the

Plant Breeders’ Rights after it has been esta-

Austria was informed that Vienna might be

original variety can also enter into an agree-

blished that all conditions have been met.

chosen if there was sufficient interest.

ment, in which the former pays the first

These property rights are exclusively effective

However, the Austrians were at a loss as to

royalties.

in the Netherlands. If a breeder also wants

Farmers are allowed to harvest seed for their

Derived varieties are varieties whose essen-

own use and only need to pay a lower royalty

tial properties match those of the original,

sum for it. However, they are not allowed
to trade this seed. This exception does not
apply to vegetables and ornamental crops.

to exercise the exclusive right in other coun-

were entitled to a slice of the European cake.
Satisfying everyone’s demands seemed to
have been a success. But the CPVO had to

what to do. The problem was that in their
country a link had been made between CPVO
and genetic modification, something which
had raised strong opposition. Besides this,

Plant Breeders’ Rights in other countries are

Austria’s real preference was to be assigned

treaty is that the owner cannot only prevent

a necessity.

the still to be founded Alpine region agency,

the sale of propagating material, but also the

Since 1996 however, it has also been possible

and there was no room for two European

sale of the end product originating from his

to apply for European Plant Breeders’ Rights.

variety. However, this condition only applies

This Community right is valid in the entire

if halting the illegal propagation at an earlier

European Union.

do his home region a good turn, so Angers

stage was not possible.

The Community Plant Variety Office (CPVO)

became the seat in the Maine et Loire region,

in Angers, France, is in charge of European

a major French horticultural area.

Suppose a rose grower in a country which

institutes. In brief, Vienna refused.
The story goes that the French Minister of
Foreign Affairs then saw his opportunity to

Plant Breeders’ Rights. CPVO’s working
From the beginning, Naktuinbouw has

is not a UPOV member, propagates a rose

If the Plant Breeders’ Right holder abuses

method can be compared to that of the Dutch

An important amendment in the 1991 UPOV

which is protected in Europe under Plant

his monopoly right by unnecessarily restric-

Board for Plant Varieties. If Dutch tests show

treaty is that all genera and species of the

Breeders’ Rights. When the produced cut

ting the propagation of his variety, then it is

that the conditions of Plant Breeders’ Rights

government involved Naktuinbouw in the

plant kingdom are covered by Plant Breeders’

roses are then exported to the Netherlands,

possible to enforce the granting of a licence.

have been met, this may, therefore, serve as

Brussels discussion about how this

Rights. The concept of ‘essentially derived

the variety’s owner can have the flowers

a basis for the application for European Plant

European Plant Breeders’ Rights office

variety’ was also included. Varieties with

seized at Schiphol Airport.

Breeders’ Rights.

should be structured.

from an existing variety may be considered

The maximum term of Plant Breeders’ Rights
is 25 years. For varieties of potatoes, trees

Licence fee abuse

and some other crops, the term is 30 years.

Additional protection using
trade mark legislation

derived varieties. Special rules are in place

The Plant Breeders’ Right holder may, of

Plant Breeders’ Rights can be renounced in

for derived varieties. They may only be

course, enter into licence agreements in

the intervening period. The Plant Breeders’

Trade mark legislation may offer additional

marketed with the permission of the owner

which he authorises others to propagate

Right holder is responsible for monitoring

protection. With ornamental crops, breeders

of the original variety – usually in return for

the variety. Using a protected variety to

possible infringements of the Plant Breeders’

sometimes use a trade mark name in addition

a fee.

create new varieties is always permitted.

Rights.

to a variety name for certain crops – roses,

1946

1946

tion was established: Cambridge, Hanover,

Another interesting element of the UPOV

only one or a few characteristics different

32

were various candidates when the organisa-

tries, then application for and granting of

End product seized

Derived varieties

CPVO office was based in Angers. There

maintained close contact with CPVO, one
of the reasons being because the Dutch

As of 2009, Naktuinbouw is the contract
holder for CPVO and sole executor for
EU Plant Breeders’ Rights testing in the
Netherlands.

In 1946, the first NAKB regulation booklet appeared,

associated breeders had a vested interest in the

which unofficially became known as the General

opportunity of making an appeal if they disagreed

Inspection Regulations. The regulations offered

with inspection results. During that period, the

the possibility to classify crops in which various

Committee was the highest body authorised to

The regulations distinguished between several

diseases frequently occurred – including straw-

make rulings in the event of any dispute.

themselves to the selection of clones could have

inspection classes: AA, A, B and N, according

berries, berries and raspberries – in different

Today, this would be unthinkable; according to

themselves accredited as a ‘strawberry selection

to origin and health status. There was quickly

health classes. Health status was expressed by

the Constitution everybody has the right to an

company’ by NAKB. This was on condition that

sufficient material available in the higher classes,

a so-called disease number. Inspections were

independent judge.

they possessed and maintained one or more

leading to the abolition of inspection class N.

conducted by regional inspection services to

The inspection regulations for strawberry plants

selection or using clones from others. Twenty-five

appeared in print. In the 1940s, healthy propagating

years after the establishment of NAKB (1968), there

material was not produced centrally at a research

were fourteen accredited strawberry selection

station, but at private companies.

companies.

To promote private initiatives, companies applying

clones, obtained through their own selection work

NAKB guidelines.

or otherwise. In addition, there were the ordinary

The ‘Commissie van Beroep inzake de Keuringen’

propagating companies that did not possess

(Inspection Appeals Committee) also dates back

clones, but bred propagating material from mass

to 1946. As only approved material could be traded,
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Right: Propagating material for new varieties

for example. This indication is protected

Trade mark right is valid for 10 years, but may

the close relationship between companies

is photographed and saved digitally as part

by law. This is especially useful if the name

be extended infinitely. In the Netherlands,

and NAKG, which also enabled inspectors to

of the variety description.

of the new product is widely known, for

trade mark rights are registered by the

observe the company trials during their

instance at auctions.

Benelux Trademarks Office. The costs of the

inspection visits to the companies, inspecti-

After the so-called depot – in the preliminary

protection of trade marks are considerably

ons to determine whether varieties qualified

phase of the trade mark’s registration pro-

lower than those of Plant Breeders’ Rights.

for inclusion in the national list and the EEC

early years, these notes were kept in the

variety list were assigned to NAKG in 1973.

trial field books. In the late 1950s a card-

cedure – the right may be claimed immediately. However, owning the trade mark is only

No patent on varieties

Right from the very start, Naktuinbouw
inspectors made notes about how to
distinguish varieties in the trial field and
at the premises of the companies. In the

index box was started containing variety
notes.

definite after a judge’s decree has been

There is no patent right on varieties in

obtained.

Europe. The reason is that in addition to Plant

In order to draw up the first EEC variety list

The present trade mark law was developed

Breeders’ Rights, there may not be a second

for vegetable crops, an inventory had to be

to promote the free movement of goods in

legal system governing plant varieties.

made of all the varieties being traded in the

Crops and Plant Breeders’ Rights testing at

the Benelux. This required a uniform pro-

However, granting a patent is possible on a

Netherlands. NAKG had an ideal source for

the Institute of Horticultural Plant Breeding.

tection of trade marks. On 19 March 1962,

particular working method – for example,

this: the numerous visits the inspectors paid

NAKG employees active in crop committees

the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg

breeding or introducing hereditary properties

to the companies. During these visits they

were even called the ‘Walking reference

signed the Benelux Treaty on Trade Marks.

– or on a particular combination of hereditary

invariably looked at the variety assortment

Based on this treaty, the Uniform Benelux

properties, the so-called gene constructs.

present. The result? Varieties emerged from

Trade Mark Law came into being, becoming

Since the 1980s, however, the US Patent Office

one of the member states. The Dutch system

every nook and cranny.

foreign official bodies, such as Edith Thornton

effective in 1971. The Benelux Trademarks

in the USA has granted patents on plant

of variety testing met these criteria, so that

Companies wanted to be on the safe side:

from the British Plant Variety Control. When

Office is responsible for the implementation

varieties.

the cultivars on the variety list could be

inclusion via this inventory meant that no

she saw the experts at work in the field she

included in the EEC variety list.

admission inspection would be necessary.

came up with the term ‘Walking reference

After dealing with the agricultural sector in

So we cannot entirely rule out the possibility

this fashion, Brussels also addressed the

that, at the time, certain varieties were

EEC variety list

of the law.

Europe

In 1946, the ‘Rijkstuinbouwvoorlichtingsdienst’
(National Horticultural Extension Service)
started carnation cutting inspections in Aalsmeer.
The vascular disease Phialophora cinerescens

vegetable sector. Initially, the intention was

included which in reality only existed in the

At the establishment of the EEC on 25 March

to draft a vegetable crop directive that dupli-

minds of the directors of seed companies.

1957, free trade was one of the spearheads

cated the agricultural directive. Partly thanks

for developing a single market. A number of

to the efforts of the Dutch delegation, two

EEC directives for the trade in propagating

important elements in the legislation differed.

There was another problem that had to be

material of agricultural crops were published

The first was that tests for admission did

tackled, namely: what is a variety?

prescribing how member states had to orga-

not always have to be based exclusively on

At the time, the majority of the assortment

nise maintenance, trade and inspection.

official tests. Tests carried out by the com-

had been obtained from positive or negative

The essence of these directives was that a

panies could be used as well, to complement

mass selection. In cases where the original

variety must have been listed in at least

the official test. The second deviating element

sources of varieties were limited, there was

one of the member states. It can then be

was that a temporary provision was built

a great deal of closely related material.

included in the EEC variety list. Inclusion

in replacing the required certification.

Particularly in respect to cross-pollinated

in this EEC variety list was a guarantee that

This allowed vegetable seed to be traded as

crops, small differences were noted between

material from these varieties could be traded

standard seed under the supplier’s respon-

varieties with sometimes huge variations

within the then six EEC member states.

sibility. This exception has now developed

within the cultivars. The inspectors knew

The directives also provided the criteria a

into a rule. Practically no certification takes

that from year to year these varieties

variety had to comply with to be admitted in

place with respect to vegetable seed. Due to

exhibited slight differences.

1946

1946

Walking reference collection

As a result, the variety knowledge of NAKG
employees was a welcome input for both the
Descriptive Lists of Varieties of Vegetable

collection’.
NAKG maintained not only national but also
international contacts with specialists and

collection’.

Definition of variety

August 1946, dinner on the occasion of NAKG’s
fifth anniversary in ‘Sociëteit De Vereeniging’
in The Hague. In the middle Mr and Mrs A.W. van
der Plassche.

was threatening carnation cultivation. One of the
main causes of the spread of this pathogen turned
out to be the use of infected propagating material.
After a few years, the then newly-founded
’Stichting Nederlandse Algemene Keuringsdienst
voor Siergewassen’ (NAKS; Netherlands General
Inspection Service for Floricultural Crops) took
over the inspections.
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It was NAKG director Geert Grooters who

VKC publishes the data of the registered

was funded. Instead of lump sum financing,

invented the term ‘stepping stone variety’

varieties via www.plantscope.nl. Here, prac-

which had been customary until then, the

for variety complexes like that. He also inven-

tically the entire variety assortment of all

government’s preference was a fee per

ted names for these varieties. For instance,

ornamental crop and fruit varieties produced

application to be paid by the applicant. The

the name of the salsify variety ‘Verbeterde

in the Netherlands has been brought together.

government also wanted to abolish the

Reuzen Nietschieters’ came from him. The

From water plants to conifers, from ferns to

annual fee for Plant Breeders’ Rights.

they only want admission to the trading chan-

varieties consisted of a number of selections,

bamboo, virtually everything can be found

WUR didn’t expect to be able to perform

nels or also, at the same time, national Plant

all falling within the variety, but showing

on the site.

Plant Breeders’ Rights testing in a way that

Breeders’ Rights. This double option does not

small mutual disparities.

In addition to a photograph of the variety, a

would cover all the costs. Naktuinbouw,

entail any additional costs and the number of

This is where the testing for listing started.

short description is provided. As photography

however, was in a position to do so, because

The first applications were dealt with by

constitutes an important part of DUS testing

the inspection service could carry out the

the newly-appointed deputy director Nico

today, VKC also photographs the ornamental

work more efficiently in combination with

Koomen. When he started taking over more

and vegetable crops submitted for Plant

the testing for listing. When the new Dutch

and more management tasks from Geert

Breeders’ Rights in a brand-new studio. A

Grooters, Kees van Ettekoven was recruited

representative photograph is, after all, the

however, NAK and NAKS were unable to take

force, all the tests for Plant Breeders’ Rights

to take charge of the steadily growing num-

basis for establishing the identity.

over this activity. For NAKG the situation

and listing were bundled under the authority

was different. Since testing for listing was

of the Dutch Board for Plant Varieties, while

already being carried out there, taking on

Naktuinbouw was appointed as the body

Plant Breeders’ Rights testing of vegetable

responsibility for carrying out all testing.

crops was an option. This was done in 2002.

For the actual execution of the trials, contact

Towards one variety organisation

Annually, the ‘Vaste Keurings Commissie’

tant effect of this act is that applicants can
now indicate on the application form whether

submissions for it grew explosively.

In the late 1970s, the focus of the Wageningen

some two thousand ornamental crops. By

institutes increasingly shifted to breeding.

drawing up a short description and taking a

The result was that variety testing was

During consultations about the new Dutch

spring-flowering bulbs.

picture, VKC ensures that varieties are traded

separated from the Institute of Horticultural

Seeds and Planting Materials Act, it became

Since 1 January 2009, all DUS testing for

However, it did cause some problems; where-

under the correct name. Since 2007, the

Plant Breeding (IVT) in 1978 and brought

apparent that the government intended to

vegetable and ornamental crops has been

as the use of company tests for listing is an

organisation has been based at the premises

together with the research of the Institute

change the way Plant Breeders’ Rights testing

concentrated in Roelofarendsveen. Naktuin-

accepted testing method, it is not accepted

of Naktuinbouw. From 1889 to 2000, VKC was

for Research on Varieties of Field Crops (IVRO),

bouw’s office in Wageningen is charged with

by the Dutch Board for Plant Varieties

part of the ‘Koninklijke Maatschappij voor

later called RIVRO (Government Institute for

running the tests for agricultural crops.

Tuinbouw en Plantkunde’ (KMTP; Royal Dutch

Research on Varieties of Cultivated Plants).

Horticultural Society). Initially under the name

10 years later, ideas about the research in

of Flowers, Plants and Vegetable Committee,

Wageningen changed and the focus increa-

but the original name was replaced in 1909

singly shifted from practical research to

by VKC.

fundamental research. Resultantly, slowly

For a long time, the only way of establishing

but surely the institutes merged to become a

a plant’s identity was by studying the mor-

Since 1988, the nomenclature, researching

single organisation: the present Wageningen

phological characteristics. This is the pres-

the assortments and registration of new and

University and Research Centre (WUR).

cribed method with respect to DUS testing.

existing floricultural crops has been carried

Already at the formation of CPRO (Centre for

However, if a breeder suspects that a variety

out by VKC. Besides registration, quality

Plant Breeding and Reproduction Research),

is being propagated illegally, this method

inspections and photography are important

an attempt was made to place variety testing

has disadvantages. Establishing the identity

elements of the work of this organisation.

with the inspection services. At the time,

based only on external characteristics

registration and Plant Breeders’ Rights testing.

1947

Seeds and Planting Materials Act. An impor-

(VKC; Permanent Judging Committee) registers

was sought with NAK in Emmeloord for
Different picture of the costs

agricultural crops and with BKD in Lisse for

for Plant Breeders’ Rights testing.
In the eyes of the board, Plant Breeders’
Rights reports must also be acceptable to
other organisations. It is CPVO, in particular,

Variety Tracer

that is opposed to testing by companies. For
Naktuinbouw, this has meant a considerable

1950

Assessing potato varieties for variety

In 2006, the Netherlands introduced a new

Seeds and Planting Materials Act came into

bers of applications.
Registration of ornamental crops

New act has magnetic attraction

rise in trial field testing and resistance tests.
(Photograph: Corynespora resistance testing
in cucumber)

In the 1950s, NAKB had propagation fields in

The ‘Stichting Nederlandse Algemene Keurings-

It has been said that Mr Van der Plassche was

dienst voor Siergewassen’ (NAKS; Netherlands

so disappointed with the quality of the flower

General Inspection Service for Floricultural Crops)

seed he had bought in The Hague, that NAKG

was established in 1947. This foundation’s board

also included flower seed as one of their tasks.

production of rootstock propagating material was

was formed by representatives from the compa-

From 1947, random follow-up inspections of flower

relocated from Roelofarendsveen to Biddinghuizen

nies producing and trading propagating material.

seed were carried out.

and, in 1985, to Zeewolde.

Wilhelminapolder (1.5 hectares) Horst (3.5 hectares)
and Roelofarendsveen (0.5 hectare). Later, the

Its chairman was again A.W. van der Plassche.
Quite logically it only stands to reason that NAKS
settled in The Hague, too. The carnation and

Cyclamen inspections already taking place were
placed with the new inspection service.
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market’ research. Variety testing made the

Naktuinbouw DUS inspections

for example in mutants, either.

Wageningen institutes great, but not much

(2007 figures)

The technology used by Naktuinbouw is the

remains of this prominence now.

so-called AFLP-technology, developed by the

The position the Netherlands holds, with

Wageningen company Keygene. It can be

an active business community fed by inno-

NL PBR

EU PBR

Total

Ornamental plants

applied to all living organisms, including

vation, deserves a strong organisation. The

Alstroemeria

–

8

22

30

pathogens.

government recognises and supports the

Dianthus

–

9

19

28

importance of a solid protection and trade

Freesia

–

8

–

8

AFLP is also a relatively low-cost technology;

structure within the increasingly diminishing

Gerbera

–

27

39

66

developing a specific set of markers is un-

possibilities.

Lely

–

137

necessary and the results are available within

96

–

23

89

112

Tulip

–

109

7

116

Naktuinbouw not only carries out the actual

Other

–

64

168

232

to be convinced about the reliability of

work at a high and reliable level, it is also

Potted plants

–

45

140

186

research far more quickly if presented with a

active within international organisations

Cut flowers

–

15

71

86

document showing the well-known barcode.

such as UPOV in Geneva and CPVO in Angers

Naktuinbouw’s DNA laboratory is not only

to support the interests of variety testing

used to identify cases of illegal propagation.

there as well. The cooperation already started

Potato

–

111

3

114

Sugar beet

–

51

–

51

The organisation is also involved in building

with NAK and BKD will probably expand.

Cereals

–

16

–

16

databases of reference collections. DNA fin-

The objective is a maximum benefit from the

Flax

–

4

–

4

gerprints of a number of crops have already

efficiency gain yielded by the combination of

Chicory

–

5

–

5

inspection and DUS testing.

Grasses

–

144

1

145

Above: Reference Garden for Perennial Plants

remains subjective. No matter to what extent

being used, although the interpretation of

in Roelofarendsveen.

researchers do their best to be objective, it

Right: Sweet peppers being assessed.

remains nevertheless human eyes that

To establish the identity of ornamental crops,

observe similarities and differences.
A second disadvantage of morphological
research is that the growing conditions can

reference collection of perennials consists of

cause plants to differ in appearance. A third

3,000 regularly traded cultivars which have

disadvantage is the length of time it takes to

been assessed as being varietal true.

Naktuinbouw does not wait to be 100%

protection for new and better varieties has

produce the results, because a plant must be

These cultivars have been described,

certain of impending events, but takes a

increasingly become a task for Naktuinbouw.

mature before its identity can be established.

photographed and given correct names, and

proactive stance. When an opportunity

Trees, for instance, may need years to mature.

are also included in the online database

presents itself, Naktuinbouw seizes the

www.plantscope.nl.

chance to take action.

Arable crops

Vegetables

colours may also have contributed to the

Within the world of varieties and propagating

Tomato

139

24

23

186

confusion.

material, national borders hold hardly any

Lettuce

109

1

68

177

Naktuinbouw also maintains the so-called

significance. This is also where Naktuin-

Sweet pepper

94

20

2

116

Reference Garden for Perennial Plants. This

bouw’s future development as a variety

Cauliflower

42

4

13

59

institute lies. Supporting and expanding the

Cucumber

29

–

4

33

Beans

28

–

19

47

Melon

26

9

–

35

Onion

25

–

14

39

White cabbage

25

1

8

34

Spinach

15

–

22

37

At a technical level, Naktuinbouw can be

Leeks

14

–

20

34

found in the front line in debates about

Andive

14

–

9

23

Courgette

14

–

–

14

Gherkin

11

–

–

11

Reference Garden for Perennial Plants

Future

possibilities to obtain international, solid

For this reason, for some years now Naktuin-

Especially in the initial period, the Reference

bouw has offered ‘Variety Tracer’. This method

Garden for Perennial Plants revealed some

The Netherlands enjoys an excellent

in this dialogue is always based on practical

Aubergine

11

–

2

13

of establishing the identity of a variety is

surprising insights. For example, there

reputation in the world of variety testing,

working experience. This is particularly true

Watermelon

10

–

–

10

based on DNA analysis and is both quick

appeared to be as many as ten different

the foundation for which was laid by the

for discussions about the use of molecular

Peas

10

1

19

30

and reliable.

descriptions in circulation of Anemone x

Wageningen institutes. But it is largely

techniques in DUS testing.

Other

69

3

49

121

DNA analysis is not a replacement, but is

hybrida ‘Königin Charlotte’. These differen-

thanks to Naktuinbouw that variety testing

Here, too, Naktuinbouw will take a proactive

Total

684

743

927

2.354

complementary to morphological research.

ces were probably due to the incorrect plants

did take the same route as so much ‘near-

attitude.

improving research methods. Its contribution

1952

1952

41

Roso

a few days or weeks. Moreover, judges appear

been stored.

38

Listing

It does not identify slight genetic differences,

Between 1952 and 1958, NAKS extended its

at the same time, most far-reaching regulation:

inspections with Chrysanthemums and Freesias.

“The commercial breeding, processing, trading,

The ‘Keuringswet Tuinbouwzaden en -plantgoed’

importing and exporting or offering for export of

took effect in 1952. This new act was necessary

propagating material is only permitted to those

en -plantgoed’ in March 1952, which act relating

because the system of binding variety lists (only

who are associated with an inspection institute

Serving on the board were A.W. v.d. Plassche

to the organisation of the inspections replaced

varieties included in the variety lists were allowed

nominated by public administrative regulation”.

(chairman), C. Ofman, H. Scholten (members),

the then legal basis.

to be marketed) and the stringent closed inspection

In other words: NAKG, NAKB and NAKS.

On 25 September 1952, the NAKS board met – five

This first NAKS board meeting was connected

years after the foundation date – for the first time.

with the passing of new inspection legislation

From 1947 to 1952, administrative life within NAKS

regarding horticultural seed and propagating

took place in the departmental committees of the

material, notably the ‘Keuringswet tuinbouwzaden

crops involved in the inspections.

B.K. Boom and J. Wasscher (consulting members)

system of the agricultural sector could not be

This was valid for vegetable crops and flower seed

and J. Saathof (photograph). The latter was NAKB /

applied easily to the horticultural sector. After

(including shallot and onion sets), for arboricultural

NAKG / NAKS secretary from 1941 to 1976.

all, there was an enormous range of crops and

crops (all fruit crops, strawberries and a number

varieties. Moreover, part of the production of

of poplar varieties, elm, willow, and ash) and

horticultural seed occurred in other countries.

for some specific ornamental plants (carnations,

Section 2 of the act contained the simplest, but,

Cyclamen, Chrysanthemums and Freesias).

39
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Gerbera Plant Breeders’ Rights trial.
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No top quality
without proper testing

Identifying organisms using AFLP

In the early 1990s, the Dutch company Keygene invented a method for rapid fingerprinting of genetic material: Amplified Fragment
Length Polymorphism analysis, in short AFLP.
This technology became widely used all over

Laboratory testing

the world, mainly in breeding research.
The technique is based on the Polymerase
Chain Reaction (PCR, see column on page
45). Specific restriction enzymes cut the DNA
strands of plant material at specific points.

Naktuinbouw has to use reliable protocols and state-of-the-art

This cut is not straight but leaves an overlap,
to which a so-called DNA adapter fits.

technology to give its expert opinion on the quality required. Nak-

A primer is then added which recognises
this DNA adapter.

tuinbouw Laboratories uses anonymous tests to determine the

This is followed by a PCR. The number of
amplified fragments can be controlled by
adding one or more additional nucleotides

health status and quality of seed and planting material. An in-

to the primers.
This PCR creates a large number of DNA

house research team improves testing methods and develops new

fragments with different sizes, that are subsequently separated using polyacrylamide

ones. Knowledge of plant diseases and plant cultivation converge

gel-electrophoresis (PAGE). For PAGE, the
DNA material is loaded on top of a gel. Each
DNA fragment then progresses through the

in the Diagnostics team. The Test Center in Horst produces virus-

gel to a certain position during an electrophoreses run. The size of the material

free propagating material. The laboratories in Roelofarendsveen

determines the final position. This creates
a pattern of bands, that can be visualised by

and Horst are central to Naktuinbouw’s international reputation.

Total membership dues paid to NAKS over
1948-1952 amounted to 2,057.50 Dutch florins
(well over € 930). Of this amount, 620 Dutch

print of the genetic material.

Ambitions

the success of Dutch propagating companies.

Quality improvement is Naktuinbouw’s ‘core

Good quality is not only determined by the

business’. The laboratory plays a crucial role

external appearance of the plant material;

in this. And the work performed by the

more and more the plant is increasingly

laboratory, testing the quality and health of

often tested internally as well.

plants for companies, is also of eminent

There is sufficient reason to invest heavily

importance as a continuation of the inspec-

in the best and latest testing technology,

tion activities. Naktuinbouw as a whole is the

given the consequences the test result can

center of expertise for the quality and health

have for the producers.

of seed and planting material. Naktuinbouw

1954

1952

High-quality starting material is essential for

staining. These bands represent the finger-

February 1954, dinner on the occasion of NAKG’s
twelve and a half years anniversary in La Corvette,
Kurhaus hotel, Scheveningen.

florins came in via collection measures, as is
shown by an annex to the first minutes of the
NAKS board meeting, dated 25 September 1952.
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Laboratories is unrivalled worldwide, both

and certification schemes and performing

latter provides an extra guarantee of the ini-

Pieces of DNA

regarding the number of vegetable, flori-

tests at the request of companies.

tial detection being correct. The identification

in the Polymerase Chain Reaction

cultural and arboricultural crops tested, and

tests can be ‘pathogenicity tests’, but nowSecondly, Naktuinbouw Laboratories has its

adays molecular tests such as PCR are

This has given Naktuinbouw a good reputa-

own Research & Development team, where

increasingly used for this (see the column

tion both in the Netherlands and abroad.

scientifically trained technicians develop

on the right).

This reputation can also be attributed to the

new tests and testing systems, improve

fact that Naktuinbouw translates scientific

existing tests and carry out research into

developments which may lead to improved

specific, often complex, questions about

Tests can be part of system monitoring

testing methods, into practical tests.

diseases and harmful organisms. This part

schemes, where they can be carried out as

of the laboratory serves as a kind of encyclo-

interim or initial checks. In other words: the

paedia for the horticultural sector.

test on which Naktuinbouw bases reliable

The laboratory has three areas of activity.

organism is by amplifying a specific piece of
DNA until enough has been obtained to perform the analysis. This is possible using PCR,
which stands for Polymerase Chain Reaction.

System monitoring

With PCR two primers are selected in which
the base sequence – the well known succession of C, G, A and T – is complementary to a
specific piece of DNA of the target organism.
The correct combination of primers is specific
for the organism you are trying to identify.

opinions is part of a larger quality control

Firstly, the routine tests for establishing

Determining germination capacity.

One way of establishing the identity of an

the number of pathogens tested for.

scheme. The actual test is not the only factor

the health status and quality of planting

Thirdly, the Diagnostics team links plant

material and seed. This involves testing tens

pathology with knowledge of crop cultiva-

infected with pathogen ‘X’?” is asked, a detec-

that leads to a good product; producers have

of thousands of samples from inspection

tion. This team has one foot in cultivation

tion test or series of tests is performed to

to be in control of the entire process.

practice and the other in science. The team

assess whether a plant or seed has been

tries to find the exact cause of an infestation

affected with the specific pathogen.

or infection.

This often concerns samples taken from

The roles of the laboratory

mother plants which are continuously
monitored by the propagator and which

The primary role of the laboratory is to test

A test in its most essential form is nothing

have usually been grown in a greenhouse set

the health status or quality of material sent

more than providing an answer to a question.

up specifically for that purpose.

in by the inspectors. For this the laboratory

The kind of question determines the kind of

Determining whether a pathogen is present

is supplied with samples taken according to

test to be performed.

or not is always the objective. This is done

officially recognised protocols.

If the open question: “My plants are sick,

using a specific detection test which reacts

what is going on?” is asked, a diagnosis of the

to the specified pathogen. The detection test

problem will have to be made. Naktuinbouw

only shows the presence of that pathogen

often compares this to a general practitioner’s

and will not reveal the presence of any other

situation. A patient who is not feeling well

pathogen. The answer provided by such a

DNA strand and the enzyme DNA polymerase

goes and sees the doctor. The clinical picture

test is always ‘shown to be present’ or ‘not

then joins the correct bases to the primers.

may be misleading. The same applies to

shown to be present’.

The DNA strand acts as a template. After this

plants. If a plant is suffering from a disease

If a pathogen is detected, this is sometimes

‘extension’ of the primers, the DNA is heated

due to a fungal infection, this may be

confirmed using an identification test to

because the plant has had too much water,

unequivocally determine the identity of the

causing conditions that favour the growth

pathogen.

Open or closed questions

In the laboratory the DNA is isolated from the
organism and heated, so that the strands of
the double helix of the DNA separate into two
parts. Each of the primers binds to a single

again to separate the new strands and the
whole process can start again. By repeating
this process forty times, during which the
amount of DNA is doubled each time, enough

The question underlying identification tests

cultivation conditions.

is not only ‘whether’ something is present,

If the closed question: “Have my plants been

but mainly ‘what’ exactly is present. The

From the late 1950s, NAKB set up a closed

Flevopolder for fruit tree rootstocks, avenue trees

inspection system to achieve optimal results.

and ornamental trees. In 1983, these fields

This meant that to grow propagating material,

covered 15, 1.25 and 2 hectares respectively.

January 1956 saw the start of the project obtaining,

In the early 1960s, the project yielded the first

maintaining, propagating and distributing virus-free

virus-free rootstocks and fruit varieties. The PD

propagating material of fruit trees, unofficially

produced the core material, NAKB propagated.

shortened to the ‘virus project’. In this project,

The fact that, within a few decades, the

fruit tree growers were under the obligation

the PD, IPO, NAKB and later also the Research

Netherlands developed into one of Europe’s

to use approved graftwood or budwood and

Station for Fruit Production in Wilhelminadorp

major exporters of fruit trees and fruit tree

rootstocks, originating from NAKB accepted

under the management of C.A.R. Meijneke

rootstocks can be attributed to a significant

propagating fields. The plants propagated from

from the PD cooperated very successfully.

extent to this project.

this material were inspected per lot in the field

complete absence of viruses in arboricultural

< Horst company premises, early 1980s.

and were given individual certification strips.

The aim of the project was to bring about a

44

material can be obtained for analysis.

disease is not so much the fungus as the

1956

1956

of the fungus. As a result, the cause of the

< Reproduction from IVT 1964 Annual Report.

Only approved propagating material could be

propagating material. The project started

traded. For this purpose, NAKB itself managed

with fruit trees, later followed by small fruit,

a number of propagating fields; in Horst and

ornamental trees and avenue trees.

Wilhelminapolder for fruit crops and in the
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Netherlands Plant Diseases Act. The PD will

pathogens, Naktuinbouw Laboratories makes

do tests to confirm the diagnosis of a qua-

use of both classical microbiological methods

rantine pathogen. If the test is positive, the

and modern techniques.

PD will impose appropriate measures on the

A crucial element of these large-scale tests

owner of the diseased material to prevent

is that they must be carried out ‘blind’, i.e.

the disease spreading.

the laboratory employees do not know where

This diagnostic service is also available to

the samples originate from. This guarantees

companies that want to have samples tested

the independence of the laboratory.

voluntarily. Naktuinbouw offers a fast service

Independence is also underlined by Naktuin-

in this field.

bouw’s non-commercial character.

Serological tests using ELISA

Naktuinbouw Laboratories uses ELISA to
detect specific proteins of, for example,

Soil samples

Routine testing

Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay. The

samples can also be tested for the presence

serological principle of ELISA is the use of

The Health Tests team tests lots of samples

of pathogens such as fungi, bacteria or

specific antibodies that bind to a selected

submitted by the inspectors or provided

nematodes. It is important that these soil

directly by companies. This concerns many

samples are taken correctly. Depending on

chemically bound to an enzyme. The forming

thousands of samples every year (some

the soil type, location and size of the plot,

of the complex of enzyme, antibody and

350,000 for tests for viruses, 14,000 for

the inspectors have to ensure that sampling

pathogen can be visualised by adding a sub-

bac-teria and 4,000 for fungi). Naktuinbouw

is representative for the plot concerned: the

strate that can be converted by the enzyme,

Laboratories is able to test the samples for

basis for the reliability of a test result is laid

the presence of bacteria, fungi, nematodes

in the field. The most commonly used soil

phytoplasmas, viruses and viroids. The

tests are pathogenicity tests, wash methods

binding of the enzyme – which ultimately

protein of the target pathogen, but not to
other proteins. In ELISA the antibodies are

thus producing, after one or more steps, a
detectable colour. The more of the detectable
pathogen is present, the greater the extent of

Above: Oostenbrink elutriator for

In addition, companies can also voluntarily

ziektenkundige Dienst’ (PD; Plant Protection

samples come from seed producers, propa-

and visual assessment, but molecular tests

gives a greater fluorescence.

nematode testing and resistance tests.

offer samples to Naktuinbouw Laboratories

Service of the Netherlands) in 2007, testing

gaters, plant producers and tissue culture

are also gaining ground for the testing of soil

In brief the protocol is as follows: the sample

Right below: PCR test.

for assessment, for example if a company’s

for quarantine organisms and plant disease

companies. To test for the different target

samples.

is applied to the surface of a microplate to

own laboratory has no or insufficient

diagnostics has become an important

capacity, or lacks the relevant expertise.

element of the laboratories’ tasks. The PD

will be specifically bound by the antibodies

Naktuinbouw Laboratories has furthermore

accredits Naktuinbouw for every individual

and fixed to the surface. The plate is then

grown into a center of expertise for testing

test, provided that these tests have been

washed to remove any parts of the sample

seed and planting material. This has enabled

adequately validated for both the intrinsic

that have not been immobilised. Then an

it to convert scientific knowledge on detection

properties of the method and its use in a

antibody-enzyme complex is applied; the

and identification into instruments that

specific laboratory.

which antibodies are bound. Any target proteins present, for example on virus particles,

enzyme will later trigger the colour reaction.
This complex binds specifically to the already

enable Dutch horticulture to guarantee high-

bound virus particles. Any excess of unbound

quality propagating material and successful

Naktuinbouw Laboratories provides first-line

antibodies will be washed away. A substrate

crops worldwide.

diagnostics for the full scope of plant patho-

is now applied that is converted by the bound

gens. The Diagnostics team is often the first

enzyme into a measurable yellow, fluorescent
component. The presence of the virus to be

to recognise quarantine organisms.

Since Naktuinbouw took over the import

If a quarantine disease is found, reporting to

and export inspections from the ‘Planten-

the PD is obligatory under the terms of the

In 1957, the European Coal and Steel Community
was founded. Quite quickly, this cooperation
developed into the European Economic

detected can be inferred from the magnitude
of the fluorescence of this colour – i.e. how
visible this signal is.

1958

Quarantine organisms

1957

the virus capsid. ELISA is the acronym for

In addition to the propagating material, soil

In 1958, the ‘Zaaizaad- en plantgoedwet’ (Dutch
Seeds and Planting Materials Act) was brought
before Parliament. At the time, two horticultural

Community (EEC) with Italy, Germany, France

schemes existed side by side: the ‘Kwekersbesluit’

and the Benelux countries as its member states.

(Breeders Decision), exclusively relating to internal
tradeand the ‘Keuringswet Tuinbouwzaden en
-plantgoed’ (Horticultural Seeds and Planting
Materials Act) which also applied to the export of
propagating material. In the agricultural sector, too,
there were various regulations. There was a need
for one, clear system. The ‘Zaaizaad- en plantgoedwet’, then, was the result.
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and their use in the field are audited once

species which can have harmful effects on

The ELISA technique (see the column on

Viruses

The culture method has been the golden

every three years. All accredited stations

raising strawberry plants. At present, these

page 47) is predominantly used for virus

standard for starting to detect bacteria

must participate in proficiency tests which

tests are assessed visually. However, it is also

detection. ELISA is an acronym for ‘Enzyme

since Louis Pasteur discovered germs.

are organised from time to time.

possible nowadays to detect and identify

Linked Immuno Sorbent Assay’, a technique

A disadvantage of culture methods is that

Since the germination rate data often fail to

nematodes using molecular techniques,

introduced for plant pathology in the mid

they do not always cultivate only the target

correlate properly with the actual emergence,

such as PCR. PCR is expected to become the

scientific study of these antibodies. Antibodies

1970s. This serology-based test is applied

pathogen. Culture methods make use of the

the Usable Plants Test was developed for

standard detection method for most nema-

are not only useful in controlling harmful

on a large scale in the laboratories to find

postulates set out by the German medical

such crops as tomato and sweet peppers.

tode species in the future.

organisms; they are also very handy in detec-

harmful viruses in propagating material.

scientist Heinrich Hermann Robert Koch.

As part of this test, the germinated plants

This would make the testing process less

ting them. And this last property, particularly,

Bacteria and fungi

Serology: the science of antibodies

Nature itself has the agreeable characteristic
that an adequate solution exists for many
harmful organisms. On a microbiological level
these are often antibodies. Serology is the

makes serology an important source of know-

(See the column on page 51.)

ledge in the development of testing methods.
The immune system of e.g. the human body

A culture requires further specification on

uses antibodies to neutralise harmful,

the basis of the data found. Follow-up tests

unknown molecules or antigens. Whether

are performed to reach the right conclusion.

we are talking about a virus, a bacterium or

These tests are based on serology as well as

a fungus, the body generally produces a
specific antibody that neutralises the invader.

on pathogenicity – re-infecting the plant –

For organisms that are damaging to plant

and on molecular biology.

material, antibodies can be made by injecting
e.g. a rabbit with a purified preparation of the

Fungi are mainly detected by visual inspec-

pathogen. The specific antibodies can be

tions. The propagating material is plated out

purified from the animal’s blood after some

on a medium and left to incubate. Then it is

weeks and these antibodies can be used
in vitro in serological tests.

examined using a microscope to determine

During the development of test material,

whether a pathogenic fungus is present.

knowledge of serology plays a vital role. If a

Ever more modern techniques are used for

test has to be run for a certain disease this

fungi which are hard to discern. Molecular
This mainly involves detection. The test

can often be done by buying or making the

techniques are best suited for this.

assesses whether a predefined virus, or a
Seed analysis

dependent on the highly specific identifi-

right antibodies and using them. Rinse the

a crop after a couple of days, depending on

cation expertise of technicians and would

antibody over a sample, link that antibody to

the crop. This test gives nurseries that raise

also increase the sensitivity of the test.

a colour, rinse the complex over a sample
and you will be able to see if there is a

supplied.

The seed samples which enter Naktuinbouw

plants a clearer idea of what can be expected

After molecular techniques made their

Laboratories via the Inspections department

from seed lots. Naktuinbouw has specially

entrance in the early 1990s, PCR (Polymerase

or further to a company’s requests are

equipped climate chambers for Usable Plants

Chain Reaction, see column on page 45)

examined for such quality aspects as purity,

Tests.

enabled a wider range of specific questions

moisture content and germination rate.

to be answered. This test, directed towards

All these tests are performed under ISTA

specific pathogens (identification tests), has

accreditation. ISTA (International Seed

Apart from seed analyses, the Seed Analysis

the tasks of the team for Research & Develop-

also enabled Naktuinbouw Laboratories to

Testing Association) is the organisation

team carries out various tests, such as tests

ment (R&D). Improving existing tests is

test materials which were not suitable for the

which promotes international rules on seed

for the presence of the nematode Ditylenchus

another task. The main role of R&D is to act

ELISA technique. An alternative to the ELISA

testing and sampling.

dipsaci in onion seed and tests where soil

as a competence center. The researchers in

Electron microscope image of the Freesia

technique is the ‘old-fashioned’ way of testing

As part of the ISTA accreditation, the quality

samples are tested for the presence of

this laboratory have access to worldwide

Ophiovirus (FOV). Ophio viruses have a snaky

using test plants (e.g. Chenopodium spp.).

assurance system, the test methods used

Xiphinema and Longidorus nematodes, two

scientific research results and can apply

NAKS directors
Between 1947-1958, NAKS had no director
(board and chairman took the decisions)
1958-1965 P.H. van der Pol

specific infection in the sample.
ELISA – an extensively used test method –

Research & Development

is based on the principles of serology.

Developing better, more reliable, more
Testing for nematodes

1959

1958

group of viruses, is present in the samples

are assessed for their usability for raising

efficient and less expensive tests is one of

appearance. ‘Ophis’ is the Greek word for
serpent. (Photograph PRI).

On the request of growers in Lent, NAKS extended
its sphere of activity with geranium inspections,
aimed at virus control and the correct denomination
of geranium varieties. It was not until 1963 that

1966-1986 G. Elzenga

the inspection of Pelargonium material became

1986-1994 J.E.M. van Ruiten (until merger date NAKS/NAKB)

obligatory. In the early 1960s, NAKS also conducted
inspections of Hippeastrums. Their health improved
by leaps and bounds.
Then came a strange decision: the inspection of
this crop was cut back and ‘need no longer be
placed with NAKS’.
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them to questions from the work floor.

validation process is also an R&D task. The

Although the Diagnostics team is only five

If there is demand for a new test – e.g. because

quality of the tests determines the quality

years old, diagnostics has always been a

a new harmful organism has been found –

of the propagating material in the industry.

core task of Naktuinbouw Laboratories.

R&D will search for possibilities to detect the

When validating a test, the researchers con-

Recognising diseases and anomalies has

organism. Sometimes existing laboratory

sider its specificity, robustness, sensitivity

always been a precondition for propagating

tests which are already used elsewhere

and some more aspects. These criteria

companies in order to be able to improve

are used for this; in other cases new tests

indicate whether a test actually measures

their propagation processes. And actually, the

are developed in collaboration with other

what it is intended to measure and whether

same applies to the inspectors: if they are

institutions.

a test gives the same results under different

well aware of potential pests and diseases,

These are often costly tests that are used in

conditions. Given the interests vested in the

they can contribute to the quality of products

scientific laboratories. The challenge then

test methods, Naktuinbouw Laboratories

and take the right inspection measures

is to transform these costly tests into affor-

sets very high standards for the tests used

where necessary.

dable and reliable ones which are suitable

in its laboratories. ISO 17025 provides clear

Since symptoms found in plant propagating

for daily large-scale routine testing.

guidelines for this.

material often have a complex background,

Right: Plating material onto a gel.

Validating tests implies establishing their

R&D plays a key role in transferring scientific

actual plant, but also the conditions under

Below: Researchers in the R&D lab

value: does a test do what it is supposed to

knowledge to practical applications. Tests

which the plant has grown.

reading test results.

do and if so, under which conditions? This

which were once developed and validated at

Symptoms in plant material are not only

bacterium that causes cholera.

R&D are used as standard tests in the seed

caused by pathogens, but may also be due

Probably more important than this work are

the Diagnostics team not only examines the

Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of

physician who discovered the cause of tuberculosis in 1882 and a year later identified the

to cultivation conditions such as insufficient

the four criteria he formulated to establish a

sometimes find their way into business

a sample. R&D also investigates whether

or excessive artificial fertiliser or moisture,

causal relationship between a microbe and

practice. R&D’s involvement with such orga-

the technique can be used in DUS-testing.

or the wrong temperature conditions. As a

a disease. These four criteria are known as
‘Koch’s postulates’:

nisations as ISHI (International Seed Health

result, a diagnosis can often only be made

Initiative) and ISTA ensures the necessary

when additional information is given by the

dance in all patients (or plants) suffering from

party that has submitted the material to be

the disease.

tested.

2. The microorganism must be isolated from a

Diagnostics

1. The microorganism must be found in abun-

diseased organism and grown in pure culture.

the technology used and/or developed by

The Diagnostics team occupies a special

Naktuinbouw Laboratories via NAL (Nak-

position within the Naktuinbouw Laborato-

tuinbouw Accredited Laboratory) and EMT

ries. Supported by R&D, the Diagnostics

- ‘Erkenning Monstername en Toetsing’

team investigates the causes of symptoms

4. The microorganism must be reisolated

(Sampling and Testing Accreditation).

in plant material. Diagnostics does not

from the inoculated, diseased experimental

assess whether something is wrong, but

host and identified as being identical to the

R&D has been developing methods to enable

answers the question of what exactly is the

original specific causal agent in criterion 1.

molecular techniques to be used to identify

cause of disorders and whether this implies

varieties for some years. The AFLP-technique

a risk.

(see the column on page 43) is used for this.

By combining knowledge of pests and

acquire the infection – these guidelines are

This powerful technique is used to answer

diseases with knowledge of horticultural

still important in determining the causality

questions involving comparative identifica-

plant cultivation, the Diagnostics team can

between a pathogen and a disease. Only if all

tion, e.g.: does one variety differ from another

make a diagnosis for virtually all symptoms

the criteria in Koch’s postulates are met, can

variety? AFLP can also be used to determine

which occur in plants.

1962

1961

1960

Biddinghuizen (9 hectares).

During the Paris Convention, the International

Koch was a German bacteriologist and

which particular bacteria strain is present in

world. Companies are also informed about

another propagating field in

Nobel Prize winner Heinrich Hermann Robert

analysis and health testing laboratories and

exchange of knowledge with the business

In the 1960s, NAKB acquired

Koch’s postulates

3. The cultured microorganism should cause
the same disease when introduced into a
healthy organism.

Although Koch adapted the word ‘must’ in the
third postulate to ‘should’ – as not all organisms exposed to an infectious agent will

the cause of the disease be identified with
certainty.

In 1962, inspectors rode mopeds (Rotterdam RAPs)

During the latter part of the summer, Koenis some-

with the entire certificate administration on the

times spent six weeks at a stretch in Limburg

back. Despite the long leather coats with matching

or Brabant inspecting green beans. In 1963, to

the foundation of the ‘Unie voor de Bescherming

helmets, they were not the appropriate means

enhance safety and shorten travelling times,

van Nieuwe Plantenrassen’ (UPOV; International

of conveyance to get safely through the severe

the inspection services decided to use cars as

Union for the Protection of New Varieties of

winter of 1962/1963. 22-year-old inspector Joop

a means of transport for their inspectors.

Plants), heralding the advent of international

Koenis slipped twice with his RAP during a wintery

Plant Breeders’ Rights.

snow shower. In those days, his territory extended

< Amsterdam ring road.

from Groningen in the north east to the ‘Bollen-

(Photograph: Nationaal Archief)

Plants was signed. This was the starting shot for

streek’ (bulb-growing area) in the west.
Travelling round the IJsselmeer two to three times
a week to complete the lot inspections during the

50

delivery season was quite normal practice.
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to organise an urgent meeting with European

The special expertise of the test center is

propagators.

making woody plants free from viruses by

The result was that R&D and Diagnostics

means of heat treatment, a technique not

were commissioned to make an inventory of

performed anywhere else in the Netherlands

the state of affairs in order to develop a test

and which is also rare in other countries.

method for symptom-free material and to

Working with woody plants – both testing

find a way of limiting the risk. This approach

and growing them for the conservation of

turned out to be a success.

species – calls for specific expertise which is

Xanthomonas leaf spot in Poinsettia is only

bundled in the test center.

Accreditation of private seed laboratories

material have been tackled successfully

Testing woody propagating material and

The seed analysis and health laboratories of

through cooperation between Diagnostics,

keeping it free from viruses is a long process.

Naktuinbouw use test methods that in some

R&D, Inspections and plant producers.

After heat treatment, the plant is first fully

cases are also used in private seed laborato-

Due to changes in propagation methods and

tested to see whether it is free from viruses.

ries. In companies with their own laborato-

the inclusion of new crops in the range, pro-

This consists of a series of tests, performed

ries, Naktuinbouw can provide support and

pagators are regularly confronted with the

on a special, isolated test plot, which takes a

threat of new diseases. This was already the

year for strawberry plants, and four to six

case when seed production was professio-

years for apple and pear trees.

sampling and testing methods, namely EMT

nalised, but also when people started to

The fully virus-free trees then have to be

(Accreditation Sampling and Testing) and

propagate carnations, Chrysanthemums and

maintained, which means that they have

NAL (Naktuinbouw Accredited Laboratory).

Pelargonium by cuttings. Bedding plants are a

to spend some time in a fully aphid-free

EMT accreditation is generally used by

more recent example of this.

environment. The test center is the birthplace

Diagnostic insight into cultivation and plant

of a whole range of virus-free propagating

pathology has a certain predictive value when

material for woody plants and strawberry

bouw’s certification programmes such as

plants.

Elite.

if requested, accredit the laboratories in
order to safeguard the quality of the tests.
There are two options for accreditation of

private seed laboratories in the floricultural
sector. Once accreditation has been awarded,
the test methods can be used in Naktuin-

Abobve: Trees being examined at Diagnostics.

The members of the Diagnostics team have

This sometimes leads to new diseases or

making cultivation changes. The interaction

Lower right: First line diagnosis.

knowledge of both cultivation and plant

disease organisms being discovered, such as

between the horticultural sector and science

Practically all the vegetable seed companies

diseases. It is the diagnostic expert’s task

the recent discovery of a completely new

is never as direct as with the Naktuinbouw

in the Netherlands are NAL accredited.

to interpret the complicated interaction

tospovirus in Alstroemeria. When Xanthomonas

Diagnostics team.

between cultivation conditions, varietal

leaf spot was discovered in Poinsettia, this

properties and disease symptoms to draw

was also a significant development for the

a conclusion as to what has caused the

horticultural industry as this disease used to

symptoms, and to make a report.

occur in gardens in tropical countries only.

The Diagnostics team acts as eyes and ears of

When the growing of cuttings was relocated

The Test Center in Horst occupies a special

Naktuinbouw Laboratories. Since it receives

closer to home, the disease could migrate to

position within Naktuinbouw’s testing acti-

samples from all over the world, Naktuin-

the commercial cultivation industry.

vities. Biological tests, diagnoses, services

bouw has a good picture of the pests and

The many samples submitted from all over

relating to Plant Breeders’ Rights and activi-

diseases occurring in the global horticultural

Europe which were found to be infected in

ties concerning virus-free propagating mate-

sector and can identify developments which

the autumn of 2007 demonstrated the mag-

rial are carried out there, specifically aimed

may be important for Dutch propagators,

nitude of the risk for the 2008 production.

at strawberry and fruit crops, bedding

plant producers and growers.

This prompted the Inspections department

plants, shrubs, roses and arboriculture.

Flowers for John F. Kennedy, the
American President, assassinated
in Dallas on 22 November 1963.
(Photograph: Nationaal Archief)

NAL is a high-end accreditation system that
places demands on the protocols used, the
quality assurance system including the sampling methods and the skill and competence

The Test Center in Horst

of the analysts. These all have to be approved
by Naktuinbouw.

1963

1963

one example of how diseases in propagating

NAL accredited companies must participate
in obligatory comparative tests. A number of
foreign laboratories are also NAL accredited.

NAKG’s ‘De Voorde’ in Rijswijk had become too

The Googermolen is a ground-sailer type of

small and the trial field moved to Roelofarends-

windmill near Roelofarendsveen. The mill

veen. The arguments for this location were

was built in 1717 to help drain the marshes

good soil, easy accessibility, close proximity of

of the Googerpolder. When the polder was

The Hague and employees with ‘green fingers’.

flooded in 1945, this windmill drained the

The size of the new trial field was seven hectares,

water away again. Until 1956, when an

five more than in Rijswijk.

auxiliary motor was mounted in the windmill,
the Googermolen was wind powered.
After being thoroughly renovated in the mid
1990s, the sails of the Googermolen can now
regularly be seen turning.
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The test center also has an essential role in

Rapid response to a virus

safely importing plant material, whose health
In the early 1990s Japanese breeders

status is unknown, from third countries.

succeeded in turning the Brazilian trailing

Plant material from third countries may

Petunia into a commercially viable product

make a significant contribution to the

named Surfinia®. The right to market the

hybridisation programmes run by breeders.

plants and licence management was held by

But this material is also a potential risk, as

Dutch propagators. However, the European

viruses may enter the Netherlands unnoticed

propagators were not entirely prepared for

through this material.

the viruses that threatened this plant.
In October 1994 the Potplant and Bedding
Plants department of NAKB reported that the

The center has a European permit to work

propagation and cultivation of Petunia was

with material with an insufficient health

seriously under threat from virus diseases.

status. Strict protocols ensure that the plant

On 29 January 1995 a virus infection appeared

material can only leave the center in a virus-

that could destroy the entire European pro-

free condition. The test center has enabled

duction of Petunia and Verbena cuttings in
just a few weeks. Within two weeks the

the horticultural sector to import new varie-

propagators had agreed with NAKB that a

ties or genetic material without introducing
quarantine organisms.

certification system should be in place before

by sequencing (bar-coding), qPCR, reversed

This trend is being monitored carefully and

than ELISA, but it is also more expensive.

1 June 1995, so that maximum guarantees

transcriptase RT-PCR for the identification

Naktuinbouw will implement these techni-

Immuno-strips or ‘lateral flow devices’ can be

could be obtained regarding the health

of RNA, hybridisation and AFLP.

ques as soon as they are ripe for practical use.

used to enable fast detection of pathogens

status of the cuttings produced in 1996 and

in material that displays symptoms.

afterwards. By virtue of the work done on

Knowledge and innovation
New pathogens

A trend in testing is that test results are

the unknown virus by Annemarie van Zaayen
and her team, and researchers at the PD, its

In addition to detection, there is a rising

increasingly expected to be provided faster.

Climate change, changing cultivation

test strips: a coloured band appears if a spe-

demand from the field concerning the

Multiplex techniques – testing several patho-

methods, increasing international trade and

cific pathogen is found to be present. The

virtually the same time Jan Westerhof was

identity of pathogens. This has two causes.

gens at the same time – help in this respect.

cultivation outside the European Union, will

method is based on antibodies, but is much

able to establish that some of the symptoms

Firstly, researchers who are developing and

result in the Netherlands being confronted

less sensitive than the ELISA technique.

had a physiological background. This opened

improving tests are confronted with limits

with breakouts of new pathogens – unknown

regarding the specificity of detection methods.

to the Netherlands so far. Viroids are an

R&D will increasingly act as a knowledge

The available DNA/RNA sequence information

example of this. A sound knowledge base and

base for the sector. There are plans to set

is often found to be insufficient to enable

the availability of a wide range of reference

up a knowledge exchange system for the

and NAKB, an Elite certification system

varieties, sub-varieties or stocks to be indivi-

material are important to prepare us properly

floricultural sector, similar to the current

unique for the time was developed within

dually distinguished.

for this eventuality.

ISHI system for seed companies. In addition,

four months. This became the fundament

the GSPP (Good Seed and Plant Practices)

for the current Naktuinbouw Elite systems.

In addition, identification is becoming ever

identity was established on 6 February. At

the way for the NAKB laboratories to specifically search for healthy material.
Through the close cooperation between tissue culture companies, cutting propagators

The essence of the system is that greater

more important as a means of finding the

Quantitative PCR (qPCR) will gain ground

programme will generate a demand for

source of an infection.

as a method for detecting pathogens. This

knowledge which can be answered by R&D.

Middle upper: Trial greenhouses at the

R&D has molecular expertise and uses its

method is fast, specific and sensitive. It

New developments in genetics will also

nies than on the lot of cuttings to be certified.

Test Center in Horst.

knowledge of fungal, bacterial and viral

enables several organisms to be detected

reflect on the laboratory tests. The increase

With Naktuinbouw’s approval, this system was

Left: Propagating virus-free strawberry plants.

nucleic acid sequences for the purpose

during one test and is capable of quantifying

in DNA sequence data is enormous, and

immediately copied by the Plant Protection

Right upper: Maintenance of mother trees

of identification or comparison. Suitable

the infestation to a certain extent. This

faster and more sensitive methods for detec-

and Inspection Service of Israel, so that after

in the screen house in Horst.

methods for this are PCR, possibly followed

technique is generally much more sensitive

ting DNA are being introduced.

Many years of field and lot inspections resulted

through laboratory tests. The NAKS and NAKB

in huge quality improvements in the inspected

boards took up on NAKG’s plan to build a joint

floricultural crops. Any further progress of the

trial field complex in Roelofarendsveen. 1965 saw

sector required a more refined inspection system.

the start of the construction of a boiler house

In the first place, NAKS turned to making propaga-

and the first aphid-free greenhouse, which also

ting material virus-free, in particular carnations,

housed a provisional laboratory with a climate

Freesias and Chrysanthemums. To this end, it

controlled chamber.

1966

1965

These strips can be compared to pregnancy

emphasis is placed on the propagation and
hygiene systems of the participating compa-

the summer of 1996 healthy cuttings could be
produced there as well.

Protesting against long working weeks.
(Photograph: Nationaal Archief)

set up an Elite class for virus tested propagating
material.

< The sign on the Sotaweg showed ‘Proeftuin’

NAKS focussed on creating the right environment

(trial field) and that is what the inhabitants still

to actively contribute to making propagating

call it.

material virus-free and to closely monitor, among
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However, the knowledge of which bacteria,

or changes in the plant induced by the

fungi and viruses are truly harmful to which

pathogen. A recent trend is that companies

crops is developing far more slowly. Targeted

have started to carry out routine testing

collaboration on research projects will

themselves. This does not mean that the

help this knowledge to be gathered in the

number of routine tests to be carried out by

Netherlands.

Naktuinbouw Laboratories will decrease.

EPPO

The European and Mediterranean Plant
Protection Organization (EPPO), an intergovernmental organisation dedicated to
preventing the spread of harmful organisms,
with circa 50 associated members covering
almost all countries of the European and
Mediterranean region, is an important
organisation for Naktuinbouw Laboratories.
In various technical meetings of working
parties and panels, subjects relating to plant
protection are discussed and consensus is
reached. EPPO is an important and influential
international organisation.
The PD represents the Netherlands at EPPO.
Plant pathology experts from Naktuinbouw
are sent as Dutch representatives to the fruit
and ornamental plants panels, as Naktuinbouw works with certification schemes for
these crops.
The recommendations made by EPPO
impact on the tests within the Naktuinbouw
Laboratories. These decisions result in
recommendations related to:
• pests and diseases to be tested for,
especially those pests and diseases which
can be spread via propagating material;
• the test methods to be used (test plants,
ELISA, PCR);
• the number of generations per propagating
step;
• demands placed on the growing conditions
per phase of the propagating system.

An interesting option is non-destructive

On the contrary, as plant producers become

detection of pathogens. Developments in

more aware of early infestations they will

electronic detection methods will probably

carry out more preventative testing. Naktuin-

enable the presence of pathogens to be

bouw supports them in this respect by con-

revealed in the future without first having

tinuing to offer a permanently wide package

to isolate DNA/RNA. These new techniques

of tests, from bio-test to qPCR. Developing

detect odours produced by the pathogen

new tests is a never-ending process.

1966

1966

Squeezing sap from a leaf for an ELISA test.

On the occasion of NAKG’s twentieth anniversary,

It was not until 1966 that the ‘Zaaizaad- en plantgoed-

’Aansluitingsbesluit’ (Decree of Affiliation). This

wet’ was completed, taking effect in 1967. This new

went further than the ‘Kweekersbesluit’, which only

legislation covered the protection, inspection and

required breeders to deliver approved material.

trade of vegetable propagating material of horticultu-

Like the Keuringswet Tuinbouwzaden en -plantgoed’,

Blijdorp Zoo was visited. The day concluded with

ral and agricultural crops. Suppliers had to affiliate

the new act prohibited anyone not affiliated with

dinner in ‘De Bataaf’.

with an inspection service to be allowed to produce

an inspection service from trading propagating

This was a far cry from the fifth anniversary

propagating material of the crops included in the

material.

celebrations in 1946 when a football event was

a programme was organised for the entire staff
in Rotterdam op 23 September. After a boat trip,

organised for all the staff, after which they had
grapes together at the ‘De Voorde’ estate in
Rijswijk, where NAKG’s planting trials were held.
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Part of the process ‘making woody crops
virus-free’ is testing on virus indicator plants.
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Getting the best
out of entrepreneurs

Standard inspection kit

List of addresses and phone numbers
Sealable plastic tubes / pots
Insect repellent
Blank inspection reports
Brush

Inspections

Disposable gloves
Franking machine
Phytosanitary certificates
Hearing protection
Soil sample bags
Cell phone
Handbooks shipment inspections / demands

For as long as inspectors have been visiting companies, people

per country
Headgear

have been complaining about them! But at the same time, most

Inspection forms

entrepreneurs realise that these same inspectors protect the

Comb

Registration form
ID papers
Magnifying glass

reputation of Dutch propagating material day in, day out.

Sample stickers
Disinfectant (alcohol 70%, Halamid or

An inspector is first and foremost a guardian of quality, and not

methylated spirit)

just an official who inspects companies that produce and market

Paracetamol

Disinfectant hand soap
PDA
Pen, pencil and knife / pocket knife

propagating material. Although this has always been the case, the

Plant sprayer
Seal bags

way in which inspectors do their work has changed over the years.

Stamp ‘copy conform’
Dust mask
Saw / garden shears (optional)
Bag / pilot case
Thermal clothing (if < 0 °C)

Active quality promotion has always been

During the ‘infancy’ of the inspection

Sat Nav system

Jan van den Brandhof in action.

important in the production of propagating

services, the entrepreneurs indicated that

Ty-wraps (blue with unique number)

material for vegetable crops, ornamental

stimulating quality could bring the horti-

crops and trees, from the very start.

cultural sector as a whole to a higher level.

Improving quality was a top priority in the

In those days, inspectors were not just

Packaging material (sealable plastic bags

early years of the NAKB, NAKG and NAKS

officials with a tray full of stamps who

and boxes)

quality institutions. Why? Because there is

came to approve or reject produce, they

Bin liners

little sense in monitoring average or poor

were professionals who brought a wealth

Certification stamp

quality.

of practical knowhow to entrepreneurs.

Insect sting removal pump
Reflective vest
First Aid kit

Disposable leggings, overall and overshoes
Black and white paper

1968

1967

Tissue paper
Right: Inspector of arboricultural crops

In the late 1960s, variety trueness trials under

NAKS was asked to start inspecting roses. The

In 1993, the crop was included again in an obliga-

main reason was the occurrence of abnormalities

tory quality inspection due to the publication of

– so-called floppy flowers – in the important

the European ornamental plants directive.

’Baccara’ variety. This abnormality was spread

The result was a very tumultuous meeting in the

that appeared to be not varietal true, so that

by propagating material. Additionally, there were

rose growing village of Lottum, during which

the 50 hectares already planted with onion sets

problems with the trueness-to-variety of newly-

the NAKB / NAKS board was relieved to see that

had to be ploughed up. In this way, lessons were

introduced cultivars.

cups, glasses and ashtrays escaped unscathed.

learned: the ‘greenhouse trials’ became a regular

artificial light took shape at NAKG. This was
directly provoked by a 5,000 kg onion seed lot

The first problem was overcome through intensive

component of quality assurance inspections.

inspections. The branch did not consider the other

At first for onions only, but still today, carrot lot

difficulties so serious that systematic inspections

inspections under artificial light have turned

were necessary. In 1970, NAKS’ Rose Department

out to function well also in winter.

was suspended.
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This starting point – not to penalize entre-

And the feeling that inspectors are breathing

Since 1993, Naktuinbouw’s statutory role means

since inspectors often come from the sector

preneurs, but to stimulate them to achieve

down producers’ necks is also one of the

that its inspectors have also been doing the

in which they work, they have an affinity

an even better quality – is still the guiding

reasons why inspectors do not always get

inspections for the plant passports which are

with these sectors and their entrepreneurs

principle for inspectors nowadays. But as

the credit they deserve. In spite of all the

obligatory within the European Union. And

and they can find great satisfaction in carry-

times have changed the inspectors’ function

changes, inspectors still have one of their

furthermore, Naktuinbouw has been perfor-

ing out the inspections successfully. Checking

has changed as well. Disseminating infor-

two original tasks; they are still the guar-

ming the phytosanitary checks for material

and penalising are parts of the deal, but where

After he had been offered a permanent con-

mation from other companies to improve

dians of quality. And although inspectors

imported from and exported to non-European

possible Naktuinbouw prefers to give entre-

tract, he started working as an inspector

production processes is no longer possible

have long since ceased giving advice on cul-

countries since 2007. These checks used to be

preneurs a gentle push in the right direction.

before becoming head inspector.

as Naktuinbouw has to treat the business

tivation matters, they are still an accessible

carried out by the ‘Plantenziektenkundige

Inspectors not only work on the basis of a set

Piet Bruin’s appointment as head inspector

information of other parties as confidential.

and valuable source of expertise on quality

Dienst’ (PD; Plant Protection Service of the

of instructions, but they also act on the feeling

The method of performing inspections has

and phytosanitary matters for companies.

Netherlands).

they have for the companies they visit.

Replete with cigar and suit!

Some people deserve a special mention in
the history of NAKG. One of those is former
head inspector Piet Bruin, who started his
career in the WW II-years as a hired labourer.

coincided with the departure of three wellrespected colleagues of NAKG.
One of them moved to a prominent vegetable
seed company, the other found a perfect
position in horticultural education and the
third became responsible for seed company
Holland Graines activities in the west of
France. This company was the first foreign
subsidiary of Dutch seed company.
Countless people knew Piet Bruin. Always
in a suit and with his inseparable cigar, no
matter whether he was doing administrative
work in variety registration or in the middle of
a field somewhere inspecting cabbages. As
well as incredible insight into human character and a great dose of tact, Piet, who was
bestowed with the decoration of Member of
the Order of Oranje Nassau (gold grade), possessed a phenomenal knowledge of varieties.
Many people benefited from his professional

also changed. The focus of the inspections

Changed role

In addition, a Naktuinbouw inspector does

gating material if the statutory requirements

more than just checking that the producers

duction process. In addition, next to quality

Dutch legislation and European directives

are complied with. If the company or the

of propagating material comply with the

inspections, phytosanitary (plant passport)

prescribe that there must be supervision

material fails to meet these requirements, it

minimum statutory requirements.

inspections were also added to the tasks of

of the health status and quality of any propa-

is up to Naktuinbouw to ensure that the pro-

In the past few decades, entrepreneurs in

inspectors in the 1990s, expanding Naktuin-

gating material which is marketed. This

pagating material of the company in question

the sector have regularly expressed that they

bouw’s statutory duties. These developments

statutory task forms the basis of the work

is not put on the market.

would like to go beyond what is officially

sometimes cause some ambiguity among

carried out by the Naktuinbouw’s inspectors.

Monitoring compliance with statutory guide-

required. They would like to be able to give

horticultural entrepreneurs. Some ask, “How

On a national level, the Dutch Seeds and

lines and directives is purely a supervisory

their customers even better guarantees and

can a lot be approved if the actual lot of

Planting Materials Act lays down the minimum

task for the inspectors. But inspectors do not

organise their companies better regarding

plants concerned has not been inspected?,”

inspection requirements. On a European

see themselves as first and foremost someone

delivering quality and staying free from

or, “My customer is the most critical inspec-

level, these requirements are provided by the

who corrects entrepreneurs all day long. On

diseases.

tor; why should I incur costs by having an

guidelines and directives that apply to the

the contrary, they see their inspections as a

In virtually all subsectors this has led to certi-

inspection carried out by Naktuinbouw?”

different crops.

stimulating factor to improve quality. And

fication processes which go a lot further than

Every year, 10,000 trials of well over 60 vegetable
crops were set up on the Roelofarendsveen trial

1970

1969

has shifted away from the product to the pro-

Companies are only allowed to market propa-

skills and hold fond memories of his characteristic approach to challenging issues with
his typical West Frisian pragmatism.

In the 1960s, the European Commission drew up

It looked as if pre-World War II history was

marketing directives for agricultural seed and

repeating itself in an international perspective.

seed potatoes. Brussels wanted to draw up a

Ranks closed. Finally, the Commission came

material was checked.

directive along the same lines for the trading of

round. It was decided to introduce an admission

Trials had to show the optimal condition of the

vegetable seeds. This caused commotion in the

system for vegetable seed, varieties had to be

crop, preferably comparable to or even better than

vegetable seed sector, notably in the Netherlands.

maintained systematically and so as not to lose

how the plants would appear at the actual grower.

The system deprived companies of their own

sight of the practical implications a standard

Flower seed was sown in abundance as well.

responsibility and would seem to have a restrictive

seed category was introduced for which official

In the 1970s and 1980s, the range was catalogued

effect on the small lots traded in the vegetable

inspection remained restricted to random follow-

through some 800 trials a year. Later, this was

seed branch.

up inspections.

field. In this way, the quality of the marketed

reduced to around 300 samples of seed flowers.
< Tomato seed.
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ducers of propagating material to distinguish

panies, ports and airports when requested to

themselves in the market by means of the

ensure that propagating material which has

best guarantees possible in the field of quality,

been imported or is about to be exported

plant health and varietal trueness.

complies with the phytosanitary rules. As

Waccy baccy…

On 10 April 1987 a company wanting to sell
vegetable and flower seeds in Amsterdam
reported to the inspection service. Their

propagating material tends not to be suitable

intention was backed up by the rack of seeds

The arrival of certification was one develop-

for long delays, this new task has added a

that was on display. When, some time later,

ment which changed the tasks of inspectors.

degree of exhilaration to the profession of

the inspector paid them a visit, the same rack

Another such development is the shift away

inspector, not previously experienced at

was still standing there, untouched, with

from product inspection to process inspection,

Naktuinbouw.

seeds that hadn’t sprouted for ages.
The focus of their business turned out to be

induced by cost and efficiency considerations

cannabis. They didn’t just sell hemp seeds,

and new knowledge of – specifically indus-

but also all the accoutrements to grow hemp

Today’s working practice

trial – systems engineering. Where inspectors

at home, such as rooting chambers, growth

Above: Inspecting onion sets.

European and national rules. On the one

Right: Inspecting vegetable plants.

hand, these processes were a reaction to the

lighting and fertilizers. A variety catalogue

propagating material, this has now changed

The Naktuinbouw inspectors do their work

handily translated into French and English

to performing sample tests in the framework

at the producers of propagating material in

and featuring evocative names such as

of process control. Inspections are more

the vegetable, flower cultivation and arbori-

and more often in the form of the inspector

cultural sectors. Flowerbulb cultivation

assessing the company’s quality registration

(except Freesia and Nerine) is not in Naktuin-

KRO radio show ‘Andere Koffie’ informed

documents. Key to a systems approach is that

bouw’s field of operation, nor is the inspec-

listeners what the company was really up to

producers of propagating material accurately

tion of propagating material for large parts

and trade journal ‘Oogst’ published an article

record their activities to ensure the required

of the agricultural sector. Every sector, and

which inferred that growing hemp seeds

quality. In such systems, product inspection

sometimes every crop covered by the activi-

can increasingly be left to the producers

ties of the quality institution, has its own

themselves and can partly be replaced by

specific working methods and requirements.

Afghani I, Hawaiian Indica and Sensi Skunk
guided buyers through the maze of choice.
When on a Saturday in June 1992 the satirical

seemed to be considered legal (it was, after
all, being done under supervision of the
inspection service...), the time had come to
take action. The company was informed in no

an administrative audit by the inspector.

uncertain way that their main activity did not

The inspectors tend to work from their homes

A report is drawn up of the inspection, stating

require the intervention of the inspection service, and that their ‘association’ would be

increasing risk of claims for damages when

A third development which has drastically

and regularly, and normally unannounced,

the inspector’s comments, and detailing

defects are found in propagating material,

changed the profession of inspector is the

visit the companies that produce propagating

prescribed activities. If necessary, it also

whereas on the other hand they were due to

phytosanitary task. To prevent companies from

material. A major share of the inspections

states which lots have been rejected and

the increasing globalisation of the marketing

being inspected by two different institutions

are process checks. In practice, this means

which measurements the grower has to

of propagating material. The worldwide traffic

– one for quality rules and one for phytosani-

that an inspector does not inspect individual

take for improvement. The next time the

of plant propagating material implies risks

tary rules – in 2007 the government assigned

lots when visiting a company, but makes a

inspector visits the company, he or she will

which are not fully covered by government

Naktuinbouw to take care of phytosanitary

tour of the company, paying attention to

check that these measurements have been

regulations.

inspections as well. Here good import monito-

business hygiene, the accounts, fertilisation,

complied with. The starting point for these

Inspectors play a crucial role in these extra-

ring can prevent new diseases from breaking

labelling, crop protection and of course the

reports is clarity. After every visit, the

statutory and voluntary certification schemes,

out in the sector.

overall quality of the propagating material.

inspectors will try to explain in clear terms

where they are not so much officials who check

All this has meant a considerable expansion

For lots of greenhouse crops, this concerns

to the grower what has been found and

that rules are complied with, but professio-

of the inspectors’ tasks. Where inspectors

biweekly inspections, depending of course

what may have to improve. The report is not

nals who uphold the reputation of a group of

used to be able to work to their own agendas

on the season and the propagating material

only intended as a reference for the inspector

entrepreneurs. Inspectors help to enable pro-

in their areas, they now go directly to com-

production cycle.

to base his follow-up inspection on when he

The EEC Vegetable Seed Directive became

This was no easy job due to the many selections in

effective. It made it obligatory for member states

cross-pollinating crops and countless synonyms

to draw up a national variety list. Only varieties

for one variety in self-pollinators, including lettuce,

included in the variety list were allowed to be

peas and beans.

1970

1970

mainly used to actually assess and sample

terminated immediately.

As an internationally important vegetable seed
trade player, the Netherlands was critically
followed by the five other member states. The
basement of the Berlaymont building in Brussels

marketed. So far, there had been the Dutch Variety

was the scene of meetings about the lists submit-

Register, but this only included vegetable varieties

ted by the member states, that lasted for days.

for which Plant Breeders’ Rights had been granted.

The first EEC variety list appeared on 29 June 1972.

After an intensive lobby with the vegetable seed
companies, NAKG was allocated the approval

< Berlaymont building in Brussels, 2008.

inspections for vegetable varieties and carried
out a large-scale assortment inventory.
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next visits the company, but should also

Random sampling and process

suggest ways for the growers and their staff

inspection

to improve the quality or phytosanitary con-

Buyers of propagating material are under the

ditions in their production processes.

impression that inspectors actually check

Heating pipe paint

Once upon a time a complaint from an
English grower about the quality of Dutch
propagating material reached the ears of

the health and quality of all lots. Whenever

Naktuinbouw. Following an investigation,

In addition to regular inspections, an admi-

a grower or fruit grower receives a poor lot

the culprit causing the poor growth was

nistrative audit for quality issues is perfor-

of material, they may wonder: ‘how could

pinpointed as the newly painted heating

med once a year. This can more or less be

the Naktuinbouw inspector approve this?’

pipes and not the propagating material.

compared to an audit of a company’s annual

Inspectors only random sample lots of plants,

financial accounts. Depending on the system

cuttings and seeds. When for instance

or certificate to which the grower has com-

inspecting seed, this means that a sample

mitted himself, the accounts are reviewed

has to be representative for the entire seed

Naktuinbouw is concerned with is the cause

and the inspector makes recommendations

lot. But a sample can never guarantee that

of the problem, and not “who is the ‘guilty’

for the next season. These recommendati-

the lot does not contain any poor quality

party?”. Finding a cause can prompt an

ons do not necessarily mean that the pro-

seed at all. As many millions of seeds, cut-

amendment to the regulations for quality

ducer of propagating material has made

tings and other parts of plants are marketed

Right: Inspecting roots of roses.

mistakes; they might also be due to changes

every year, checking every individual item

Naktuinbouw is prepared to be critical of it-

Below: Sampling Hosta.

in requirements.

is not a viable option: the sample test is the

self. Eventually, besides the opinion commu-

best alternative. In some cases, the actual
product is not even inspected by Naktuin-

This case demonstrates just how valuable
a good complaints procedure can be. In a
dispute between two parties the first thing

inspections, or even the instigation of a

Vegetable crops

voluntary certification system.

nicated to the plaintiff and the ‘defendant’,

The responsibilities of inspectors of vegetable

Answering viewers’ questions

Naktuinbouw may have to make its inspec-

crops have been divided into four areas:

bouw, but by the producer of the propagating

tion approach stricter in order to prevent

vegetable plants, vegetable seeds, strawberry

material who will test it in compliance with

problems in the future. This makes complaint

plants and onion sets, shallot sets and garlic.

process inspection rules.

handling an important instrument for

This largely used to be covered by the former

continuously improving the system.

NAKG, one of Naktuinbouw’s predecessors.

Disputes
Costs

In August 1971, NAKG’s head of the trial fields,
Bert Hoogenboom, suddenly died. Apart from the
personal loss, it was a disaster for the trial field. In

Seed producers have been accustomed to

experience inspectors have, they can still

Under Dutch law, companies have to pay the

the Naktuinbouw inspectors for longer than

make mistakes. When a company doubts

costs associated with the inspections them-

anyone else. In those days however, vegetable

the inspector’s opinion, it can apply for a re-

selves. Committees and boards with entre-

seed companies were visited and inspected

inspection. The inspection will be performed

preneurs as members carefully monitor the

once every two weeks. Now, virtually all

Land’ as a spokesman for Naktuinbouw. The

again, in this case by a different inspector.

costs of inspections. Due to the pressure

inspections at seed producers are lower-

programme explained the background of the

Naktuinbouw also handles complaints on

exerted by companies to ensure cost-efficient

frequent process checks. When inspecting

agricultural sector and gave viewers a

plants or seeds inspected by companies. It is

operation, Naktuinbouw operates as effectively

vegetable seed, inspectors first check that

chance to ask questions. On location in the

unique that an inspection institution which

as possible. This pressure has also led Nak-

the material is marketed in line with the

is affiliated to the government actively studies

tuinbouw to take advantage of and utilise the

applicable rules. This concerns such aspects

problems experienced by the buyers of propa-

responsibility of the entrepreneurs in the

as the markings on packaging, the plant

if the ornamental and fruit trees at garden

gating material and gives an opinion on the

sectors where possible. And finally, due to

passport and whether a variety complies

centers were varietal true and who is res-

cause and on who is responsible. This opinion

this pressure Naktuinbouw will always strive

with requirements, i.e. that the variety has

ponsible for checking this. The programme

may lead to the conclusion that the inspec-

to offer inspections with added value: ensu-

been maintained properly and is varietally

presented a positive image of both the inspec-

tion has not been sufficient or adequate.

ring propagating material of a high quality.

true and pure.

1972

1971

No matter how much knowledge and

On 19 April 2007, Alfred Klaver appeared as a
guest on the RTL4 TV programme ‘Van het

propagation nurseries ‘De Elzengaard’ in
Zeewolde, presenter Inge Ipenburg asked
Klaver to explain how consumers could see

tion service and the arboricultural sector to a
broad section of the general public.

By the late 1960s, the inspection services were
bursting out of seams of their offices in The Hague.
In addition, NAKG was finding the physical

this pre-computer era, the bulk of the knowledge

distance between the office in The Hague and

was still stored in the memories of the employees.

the Roelofarendsveen trial field impractical.

With Bert’s death, a wealth of knowledge about

NAKG therefore opted for an office near the trial

breeding and cultivation, varieties, selection and

field. NAKS and NAKB remained in The Hague.

breeding methods disappeared. Head inspector

On 16 June 1972, J.W. Wellen, Director-General

Piet Bruin was recruited to fill the gap together

for Agriculture and Food, opened a wooden office

with Joop Koenis, head of testing.

and laboratory building, including laboratory
space for NAKS, in Roelofarendsveen.
This signalled a great step forward for NAKG.

66

< NAKS laboratory on completion in 1980.
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Naktuinbouw keeps a record which specifies

Right: Storage of certified strawberry plants.

means that they – provided they have abided

In order to comply with this complementary

for all vegetable varieties in the Netherlands

Dutch vegetable plant producers also often

by the rules – can fall back on a system

certification system, the propagating material

whether they are suitable for marketing.

welcome inspectors to their companies.

which gives a good insight into any possible

must be tested and inspected intensively to

Seed samples are taken of the varieties

These inspections of young plant material

liability.

ensure that the company can supply healthy,

every year and a variety is sown in the trial

started on a voluntary basis in 1989 after

field and nursed until fully grown before

agreements were made with the ‘Neder-

being assessed by Naktuinbouw Varieties &

landse Plantenkwekersvereniging’ (NPV;

Dutch producers of strawberry plants are

the extensive inspections – enables producers

Trials every three years.

Dutch Plant Growers’ Association), which

the leading producers in their field. Again,

to create distinctive added value for their

no longer exists now. European legislation

European regulations obligate producers

produce in the market through Elite-certified

Vegetable plants

A bridge too far

varietally true and pure and high-quality
Strawberry plants

plants. The certificate – in combination with

laying down rules on obligatory periodic

plants, which have a lower risk of pests and

inspections followed three years later.

diseases.

With the completion of the internal market in
the European Community on 1 January 1993,
the internal frontiers vanished. Lifting border

The wish to test the quality of plant material

Onion sets, shallot sets and garlic

controls had serious consequences for the

originated from the vegetable growers them-

There has been a special inspection system

phytosanitary system. The new Phytosanitary

selves as they wanted better guarantees for

in the Netherlands uniquely for onion sets,

Directive offered a solution in the form of the

the quality of propagating material. Growers

shallot sets and garlic since the 1960s.

and plant producers regularly argued about

Onion and shallot sets are typical Dutch

the quality of the material that had been

export products which travel virtually all

European would be able to understand this

delivered, and since poor plant material can

over the world. Both phytosanitary and

language. At least, that’s what European

result in extensive consequential damage

quality aspects play a role during the inspec-

Commission official Dieter Obst thought.

for growers, they urged that some form of

tions of these fragile products.

Fortunately, a more practical system was sub-

quality inspection be set up. Although the

The inspection method applied follows from

inspection – which was carried out by the

statutory commitments, but has been brought

former NAKG – led to a slight increase in

to a higher level, in consultation with the

printed on the packaging.

operating costs, it also caused process control

sector.

In the Netherlands the inspection services

and registration to be adopted as part of the

plant passport.
The initial idea was a separate document
written in Latin, as it was assumed that every

sequently developed. The quality document
now states the details of the plant passport
or – in the case of small packaging – they are

were assigned the task of performing the

daily business operations of plant producers,

The quality of all lots of onion and shallot

which in turn reduced the costs of certain

sets is checked by the producers themselves,

business aspects for the companies.

prior to delivery. Naktuinbouw inspects the

inspections in the framework of plant passports. With a slight degree of arrogance, the
inspection services then petitioned the Plant
Protection Service to hand over the inspec-

to comply with a minimum number of

processes at the companies to ensure that

tions for third countries (import and export),

On the basis of the resulting details the

The inspection system enables the root of a

conditions, the ‘CAC requirements’.

the inspections take place correctly. The

too. After all, from a technical perspective

inspector will report the findings to the

problem to be found faster. This has brought

’CAC’ stands for compliance with European

quality resulting from this relatively costly

the work was precisely the same. Their

seed producer and compare them to the

more effectiveness. Should a dispute about

basic requirements, designated in the EU

inspection system has undoubtedly been

request was greeted by a letter from the then

producer’s own findings, after which a final

the quality of plant propagating material

directive on fruit crops as Conformitas Agraria

one of the reasons to explain the enormous

opinion is given or further testing follows.

still occur, it can be presented to Naktuin-

Communitatis. Since the producers of straw-

growth which is currently taking place,

As well as the process inspections at the

bouw first. For growers this means that they

berry plants consider these rules are not

especially as regards onion sets. In total, the

companies, samples of the lots of vegetable

can turn to an accessible, independent

strict enough, virtually all of them have

inspectors checked and sampled some 2,000

In 2007 the situation altered. The import and

seeds marketed are also checked by Naktuin-

institution if they have complaints about the

joined the Elite system for strawberry plants

hectares of onion sets – in the Netherlands

export inspections for consignments from

bouw Laboratories.

material received. For plant producers this

on a voluntary basis.

and in France – in 2008.

and to other countries were transferred in

director of the Plant Protection Service,
Mr K.F. Scholten, who indicated that this line
of thought was ‘a bit of a bridge too far’.

their entirety from the PD to the inspection

68

’Stichting Bedrijfslaboratorium voor Weefselkweek’

Ministry funded the venture. NAKS facilitated the

(SBW; Foundation Private Laboratory for Tissue

new foundation. The first laboratory with two

Culture) was established. The parties involved

small growing chambers was installed in a green-

were NAKS, the Aalsmeer ‘Proefstation voor de

house at the Roelofarendsveen trial field complex,

Bloemisterij’ (Research Station for Floriculture),

where greenhouse space was made available

the part of the Dutch commercial sector in the first

the ‘Vereniging van Bloemenveilingen in Neder-

as well. The NAKS management ran SBW and

place for the EEC due to the obligatory registration

land’ (VBN; Dutch Flower Auctions Association),

handled the administrative aspects. It was settled

of varieties. This interest faded even further,

the ‘Nederlandse Tuinbouw Studieclubs’ (NTS;

without any money changing hands.

because variety lists were still inadequate and

Dutch Horticulture Study Clubs), the ‘Product-

dated. In 1975, the Netherlands took the initiative

schap voor Siergewassen’ (PVS; Product Board

to set up a Seed Testing Regulation, allowing the

for Ornamental Crops) and the Ministry of Agricul-

seed of non-listed varieties to be marketed too.

ture and Fisheries. The participating organisations

From the implementation of the Vegetable Seed

This initially led to some raised eyebrows in

Directive, the Netherlands also included practical

Brussels. Thirty years later, we can safely state

experience in the admission inspections. NAKG

that the Dutch ‘provisional marketing’ system

performed this fast testing method.

served as a model for the Community regulation

There was already not that much enthusiasm on

that took effect in 2005.

1976

1975

services.

provided the members of the board; PVS and the
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Floriculture

Inspections of these crops are always a com-

The voice on the radio

bination of process inspection and annual
Certification systems which go beyond the

The first circulars distributed by NAKG were

audits.

about the risk of undesired cross pollination

statutory minimum are very popular in the
floricultural sector, which used to be covered

between various seed crops. In regions where

Statutory basis

commercial seed growing was practiced, but

by NAKS. This sector has had long experience

The basis for quality in the ornamental

also where market gardeners maintained

with quality inspections as producers in this

crops sector with its great diversity of crops

their own crop selections and produced seed

sector already agreed in the 1950s – long

and cultivation methods is the European

on remote plots of land, there was a high risk

before European rules were drawn up – that

Directive 98/56/EC on the marketing of

of undesirable pollination. If cross pollination

inspections could raise the overall quality to

ornamental crops. In addition, the European

a higher level. This led to systems which not

phytosanitary directive 2000/29/EC applies

only include visual checks for quality, but

to the health status of the propagating

also laboratory tests on samples taken by the

material, as is the case for all other plant

inspectors. The initiative for these systems

sectors. The Naktuinbouw inspectors use a

under a variety name but as a species, the lot

the inspector must see to it that this process

series of seed producing areas such as

came from within the sector itself, first from

wide range of inspection methods in flori-

must be ‘a pure species’.

takes place correctly. This means that a com-

Walcheren, Goeree-Overflakkee, Geestmer-

carnation growers, soon to be followed by

culture. Phytosanitary inspections tend to

Pelargonium and Freesia growers. This has

take place once a month, but the frequency

When inspecting exterior quality, inspectors

must be registered with Naktuinbouw.

resulted in the current Elite system, which

of quality inspections depends on the inspec-

verify that the propagating material is free

Companies may only issue plant passports

forbidden crops. After the radio talk by Joris

covers some 230 ornamental crops.

tion requirements applicable to a producer

from defects. For seeds, this means that their

themselves with permission.

Schouten, often followed a call to remove

of propagating material.

vigour and dimensions must be acceptable.

occurs between a red and a white cabbage,
you can imagine that the offspring will be
totally unsuitable for further use.
To introduce some order ‘provisions governing
demarcation of crops’ were drafted for a

pany which produces propagating material

ambacht, Zuid-Holland and Wieringermeer.
The growing areas were divided into those
for protected, preference crops and so-called

flowering cabbage plants in order to prevent
cross pollination.

Where health is concerned, the Naktuinbouw

These provisions became regulations after

Tree nurseries

When carrying out quality inspections in

inspectors distinguish between quarantine

companies, inspectors will often only assess

diseases and diseases affecting quality. The

the process, instead of the actual cuttings,

inspection for quarantine diseases is part of

Propagating material for forestry, fruit

of land used for seed growing in the Nether-

plants or tubers. The company is responsible

the statutory task which Naktuinbouw has

trees, avenue trees, ornamental trees and

lands and the increasing willingness of seed

for the quality of the propagating material

been carrying out under the plant passport

rootstocks form a separate branch within

companies to keep large distances between

which it puts onto the market.

scheme since 1993. If inspectors find diseases,

Naktuinbouw. The cultivation cycle is often

their seed producing plots resulted in the

The inspectors’ job is to see that this process

they will sometimes take samples and send

a lot longer than for crops in other sectors,

takes place under conditions which have

them to the laboratory for further analysis.

due to which the propagating material is

been laid down in advance. Three quality

The inspectors also check that companies

often inspected for a longer period. Arbori-

place for the seed producing regions around

factors apply to ornamental crops: identity,

take sufficient measures to prevent, control

culture used to be NAKB’s field of operation.

Cesena (Italy) and in Idaho (USA), where pins

health status and external quality.

and detect diseases affecting quality.

they were handed over to the responsibility
of the Agricultural Board. The declining area

regulations diminishing in importance. This
system was replaced in around 1990 by a
voluntary regulation. Similar systems were in

on a wall map represented the growing areas.

For the cultivation of fruit trees virus-free
Once the propagating material enters the mar-

propagating material is essential. The

Where identity is concerned, the inspector

ket, it must be free from visible infestations

’Stichting Vermeerderingstuinen Nederland’

sees to it that a producer of propagating

and infections, live insects and mites.

(Foundation Netherlands Propagation Nurse-

material does not market non-compliant

No symptoms of nematodes, bacteria, fungi,

ries – see chapter 12) plays a crucial role in

plants, unless it is stated clearly that these

viruses or viroids may be visible either.

the production of such material. In fruit tree

plants are not compliant. A lot must be

Producers of propagating material can make

cultivation, inspectors look for compliance

varietally pure. If material is not marketed

and attach plant passports themselves, but

with the CAC requirements set on identity,

The fields used for propagation in Horst (province
of Limburg) were extended with a further 15 hectares. NAKS built its own laboratory facility for

1983

1980

Quality requirements

NAKB’s 40th anniversary. In September, the Journal of Arboriculture dedicated nearly its complete
issue to the inspection service’s anniversary.

large-scale ELISA tests in Roelofarendsveen, at

Quote from this issue: “In 1968/1969, NAKB certified

the same time creating an office for inspectors.

5 million coniferous tree plants and 6 million broad-

SBW also got a new laboratory in Roelofarends-

leaved tree plants, in 1982/1983 these figures were

veen, moving into it in 1981.

8 million and 35 million, respectively.”
During the 40th anniversary, State Secretary Ploeg

< Mother beds for the production of berry cuttings

from the Ministry of Agriculture held a speech. He

and aphid-free greenhouses at the propagating

was welcomed by chairman Van Soest.

nurseries in Horst.
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in view of the systems approach employed

even stricter as regards to certain regulations.

by companies and sectors, and the cost

In the future, companies that produce

efficiency it brings. A consequence of the

propagating material will probably attach

increase in process inspections is that inspec-

more value to a ‘license to produce’.

tors have less involvement with the actual

This development blends in nicely with

product. The only place where inspectors

the systems approach employed by Naktuin-

still truly inspect lots for the time being is

bouw, as a ‘license to produce’ cannot be

when carrying out phytosanitary inspections.

obtained until after an independent institu-

This role as phytosanitary inspectors is

tion has determined that the processes are

gaining in importance.

correct.

The international trade in propagating

Finally, no matter how much affinity the

regard to inspected propagating material.

material is growing and international import

inspectors may have with their sectors, it is

So what do they mean exactly?

requirements are becoming ever stricter.

the combination of Naktuinbouw’s expertise

Since phytosanitary standards are raised,

and independence that makes – and keeps –

internationally inspectors will have to be

the inspections valuable.

Varietal trueness or trueness to type?

In practice the terms varietal trueness and
trueness to type are often confused with

Varietal trueness means that the material is
actually of the indicated variety as this was
once described, and not of another variety.
The material must exhibit all the traits that
have been laid down in the (official) description of the characteristics of the variety.
Trueness to type means that no (morphological) abnormalities occur within the material.
The material can be considered homogenous
and uniform and as belonging to the variety.

Inspecting collected Quercus seed.

health status and exterior characteristics. A

material is also among the tasks of the

requirement for the certified cultivation of

inspectors. The rules provided for by EU

fruit trees is that the material must originate

directive 1999/105/EC apply to this. This

from certified graftwood and budwood and

directive stipulates that forestry material

from certified rootstocks. If these requirement

must originate from specific stands and

are met, the inspector will monitor tree

must be raised according to a fixed schedule

nurseries to make sure that the trees in the

before it can be marketed. These admitted

orchard do not display any symptoms either

stands are included in the Dutch list of

and have the right characteristics.

varieties. For forestry, the inspectors check

An important criterion in arboriculture is

both seed and tree nursery products.

that the material must be absolutely free
from quarantine diseases. As regards diseases
affecting quality, the material must be

Future challenges

’sufficiently healthy’.
Process inspections are likely to take up an
ever larger share in the work of the inspectors
in the future. An understandable trend, both

The propagating nursery in the polders relocated
from Biddinghuizen to Zeewolde (30 ha). The new
site offered more space and was located further
away from fruit growing areas. This prevented

NAKS en NAKG replaced the 2,500 m2
of old greenhouses with 3,000 m2 of
new greenhouses with computerised
climate control.

1985

1985

The inspection of forestry propagating

1985

Forestry propagating material

Departure of director Elzenga as
NAKB director. To mark the occasion, the site at Zeewolde was
renamed ‘Elzengaard’.

infection of healthy parent trees. On 17 June,
NAKB director Elzenga laid the foundation stone
for the new Zeewolde premises.
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Freesia growing outdoors.
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Distinctive quality systems

Alive again for a day…

Henri Fleuren BV is a renowned European
producer of fruit trees. Around the middle

Certification

of the last century, founder and name giver
Henri Fleuren made an important contribution
to establishing quality guidelines for fruit
trees.
The present director Han Fleuren sometimes
wonders how his grandfather would feel if
he was alive again for a day.
“He would probably go from one surprise to
the next. Our company has grown incredibly

’Approved by Naktuinbouw’. If this term was a brand, it would

and both propagation and fruit growing have
seen enormous developments. Undoubtedly,

be a strong one. Through the certified NAL, Elite, Select Plant and

the size and professionalism of companies
would appeal to his imagination, as would so

GSPP systems, producers of propagating material express their

many new fruit varieties. However, there’s
one thing I would deliberately hide from view:
the certification strips on our trees which

striving for high international standards for the health, varietal

guarantee the quality of the product. These
tags virtually look the same as 50 years ago.

trueness and quality of propagating material. The products and

We’re busy bringing them up-to-date. I enjoy
being able to contribute to the discussion

the production processes are central in this respect.

about this on behalf of the nurserymen, just
like my grandfather did more than half a
century ago.”

Only a few decades ago, it would have been

And all this bearing in mind that monitoring

unthinkable for propagating material to be

risk factors in production processes leads to

marketed without having been thoroughly

better results than merely inspecting indivi-

examined by Naktuinbouw inspectors.

dual lots. Another, not entirely insignificant,

Nowadays, this is the rule rather than the

factor is that in the long term quality control

exception; with the current trade of millions

at the source usually saves costs.

From right to left: Han Fleuren, Fleuren BV
present director, with his grandfather Henri

it is impossible for inspectors to actually

Integral quality assurance requires a system

assess all the individual plants and lots.

approach, in which each critical part of the

The implementation of high-end, certified

production process is defined and subjected

systems for quality assurance and the intro-

to a risk analysis and inventory.

duction of distinctive quality labels by Nak-

This is the basis for a detailed system of

tuinbouw has reinforced this development.

quality assurance, designed to match the

Thanks to an enterprising mayor in the town of

The Netherlands Propagation Nurseries, could

Horst, Limburg, the development of virus-free

proceed. Today, The Netherlands Propagation Nur-

nuclear stock moved from the PD in Wageningen to

series (VTN) is the test center’s major customer.

NAKB. The PD no longer considered this task

76

and his father Karel.

1987

1987

of individual propagating material items,

In March, the cabinet decided to abolish the ‘Wet

Thanks to the WIR funds, NAKB could make huge

op de Investeringsrekening’ (WIR; Investment

improvements to the Zeewolde premises (later

Account Act). The funds still in hand for 1988 were

called ‘De Elzengaard’). In Roelofarendsveen,

allocated to the Ministries of LNV and Economic

NAKS was able to realise a large extension of

as its core business. The acquisition by NAKB

< NAKB chairman Mr W.F.S. Duffhues (center)

Affairs. NAKG had been keen to expand and

the 1980 laboratory, which by then had become

required a 1.5 million Dutch Florin investment in

flanked by nurserymen (l) and Rulkens (r) at the

replace the old wooden building dating from 1971,

too small.

greenhouses and other buildings. The state made

Horst propagation nurseries.

but lacked the resources. As LNV considered the

1 million Dutch Florins available.

inspection services to be of strategic importance,

< Director Elzenga (l) with J.M. Rulkens (r),

The mayor managed to raise the remaining funding

NAKG was promised 12.5 million Dutch florins for

NAKB board vice-chairman.

from the province of Limburg, his municipality and

new premises. This opened the way for a new

the Rabobank. Thanks to his efforts, the building

office, new greenhouses and a new computer

of the present Horst Test Center, situated next to

system.
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K

Candidate plant K

Over the years, knowledge of diseases and

G Placement in an aphid proof compartment with a double door entrance
G Full identity check (varietal true and 100% true to type)
G Full testing of each plant for the absence of relevant pathogens (viruses, bacteria, nematodes, fungi)
G Cultivation without soil contact in separate containers/pots

Crops system.
From candidate plant
to certified mother plants

23 years of producing certification strips

pests has increased enormously. This cannot
At first sight, Naktuinbouw’s tags for trees

be seen in isolation to the development of

and fruit trees look simple. Their production,

new diagnosis and detection techniques,

and cuttings class E.

on the other hand, is quite a complicated

which also made invisible (latent) diseases

Class SEE

Nuclear stock (pre-basic), SEE 1 / SEE 2
G Propagating material derived from candidate plants or SEE-plants
G Maintenance in an aphid proof compartment with a double door entrance or in vitro
G Periodical full identity check
G Full testing of each plant for the absence of relevant pathogens (viruses, bacteria, nematodes, fungi)
G Cultivation without soil contact in separate containers/pots
G Testing of irrigation water for absence of pathogens

Class EE

Since 1986, they have been printed by

important advantages. These technical

Drukkerij Hijbeek in Dordrecht. Ferry Hijbeek

innovations enabled Naktuinbouw to make

reflects on over a quarter of a century’s work

increasingly better judgements about the

for Naktuinbouw.
“In January 1986, we started printing the

propagating material that it inspected. More-

certification strips,” says Hijbeek. “It was

over, it was often possible to detect diseases

Propagation stock (basic), EE
G Propagating material derived from SEE-plants
G Cultivation in aphid proof compartment with a double door entrance
G Random identity checks
G Testing of each plant for the absence of relevant pathogens
(viruses, bacteria, nematodes, fungi)
G Cultivation without soil contact in separate containers/pots
G Testing of irrigation water for absence of pathogens

Class E

matter.

in soil, seed or crops traceable. This offered

exciting, also because tracking down the

and pests at a stage when the risk of infection

optimum paper type hadn’t been easy. These

was still relatively low. This benefited many

little strips have to withstand all weathers

stakeholders – propagators, nurseries raising

for a number of years and, of course, remain

plants and of course the end users.

legible.”
To mark the strips with specific figures, they

One of the first bottlenecks for which a pro-

were printed individually.

cess-oriented approach, improved diagnostics

Hijbeek: “The special hammer bench printer

and certification together offered a solution,

Certified mother plants, E
G Propagating material derived from EE-plants
G Random identity checks
G Testing for absence of relevant pathogens
(viruses, bacteria, nematodes, fungi)
G Testing of irrigation water for absence of pathogens

worked overtime, sometimes deep into the

was stem nematodes in onion sets. In the

ensured that fruit tree producers could

night. Within a few years, there were three

1950s, researchers discovered that soil was

rely on virus-free material at any moment.

hammer bench printers, one for each of the

the major source of infection for stem

It sounds like the slogan of a detergent

nematodes. The agricultural laboratory Blgg

manufacturer: what is clean, must stay

then set up a system of sampling plots prior

clean.

Naktuinbouw locations in Horst, Roosendaal
and Kesteren. In a way, Horst was given preferential treatment, perhaps because it was
the location of the propagating nurseries.”

to sowing. Gradually, this working method
Right: Inspection of certified fruit trees.

desired quality standard. The process – or

Select Plant stands for lots of high-quality

became a regulation for growing onion sets,

system – that is subjected to the control may

propagating material. Every single one of

making it in fact one of the first preventive

be complex and has to be kept up-to-date

these certification systems is a way of

certification systems.

constantly.

enabling companies to take their production
of propagating material a step further than

Fruit tree certification tags

As a certification institute, Naktuinbouw has

complying only with the statutory minimum

In the 1960s, a further step was taken in

developed various quality standards which

quality requirements.

fruit tree production. In the course of the
centuries, orchards had become infected by

enjoy a high reputation across the world.

viruses in practically the whole of Europe.

From lot to process

EMT and NAL, for instance, are household

When inspections were initiated in the last

New techniques were used in Great Britain

names in the field of laboratory tests. Elite is

century, many of them were visual. If the

to produce the first virus-free propagating

the collective quality brand for propagating

propagating material showed any visible

material. The then NAKB brought this

material in strawberry plants and fruit and

defects or symptoms, it was simply rejected.

material to the Netherlands and planted it

ornamental crops propagated via a pyramid

No visible defects nearly always meant

in special propagating nurseries. A stringent

system.

approval. Those days belong to the past.

hygiene protocol and laboratory facilities

For decades – the seed trade was chiefly confined

peaks and troughs in work, which made it more

to the Netherlands and Western Europe – the

difficult for RvZ to combine applied scientific

’Rijksproefstation voor Zaadonderzoek’ (RvZ;

research with routine sample testing. The Ministry

National Research Station for Seed Testing) had

of Agriculture and Fisheries decided to place

known a quiet period between the early spring

the routine testing with NAK and NAKG and the

sampling of lots ready to be shipped and sampling

technological seed research with the new to be

of the new grass seed harvest, which got under-

founded ‘Centrum voor Rassenonderzoek en

way by the end of July. During this lull in activities,

Zaadtechnologie’ (Centre for Variety Testing and

the RvZ conducted scientific research. From the

Seed Technology).

1989

1989

Some even serve as global benchmarks.

Continued on page 81. >

In the mid 1980s, NAKS also started inspecting
propagating material of Begonia, Gerbera and

Bouvardia cultivars.

1980s, seed production increasingly took place
abroad. This signified the disappearance of the
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NAKB certified material – a recognisable

is now the Naktuinbouw Elite system for

certification tag on every tree – took off in a

ornamental crops. Aided by rapid advances

big way. Thanks to the systematic approach

in science and technology, quality thinking

and certification, Dutch propagating material

was raised to a higher level throughout

was head and shoulders above material from

horticulture. The advantages were clear:

other countries for years.

eliminating diseases from propagating

attractions, too,” the printer says. “The 23

material on a large-scale and raising quality

different models from the early stages have

levels caused both propagation and cultiva-

been reduced to 17. The numbers per model,

It looked as if a stone had caused ripples in

tion results to improve by leaps and bounds.

however, steadily increased. 2006 was the

the pond; process control and certification

This stimulated companies to specialise fur-

became general practice in more crops. For

ther, with positive effects on their operating

example, in carnation cultivation, where of

results and market positions.

Ripples in the pond

(continued from page 79)

Although many things have changed over the
years, the special paper, the printing and the
sometimes high pressure of work have not.
“We often worked shifts, which has its

top year with over 7 million strips. We actually
have a fairly quick idea of how well or badly
the sector is doing. In retrospect, I can say
that fruit tree nurseries have seen substantial

old cuttings had usually been taken directly
from soil grown flower crops. Plants often
Production field of certified strawberry plants.

growth.”

A different perspective on inspections

riddled with virus and vascular diseases.

In addition to the advancing insight into phy-

Laboratory testing, in vitro techniques, clean

topathology and test methods, other factors

mother plants, regular sampling and improved

also contributed to a different perspective

process control formed the foundation of what

on inspections. High performing businesses

Number of tags for fruit trees 1995-2008

did not just want their products certified,

for inspectors. Because propagating material

but also wanted company certification to

producers recognised the benefits of certifica-

help them gain a distinctive market position.

tion and the underlying standards, inspectors,

Certificates guaranteeing a sound production

in addition to being the arm of the law,

process and high-quality propagating material

became expert partners who could propel the

makes this possible. Continuing globalisation

level of company quality control to a higher

of the trade and – in later years – the produc-

level. When a company meets requirements

tion of propagating material were also impor-

and obtains a certificate, the inspector also

tant impulses. After all, transport over the

sees his efforts rewarded.

globe involves greater risks of infection by
new and transmissible diseases.

Chain thinking

Vegetable plant inspections? Growers feared high
costs and were not keen on the idea. However,
they were persuaded by the argument that it was

1989

1989

the understanding grew that producers and

regularly tightened their phytosanitary

customers shared common interests.

requirements. This, too, stimulated the

Together they actually formed part of a much

demand for the certification of production

wider production process, which has to

processes. The development from obligatory

ensure that consumers get high-quality end

lot inspections to voluntary company process

products. What is more, a process in which

inspections brought about essential changes

each link will have to do its utmost to achieve

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

This was one of the reasons why governments

6.369.908
5.063.896
5.280.613
6.063.594
6.072.664
4.761.926
4.945.145
5.637.260
5.504.495
6.085.579
6.774.133
7.197.490
7.108.900
6.317.761

During the last decades of the 20th century,

In December 1989, departing chairman
Mr W.F.M. Duffhues and his successor
Mr K.J. van Ast of the three inspection

good for the sector to include not only seed but

services NAKB, NAKG and NAKS donned

also the plants in a quality system. In 1989, NAKG

white suits to drive the first pole of the

introduced simple inspection regulations for vege-

new NAKG premises into the ground.

table plants. The timing was perfect, for two years

On 30 June 1991, on the eve of the Dutch

later the European Commission introduced a new

presidency (second six months of 1991),

directive for the inspection of vegetable plants.

European Commissioner Mr R. MacSharry

By that time, the Netherlands had already built up

opened the brand-new building (the current

a lead.

main building) and greenhouse complex.
The complex was designed by VRP Architects

80
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sound operating results. This leaves no

quality and health of the certified material.

ments than statutorily necessary. Such

via cuttings or seed. Elite has the ultimate

room for compromising on the quality of

After all, Naktuinbouw’s inspectors have not

quality-plus systems are always based on

systems approach. It is not so much about

propagating material. Anyone who does, runs

physically inspected all the material, but do

voluntary participation, against a background

detailed rules and regulations, but is based

the risk of lots being rejected and losing his

give their approval implicitly by granting the

of public interest.

on the dynamic interaction between growing

certificate. In addition to considerable damage

certificate. If a lot of propagating material

claims, the image of the sector may also be

with a Naktuinbouw certificate is marketed,

damaged.

but the material fails to meet the require-

and quality. The approach is equally dynamic.
Elite

Red brussels sprouts

Mr W. Vreeken, grower of the Prelude bean
(a beautiful, double stringless bean) which
was to bring Royal Sluis great successes,
had already turned out to be an expert in his

Requirements change along with circumstan-

trade.

With Elite, Naktuinbouw serves businesses

ces, whereby quality and health are the

Whereas today we are familiar with green

ments, the producer always bears the ultimate

wanting maximum guarantees for top qua-

benchmarks. Participation in Elite means

cauliflower, 50 years ago Mr Vreeken intro-

Seen from this perspective, producers and

responsibility.

lity. In the Netherlands, for some crops this

that the production process has been

duced an absolute novelty to the market in

customers have no opposing interests with

If, however, Naktuinbouw appears to have

is true for a large number of the propagating

thoroughly defined, that the production of

respect to quality. The general acceptance of

made an error of judgement, then Naktuin-

companies. The system has its roots in the

propagating material meets stringent require

brussels sprouts, the red Rubine. In 1956, this
variety was granted Plant Breeders’ Rights.
At the time, red brussels sprouts were an
unknown phenomenon. This breakthrough
attracted the attention of a wide public.
The national press came into action and an
article appeared in the magazine Panorama.
The launch of Rubine generated such an
enormous interest that demand far exceeded
supply.

this notion in practice is reflected by the fact

bouw can be called to account. In the end, it

carnation cultivation of the 1960s, but has

ments, is accompanied by meticulous

that many companies often impose more

is Naktuinbouw that grants the certificate.

now been fully adopted in many crops,

registration and that the supervisors and

stringent requirements upon themselves

The situation is different in the statutory

mainly in the floricultural sector.

employees concerned are regularly given

than those demanded by legislation or the

basic inspections, where the rules primarily

The Elite programme now comprises about

refresher courses and trainings.

certificate. Despite this, Naktuinbouw

focus on the supplier’s own responsibility.

230 crops. It is based on fully tested basic
material, which, via a pyramid system, is

inspectors closely monitor process and

The Select Plant quality mark is also based

With Elite and Select Plant, Naktuinbouw

material (as cuttings) for marketing purposes.

on extralegal requirements, be it that they

introduced two additional quality labels.

The way this principle is worked out may dif-

are slightly less stringent than Elite’s. This

An important issue concerning certification

This means that products with these quality

fer per crop. Propagating processes via tissue

quality system is often broadly implemented

is who is ultimately responsible for the

brands meet more stringent quality require-

culture do differ essentially from propagation

as a solution for specific problems in a crop,

Production and testing

Branches treated in the shed waiting outside
to be collected by local nurserymen. Growers
elsewhere in the country could collect their
orders at other NAKB locations.

1990

Certification and responsibility

1990

Select Plant

propagated to create clean propagating

product quality.

The internal European Market was defined and

This concept, based on recognition (accreditation)

shaped. Internal borders were set to disappear

was named the ‘New Approach’ and was

in a few years’ time. This implied revision of the

announced during the opening of NAKG’s new

phytosanitary system and the arrival of a phyto-

premises on 30 June 1991.

sanitary directive. With respect to horticulture,
there would be three new trade directives for
vegetable plants, ornamental crops and fruit
crops. In a series of meetings organised by LNV,
the Netherlands developed a strategy for these
new directives in which the propagating material
producers’ own responsibility was given a pivotal
position.
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internationally operating companies, the

NAL and EMT
A specific form of certification is NAL,

tangled jungle of rules and systems gives

which stands for Naktuinbouw Accredited

little footing. Sometimes, it is even impos-

Laboratories. By carrying this label, the

sible to get certified material accredited in

major vegetable seed companies indicate

advance in other countries.

that their laboratories comply with strict

Materials Act).

nationally accredited certificates, for which

One day in the 1980s, Minister Van der Stee

which gives the laboratories a reliable status.

NAL, Elite, Select Plant and the future hygiene

returned from a ‘marathon meeting’ in Brus-

Among other things, NAL places demands

GSPP system can form solid foundations.

on tests for germinating rate and moisture

These certification systems have the potential

content, on the usable plant test, on health

to develop into global standards for the

to offer it. Their eye fell on inspection costs.

research and determining resistance, varietal

quality, varietal trueness and health of

Reducing the burden of inspection costs

trueness and varietal purity. In the mid 1990s,

propagating material and for the processes

would undoubtedly have a positive impact, so

the quality mark was initiated together with

producing this material.

the decision was quickly taken. All inspection

Bejo Seeds. It is now maintained by Naktuin-

What gives Naktuinbouw’s systems a slight

bouw. Today, NAL-accreditation can be found

advantage on the current, internationally

all over the world.

used ISO standards is that they not only

by the Minister. Until the Ministry itself had to

certify the process but also guarantee high

economise. In the early 1990s, the support

EMT-Naktuinbouw is a quality mark for

product quality and health. This combination

was cut back faster than it had been granted,

laboratories that take samples and perform

of certified processes and products is unique.

which elicited the following statement from

The government appeared to be prepared

services, including NAKB, NAKG and NAKS,
were refunded for part of the inspection
costs (20, 30 and, for a short time, even 50%)

a senior official: “the government offers you
an umbrella when the sun is shining, but asks

quality mark for reliable sampling and

a statutory global standard. Legislation

Since then, the system has been as of old:

(including the inspections based on the

all inspection costs are directly charged to
the companies.

in roses and fusarium in asparagus.

of specific activities, ranging from sampling

sector, Naktuinbouw wants to continue

Dutch Seeds and Planting Materials Act and

a plot for nematode testing to work instruc-

playing a leading global role.

the plant passport system) and compliance

The quality mark was also introduced in

tions for tests carried out by laboratory tech-

perennial plant production, where the Hosta

nicians. Training and instructing employees,

One aspect that will receive more emphasis

governments. Naktuinbouw is aiming for

virus X had developed into a structural

therefore, are important aspects of EMT-

is harmonisation. It would be a highly

certification systems that help producers

problem. The Select Plant designation is now

Naktuinbouw accreditation.

desirable situation for propagating material

of propagating material to move forward in

producers and their customers if countries

a practical way and enjoy the confidence of

maintained similar standards and require-

customers and inspection services.

Future

ments. Attempts made to connect or tie

services. Flexibility and appropriate action

have proved their value and are being followed

systems of different countries together,

In whatever way this desired development

are becoming increasingly vital for both pro-

up. The demand for process control and

however, have not proved very successful so

takes place, Naktuinbouw will always remain

ducers and Naktuinbouw. In the dynamics

certified quality assurance in the propagating

far. In some countries there are hardly any

an independent system administrator. In the

of international trade, many countries place

material sector, both nationally and inter-

standards or if there are, they do not amount

light of quality and phytosanitary health,

additional, strict phytosanitary demands

nationally, continues to grow.

to much. In other countries, standards are

independent safeguarding of systems is of

upon imported propagating material.

In the interest of the Dutch commercial

so strict they appear to be protectionist. For

crucial importance.

Seeds by Hand’ (1991) was a gift

1992

Developments introduced in the past decades

An artwork entitled ‘Cleaning

it back when it starts raining”.

monitoring remain the responsibility of

sed by customers and phytosanitary

1991

1991

and Parliament demanded compensation.

For the record: this is absolutely not about

used for destinations in the United States,

84

sels. The price talks had been disappointing

Naktuinbouw Elite or Select Plant. As a

a ‘clean area’ in a double door entrance to a

appoint a director and to change course. In 1991,

this was laid down in the ‘Zaaizaad- en

quality. NAL is internationally accredited,

testing, EMT comprises detailed descriptions

To secure the future of SBW, it became vital to

company contributions. The fee system for
Plantgoedwet’ (Dutch Seeds and Planting

such as viruses in Freesia, bacterial diseases

where these problems were recently addres-

services, inspection costs had been paid by

Naktuinbouw sees opportunities in inter-

Above: GSPP-audit of entry procedure to

Right: Crop inspections for GSPP.

Right from the establishment of the inspection

requirements for conducting tests into seed

tests for companies which are certified for

greenhouse producing tomato seeds in Chile.

Self-sufficient

The European Union established the trade directive

From then on, all important crops in these sectors

for ornamental crops. Although the directive had a

were subject to inspection.

binding status for some sixteen ornamental crops,

The fruit crop directive also meant the end of the

Broere. SBW was made totally independent from

(Dutch horticultural seed trade)

the member states themselves could decide how

obligatory certification for fruit crops. As from this

NAKS. This entailed the end of the management

to mark the official opening of the

to implement the directive. The Netherlands

date, it became voluntary.

and administration by NAKS.

new premises in Roelofarendsveen

opted for implementation via NAKS’ inspection

With the implementation of European directives,

on 30 June 1991.

regulations.

the requirements for propagating material within

On 28 April 1992, European trade directives for

a European context had been harmonised for all

propagating material of fruit crops and vegetable

horticultural crops and the statutory quality

plants took effect. The Netherlands translated

regulations in the Dutch Seeds and Planting

these into NAKB and NAKG inspection regulations.

Materials Act applied to all horticultural crops.

this director appeared in the person of Alewijn

from branch organisation NTZ
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Certified mother trees being maintained in
the screen house at the Horst Test Center.
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Petrified of pests

What is a quarantine disease?

Harmful organisms may become quarantine
organisms. These Q-organisms are orga-

Phytosanitary matters

nisms ‘which may constantly endanger production in agriculture and horticulture’ and
‘for which plant protection is required’.
(Phytosanitary Directive 2000/29/EC).

The most frequent quarantine pathogens

Until 1993 Naktuinbouw’s work consisted only of quality

Arboricultural sector
• Erwinia amylovora (fire blight)

inspections. But since 2007, two-thirds of the inspections

• Pear decline phytoplasma
• Apple proliferation phytoplasma

performed by Naktuinbouw have had a phytosanitary character.

• Plum pox virus
• Phytophthora ramorum

These plant health inspections stand to gain in importance in

Floricultural sector
• Bemisia tabaci

the years ahead as the world is afraid of bugs, viruses and other

• Liriomyza spp.
• Puccinia horiana

pathogens. And further globalisation of the horticultural sector

• Radopholus similis
• Chrysanthemum stunt viroid

and the changing climate will only aggravate this problem.

Vegetable sector
(including strawberry plants)
• Phytophthora fragariae var. fragariae
• Xanthomonas fragariae
• Ditylenchus dipsaci

Sometimes sawing up stems is the only way

This nasty little beetle, which will eat

to check whether or not there are any beetles

anything and thrives in the mild Dutch

or at least signs of tunnelling in them. But

climate, was an unwelcome newcomer to

even when inspectors apply this destructive

the Netherlands. The ‘Plantenziektenkundige

sampling method on a large scale, some

Dienst’ (PD; Plant Protection Service of the

insects can still pass by unnoticed. You simply

Netherlands) found the bug in December

cannot saw up all the stems in a lot of trees.

2007 as part of a routine check of young

bulbs from the Philippines.

In the past five years the citrus long-horned

maple trees from China, awaiting shipment

Smuggled goods are not often found among

beetle, Anoplophora chinensis, devoured its

at a Westland importer. This beetle is a

plants and Viagra, of course, invites joking.

way through wood in various places in the

quarantine organism or ’Q-organism’ which

Naktuinbouw reports shipments like this

EU, including the Netherlands.

can cause a lot of economic damage.

Smuggled goods

There was hilarity all round when, in
January 2009, an inspector discovered a
few boxes of cigarettes and hundreds of
boxes of Viagra pills among a shipment of

to the customs authorities.

1993

1993

• Clavibacter

A single phytosanitary European market had

The inspection services, including Naktuinbouw,

become a reality as a result of the implementation

were given the mandate by the PD to conduct

of Jacques Delors’ White Paper. This led to the

phytosanitary inspections for the issue of plant

disappearance of the phytosanitary documents for

passports.

The Ministry of LNV granted a subsidy to support

the trade to member states. The common market

On 1 June – the date of implementation of the

the introduction and certification of quality

signified the end of phytosanitary border controls

European phytosanitary directive – NAKB issued

assurance systems in agriculture and horticulture.

within the European Union. The EU introduced the

the first plant passport to tree nursery Zundert

plant passport, enabling member states to provide

in Wernhout for a shipment of Quercus (oaks),

each other with guarantees for plant health.

destined for a German customer.

Establishment of Foundation Plantcert by
inspection services NAK, NAKB, NAKG, NAKS
and KCB and the Product Board for Horticulture.

As from that date, a passport was also required for
the trade within member states.
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A Q-organism must always be destroyed.

Data entry for CLIENT-export.

Potatoes) carries out inspections on seed

Since then, companies that want to sell pro-

If such an organism is found, the PD and

This is only an example of the phytosanitary

potatoes and agricultural seed. Naktuinbouw

ducts covered by a plant passport obligation

Naktuinbouw immediately form a team

work that can be performed by Naktuinbouw.

focuses its inspections on propagating

must comply with a number of administrative

to take action and to prevent a large-scale

It has only had this phytosanitary role for a

material: young plants, cuttings, grafts,

requirements, even if they sell their products

outbreak. In this case, all the gardens in the

relatively short time and until 1993 all official

seeds, arboricultural products and tissue

to their next-door neighbour. Naktuinbouw

surroundings were thoroughly searched. But

plant health inspections were carried out by

culture propagating material. The phyto-

regularly visits the companies to make sure

harmful organisms are increasing. In 2007,

the long-horned beetle had already started

the PD, a part of the Dutch Ministry of Agri-

sanitary inspections of end products of

that there are no Q-organisms in the plant

the PD discovered quarantine organisms

its advance. Since these beetles – luckily –

culture, Nature and Food Quality (LNV). Until

vegetables, fruit, cut flowers and potted

material. This can be once every two weeks

in 761 import shipments.

do not immediately fly miles away, grubbing

then Naktuinbouw and its predecessors

plants (the ‘consumer material’) are carried

or once every six months, depending on such

The horticultural sector is considering

and destroying all trees and bushes in a

NAKB, NAKG and NAKS had concentrated

out by the Dutch ‘Kwaliteits Controle Bureau’

factors as the turnover rate of a crop or the

100 metre radius around the company, and

on quality inspections and variety testing.

(KCB; Quality Inspection Bureau).

period in which a Q-organism can occur. Nak-

destroying all 70,000 infected maple trees,

If plant health problems were found, the

was sufficient. Other importers were

inspection services would contact the PD

immediately visited and checked as well

and cease from their inspections until the

and a more intensive inspection method

A recent role

hybrids, Verbena hybrids, Solanaceae, Euphorbia

is rising. One kilo of tomato seed costs
50,000 euro, far more than a kilo of gold.
At the same time, the risks of infections by

developing an insurance to be covered
against quarantine organism finds.
In the event of such finds, growers have to
destroy their crop, which may lead to the

The inspection service verifies that a sup-

total clearance of a site. Growers evidently

After concentrating on drawing up uniform

plier of propagating material complies with

want some form of protection against this

PD gave them the go-ahead to continue.

phytosanitary trade regulations in the early

the phytosanitary and administrative require-

eventuality.

for imported lots of this crop took effect in

In 1993 the PD delegated the plant passport

1990s, the European Union has had one

ments set by the European Union and that

February 2008. Naktuinbouw inspectors

checks prescribed for virtually all crops by

internal market for plant material since

its company is absolutely free from Q-orga-

were given an important role in this respect

the European Commission to Naktuinbouw.

January 1993. This put an end to checks at

nisms. Every lot has a label attached to it,

and other occurrences of citrus long-horned

And since 1 September 2007, Naktuinbouw

the borders. The phytosanitary requirements

stating such information as the supplier’s

beetles were detected in 2008 in imported

has also been performing the import and

which used to apply among European mem-

registration number with Naktuinbouw.

material.

export checks (phytosanitary inspections)

ber states were abolished, just like the phyto-

The plant passport is not just a guarantee

for ‘third countries’, i.e. countries outside the

sanitary trade certificates, to be replaced by

European Union. These inspections take place

the free movement of goods.

Plant passport

Stings and bites

During the 18 months that Naktuinbouw

still carries out as many inspections into

However, the member states were not entirely

has been conducting import inspections,

plant quality as before. The overall inspection

happy with the idea that free movement of

not a single inspector has been wounded

work however has tripled, due to Naktuin-

goods could allow harmful organisms to

yet by poisonous plants or by animals hidden

bouw’s activities having been expanded to

freely move around in the EU. To provide

include phytosanitary inspections.

mutual guarantees that the lots of horti-

The 55 Naktuinbouw inspectors perform

cultural produce being traded were free from

nevertheless.

inspections for the three sectors covered by

harmful pests and diseases, a plant passport

It is not only snakes, spiders or scorpions

Naktuinbouw: arboriculture, floriculture and

scheme was introduced in June 1993 for all

that are dangerous. Several times per year,

vegetable crop production. This covers all

crops which could be infected with quaran-

for instance, Naktuinbouw finds tiger mos-

horticultural crops except flower bulbs. This

tine organisms, i.e. virtually all crops. Seeds

sector has its own organisation, comparable

only have to be accompanied by such a pass-

to Naktuinbouw: the ‘Bloembollenkeurings-

port if they can be infected by a Q-organism,

carried along in water. In transit the larvae

dienst’ (BKD; Flowerbulb Inspection Service),

as is the case with tomatoes, onions, beans

become mature insects. Tiger mosquitoes

while the ‘Nederlandse Algemene Keurings-

and sunflowers. This plant passport took the

have a nasty sting and can carry dengue.

dienst’ (NAK; Dutch General Inspection

place of the phytosanitary certificate for the

Just in case, every inspector carries an

Service for Agricultural Seeds and Seed

European countries.

1993

1993

the obligatory inspection: Impatiens New Guinea

The economic value of horticultural products

tuinbouw does not inspect all individual lots.

under the PD’s responsibility. Naktuinbouw

On 1 June, the following crops were included in

Insurance

amongst imported plants.
The risk of contracting a disease caused
by a bite or sting is small, it is true, but real

quitoes in plant lots. Tiger mosquitoes lay
eggs in tiny quantities of water, for example,
in axils or in lucky bamboo (Dracaena)

anti-insect product.

On 1 June, an obligatory inspection for perennials
was enforced in the Netherlands, as well as for
ornamental shrubs and coniferous trees. The

pulcherrima, Araceae, Marantaceae and Musaceae.

complete inspection system did not go ahead

As from that date, companies growing these propa-

until 1994.

gating materials were also subject to phytosanitary
inspections. The complete inspection system came
into effect on 1 September.
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Border checks taken over

The number of findings has been quite stable

Embarrassing discovery

Another milestone was the transfer of phyto-

for the past five years.

Great panic at the end of 2006. During a

sanitary import and export inspections from

lots of Brugmansia and Solanum jasminoides

It was a logical step for the PD to delegate

bouw. All plant material entering or leaving

the inspections for the plant passport to

the European Union is inspected for harmful

Netherlands appeared to be infected by the

Naktuinbouw in 1993. The European Union

organisms. This always used to be the PD’s

Potato spindle tuber viroid (PSTVd). This

demands that suppliers of propagating

task. But in 2003, companies in the vegetable

viroid is life threatening for plants such as

material are registered with a notified

and fruit sectors started to make themselves

potatoes and tomatoes. Because of the huge

inspection body. The PD did not have such

heard and insisted on more efficient opera-

a register, whereas Naktuinbouw did.

tions and expressed a desire to pay less to

Furthermore, the PD inspectors did not pay

the PD and the KCB. The Dutch government

infected plants is a statutory obligation.

standard visits to the production companies

quite liked the prospect of a ‘remote’ approach

Conservatory plant growers were unaware

in person. The Naktuinbouw inspectors

and in September 2007 this resulted in a

of the danger and wouldn’t have been able

already visited the companies to perform

reshuffling of tasks between the PD and the

to prevent the infection anyway. The viroid is

quality inspections and had a wealth of

inspection services in the plant sector.

knowledge about harmful pests, like fungi,

Since that time, Naktuinbouw has inspected

bacteria and viruses. For reasons of efficiency,

the propagating material for floricultural,

horticultural companies preferred to be

arboricultural and vegetable crops, the BKD

that the material is free of harmful pests

visited by only one inspection body instead

has been responsible for flower bulb inspec-

bouw, including the obligation to comply

case of a number of growers and breeders,

and diseases, it also enables optimum

of two. One inspection and one bill is a lot

tions, the NAK for the inspections of agri-

with the ISO certification standards 9001

this involved their complete production,

tracing, i.e. who produced the material,

cheaper and less time-consuming than two

cultural seeds and seed potatoes and the

and 17020. The new division of tasks was

where does it originate from and where did

separate inspections. But even though

KCB for everything intended for consumers:

approved after a thorough audit by the

it go? This information is vital should any

Naktuinbouw now does the fieldwork, the

vegetables, fruit, cut flowers, potted plants

European Commission, which verified, for

government nor from the relieved seed potato

phytosanitary problems still occur despite

final responsibility for preventing infections

and packaging timber. Since trees and

example, that there were sufficient inspec-

and tomato growers.

all precautionary safety measures.

caused by harmful pests and diseases still

perennials are destined for replanting in the

tors with enough detailed knowledge. Nak-

Naktuinbouw quickly developed a system

Some suppliers are entitled to affix plant

rests with the PD.

soil, they qualify as propagating material

tuinbouw with its wide portfolio of tasks

for conservatory plant growers enabling

passports to their shipments themselves

and are inspected by Naktuinbouw instead

was found to be capable of reacting flexibly

or to state the plant passport text on the

of by the KCB.

to the situations that might occur.

documents authorised by Naktuinbouw

conservatory plants being grown in the

economic value of seed potato and tomato
production in the EU it is classified as a
Q-organism. This implies that clearing

not harmful to their crops and there were no
symptoms to suggest the presence of PSTVd.
For the sake of seed potato and tomato
growers, conservatory plant growers were
forced to destroy their infected plants. In the

including mother plants of special varieties.
The companies involved did not receive any
compensation whatsoever, neither from the

companies to produce clean propagating
material. In a short time, Naktuinbouw
developed and implemented a stringent

The Dutch government only wanted to

sampling and testing system. This gave Dutch

which accompany the lot. At present, 132

It is important for many countries that the

transfer phytosanitary tasks on the condi-

conservatory plant growers a way of obtaining

Shaking propagating material,

companies with floricultural crops, 205 with

phytosanitary inspections are still performed

tion that it could be sure that inspections

demonstrably PSTVd-free mother plants and

to see if it contains any insects.

vegetable crops and 2,085 with arboricultural

under intensive supervision by the PD. In

would take place according to the strict

cuttings. On the initiative of the Netherlands,

crops comply with the strict requirements

addition, many countries demand warranties

instructions supplied by the PD. But today,

and are now authorised to issue their own

from Naktuinbouw regarding the indepen-

Naktuinbouw is conditionally allowed to

plant passports.

dence and reliability of its working methods

formulate its own working instructions

Naktuinbouw carries out some 17,000 inspec-

as described in strict procedures. Against

which are evaluated by the PD. The PD also

tions annually. The inspection service detects

this background, the Dutch Minister of

intensively audits Naktuinbouw to ensure

some 150 to 200 listed organisms every year.

Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality has

that the inspectors work in full accordance

In these cases the PD is contacted.

imposed several obligations on Naktuin-

with the instructions.

On 24 June, NAKB’s 50th anniversary celebrations
were held in Venray. In the morning, there was
an international mini-symposium led by

1993

1993

general inspection round by the PD, many

the PD to other parties including Naktuin-

A logical step

this strict system was implemented across
the EU.

On 1 September, after two years’ preparation
roses were included in the obligatory inspections.
The inspections covered seed, rootstocks, small

A. Heydendael (l), LNV State Supervisor.

shrubs, young grafts and stent grafts as well as

In the afternoon, there was an official programme

tissue culture material. Companies producing this

with speakers, including the LNV State Secretary,

type of rose material were to report to NAKS.

Mr D. Gabor.
< From left to right. R. Fasol (mayor of Horst),
M.A. Erkelens (former NAKB director),
D. Gabor (LNV State Secretary) and
J.E.C. Spithoven (NAKB chairman).
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All change for inspectors
As a result of these changes, eighteen PD

Increasing importance

hitching a ride, and makes it a lot easier for

for phytosanitary aspects

pests and diseases to spread.
“Have you found anything?” That is often

officials joined Naktuinbouw. They were old

Phytosanitary aspects have come to play an

hands at the job, but the new set-up signified

increasingly important role in horticulture.

some sweeping changes for the Naktuinbouw

This is attributable to several causes, one of

It is not only horticultural produce that

inspectors. Whereas in the past they were

the main ones being the globalisation of the

travels, today’s consumers are also far more

team, start their day. Wybo and Jacco have

used to planning their work autonomously,

horticultural sector. In addition, awareness

frequent travellers than past generations.

a passion for the little creatures they come

they now had to get used to working to a

of phytosanitary threats is growing, causing

People are keen on exotic fruits such as

across during their work. They have done

schedule, controlled by a planner at the office.

countries to ask for greater guarantees.

pomelo or dragon fruit which are on offer in

import inspections for years, first with the PD,

Their PDA shows them which company they

Resultantly, Naktuinbouw’s phytosanitary

local markets in Vietnam. Or they want a

have to visit and if a company rings to con-

inspection activities have equally gained in

bonsai tree, because they were so impressed

firm that a delivery of cuttings has arrived,

value and some countries even go as far as

by the ancient bonsais in a Japanese garden.

spiders, scorpions, large beetles, poisonous

the inspector has to go there immediately.

only admitting products with a Naktuinbouw

But products exported from tropical areas can

centipedes or snails which can cause

quality-plus certificate. And for the Dutch

be infested with exotic pests and diseases.

meningitis – or even a bat. They have

horticultural sector, Naktuinbouw is like a

However, contemporary consumers enjoy

gathered a collection of those finds.

sieve with an increasingly fine mesh that

basking in luxury and beauty and will often

Consumers on the move

how inspectors Wybo Zijlstra and Jacco
Starre, of the ‘Keuringen Bloemisterijgewassen’ (Floricultural Crop Inspections)

now with Naktuinbouw. During their search
for Q-organisms, they regularly stumble
across stowaways: lizards, frogs, snakes,

Jacco Starre is particularly interested in large
beetles. Sometimes, his catches produce off-

applies to cuttings: cheap production in a

go quite far to fulfil their wishes. Mature

country like Kenya, Brazil or Ecuador, back to

Spanish olive trees and ancient Italian grape

of origin deposit their eggs en route.

the Netherlands to root and to be inspected,

vines often cross the borders, sadly enough

For instance, he bred larvae from a South

In the distant past, when growers of flowers

and then delivery to buyers all over the

complete with aphids and other uninvited

American rhinoceros beetle so that he could

still took cuttings from their own mother

world. Only young vegetable plants are still

guests.

add the beetles to his collection of dried

plants, exotic insects and viruses did not

produced in the grower’s vicinity.

protects them against pests and diseases.
Globe trotting

pose any serious threat to Dutch agriculture

spring; beetles having mated in their country

insects afterwards.

Always a host plant around

Wybo Zijlstra developed a passion for lizards
from Central and South America. These

and horticulture and Dutch produce could

Young trees and potted plants also come

Chrysanthemums and sunflowers only used

creatures are found with some regularity

still be transported without phytosanitary

from far-flung locations, partly because they

to be harvested in autumn and tomatoes

among plants in import shipments. A rolled-up

inspections. Although there is again a call

originate there and partly because local pro-

were only grown in greenhouses from

snake in a Cycas revoluta is one of Zijlstra’s

for local production for local consumption

duction costs are low. Dutch importers bring

February to November, but now virtually

most beautiful treasures. At home, Zijlstra

like in the old days – but now mainly from

them to the Netherlands to acclimatise or to

all growers strive for year-round cultivation

an environmental point of view – today’s

be raised, and then transport them to their

to use their equipment and buildings as

reality is different. Horticultural produce

final destinations in Western Europe, Eastern

efficiently as possible. Diversity has been

continues to trot the globe.

Europe or the United States. Flower bulbs,

displaced by monocultures. Small companies,

It has been a long time since Dutch plant

traditionally a typically Dutch product, now

located on fragmented premises have been

breeding companies produced their seed in

come from such countries as Chile or New

replaced by large-scale horticultural enter-

the Netherlands. Now they prefer to produce

Zealand at certain times of the year. This

prises, preferably clustered in extensive

More attention than ever before is now

in China, Chile, Kenya or any other country

enables Dutch exporters to supply propaga-

areas of horticultural production, since that

devoted to furthering expertise, so that

with low wages or a favourable climate. The

ting material for the worldwide production

is also more efficient. Whereas in the past

inspectors can be up-to-date on all phyto-

seeds are then brought to the Netherlands

of bulb flowers all year round, from China

there was still a good chance of a harmful

sanitary developments and able to recognise

where they are cleaned, processed, tested

to Canada.

organism dying because its host plant was

all pathogens. The inspectors regularly attend

and packaged before being shipped to their

The sheer number of trade flows entails

not in the field, this will hardly ever happen

training courses at the PD.

destinations all over the world. The same

a much greater risk of an insect or virus

anymore today.

On 1 May, NAKB and NAKS merged into the
‘Nederlandse Algemene Keuringsdienst voor
Bloemisterij- en Boomkwekerijgewassen’

1994

1994

Beetles and lizards

has placed a few terrariums in a special
room to house the animals. He even finds
new ‘homes’ for creatures that don’t fit into
his collection.

On 1 May, NAKB moved into the new head
office at Johan de Wittlaan 12 in The Hague.

(NAKB; Netherlands General Inspection Service
for Floriculture and Arboriculture).
< From left to right: J.M. Rulkens (NAKB
vice-chairman), J.E.C. Spithoven (chairman)
and G. Kooij (NAKS vice-chairman).
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horticultural products on a large scale and

Culture change

are learning to play the game. It is these
Anything goes. That used to describe the job

countries that often issue the strictest

of an inspector. Inspectors managed their

requirements. They are no longer satisfied

own diaries, sometimes spending entire days

with guarantees that a specific organism is

in the field.

absent, but they now require a Pest Risk

In ten years’ time, there has been a complete

Analysis (PRA). These countries actually see

change of culture. The lots still pass through

horticultural produce as a Trojan horse which

the inspectors’ hands, but the modern

might bring all kinds of organisms unknown

inspector is more occupied with auditing
operating systems than with field and lot

to them into their countries.

inspections. Plus, the quality service itself is

A PRA requirement implies that the exporter

ISO-accredited. So inspectors themselves

has to demonstrate that the product has been

are audited, too, and work in accordance

produced and tested so that all risks of a

with fixed regulations. Planning appointments

pest or disease being imported are ruled out.

two weeks ahead is hardly possible anymore.

If a product has only been processed but not

When a container of plants arrives at a port,
an inspector has to go there fast. In the

grown in the Netherlands, the Netherlands

morning, the inspector switches on his PDA

cannot be said to be the country of origin.

(electronic diary) to check where his schedule

Being the exporting country we then have

takes him that day.

to prove that we have not imported any

One inspector disliked the changes to such a

infection from the country of origin. This is

degree that he decided to leave. Others, on
the other hand, embraced the more dynamic

an expensive and time-consuming process,
but it is necessary for whoever wants to

the product. In addition, the European Union

the United States and Norway imposed spe-

pace of work and the audits. A good quality
system, introduced in 2000 with the merger

Right: Import inspection of palm roots

More and more countries are aware of the

export to these countries. As long as the

has an import ban on all kinds of Solanaceae

cific requirements for the field inspections,

to check for any Q-organisms.

phytosanitary risks and of the possibility

Netherlands does not have a PRA, there is

(nightshade family), because they carry too

sampling and testing of host plants of

responsibilities and working methods clearer,

of protecting their own markets through

in fact an import ban on Dutch products.

many diseases that might be dangerous to

Phytophthora ramorum, the causal agent of

which is no luxury.

phytosanitary requirements. Apparently

Naktuinbouw does not perform any PRAs,

such crops as seed potatoes or tomatoes.

‘sudden oak death’, some years ago. Host

there is still a need to delineate and protect

these are done by the PD.

Since seed potatoes and tomato crops repre-

plants for this fungus include rhododendrons,

one’s own territory. Due to the very fact that

Not only countries on the other side of the

sent a great economic interest, the European

blueberries, oak trees and beech trees.

hardly any geographical trade boundaries

world have become stricter; the European

Union has adopted the principle ‘better safe

Canada, the US or Norway require an extra

remain, phytosanitary walls are being built,

Union has also set higher requirements on

than sorry’ in this context. Only seed of

field inspection or extra sampling and testing

reinforced and heightened at a very rapid

plant material. In general new problems lead

Solanaceae is allowed into Europe, on the

before these plants can be exported.

pace and the limit has not been reached yet.

to stricter requirements. Plant material can

assumption that few diseases are transmitted

Naktuinbouw performs these activities.

Countries which used to set hardly any phyto-

easily be accompanied by pests and diseases

by seed.

sanitary requirements, specifically in Asia

that might cause extensive damage in Europe,

and Latin America, have now put up conside-

such as the citrus long-horned beetle. Phyto-

rable barriers. This is partly because their

sanitary certificates from third counties do

In addition to phytosanitary requirements

bouw is always quickly informed of any new

own horticultural production is growing,

not always do justice to the reality of the lot

becoming more strict, importing countries

requirements set by a given country. For

increasing their interest in protecting it, but

and the European Union has adopted a zero-

ask for ever more guarantees and set extra

example, if Albania suddenly no longer

it is also because these countries have just

tolerance policy for quarantine organisms:

requirements on products or companies in

wants to allow the common bean weevil in

started to participate in the global trade in

such organisms must absolutely not occur in

the country of origin. For example, Canada,

ornamental plants, it must announce this

Eylen from the Belgian Ministry of Agriculture was

European comparative Pelargonium young
plant trial on NAKB field in Roelofarendsveen.

On 1 May, NAKB introduced a complaints procedure
concerning the supply of propagating material for
both customers and suppliers. A dispute about the

Due to its close ties with the PD, Naktuin-

1995

Breeders’ Rights became effective. Louis van

to Naktuinbouw, makes divisions of tasks,

New requirements
... and more barriers

1995

Council Regulation 2100/94 on Community Plant

1994

1994

Higher barriers...

On 24 August, the articles of association of Plantconsult, a cooperative venture of BKD, NAK, NAKB
and NAKG, were passed before the notary-public.

a harbinger in Brussels before the Community

propagating material supplied could be submitted

The commercial sector could consult Plantconsult

Plant Variety Office (CPVO) was established in

to NAKB as an independent organisation for an

for assistance and support in developing quality

Angers, France. European Plant Breeders’ Rights

assessment. This would ultimately lead to a judge-

assurance systems.

saw massive expansion and Dutch growers

ment from which one or both parties could benefit.

immediately made good use of this.
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intention at WTO (World Trade Organization)

of other member states, a package of requi-

level, before this can officially take effect.

rements on field inspections, plant and soil

As the economic value of propagating material

Systems inspections

inspect the companies themselves instead

The PD is notified of these announcements

sampling, business hygiene and traceability

is high and the risk of infection is consider-

of every individual lot and minimises the

and then immediately informs Naktuinbouw.

will probably come into being in the EU.

able, there is clearly a need for effective

risk that infections are only found by chance

inspection methods. Looking ahead, Naktuin-

in a lot.

Naktuinbouw also gets weekly updates of
countries’ requirements from the PD.

“Traditionally, Naktuinbouw has always been
close to everyday practice. That is why we
clearly see the problems that horticultural
companies have to cope with regarding

bouw expects to organise phytosanitary

Harmonisation

Practice-oriented

phytosanitary measures. Just like breeders

What does beetle X look like? What does an

Uniformity is a very important criterion

inspections differently. Product inspections

Inspection in the country of origin

infection with virus Y look like? The relevant

when drawing up regulations. More and

will be replaced by inspections of the com-

The Netherlands can greatly benefit from

thing about it. We quickly signal bottlenecks,

photos are included in the update and an

more countries have harmonised their phyto-

plete company organisation. Together with

better inspection practices and a systematic

we raise the issues with the government at

inspector’s standard kit includes a laptop

sanitary policies to those in force in other

Naktuinbouw, and in consultation with the

improvement of the business hygiene in coun-

with country requirements.

countries. This is also true for the Nether-

PD, companies will develop a system that

tries of origin, as many harmful organisms

and growers, we feel the urge to do some-

an early stage and are prepared to use our
excellent connections at the Ministry of LNV
to exert pressure to enter into talks with third

lands. Some 170 countries, including the

originate from only a small number of

countries which put up phytosanitary barriers

Netherlands, are parties to the International

countries. In 2008 Naktuinbouw started pre-

or export Q-organisms. For the horticultural

Plant Protection Convention (IPPC), an

audits for the production of vegetable seeds

sector, this is an added bonus of the transfer

organisation which was established in 1951

abroad, as part of a new seed certification

of all inspections from the PD to Naktuin-

and acts under the banner of the FAO (Food

system. This enables Naktuinbouw to nip

and Agriculture Organization of the United

problems in the bud and minimises the

Nations). The countries in the IPPC make

number of harmful organisms moved around

international agreements on policies and

by the horticultural sector. The idea is to

measures to prevent spreading of pests and

achieve an optimum quality right from the

diseases.

start and assure this throughout the rest of

The Netherlands has to comply with these

the process. But as this involves a voluntary

hygiene, it is also important for the inspection

international agreements, and this has an

system, Naktuinbouw can only inspect com-

service to set a good example. Inspectors

impact on inspections. For example, until

panies at their own request. The statutory

are to act in such a way that they cannot

2008 Dutch seed companies would state the

inspections in the country itself will of course

be taken to account for spreading diseases

Netherlands as the country of origin of their

continue to be performed by the local

bouw.” Peter Lentjes, Head of Naktuinbouw
Phytosanitary Affairs.

Combing a bald head

The inspectors’ hygiene regulations state it
in bold type: ‘In addition to the necessity of

and pests between lots, shipments, crops
and companies.’

seeds. They were allowed to do this accor-

includes the essential elements of their busi-

Naktuinbouw expects Dutch horticultural

ding to the Community Customs Code, since

ness operations, such as a quality assurance

companies to specialise even further. They

they processed the seeds in the Netherlands.

system, risk analyses, the crop protection

will either opt to comply with the strict

But the IPPC has laid down that plant bree-

plan, business hygiene, in-company scouting,

The government and the horticultural

and gloves and, afterwards, disinfecting

import requirements set by some countries

ders must now state the location where the

employee training and administrative

industry favour phytosanitary import checks

hands, tools, clothes and shoes.

and export worldwide or they will delibera-

seed was produced, since bacteria, viruses

procedures.

as a means of preventing pests and diseases

tely restrict themselves to the market in the

and viroids which imply plant health risks

EU. Of course this requires plant passports

may have affected the seed in that country.

Are the product flows separated? Is there an

and public green spaces. Since there have

other tiny insects, including thrips. And

for a number of crops, but for the rest there

It is commercially more attractive to put the

aphid-proof greenhouse? Where has the lot

been several incidents in the last two years

shaking out the comb thoroughly afterwards.

is free movement of goods and the same

Netherlands on the packaging, given the

been produced? Can the infection be traced

where the assurance system was not found

Bald inspectors sometimes get a good scol-

phytosanitary regulations that apply in the

country’s reliable reputation. But since the

back to its source? Is the destination of the

to have been watertight, Naktuinbouw, toge-

ding during an audit, if the comb is found still

Netherlands apply in all other countries of

agreement is to state the country of origin,

infected lots known? These are questions

ther with the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture,

the EU. Since no EU countries are keen on

this is what Naktuinbouw requires seed

which companies will have to answer more

Nature and Food Quality and the Ministry of

than ever before. Such a systems approach

Finance, the PD, the Dutch customs authori-

With every visit to horticultural companies,
on entering any space whatsoever, this

Inspections at entry points

companies to do as well.

Plantcert became ECAS BV. The shareholders

1996

being affected by the phytosanitary problems

authorities.

crossing the border and affecting Dutch crops

1996

Specialisation

1995

will enable Naktuinbouw to monitor and

In September, the first NAKB journal was published.

In November 2003, during the International Horti

Before this, the registered companies received

Fair, the first international edition was published;

‘NAKB-Informatief’ (NAKB Information) and

Naktuinbouw News is published twice annually,

circulars. NAKG had a similar way of providing

in spring and autumn.

NAKG, NAKB and NAK, the ‘Bloemenbollen-

The distinction between obligatory basic

information and, in addition, the monthly journal

Reader surveys reveal that Naktuinbouw News

keuringsdienst’ (BKD; Flower Bulb Inspection

inspection and voluntary certification was

Prophyta. This contemporary medium with a jour-

greatly appeals to the members and is seen as

Service), the ‘Bedrijfslaboratorium voor Grond-

given specific emphasis.

nalistic bias and pictures went down well. After

an informative publication.

en Gewasonderzoek’ (Blgg; Laboratory for Soil

were the inspection services for vegetables,
floricultural, arboricultural and agricultural crops

the merger of NAKB and NAKG, the periodical

and Crop Research) and the ‘Kwaliteits Controle

was continued as Naktuinbouwnieuws, adapted,

Bureau’ (KCB; Quality Inspection Bureau).

means wearing clean overalls, overshoes

A comb is part of the inspector’s standard
equipment. In this case, combing aphids
means removing aphids from the hair, and

wrapped in cellophane in their car’s glove
compartment. And even for follicly challenged
inspectors, hairnets must be worn if there is
any risk of infection via plant sap.

NAKB published the brochure ‘An eye
for quality’, explaining the organisation,
tasks and working methods.

of course, to the new full colour company logos.
The first issue appeared in April 2000.
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ties and other inspection bodies, has drawn
up a list of possible improvements that can
be implemented to the phytosanitary guarantee system within the framework of the
‘Fytogarant’ project. One of the first items
identified was supervision at the external
borders and more intensive collaboration
with customs authorities. Integrating phytosanitary and customs procedures would be
a good thing and some improvements,
such as integrating the systems, will be
implemented in 2009.
Evaluation of EU regulations
In 2009, the European Union will evaluate
the phytosanitary directive which took effect
in 2000. Several changes are welcome from a
Dutch point of view. For example, the long
and outdated list of Q-organisms should be
updated. Only organisms whose introduction
or spread is really a serious risk should be
on this list. The Netherlands also envisages
accrediting suppliers to perform their own
assessments, possibly in a laboratory if
required. Naktuinbouw can use such data
to form the basis of official decisions.
Overall, it is accepted and necessary that
stricter requirements be set on countries
that want to export to Europe and that local
inspections in such countries are improved.
The inspection and test methods used within
the European Union will also have to be
harmonised as part of this effort. And finally
there is a call for a more transparent use of
plant passports, possibly even with one logo
or quality mark on suppliers’ documents,
accompanying all shipments. Suppliers will
naturally have to comply with a number of
requirements before being allowed to apply
this logo or quality mark.
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Naktuinbouw as an independent
administrative body

The Parliament

Prior to the foundation of NAKG, the Dutch
Parliament was sometimes the scene of
heated discussions about the inspection of
vegetable seeds. These dialogues were
initiated by the vegetable seed producing

Relationship with the government

companies, who instead of being part of
the agricultural system wanted their own
inspection service: the BKZ. Peace descended
with the formation of NAKG.
For decades the inspection services carried
out their work in relative anonymity. However,

The involvement of the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture with the

in the mid 1990s, when the budget of the
Ministry of Agriculture was being discussed,

inspections and admission of propagating material for marketing

members of parliament Mr Blauw (VVD) and
Mrs Van Ardenne-Van der Hoeven (CDA)

is as old as Naktuinbouw. But Naktuinbouw’s relationship with

raised questions about how Plant Breeders’
Rights testing for vegetable crops was carried
out. As the testing for national listing of

the government has altered over the passage of time.

vegetables had been performed for years
by the inspection service NAKG, it seemed

Where until 2006 Naktuinbouw used to have regulatory powers,

logical to unite both tasks under a single roof.
That request appeared to be premature: it

it is now the government that draws up general regulations

was only in 2002 that caused by efficiency
considerations the decision was taken to
relocate Plant Breeders’ Rights testing for

on the marketing of propagating material. Naktuinbouw is an

vegetable crops from Wageningen to Naktuinbouw in Roelofarendsveen. The complete

independent administrative body, an organisation in the public

package of related tasks followed in 2006.
In 2007 the Parliament saw several debates

domain, with tasks that serve the public interest.

with the Minister of LNV about the performance of the, under the terms of the European

for plant health and quality call for an

tests by private laboratories. This practice had

health and quality of propagating material

organisation which will smoothly react to

existed since the 1950s, on locations including

being tested. This is a general or, as the Minis-

new developments.

Blgg in Oosterbeek. The Phytosanitary

try says, ‘public’ interest. The Dutch Seeds

Naktuinbouw is an independent administra-

Directive no longer permitted room for this

and Planting Materials Act underlines this,

tive body (ZBO). Naktuinbouw is not unique

so do the European directives on the marke-

in this. Universities, research facilities, social

ting of propagating material. However, the

security administration agencies or organi-

In 2008 the Ministry of LNV thoroughly

government does not want to lay down a

sations that implement subsidy schemes

scanned Naktuinbouw’s package of tasks

complicated and irrelevant system to imple-

may also have this status. A ZBO still has

and approved them as being derived in line

ment these statutory duties. Furthermore,

ties with the government. It is an indepen-

with the Dutch Seeds and Planting Materials

the expertise and dynamics needed to test

dent organisation which aims to carry out a

On 13 February, NAKB held its first meeting with
perennial producers about propagating material

practice; testing had to be carried out by the
government or an independent body under
governmental responsibility.

Act. The Parliament sought advice on this
matter on several occasions.

1997

1997

Phytosanitary Directive, obligatory plant health

The government attaches great value to the

On 29 September, Alfred Klaver presented the

In the video, three registered propagators

first corporate video to J.E.C. (Jo) Spithoven, NAKB

Jan van der Mey (Chrysanthemums),

chairman. This video introduced all the aspects

Cees van den Aardwegh (perennials) and

programme to test perennials for viruses in the

of inspections to a wide, international audience

Jacques Botden (fruit trees) related how they

laboratory and propagate them on nematode-free

(Dutch, English and German) for the first time.

saw NAKB and how inspectors operated

fields. There was only limited participation.

The video was distributed among international

on their companies.

It was not until 2008 that the voluntary Select Plant

contacts and other interested parties and served

certification system, focussing on virus-free

as teaching material in agricultural education.

certification. A preparatory committee drew up a

production in particular, became effective in the
perennial sector.
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of inspections for plant propagating material.

meetings so important that it was laid down

Originally these inspections tended to be

in the Dutch Seeds and Planting Materials Act.

done by assistants of the former ‘Rijkstuin-

This right is no longer included in the new

bouwvoorlichtingsdienst’ (National Horti-

2005 Dutch Seeds and Planting Materials Act

cultural Extension Service). The necessary

(more about this later), although provisions

starting capital of 10,000 Dutch guilders was

have been made elsewhere for the state super-

Seeds and Planting Materials Act (Zpw) on

also furnished by the government in the

visor to still receive invitations, including all

their compulsory affiliation to the inspection

form of an interest-free advance payment.

relevant documents, to all board meetings.

service concerned. The production and tra-

This amount of 10,000 guilders – which was

As the Naktuinbouw board is normally

ding of propagating material by these obliga-

actually paid back to the government within

scheduled to meet six times a year, the

two years – was used three times, not only

Minister of Agriculture can meet with and

when NAKG was established in 1941, but

be updated by the Naktuinbouw board mem-

also when establishing NAKB in 1943 and

bers once every two months. The original act

NAKS in 1947. This financial injection by the

also provided for the convention that all Nak-

In 1979/1980 this affiliation obligation came

government greatly assisted the horticultural

tuinbouw board decisions with a generally

under fire at European level. Pieter Vriend, a

The good quality of propagating material,
which accounts for the excellent worldwide
reputation enjoyed by Dutch producers and
traders, was based in the previous Dutch

tory affiliates fell under the authority of the
inspection service. This gave the inspection
services the power to more or less internally
force compliance with the quality regulations.

trader in Chrysanthemum cuttings, was fined

ricultural Crops). Then, in 2000, NAKB and

binding effect were to be approved by the

NAKG merged into the current Naktuinbouw

Minister. This means that the inspection ser-

The arrival of the 1941 ‘Kwekersbesluit’

inspection institution, which was then

vice could only issue inspection regulations

European Community, he managed to take his

(Breeders’ Decree) put an end to the voluntary

designated a ‘quality service’.

or make changes to them after obtaining the

case to the European Court of Justice.

inspections which had been developed and

The board of all these foundations was

Minister of Agriculture’s permission.

And with success, as the court ruled that the

used by the business until then. Pursuant to

headed by a chairman who was appointed

the Decree, the Dutch Minister of Agriculture

directly by the Minister of Agriculture. Until

Mandate document on Naktuinbouw tasks of public interest

The Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality (LNV) and the Minister of LNV, G. Verburg.

appointed specific inspection institutions for

1993 this was the Directeur ‘Akker- en Tuin-

(for tasks see page 112).

Right: Director General LNV A.M. Burger (l) with Naktuinbouw chairman H.J. Lange.

individual groups of crops, resulting in the

bouw’ (Crop Farming and Horticulture Direc-

establishment of the ‘Nederlandse Alge-

tor) of the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture,

The ruling of the European Court reserved

number of clearly defined tasks. In this

mene Keuringsdienst voor Groentezaden’

which implied that the associations had a

the affiliation obligation for the production of

capacity, Naktuinbouw plays a valuable role

(NAKG; the Netherlands General Inspection

close relationship with the government. And

propagating material. In regard to trading,

in the field of quality and plant health. A

Service for Vegetable and Flower Seeds ) in

since the inspection services had been tasked

role which is important to the horticultural

1941, to be followed by the ‘Nederlandse

with government supervision, they reported

sector and which, at the same time, serves a

Algemene Keuringsdienst voor Boomkweke-

directly to the Minister. This supervision was

services to be generally binding. The current

wider general interest.

rijgewassen’ (NAKB; Inspection Service for

performed by an official of the Ministry and

Dutch Seeds and Planting Materials Act of

Arboricultural Crops) two years later and the

an official of the ‘Plantenziektenkundige

2005 does not contain any reference at all to

‘Nederlandse Algemene Keuringsdienst voor

Dienst’ (PD; Plant Protection Service of the

the construction of compulsory affiliation.

Siergewassen’ (NAKS; the Netherlands Gene-

Netherlands).

ral Inspection Service for Floricultural Crops)

Until February 2006 these supervising officials

Naktuinbouw’s relationship with the

in 1947. In 1994, NAKB and NAKS merged

had the right to attend Naktuinbouw board

government has not always been the same,

into the ‘Nederlandse Algemene Keurings-

meetings. They were always sent an invitation

but there has been some form of involve-

dienst voor Bloemisterij- en Boomkwekerij-

to these meetings, along with all relevant

ment right from the start. For example, the

gewassen’ (NAKB; the Netherlands General

documents. The legislator found this right of

government offered help at the introduction

Inspection Service for Floricultural and Arbo-

the supervising officials to attend the board

On 18 March, the NAKB and NAKG boards
announced their intention to merge on
1 January 2000. It was the impetus for the

1998

In the beginning

The NAKB laboratory developed its own method
for resistance testing for greenhouse and silver
leaf white fly in ornamental crops. The test crops

1998

sectors involved.

1998

Pieter Vriend dents the affiliation obligation

because he was not affiliated to NAKS. With
an enormous sense for the core values of the

affiliation obligation simply for the purpose of
distributing Chrysanthemum cuttings was
incompatible with the organisation of the
common market for live ornamental plants.

some form of amendment was necessary:
a ministerial decree declared the quality
regulations demanded by the inspection

Both trading and production are united again
in a single system.

During the ‘Internationale Bloemenvaktentoonstelling’ (International Flower Trade Fair) in Aalsmeer,
NAKB and NAKG presented the new laboratory

formation of Naktuinbouw.

were Pelargonium grandiflorum (French geranium)

technique PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction).

On 25 November and 17 December, the two

and Euphorbia pulcherrima (Poinsettia).

This technique, which was new to horticulture,

boards agreed with the proposals for the

The resistance test had crystallised to such an

simplified the detection of diseases including

managerial and organisational set-up of the

extent that it was also applicable to varieties and

Agrobacterium tumefaciens in roses and tobacco

new quality service.

selections of other crops. In 1999, it was followed

rattle virus (TRV) in perennials. At the joint stand,

by a test on thrips resistance in vegetable crops.

examples were shown of symptoms and testing
equipment.
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Chain-wide inspection regulations

vices could draw up their own quality and

These inspection regulations applied to the

inspection regulations for the various crops,

entire marketing chain. They affected any-

but NAKB, NAKG and NAKS could only apply

one active in the production and marketing

these regulations in practice upon having

of propagating material: seed producers,

obtained ministerial approval.

breeders, propagators, processors, growers,

The inception of NAKG on 11 August 1941
involved attention to many details. One of
these was designing writing paper with an
appropriate logo.
The board at the time, chaired by A.W. van

trading companies and importers or expor-

Dutch Seeds and Planting Materials Act

der Plassche, believed in treading cautiously.

ters. The NAKB, NAKS and NAKG inspection

So, in the early 1950s two sets of regulations

At the department of agriculture it was the

institutions had a vertical character from

applied side by side: the Kwekersbesluit,

occupiers who were ultimately in charge.

the very start and the regulations applied to

which exclusively related to domestic trade,

the entire chain.

and the ‘Keuringswet Tuinbouwzaden en

Various designers were invited to submit
proposals for a logo. Initially a germinating
seed, a pea or another image that referred

-plantgoed’, which also applied to the export

to the nature of the tasks was considered to

The 1941 ‘Kwekersbesluit’ contained a num-

of propagating material. At the same time,

be suitable. But when no satisfactory design

ber of provisions on marketing propagating

lots of regulations also applied to the marke-

was suggested, the board plucked up courage

material, but they mainly concerned agricul-

ting of propagating material. So it was felt

and approached Mr Van den Berg, a graphic

tural crops in a narrow sense. For example,

that the multitude of acts and regulations

binding lists of varieties were used and only

which were applicable should be replaced

varieties included in these lists could be

by one transparent regulation. As a result,

NAKG above the upper edge of the shield. At

marketed. In addition, the ‘Kwekersbesluit’

a draft of the ‘Zaaizaad- en plantgoedwet’

the time seeds were usually transported and

designer, to come up with a new proposal.
His idea was a shield shaped design, featuring
a white, stylised tied bag, with the initials

provided for a strictly closed inspection sys-

Seeds and Planting Materials Act) in 1952.

the propagating material in question.

(Dutch Seeds and Planting Materials Act) was

stored in this type of bag. The bag displayed

tem. Even at the time, this system no longer

The main measures in that act were the

The act defined marketing as: offering for

submitted to the House of Representatives

a rampant lion clutching a sheaf of grain in

really matched the dynamics of the horti-

affiliation obligation and the role given to

sale, selling, delivering and having on stock

in 1958. This act was to replace all prior rules

cultural system, given the large rotation in

the inspection institutions. Lists of varieties

apparently for this purpose. The compulsory

and legislation.

varieties with their diverse characteristics

and strictly closed inspections were no longer

affiliation and the role of NAKB, NAKG and

which existed even then.

obligatory for horticultural crops.

NAKS applied to vegetable crops and flower

The structure of the ‘Kwekersbesluit’, which

logo was used for some 50 years, until it was

seeds, shallot sets and onion sets, arboricul-

provided for breeders’ rights and the

replaced in 1990 when the new premises

Section 2 of the Inspection Act laid down

tural crops, including all fruit crops and

marketing of propagating material, was kept

were opened in Roelofarendsveen.

The horticultural sector is marked by a great

that the commercial growing, processing,

strawberries, and some varieties of elm,

unchanged in the new draft act. The main

diversity of crops and an even greater diver-

marketing, importing, exporting or offering

poplar, willow and ash. The new rules also

principles underlying the regulations of the

sity of varieties. In addition, the production

for export of propagating material for horti-

applied to some specific ornamental crops,

‘Keuringswet Tuinbouwzaden en -plantgoed’

of horticultural seed has always largely

cultural crops could only be allowed to par-

such as carnation, Cyclamen, Chrysanthemum

were also included without major changes.

taken place abroad. These two factors made

ties who were affiliated with a designated

and Freesia. Growing, marketing and expor-

The legislator gave the new ‘Zaaizaad- en

it impossible for the horticultural inspection

inspection institution. The NAKB, NAKG and

ting seed and planting material was only

plantgoedwet’ the character of a framework

services of the 1950s and 1960s to properly

NAKS associations were given the task of

permitted to affiliated producers in all these

act. This created the possibility of making its

cover the entire inspection field.

implementing this act. This was laid down in

sectors.

implementation for agricultural crops diffe-

And the strictly closed, national inspection

a general administrative order. What the act

system with binding lists of varieties led to

boiled down to was that anyone commercially

The ‘Keuringswet Tuinbouwzaden en -plant-

the ‘Zaaizaad- en plantgoedwet voor tuin-

an impossible situation, which caused the

active with propagating material was placed

goed’ did not state anything about quality

bouwgewassen’ introduced lists of varieties

government to enact the ‘Keuringswet Tuin-

under the obligation to become affiliated

requirements nor about the relevant testing

for information only. A binding version of

bouwzaden en -plantgoed’ (Horticultural

with the inspection service which covered

by means of inspections. The inspection ser-

the list of varieties – i.e. one stating the only

In the autumn, ‘Rijkswaterstaat’ (the DirectorateGeneral for Public Works and Water Management)
asked Naktuinbouw to give up two plots of land

its claws. This design was a winner.
But would the German occupying powers
approve it? The design passed with flying
colours, despite its patriotic tint. The NAKG

rent from the horticultural sectors. Initially,

1999

Affiliation obligation

1998

A logo in wartime

On 23 June, the NAKB and NAKG boards unanimously
approved the merger proposal and together entered the
new millennium as ‘Naktuinbouw’.

which were needed to broaden the A4 motorway

On 3 November, the new logo was revealed in a spectacular

and start construction of the High Speed Line

ceremony at the ‘Internationale Bloemenvaktentoonstelling’

railway. In exchange, Naktuinbouw acquired two

in Aalsmeer. The logo, designed by Arno Geels and Lucie

plots on the Sotaweg of together 4 hectares.

Vijverberg from The Hague, unites ‘the germ of all life’ with

The new site also included a greenhouse and a

‘everything that flourishes and flowers’.

work shed. This location was equipped for variety

According to the designers, the logo reflected Naktuinbouw’s

testing.

role as an organisation which ‘awards the Michelin stars of
horticultural quality’. The logo emphasised the vitality and
reliability of Naktuinbouw, which, from 2000, would be known

106

as a ‘quality service’ instead of an ‘inspection service’.
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obligation. The ‘Zaaizaad- en plantgoedwet’

group – the affiliated parties – that no longer

a new official status, namely that of an

(enacted on 6 October 1966, published in the

existed. Nowadays the rules apply to ever-

‘independent administrative body’.

State Gazette no. 455 of 1966) took effect on

yone. As a result, the system of disciplinary

The Dutch concept of ‘zelfstandig bestuurs-

1 July 1967. This act was later changed drasti-

rules has been replaced by a new system,

orgaan’ (ZBO) was not devised specifically

cally in that the 2005 ‘Zaaizaad- en plant-

which combines administrative enforcement

for Naktuinbouw: it was already coined in

goedwet’ (State Gazette 2005, no. 184) – which

with criminal enforcement.

1974 by Michiel Scheltema, a constitutional
law expert of Groningen University.

has been in force since 1 February 2006 – does
not contain provisions for affiliated members

Administrative enforcement now applies

nor any regulatory powers for Naktuinbouw.

to suspending, withdrawing or completely

He identified a number of administrative

removing an accreditation or registration.

government bodies which had a certain

Nowadays, it is the Minister of LNV who lays

Other forms of administrative enforcement

independency in respect of the government.

Developing a variety is a lengthy and drawn

down the rules and thus has a direct influ-

are Naktuinbouw’s authority to remove

Scheltema argued that establishing indepen-

out business, which equally applies to the

ence on the inspections carried out by Nak-

irregular propagating material from the

dent administrative bodies is important from

production of seed or propagating material.

tuinbouw. There is no longer any compulsory

market or to impose an order for periodic

a legal point of view, in order for the ministe-

The propagating material sector emphatically

affiliation requirement. That construction

penalty payments. The latter serves a useful

rial responsibility to be exercised properly.

has an eye for long term continuity.

could not be maintained any longer, as the

function, e.g. in helping to prevent a violation

Nowadays an independent administrative

national market organisation system did not

from being committed again. Besides admini-

body is considered to be ‘an administrative

match with a common European market of

strative enforcement, criminal sanctions

body established pursuant to public law

The first two chairmen of the inspection

horticultural products. The distinction into

are possible for infringements which have

which has been given public authority and

services NAKB, NAKG and NAKS,

At Naktuinbouw this is reflected by the
relatively long terms of employment of its
board members and employees.

Headquarters of the Plant Protection Service,

varieties on the list that would be allowed to

two worlds – affiliated parties and non affili-

already been committed and can no longer

is not under the Minister in the hierarchy’.

A.W. van der Plassche and his successor

Wageningen.

be marketed – would have to be introduced

ated parties – used to be decisive for Nak-

be remedied. Criminal law serves to institute

Naktuinbouw is such an independent

W. van Soest, held their positions for 26

for the relevant crop pursuant to a general

tuinbouw and its predecessors as regards

legal action against punishable acts, whereas

administrative body. To enable the ministerial

administrative order and this was only made

authority, enforcement and funding, but

administrative law is intended to correct

responsibility to be exercised properly, Nak-

use of to a limited extent.

since February 2006 one regime applies to all

undesired actions. The minister has drawn

tuinbouw has been placed under a control

for 31 years. Director G.T. Grooters was the

Service) and N.C.A. Koomen (director Naktuin-

parties. Any party that markets propagating

up an enforcement protocol containing

and supervision scheme by the Minister.

face of NAKG for 33 years and his colleague

bouw) signing the cooperative agreement for

material registers with Naktuinbouw and is

the agreements between the Dutch public

then bound to the Act, general administra-

prosecutor’s office, the Dutch Ministry of

tive orders based on this Act and ministerial

Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality and

The control and supervision set-up is des-

implementing rules. This signalled the end

Naktuinbouw.

cribed in the ‘Aansturings- en informatie-

H.A. Harmsma (director Plant Protection

validation tests.

From affiliated members
to registered companies

combine propagating activities and the status

33 years and his successor R.P.J.M. Koning

G. Elzenga at NAKB/NAKS served a term of

Control and supervision

19 years from 1967 until 1986. The present
directors of Naktuinbouw, N.C.A. Koomen
(a constant factor with 37 years) and J.E.M
van Ruiten (who has clocked up 25 years

protocol’ (Control and Information Protocol)

of service), and secretary R.G.J. Broenink

inspection institution was not allowed to

down by the private inspection institution,

adopted by the Secretary-General of the

(20 years) are also carrying on this tradition.

market propagating material. This provision

aimed at affiliated parties. This may not

Dutch Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and

Countless employees have a track record of

from the ‘Keuringswet Tuinbouwzaden en

seem a radical change, but from a legal point

Food Quality in 2003.

40 years and more in service. And many more

-plantgoed’ was adopted in the ‘Zaaizaad-

of view it certainly was.

Independent administrative body

Naktuinbouw and enforcement

colleagues have been awarded the honorary

Preparations for the current ‘Zaaizaad- en

The protocol sketches the statutory frame-

plantgoedwet’ (Dutch Seeds and Planting

work within which Naktuinbouw has to

Materials Act) started in 2000. Naktuinbouw

operate. The protocol also lays down agree-

the inspection services, where serving the

decoration that marks a 25-year jubilee.
Continuity is also the adage in the boards of

could be marketed was not adopted.

With the lifting of the affiliation obligation,

had been playing a substantial public role

ments as to tasks, responsibilities and

’just cause’ for 25 years or longer is no

This implied that the bond that producers

the disciplinary rules system which could be

next to the primary administrative body,

authority. In addition, the protocol lays down

exception. The current Naktuinbouw chair-

and suppliers had with the inspection insti-

enforced by Naktuinbouw also disappeared

the National Government, for a very long

rules on information provision. Naktuinbouw

man H.J. Lange, with more than 26 years of

tution was laid down through an affiliation

as these disciplinary rules applied to a

time and the new Act gave Naktuinbouw

is to inform the minister in a targeted

2000

been reached that it was no longer sensible to

Former secretary J. Saathof served for

of the operation of general regulations laid

‘Kwekersbesluit’ that only approved material

Prior to the merger, the conclusion had already

and 15 years respectively.

Anyone who was not affiliated with an

en plantgoedwet’. The provision from the

2000

Here to stay

board service, including seven as chairman,
is an outstanding example.

The intention of the horticultural inspection services
to continue together resulted in a success; NAKB
and NAKG merged. 1 January 2000 was the formal

of an official inspection service. The ‘Stichting

foundation date of the ‘Nederlandse Algemene

Vermeerderingstuinen Nederland’ (VTN; The

Kwaliteitsdienst Tuinbouw’ (Naktuinbouw).

Netherlands Propagation Nurseries) was

The board structure with sector boards for

established, under the directorship of Rob Koning.

floricultural, arboricultural and vegetable crops

From 31 December 1999, VTN continued as an

reflected the sectors Naktuinbouw catered for.

independent organisation, acquiring the owner-

In 1999, NAKB chairman Spithoven (l) and NAKG

ship of the 35 hectares of land in Horst and a

chairman Scholten (r) signed the merger documents.

lease on 29 hectares in Zeewolde.
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bouw – the Minister has drawn up a list with

European Directives, Dutch laws
European law applies to all crops within

box on page 112). If Naktuinbouw wants to

Naktuinbouw’s scope of activity. European

perform a task not provided for on this list,

directives state that propagating material

it must first obtain the Minister’s approval.

must comply with certain requirements.

If Naktuinbouw would carry out activities not

Only material which complies with these

technical information about seed growing

included in its list of tasks without proper

requirements can be marketed. This forms

and explanatory texts about inspection

approval, it would stand to risk losing its

the basis of the obligatory standard inspec-

activities. With the aid of guest contributors

inspection authority.

tion carried out by Naktuinbouw. In the

information was also provided about seed

Netherlands, these European directives have
Into the field as well

been translated into the ‘Zaaizaad- en plant-

1943 saw the first edition of the periodical
‘Mededelingen van de NAKG’, (Announcements of NAKG), the successor to ‘de Zaadwereld’. The majority of the content was

growing and processing.
In 1947 the magazine was renamed ‘Zaadbelangen’ and from then on was published

The relationship between Naktuinbouw and

goedwet’ and the regulations based on this

in cooperation with the NTZ.

the government has been embedded in acts

Act. This translation was made by the natio-

The monthly editions ensured the information

and regulations. This does not mean that

nal legislator, fully supported in the process

was up to date and were devoted to both

this relationship only consists of meetings

by Naktuinbouw.

professional and personal news. By degrees
support for the formula of the publication,

and supervision activities being carried out

and interest from advertisers – who largely

from behind a desk. Naktuinbouw is also

The support provided by Naktuinbouw also

regularly audited by the PD.

includes assisting officials of the Dutch

In 1987 a new direction was chosen. The

Other bodies appointed by the Dutch Minis-

Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food

idea was to publish an international, English

ter of Agriculture – such as the ‘Raad voor de

Quality who are members of the various

language edition twice a year under the name

Accreditatie’ (Accreditation Council) – also

Standing Committees in Brussels. These

Prophyta. Once in the spring to coincide with

perform audits. An audit is a systematic and

committees, such as the Standing Commit-

covered the costs of the magazine – declined.

the conference of the Fédération International

Following the signing of the ‘Plantkeur’

manner, partly by providing the documents

agreement on 15 June 2007 (from left to right):

listed in the protocol at regular intervals and

It is not easy to define exactly what tasks of

independent investigation which assesses

tee on Seeds and the Standing Committee

J.E.M. van Ruiten (Naktuinbouw)

partly by means of ‘contact moments’.

a public interest are. However, for Naktuin-

whether the quality assurance activities and

on Ornamental Crops and Fruit Crops fall

able to interest the ornamental plant sector,

H.J. Lange (Naktuinbouw)

The Ministry has supervisory meetings with

bouw it is very important that this is formu-

their results comply with specific regulations,

under the European Commission.

united in the CIOPORA organisation. But life

M. de Graaf (KCB)

the directors and the secretary of the Board

lated clearly. Performing any tasks which are

whether the applicable regulations are

Naktuinbouw employees also advise and

can be hard; not all good intentions could be

J.H.G. Goebbels (BKD)

of Naktuinbouw twice a year.

not in the public interest is not permitted,

effectively implemented and whether such

assist the diplomatic representatives of the

realised. Despite this, Prophyta withstood

R.M. Bergkamp (DG-LNV)

The protocol also includes performance

such as market activities or other commercial

regulations are suitable in order to achieve

Ministry all over the world. The European

R.J.T. van Lint (PD)

indicators defined by the government and

services. This ban on market activities is

the objectives.

Commission, responsible for the day-to-day

A.S.H. Kroon (NAK)

requirements formulated for the lawful spen-

based on European law, i.e. article 2 of

ding of public financial means. Important

Directive 2000/29/EC which provides for

Naktuinbouw must be absolutely transparent

missioners. This College of Commissioners

elements in this respect are verification

phytosanitary inspections.

for such audits. For example, the auditor

is assisted by a sizeable administrative body,

must be given a complete overview as to how

divided into Directorates-General. The Direc-

Tasks of a public interest

Public interest means interests whose

inspection and variety testing are handled.

torate-General which is responsible for plant

and assessments to determine which tasks

realisation is considered to be desirable for

The auditor also visits a number of compa-

propagating material and phytopathological

must be specified by law or should be derived

Dutch horticulture as a whole. In addition,

nies selected by the auditor. Since the audit

matters is the ‘DG de la santé et des con-

directly from the relevant legal stipulations.

this concerns activities which commercial

must be guaranteed to have been absolutely

sommateurs’, abbreviated to DG SANCO, or

The control and supervision by the Minister

market parties are not interested in.

objective, the auditor is expected to have an

the Directorate-General for Health and Con-

concerns both Naktuinbouw’s quality and

To provide a clear picture of these interests

independent view and must always come

sumer Protection in English. In collaboration

phytosanitary tasks.

– and consequently of the tasks of Naktuin-

from an external institution.

with the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture,

Directive 2000/29/EC on protective measures
against the introduction into the Community of

2000

always performs tasks in the public interest

In July, the European Union published ‘Council

many storms and with a single publication
annually remains an authoritative journal.

first website. Visitors to www.naktuinbouw.nl
could find information about the organisation,
the scope of tasks, legislation and recent develop-

and against their spread within the Community’,

ments.

better known as the ‘Phytosanitary Directive’.

In 2009, this digital folder will be replaced with an

earlier 1977 version.

When Prophyta was founded, the board was

On Friday 25 February, Naktuinbouw launched its

organisms harmful to plants or plant products

This directive was an amended revision of the

de Semences (FIS), and once in the autumn.

running of the European Union, has 27 Com-

procedures to ensure that Naktuinbouw

2000

From ‘Mededelingen’ to ‘Prophyta’

24 tasks of a public interest (see the text

interactive, portal-like website. In 2010/2011 it will
be followed by www.mijn.naktuinbouw.nl where
registered companies can consult Naktuinbouw
registered company information and other information, such as the status of testing they have
requested.
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Nature and Food Quality, Naktuinbouw

also implies social responsibility, including

employees support DG SANCO in several

being accountable to such institutions as the

working groups.

‘Algemene Rekenkamer’ (Netherlands Court
of Audit) and the Dutch Parliament.
A third development which might affect

Future
The Dutch sector for plant propagating

The A.D. van der Ploeg collection

In August 1987 Anton van der Ploeg retired
as director of D. van der Ploeg’s Elitezaden in
Barendrecht and board member of NAKG. He
phoned Roelofarendsveen to inquire if NAKG

Naktuinbouw’s role is the growing trend of

would consider accepting a gift. This gift was

the government towards taking a step back

a collection of valuable prints that until then

in this field. Deregulation is taking place.

had been hung on the walls of his office.

material supplies products with high added
The prints were beautifully coloured images

value. A marked increase in scale, concen-

The reasoning behind this development is

tration and globalisation is currently taking

that deregulation lessens the administrative

place in this sector. In order for Dutch com-

burden for businesses and thus cuts costs.

prints had to be displayed in a public setting,

panies to maintain their leading internatio-

Inputting technical knowledge, on a national

such as the meeting rooms and corridors.

nal market position, they continuously have

and/or a European level, is no longer

By gladly accepting these terms, Naktuin-

to anticipate on and react to global market

considered to be primarily a government

bouw became the grateful owner of this fine

developments. This may lead to changing

task in this respect; this task is shifting

roles for the companies as well as for the

towards the market. In practice this may

government and Naktuinbouw. Four recent

mean that companies themselves will give

developments will influence the future role

further substance to statutory obligations as

of Naktuinbouw in particular.

regards quality and phytosanitary matters.

of various seed crops – so they made a highly
fitting gift. There was just one condition: the

collection. The series of prints now graces
many a wall in the headquarters at Roelofarendsveen.

Naktuinbouw may probably be allocated
Firstly there is less support for traditional

another role as a result of this development.

collectiveness in the horticultural sector.
Acting jointly is not as self-evident as it used

The growing focus on the phytosanitary

to be. Cooperation has increasingly become

aspects of propagating material and on

a matter of considering the costs and bene-

phytosanitary rules and regulations – the

fits, and sometimes this process reveals that

Naktuinbouw acts – a second development –

fourth development – will also change

the willingness to pay for a collective interest

calls for changes to the organisation structure,

Naktuinbouw’s position.

is decreasing. There is a challenge for Nak-

specifically regarding public governance.

This development requires Naktuinbouw

tuinbouw here. Monitoring the health and

As a public-law organisation, Naktuinbouw

to be closely in touch with the applicable

quality of propagating material does not

has to operate transparently and impartially

quality regulations. Process and risk control

only depend on rules and legislation, but

more than ever before. In its current role,

are key aspects of controlling plant diseases,

also often on the willingness of companies

Naktuinbouw has to account for all its

and the relevant parties will have to be able

to jointly invest in quality assurance systems.

activities. Attention will specifically be paid

to fully demonstrate this better. Propagating

This means that in future, Naktuinbouw

to the position and interest of the customers

material professionals will have to select a

will have to emphasise the added value of

for the services offered by Naktuinbouw and

position which can be tested. And these

quality assurance systems even more. Not

of other stakeholders such as assuring

last two points in particular call for further

only for the collective, but also for individual

quality, effectiveness and accessibility.

cooperation with other inspection services

companies.

But this responsibility does not stop here.

and the Plant Protection Service of the

The new statutory framework within which

The public-law character of Naktuinbouw

Netherlands.

On 1 July, Naktuinbouw closed its Roosendaal,
Kesteren and Horst branches.
The activities of the Arboricultural Crops Team

2000

2000

Naktuinbouw’s tasks of public interest
1. Performing quality inspections based on the ‘Zaaizaad- en plantgoedwet’ and EU directives,
as well as the relevant laboratory testing and diagnostics.
2. Performing phytosanitary inspections, including plant passport inspections, as well as the
relevant laboratory testing and diagnostics.
3. Performing certification inspections based the ‘Zaaizaad- en plantgoedwet’ and EU directives as requested by companies registered in the Netherlands, as well as the relevant
laboratory testing and diagnostics.
4. Quality-plus (certification) inspections based on official Naktuinbouw regulations (Elite,
Select Plant).
5. Performing checks commissioned by the SKAL foundation.
6. Specific phytosanitary inspections for the marketing of propagating material to third
countries (e.g. Japan, Korea, USA, Canada).
7. Independent sampling and / or assessment of lots of propagating material if a third country
requires ISTA certificates.
8. Assessing identity, health and quality complaints about propagating material of crops
to which the inspections apply, delivered to third parties by companies registered in
the Netherlands.
9. Assessing and appointing maintainers of vegetable varieties for registration by the ‘Raad
voor plantenrassen’ (Dutch Board for Plant Varieties – as referred to in section 39 of the
‘Zaaizaad- en plantgoedwet’).
10. Carrying out DUS testing in all agricultural and horticultural crops commissioned by the
‘Raad voor plantenrassen’ / CPVO and other official institutions for purposes of registration
and/or the granting of Plant Breeders’ Rights.
11. Assessing / examining the identity, health and quality of samples (post-control, maintenance
control, complaint handling).
12. Creating and maintaining a ‘bio database’ on the internet, listing the varieties / propagating
material available for organic production.
13. Participating in Plantscope, the database containing variety information of ornamental crops.
14. Maintaining a Reference Garden for Perennial Plants.
15. Participating in VCU research in a project on avenue trees on the initiative of Wageningen
University and PPO (the Dutch association for field research into plants and their environment, funded by PT (the Dutch Product Board for Horticulture).
16. Planting and assessment of EU comparative trials.
17. Participation in research to improve test methods commissioned by the ‘Raad voor plantenrassen’, LNV, CPVO.
18. Maintaining Dutch isolates collection for disease resistance testing of varieties / selections
and supplying reference material.
19. NAL accreditation of vegetable seed companies. NAL stands for ‘Naktuinbouw Accredited
Laboratories’ (except phytosanitary tasks).
20. Professional training and education.
21. EMT (’Erkenningsregeling Monstername en Toetsing’ - Sampling and Testing Accreditation
Scheme) accreditation of laboratories which conduct determinations laid down in inspection systems (standard, Elite and Select Plant inspections) (except phytosanitary tasks).
22. Setting up ring tests for NAL, ISHI, ISTA and third parties.
23. Carrying out phytosanitary survey and monitoring activities on assignment of the LNV/PD.
24. Making and keeping plants / varieties free from viruses.

On 14 November, the Floricultural Crops Sector
Board opened participation in the Naktuinbouw
Elite certification system for ornamental crops to
foreign companies. In addition to Dutch companies

were centralised and the supporting administration

with production locations abroad, companies with

was brought together at Ottergeerde 12 in
Raamsdonksveer.
From this location, the arboricultural inspectors

The certainty
of a good start!

their principal place of business in the European
Union could apply. The launch of this international

are coordinated and the management and ship-

programme took place at the International Horti

ment takes place of certification strips, plant

Fair in Amsterdam.

passports, colour labels and other inspection
documents.
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Propagating material and
service provision across borders

Taken for granted

A government that does not enforce the
legislation and regulations itself and an
inspection authority ‘at a distance’ in which
fellow professionals with a vested interest
are active at the board level. This situation

Globalisation

is taken for granted in a Dutch context.
Our system takes a lot of explaining to
foreign visitors. East Europeans and Asians,
especially, find it difficult to put themselves
in our shoes. How is the independence of
the executive body guaranteed, how can an
inspector or director make decisions entirely

Dutch producers of propagating material are very active inter-

on his own judgement in an organisation in
which the stakeholders ‘are contentedly

nationally and trade worldwide, and, in fulfilment of its public

represented in the board’?

responsibilities, Naktuinbouw is also active on this global stage.

Explanation on the one hand, trying to
comprehend it on the other; there is a huge
divide between fundamental cultural

In fact, its international range of activities includes almost every-

differences and social conceptions that has
to be bridged. Using the term the ‘Chinese

thing involved with inspections, variety testing, and the marketing

wall’ between what the board does (defining

of propagating material, including Plant Breeders’ Rights. Many

and employees (taking decisions in individual

policy) and the tasks of the management
cases) helps to provide clarity.

foreign governments and authorities seek Naktuinbouw’s advice

Many international contacts make Naktuinbouw employees realise that the Dutch

or support in this area of expertise.

inspection system, in which a public duty
embedded in legislation is implemented by
an organisation set up according to private

This complexity of positive factors explains

involved, is everything but axiomatic. It is a

crops enjoys an excellent reputation all over

the spectacular growth and internationalisa-

system that functions outstandingly in the

the world. Nowhere else does so much plant

tion, which has characterised the Dutch

Netherlands and which deserves to be

breeding, propagating and processing take

propagating material sector since the 1980s.

cherished.

place on such a small area as in the Nether-

Whether for vegetable growing, flower or

lands. Here, specialisation, the excellent

potted plant cultivation, arboriculture or

availability of knowledge, technology and

fruit cultivation, propagating material is

capital, the strong local production and the

exported from the Netherlands to countless

Dutch entrepreneurial spirit keep turning

destinations all over the world. Commercial

the wheels of innovation and quality

producers of flowers, fruit and vegetables in

improvement.

Europe and beyond acknowledge the impor-

On 28 February, the Product Board for Horticulture

In 2009, the range comprised well over 3,000

decided to finance the Reference Garden for

cultivars which, in accordance with international

Perennial Plants for a period of five years and

standards, were designated as varietal true.

transferred it to Naktuinbouw.

In 2006, Naktuinbouw assumed full funding.

This decision and the corresponding investment

Since 2002, the Reference Garden for Perennial

of 790,000 Dutch florins secured the Association
of Perennial Growers’ initiative. The Association

Plants has been open to members every
Wednesday.

2001

2001

law, with the input of the business sector

Dutch propagating material for horticultural

The second week of June saw the start of the
implementation of the new Ornamental Crop
Directive 98/56/EG. This directive extended the
inspection from 16 crops to seed and planting
in
Keur

m
gsregle

ent

Siergewassen

material of all ornamental crops. All nurseries and
floricultural propagating companies registered
with Product Board for Horticulture received a

could now expand the reference collection, which

letter and an information pack. The directive had

had already seen a start at the Boskoop Research

been implemented by the European Union a few

Station for Arboricultural Crops. The collection

years before, but owing to its complexity LNV and

started with 270 cultivars.

the branch organisations agreed to thoroughly
prepare the actual inspections and postpone them
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tance of high-quality propagating material

is really good in that respect. Growers and

horticultural mission to the United States

and recognise this in the many Dutch

foreign plant protection services all have

in September 2007.

products available. This may be even truer

faith in the Naktuinbouw certificates.

for products with quality marks awarded

I consider this to be the crowning jewel of

or accredited by Naktuinbouw.

our sector.”

Memorable characters

Tighter standards
to maintain market share

Han Fleuren sees Naktuinbouw as a strict,

A matter of trust

but honest inspection service. “Their strict-

Agricultural attaché Frits Thissen remembers

ness can occasionally be a nuisance, as

that this presentation gained the audience’s

“It’s all about trust,” says Han Fleuren, the

material is sometimes rejected which would

respect. “There were indeed some serious

managing director of Henri Fleuren Tree

be approved in some other countries. But at

and structural quality problems as I witnes-

Nurseries of Baarlo, the Netherlands, specia-

the same time, this insistence on quality is

sed at nurseries with my own eyes. Quite a

lising in raising fruit trees. “This not only

one of the reasons why foreign growers are

few major American producers who used to

applies to domestic customers, but also and

willing to pay a bit more for Dutch propaga-

buy propagating material in the Netherlands

specially to buyers in other countries. They

ting material. We nowadays export about

every year, were already looking elsewhere.

and marketing. Networking was, and still is,

cannot just drop by easily if something is

70 percent of our total production, which is

The shortcomings of some suppliers put us

a serious affair for a small country with major

unexpectedly wrong with their products.

much more than it used to be. In fact, the

at risk of losing an important sales market.

interests like the Netherlands.

Below: Discussions in a field, Hungary 2003.

They have to trust us from the start that

strict inspection system, which my grand-

Naktuinbouw had already made an assess-

Contacts were made with Jacques Brossier,

Lower right: Virus problems brought American

they get healthy and uniform plants of the

father helped to set up for fruit trees, has

material which has been imported into a third

ment of the problem before our mission

visitors to the Netherlands.

right variety. The Dutch inspection system

enabled the Netherlands to develop into a

country can easily find its way to buyers,

and during his presentation John van Ruiten

major supplier of fruit trees in Europe.”

without too much “red tape”.

not only promised that things would be

whether the variety nomenclature used

improved, but he also outlined a thoroughly

behind the Iron Curtain had to be taken

On the other hand, official bodies will also

researched plan demonstrating how Nak-

into account when naming new vegetable

turn to Naktuinbouw if Dutch propagating

tuinbouw and the sector intended to achieve

varieties. There was always a duo at the

material fails to meet expectations, despite

this by means of a certification system.

As the profile of Dutch companies became

the relatively strict inspection policy and

I could tell that the experts from Michigan

more prominent abroad, Naktuinbouw had

Dutch companies’ self-discipline. This was

and the representatives of the federal phyto-

bowl of sweets, and Tom Webster - a cheerful

also become more internationally active.

the case between 2006 and 2008 with propa-

sanitary department were impressed. Upon

Scotsman from Oban (right in the photo with

This has always been the case in the Euro-

gating material of perennial plants, intended

Mike Day) who was in charge of the National

pean Union, where the main sales markets

for the American market. At that time, the

Institute for Agricultural Botany in Cambridge.

are. The importance of the European Union

phytosanitary service of the State of Michigan

for Naktuinbouw (and vice versa) is discussed

– the main cultivation center for perennial

elsewhere in this book. Regular consultations

plants in the United States – regularly received

Regulation) in 1975, which was transformed

with governments and inspection bodies

complaints from local growers about quality

30 years later into an EU directive, he featured

also take place outside Europe, but where

not meeting the standards, which resulted

in a trade journal sending a metres long telex

they are important to the Dutch sector,

in high percentages of plants becoming

sent to Great Brittain. The rest of the

Naktuinbouw wants to play an active, often

diseased and sometimes dying. As a result,

initiating role in this process. For example,

Naktuinbouw’s director John van Ruiten

in getting Dutch inspection systems

presented an initiative taken by the sector

the 1970s by Krieno Fikkert, who is still active

acknowledged so that Dutch propagating

to turn the tide and restore faith during a

today for the Dutch Board for Plant Varieties.

hosted a discussion with the members about the
theme ‘Quality service - for or against horticulture’.

Naktuinbouw was entrusted with the execution of
Plant Breeders’ Rights testing for vegetable crops
and as a result got closely involved in research for

2002

On 14 September, TV presenter Fons de Poel

2002

2001

An active attitude

When the European Community entered the
propagating material sector in 1970 collegial
contacts evolved that acted as the lubricant
greasing the wheels of the European trading

responsible for vegetable variety research in
France. Discussions were held with Christa
Zorn at the German Bundessortenamt about

helm of the British delegation: Mrs Thornton,
a white-gloved lady who kept her hat on
during meetings and went around with a

For years Maarten Zijp was the face of the
Dutch ‘Team Brussels’. At the introduction of
the Beproevingszaadregeling (Seed Testing

players on the home side were J.D. Mol for
the variety list and lawyer Ko van der Hende.
Van der Hende was succeeded at the end of

On 1 January 2002, euro coins and banknotes
were introduced simultaneously in 12 countries
of the European Union, as well as in Monaco, San

The participants could express their opinions by

Community Plant Breeders’ Rights by order of the

Marino and the Vatican City, during the greatest

means of propositions. The general feeling was:

Community Plant Variety Office.

monetary exchange operation of all time.

the sectors were happy with Naktuinbouw and the

Ultimately, nearly all 27 EU countries would adopt

inspection programmes developed together with

the euro. At its introduction in 2002, one euro was

the sector. The occasion was used to celebrate

worth 2.20371 Dutch florins Since 4 January 1999,

the organisation’s 60th anniversary in festive style.

the prices of shares, bonds and options at the
stock exchange had been shown in euros. The
decision to adopt this new currency was taken in
Maastricht in 1992.
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of propagating material is concerned. The

ongoing. Some South-American and African

On an international level, Naktuinbouw

Americans recognised this and appreciated

countries have also expressed their interest

maintains structural relationships with

the fact that the Dutch were quick to act.

in these projects.

the following organisations:

This response earned Naktuinbouw a lot of

• Community Plant Variety Office (CPVO),

respect.”

Professionalisation

contracts the services of Varieties & Trials,
plays a role in the Expertise Groups for
agriculture, ornamental plants, fruit, and

International network

Increased professionalism can be attributed
to several factors. Firstly, horticulture all over

The above example serves to show that good

the world is becoming more professional.

contacts with the relevant organisations

Primary producers, who are being confron-

are very important in order to clear the way

ted with ever wealthier and more critical

for exporting companies. The board and the

consumers, set higher requirements on raw

employees of Naktuinbouw continuously

materials and propagating material.
The globalisation of the primary production

is by participating in various international

and trade in horticultural products also

organisations, interest organisations and

contributes to this tendency. For example, in

work groups (see text box). Since Naktuin-

order to be able to sell food and ornamental

bouw is providing phytosanitary import and

crops with a high added value in wealthy

export inspections of propagating material,

export markets, quality, varietal trueness

our return to the Netherlands this must

its international network has expanded

and the respect for intellectual property (i.e.:

November 2008, representatives of the

have been implemented almost directly and

further.

Plant Breeders’ Rights) have to be guaranteed

Chinese Ministry of Agriculture with

with good effect, because, if I’m not mistaken,

A.C. van Elsen (Plantum NL) and

the system is about to be officially recognised

N.C.A. Koomen (Naktuinbouw),

by the American authorities. They won’t do

standing in the middle the agricultural

that with paper tigers, but they will do it with

attaché G. Nuytens-Vaarkamp.

systems which have proven to work well.”

Uniting specialists

International projects

tion schemes at European level; Naktuinbouw participates in panels for fruit and
ornamental crops.
• European Union – various duties, including
establishing directives and guidelines for

and the product must not imply any health

Naktuinbouw supports the Ministry of LNV
in various Standing Committees.
• Eucarpia – follows new developments in
plant breeding.
• European Seed Association (ESA) –
European branch association for seed
breeding companies.
• Fleuroselect – International organisation
for flower seed breeders and distributors,
has various trial fields where Inspections
and Varieties & Trials are involved.

or phytosanitary risk. This has forced sectors,

• International Association for Cultivated

Naktuinbouw has been helping new mem-

supply chains and governments to constantly

Plant Taxonomy (IACPT) – platform for

ber states of the EU and candidate countries

raise quality levels and to tighten regulations

The internationally oriented Plant Variety

to comply with the European guidelines or

as well as their enforcement.

Protection Course must not go unmentioned.

the phytosanitary rules for propagating

This highly respected course on Plant

material since 1999 on a project basis. These

Breeders’ Rights was set up by the ‘Centrum

projects have virtually always related to the

PVP Course

cultivated plant taxonomy; chaired by
Naktuinbouw.
• International Bremia Evaluation Board
(IBEB) – coordinates identification and
naming of new Bremia races.

Full service

• International Community of Breeders of

voor Plantenveredelings- en Reproductie

inspection and varieties list systems. But

Thissen says it is crucial for specialists of

Onderzoek’ (Centre for Plant Breeding and

since the Plant Breeders’ Rights activities

Regarding propagating material for horticul-

both countries to be around the table when

Reproduction Research) in Wageningen, the

were transferred from CGN in Wageningen in

tural crops, Naktuinbouw meets that demand

discussing specific issues. “We can help

Netherlands. Naktuinbouw took over this

2006, the scope has expanded considerably.

through ‘full service provision’. This has

draw up mission programmes, make agree-

PVP Course and some other tasks in 2006 but

In turn, this has led to a steadily growing

given Naktuinbouw a unique position in the

• International Peronospora Working Group

ments and give follow-ups, but solving

it is still taught in the town of Wageningen

demand for advice and support as regards

market, according to Naktuinbouw director

(IPWG) – coordinates identification and

problems or disputes has to be left up to the

and every year, dozens of students from

variety testing, seed analysis and Plant

John van Ruiten. “In itself, it is unique that

naming of new peronospora strains;

experts. And it’s clear that Naktuinbouw has

various countries converge there for the

Breeders’ Rights, especially from Asian

one organisation offers quality and phyto-

chaired by Naktuinbouw.

these experts where the health and quality

two-week course on Plant Breeders’ Rights.

countries where several projects are now

sanitary inspections, variety testing, trials

2002

2002
120

ments and regulations. One way of doing this

Plant Breeders’ Rights testing project in China,

Protection Course, summer 2008.

(EPPO) – develops protocols and certifica-

national legislation;

monitor and follow international develop-

Right: Participants in the Plant Variety

vegetable crops.
• European Plant Protection Organisation

Asexually Reproduced Ornamental and

Naktuinbouw had legitimacy. Inspection remains

Naktuinbouw, however, would draw up the

crucial and the need for an inspection institute like

so-called implementation rules (’policy rules’).

Naktuinbouw will remain. That was the conclusion

Dialogues revealed that Naktuinbouw occupies an

of the seminar ‘Rightly propagated’. Directors

important position on the map of Dutch horticulture,

Management studied the possibilities to combine

and representatives of the commercial sector

with compulsory affiliation or without it.

their activities in the field of quality management

(propagators and customers) and the government

Strong points were the independent and impartial

and to market them separately from Naktuinbouw.

exchanged ideas about the forthcoming changes

functioning and the quality enhancing effect of

1 September was an all-important date: ‘Q-Point’

in the Dutch Seeds and Planting Materials Act.

inspection and certification. In addition, Naktuin-

was born. The shares of this new organisation

According to the bill, Naktuinbouw would no longer

bouw is a knowledge center for all matters relating

were equally divided between the two mother

have affiliates, Naktuinbouw’s own disciplinary

to vegetable propagating material. The commercial

organisations. Q-Point focussed on food safety,

powers would be cancelled, and the Ministry of

sector’s direct control over the financing of

traceability and quality systems in the Agribusiness

Agriculture, not the inspection service, would

inspections is also greatly appreciated.

and food sector. Within two years, Naktuinbouw

adopt regulations.

Fruit Varieties (CIOPORA) – international
non-governmental body focusing on
(infringement of) intellectual property rights
concerning ornamental and fruit plants.

Continued on page 123. >

The DLV ‘Adviesgroep business unit Ketens’
(independent advisory and research partner for
the green sectors) and Naktuinbouw Quality

fully relinquished its interest in Q-Point.
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Good for business

Naktuinbouw structural relationships

this by customised training courses for

Although the demand for support originates

• International Seed Federation (ISF) –

foreign government bodies and companies.

first and foremost from the countries

This has boosted our worldwide reputation.”

involved, Naktuinbouw’s participation in

Lower right: Visit of Naktuinbouw,

on varieties and laboratory testing both for

Plantum NL and LNV to the Turkish

food and ornamental crops. We complement

inspection authorities and the business
sector in Ankara in April 2006.
Back row (left to right):

represents the interests of the mainstream
of the world seed trade; Naktuinbouw
chairs the Working Party for Resistance

these projects, both directly and indirectly,

J. van Ruiten, G. Urselmann, P. Lentjes,

Coding.

I. Mastenbroek and C. van Winden.

His fellow-director Nico Koomen adds, “Of

also contributes to an improvement of the

Front row: S. Durmaz, B. Kabakli (Turkish

course we did not reach this position over-

competitive position of all Dutch companies.

– taskforce of the ISF and external experts

inspection service, VRSCC) and A. Klaver.

night. Since Naktuinbouw was established

Properly functioning systems for inspecting

directed towards developing (new) uniform

in the 1990s we have gradually broadened

propagating material, listing new varieties

our range of services. We first ventured

and enforcing Plant Breeders’ Rights are

abroad in the late 1990s.

crucial for promoting a sustainable breeding

• International Seed Health Initiative (ISHI)

test methods for seed borne pathogens in
vegetable seeds; Naktuinbouw (Laboratories) was the technical plan coordinator
and participates in working parties and

and propagation sector. This is especially

crop groups.

true as, for its growth and innovation, the

• International Seed Testing Association
(ISTA) – develops procedures for sampling

sector increasingly depends on an inter-

and determining the germination potential

national work field where there are as few

the Inspections, Varieties & Trials and Labo-

of the issue at hand. The next step, also in

impediments to the trading of propagating

ratories departments. Questions and queries

the Netherlands, is a closer introduction to

material as possible. In this context, it is

which may result in phytosanitary projects

the working practice. This may be related to

important that these projects promote both

are passed on to the PD. Naktuinbouw does

field inspections, variety testing, laboratory

(IUBS) – responsibilities include maintaining

mutual trade contacts and cooperation

not head these projects, but supports the

activities or a combination of things. And

the International Code of Nomenclature for

between various institutions. Naktuinbouw

practical implementation aspects of phyto-

finally the new knowledge and experience

is a vital part of that growing global network

sanitary inspections.

are implemented in the home country.

of institutions, and it plays an authoritative

of seed lots; Naktuinbouw participates in
various commissions.
• International Union for Botanical Science

Cultivated Plants.
• International Union for the Protection of
New Varieties of Plants (UPOV) – provides
and promotes an effective system of plant

role based on its knowledge, expertise and

variety protection. Naktuinbouw participates

Theory and practice

ability to act fast and effectively.

in various technical working groups.
• Plant Breeders’ Rights – contacts with a
great many sister organisations in other

After the first projects in Romania, Slovenia,

A meaningful contribution

countries.

Hungary, Estonia, Lithuania and Slovakia in

122

Naktuinbouw only participates in projects

project in Turkey in 2004, to prepare the

to which it can make a real contribution as

country’s legislation and inspection systems

regards technical content. This input includes

in its bid to become a member of the Euro-

introductions, providing training courses

pean Union. Shorter projects in Romania,

and education, organising study trips to

Croatia and Bulgaria followed later. Naktuin-

UPOV mission in December 2007 in Vietnam,

The Naktuinbouw name was known, but

companies, advising government bodies

bouw always works to more or less the same

with C.van Winden, LNV (seated) and

we still had to establish our reputation

and other organisations when drawing up

method, depending of course on the nature

agricultural counsellor for Thailand and

internationally. Now, ten years later, we are

regulations and legislation, inspection

of the project. Initially the managers and

Vietnam, R. Konijn (second from right).

very proud of the fact that, globally, we are

regulations, sampling and testing protocols,

employees of the organisations involved are

Far right A. van Wijk (Naktuinbouw).

considered to be an expert, adroit and well

on-site facility assessments, et cetera. These

offered a course in the Netherlands, where

equipped organisation.”

activities are carried out by employees of

they are updated on the theoretical aspects

2003

2003

around 2002, Naktuinbouw headed a major

In mid-January, the Dordrecht Administrative

fees, however, were invoiced, as they were not

Court cancelled the contribution fees and tariffs

raised as points of discussion in the appeal.

Naktuinbouw charged to affiliated companies.

On 24 December, the decision of the Council of

The Naktuinbouw board disagreed and appealed

State’s Administrative Jurisdiction Division was

ting contribution to the solution of the complex

against the decision. The Court judged that Nak-

announced. It was: ‘Naktuinbouw is entitled to

problems of protecting varieties, in which several

tuinbouw’s contribution ‘was rather like a tax, in

collect contributions and the actions of Naktuin-

links and disciplines have been combined.”

which case taxation should be the only admissible

bouw harmonise entirely with the scope of the

Variety Tracer is a kind of ‘Sherlock Holmes’

taxation method’. For this reason, the litigant

Dutch Seeds and Planting Materials Act’.

concept using morphological research and DNA

affiliated parties won the case. The Naktuinbouw

techniques to establish the identity of crops and

Board decided to postpone charging the 2003

plant varieties. It covers all crops in the plant

contribution until after the appeal to the Council

world, answering questions about the identity

of State. The inspection contributions and other

On 14 October, Naktuinbouw Variety Tracer was

(essential derivation), suspicions of illegal imitation

nominated for the Horti Fair Award, an innovation

or infringement of Plant Breeders’ Rights. In 2003,

award presented during the International Horti Fair.

Variety Tracer was internationally introduced at

The jury described Variety Tracer as “an interes-

the IPM Essen.

of propagating material and of derived varieties
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reputation internationally. Chile is a stable

project (2007-2008) was transferring technical

It’s a long way to Beijing

and well organised country which is keen

expertise and streamlining procedures aimed

and the mountains are high

to learn from other countries. And it

at improving the quality and efficiency of

acknowledges the advantages of free trade

Plant Breeders’ Rights testing in China.

for agricultural products with added value,

This was funded by the Dutch EVD and the

both with regards to fruit and vegetables as

Chinese Ministry of Agriculture. Dozens

to ornamental crops. Together with Naktuin-

of Chinese researchers involved in Plant

bouw we’re now organising a mission from

Breeders’ Rights testing and inspection

Chile to the Netherlands where the partici-

service managers have been given further

pants will examine such topics as the Dutch

schooling and training, both in the Nether-

According to agricultural attaché Gabrielle

inspections and Plant Breeders’ Rights

lands and in China.

Nuytens of the Dutch embassy in Beijing, the
Chinese government is taking Plant Breeders’

systems.”
After a joint analysis of the Chinese system,
which was based on existing systems in the

Plant Breeders’ Rights projects
in China

Rights and other forms of intellectual property
rights more seriously than ever before. However, enforcement is not always without its

USA, Japan and the Netherlands, improve-

problems. “The state exerts a great influence

ments were proposed to the Chinese govern-

on the business sector, but there are many

ment. Improved testing methods and more

cogs in the wheels of bureaucracy and not

Dutch companies have expressed great

easily accessible procedures will result in

every civil servant is an expert,” she says.

interest in projects in China, where the

more crops being able to qualify for Plant

emphasis is on Plant Breeders’ Rights and

Breeders’ Rights and will make it easier for

variety testing. The aim of the first two-year

Dutch companies to apply for Plant Breeders’

“You regularly hear in this respect the expression ‘It’s a long way to Beijing and the mountains are high’. It’s easy to guess the hidden
meaning: it’s not that difficult to slip through
loopholes in the law.” Nevertheless, she
remains optimistic. Horticulture in China is

Jan Kees Schipper (Naktuinbouw) explaining

“It’s important that the people who will

DUS testing in practice in China.

eventually have to carry out the inspection

Recent projects

becoming more professional and innovation
and export are gaining in importance. A well
functioning system of Plant Breeders’ Rights

work learn at an early stage which aspects

In early 2009, several projects were ongoing

have to be given greater or less attention,”

and several applications were being dealt

tices are vitally important for both aspects.

says Naktuinbouw project coordinator

with. For example, applications concerning

Nuytens mentions ornamental plant growing

Peter Lentjes.

inspections, variety testing and laboratory

in the Kunming region in Yunan as an example.

testing from the candidate member states

“Growing ornamentals in Yunan is heavily

and effective measures against illegal prac-

focused on export markets. Growers and pro-

“The Netherlands with its multitude of

Serbia and Macedonia and from Chile had

propagation and production companies is

been received via the EVD – the Agency for

an ideal country for traineeships in this

International Business and Cooperation,

for this they depend on foreign propagating

field. By having our students look around

which is part of the Dutch Ministry of Econo-

companies, including many Dutch ones. They

and gain field experience under our super-

mic Affairs- and the Agricultural Counsellors.

justifiably place demands on the sales activi-

vision they’ll get a better feel for the daily

Agricultural Counsellor Freek Vossenaar,

ties or establishment in China. The Chinese

practice and be better prepared when they

who represents Dutch agricultural interests

eventually set to work in their home country.

in Argentina and Chile, explains the Chilean

This is really important to ensure effective

application: “The Dutch horticultural sector

Rights. Naktuinbouw’s projects pay an

maintenance of the policy.”

and our inspection services have a good

important contribution in this respect. We

pagators would like to see their assortment
improved with new varieties and crops. But

sector therefore pressures the government
to relax the admission procedures and to
tighten the enforcement of Plant Breeders’
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In November, Naktuinbouw launched its new
Diagnoster laboratory concept at the International
Horti Fair. It competed for the Reed Business Novelty

2003

2003

are definitely making good progress.”

On 19 December, Naktuinbouw and Breedwise, who
provide training and consultancy services in the
vegetable propagating material sector, decided to

Award. Diagnoster, Naktuinbouw Laboratories’

offer the sector a training course called ‘Know your

diagnostics team, unites horticulture, diagnosticians

own business sector’. Other versions were develo-

and the researchers at Naktuinbouw Laboratories.

ped for the vegetable seed and seed sector and for

This combination of knowledge and expertise about

the ornamental crop sector. Later, ‘On the trail of the

propagation/production and phytopathology is a uni-

seed’, aimed at seed companies appeared to be a

que concept. Diagnoster, unofficially called ‘the Plant

resounding success. The cooperation with Breed-

Doctor’, is open to the floricultural, arboricultural and

wise became more intense and led to new training

vegetable sectors.

services. In 2009, a company hygiene course started

Blgg has used Diagnoster since April 2004, PPO Lisse

in the propagating material sector, in which problems

followed in 2006.

with respect to Clavibacter were explicitly dealt with.
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member states commit to international

variety testing. The Indonesian government

Plant Breeders’ Rights. This formed the basis

has expediently implemented the Plant

for further improvement of agricultural

Breeders’ Rights system and actively

trade relations. Joint projects have also

promotes the breeders’ rights philosophy.

contributed to the Chinese Plant Breeders’

The fine and open communication between

Rights system becoming more practical,

the Plant Breeders’ Rights agency and the

says managing director Piet Karemaker.

more accessible and easier to implement

applicants is striking.

“It is an inspection service that looks beyond

– which is of major significance to the

The Plant Breeders’ Rights system in Indo-

the national borders and occupies a leading

holders of these rights.

nesia is still in its infancy. This also has its

position on the international stage. Naktuin-

pleasant aspects, says Peter Lentjes. “Indonesians are very keen to learn and are very

Government input adds status

propagation of vegetable and ornamental
crops. Naktuinbouw offers high level
support for both of these product groups,

bouw employees operate at a high level and
empathise with the position of our sector.
Furthermore, the organisation is very open and

open to gaining knowledge and developing

accessible. That is a credit to the directors.”

new skills. Their open-mindedness and their

Karemaker says that the inspection service

In late 2008, the Dutch Prime Minister

craving for knowledge make this a great

offers plenty of support nationally and inter-

Mr Balkenende and the Dutch Minister of

project for our employees as well as one

nationally.

Agriculture Mrs Verburg paid an extensive

that may immensely benefit both Indonesia

visit to China. During a round table con-

and Dutch seed companies.”

“This includes facets such as developing
certification systems for propagating material,
cuttings and laboratories. These certificates

ference on green genetics, Plant Breeders’

have real significance. I can also mention the

Rights were discussed in great detail with

support they offered in helping to upgrade our

Chinese government officials.

production locations in Kenya and Ethiopia,

“The active position of the Dutch govern-

which was necessary to gain compliance
with the certification standards. And very

Rights in China. Equally important is the fact

this was probably due more to how the

ment and Naktuinbouw has great status in

Breeders in Beijing on 5 and 6 December 2007.

that the knowledge and experience gained

Chinese relate to nature and their notion of

China and provides great support for Dutch

Representing Naktuinbouw: Kees van Ettekoven

will make it easier for the Chinese authorities

collective property than to malicious intent,

businesses,” says agricultural attaché

ties at the Ministry in The Hague, when the

(manager Varieties & Trials), Peter Lentjes

to effectively enforce Plant Breeders’ Rights.

it seriously upset suppliers of propagating

Gabrielle Nuytens from Beijing. “Significant

Dutch inspection systems were explained.”

(project coordinator) and ArndJan van Wijk

The participants and the Chinese govern-

material from other countries. Not only was

progress is gradually being made. For us,

(manager Registration & Inspections).

ment were so enthusiastic about this project

getting varieties registered in China compli-

government officials, this is a pre-condition

that a follow-up project has been planned

cated and time-consuming, but large scale

to continue investing in this process. I am

for 2009 concentrating on DUS testing, which

reproduction of propagating material took

glad to see that Dutch companies are also

focuses on the distinctness, uniformity and

place all over the country without anyone

coming up with more and more initiatives.”

stability of varieties.

paying the relevant licence fees.

recently, Naktuinbouw contributed to the discussion with the Russian inspection authori-

A keenness to learn in Indonesia

Since the Chinese government joined the

“We depend on Naktuinbouw and Naktuin-

WTO and started to stimulate agricultural

bouw depends on us,” concludes the spokes-

production for export, more high-quality

In 2008, a project similar to the one in China

The projects in China mark a move away

horticultural produce has been grown in

was started in Indonesia, which is also an

have always particularly appreciated is that

from past trends. China was traditionally

China and legislation on intellectual property

interesting growth market for Dutch vegeta-

Naktuinbouw vigilantly guards its indepen-

seen as country with a lack of respect for

has been adopted. As a result the mentality

bles and ornamental crop seed growers and

dence and at the same time is always pre-

international Plant Breeders’ Rights and

has gradually changed. In 1999, China signed

plant breeders. Again, the emphasis is on

pared to listen and constructively help finding

other forms of intellectual property. Although

the UPOV convention under which the

Plant Breeders’ Rights (procedures) and

On 4 December, Secretary-General Chris Kalden
(LNV) and Naktuinbouw chairman Henk Lange (l)

2004

2003

Syngenta Seeds is active in the breeding and

Workshop on Intellectual Property Rights for

Bucking the trend
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High level support

man at Syngenta Seeds. “Something that I

solutions. It is a veritable ambassador between
the government and the business community.”

In January 2004, a project was started in which

This project, funded by SenterNovem (an agency

Naktuinbouw, NAK and the Dutch Board for Plant

of the Ministry of Economic Affairs), produced

Breeders’ Rights supported the Turkish Variety

excellent trade relations with Turkey. In addition

between the inspection service and the govern-

Registration and Seed Certification Centre with

to advice on drawing up legislation, technical

ment, with in the background Naktuinbouw

respect to quality issues and the granting of

training courses were given by inspectors and

secretary Rob Koning and LNV Supervisor Chris

Plant Breeders’ Rights. Because of its intention

ample attention was paid to variety testing and

van Winden. Naktuinbouw is the first inspection

to join the EU, the Turkish government wanted to

laboratory techniques.

institute to work according to a signed protocol.

harmonise its legislation concerning the quality

Via the agreements and information flows arranged

of propagating material and the granting of Plant

This was the first international project carried

in this protocol, the Minister would henceforth

Breeders’ Rights as much as possible with EU

out by Naktuinbouw entirely independently.

be informed continuously during the year about

directives for seed and propagating material and

In previous international projects (in countries

the way Naktuinbouw fulfilled its tasks.

the EU regulation concerning Plant Breeders’

including Romania, Lithuania, Estonia), Naktuin-

Rights.

bouw had a supporting role.

signed the document laying down the agreements
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United Europe stands for free
movement and harmonisation

The European Parliament

The accession of the United Kingdom to
the EU provoked an unprecedented level of
involvement of the European Parliament with
vegetable varieties and their registration in
the common catalogue. During meetings

The European Union

with the European Commission, the British
delegation in Brussels appeared to be
seriously aware of the political implications
in their own country.
The zeal with which the UK Ministry of Agri-

A core principle of the European Union is the free movement

culture tackled variety registration caused
many to frown. Many Britons feared the loss

of people and goods between the member states, including the

of typical English varieties, produced and
kept growing by and for amateur gardeners,

movement of propagating material. European regulations and

who proudly competed with their longest
cucumbers, largest onions or heaviest
pumpkins at country shows and garden fairs.

directives have been drawn up to make this possible and, as

The British spokesman was Euro Parliamen-

regards the directives on propagating material, Naktuinbouw

tarian Lord O’Hagan. This quintessential
aristocrat fired critical questions at the Euro-

often has a pioneering role as the ‘aide’ to the Dutch Ministry

pean Commission in Strasbourg with clockwork regularity. Things all came to a tense
head when he raised the issue of the denomi-

of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality. (‘Ministry of LNV’).

nation of a red cabbage. In the Netherlands
this variety was called Negerkop, in Germany
Mohrenkopf and in Italy Testa di Negro. That

When the name of Brussels is brought up in

at the facts there is no denying that the ex-

conjunction with legislation and regulations,

panding, united Europe has done a lot of good.

just about passed muster, but according to
O’Hagan the English name Niggerhead far
exceeded the boundaries of political correct-

most people will not think of the lively city

ness. After a series of debates the European

which Jacques Brel sang about so passionately,
but rather of the slow moving wheels of

Commission removed this name from the list

Rules and legislation

in the common catalogue. The entire affair
was settled by using a new variety name,

One of the pillars on which the European

takes a lot of time, all the more so since the

agricultural policy rests is the principle that

latest enlargement of the EU to 27 countries

farmers and growers must have access to

- who now have to agree with each other.

good propagating material. To ensure this the

This is a very different picture to 1958 when

identity of the variety must be guaranteed

just six countries (including the Netherlands)

and the propagating material must be healthy

established the European Economic Commu-

and comply with certain quality require-

nity in Rome on 1 January. However, looking

ments. The first European directives on this

Rigorous renovation and expansion of the
Roelofarendsveen laboratory for health testing
created greater capacity and a building that
met contemporary standards.

Red Dutch. Some 15 years later the bakers
in the Netherlands had to re-name the
traditional chocolate coated marshmallow
treats ‘negerzoenen’ (negro kisses) for
precisely the same reason.

With a view to the arrival of the new Dutch Seeds
and Planting Materials Act, an information
meeting was organised in cooperation with the

2004

tape. True, European decision-making often

2004

2004

government, complex rules and lots of red

The kick off of the LNV project ‘Slim fruit’ (Smart
Fruit).The aim of this project was to critically
scrutinise the way inspections were performed

‘Vereniging voor Agrarisch Recht’ (Association

and the division of tasks between the government

for Agricultural Law) on 30 September. Legal

and the commercial sector with respect to phyto-

specialists, LNV delegates and representatives

sanitary inspections in the vegetable and fruit

from the commercial sector entered a heated

sectors. The Ministry of LNV, the PD, the fruit and

debate about the bill.

vegetable trade and the KCB inspection service
were represented in the ‘Slim fruit’ project.
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Decision-making in Europe

A shallot – what’s in a name?

Materials Act was adopted. The European

At a European level, the Council of Ministers

Where the regulations for propagating

Vegetable Seed Directive followed in 1970,

decides which rules are adopted. The Euro-

stipulating that varieties had to be admitted

pean Commission then has to implement

and registered on a national list first, before

the rules. They are assisted by Standing

ces of opinion or diametrically opposed

propagating material could be marketed. The

Committees, made up of government officials

interests lead to a serious confrontation.

Dutch government put the former NAKG in

of the member states. As regards propagating

One exception was the admission of seed

charge of the relevant tests for national listing.

material of horticultural crops, there are

shallots to the common catalogue of varieties

“That directive put an end to time-consuming

Standing Committees on seeds, forestry, fruit

border checks and limited the possibilities of

crops, ornamental crops and phytosanitary

member states to block access to lots of

matters . To draw up the details of specific

propagating material is concerned, Naktuin-

ject was created in anticipation of the crea-

scale. In France, by far the largest shallot

vegetable seed,” says Varieties & Trials

aspects, the Standing Committees often

bouw contributes a lot of practical experience

tion of an internal market without internal

producer in Europe, a ministerial decree even

manager Kees van Ettekoven. “This was very

establish working groups. External experts

and technical know-how. If needed, Naktuin-

borders and coincided with the Dutch presi-

stated that only a vegetatively produced

important for the Netherlands. Dutch seed

can also be invited to take part in them.

bouw also attends the meetings of the Standing

dency of the European Union.

shallot had the right to be called a shallot.

companies had started to export more and

Naktuinbouw often sends its experts to

Committees. Due to this active involvement

Frits Thissen, who is presently the Dutch

more vegetable seed and benefited from

participate in these working groups at the

and the important role that Dutch companies

agricultural counsellor in Washington and

smoother procedures and fewer arbitrary

request of the Ministry of LNV.

play all over the world, their contribution weighs

was a junior employee at the Ministry in

“Admission to the EU Common Catalogue

decisions at the borders. Once a variety had

heavily. In this respect, quite a few member

those days, played a coordinating role on

should automatically bring access to the

been admitted to the European Common

states look up to us. That’s not to say that our

the ‘Dutch side’. “A lot of effort had been put

French market. Apparently the French were

proposals are always accepted just like that,

into getting this harmonisation initiative

afraid that we would take over the complete

but we are taken very seriously.”

onto the agenda, in view of its major interest

were laid down in 1966, at about the same
time as when the Dutch Seeds and Planting

Catalogue of Varieties and the shipment had

material are concerned, the various national
governments and inspection services are
usually on good terms. Very rarely do differen-

of vegetable species.
Traditionally shallots were grown by vegetative multiplication and cultivated on a small

Collaboration with the Ministry

been inspected and approved by the compe-

admission of a successful seed shallot,
developed by ‘Bejo Zaden / De Groot en Slot’.

market,” remembers Gerrit de Groot, director
of De Groot en Slot. Despite massive pressure

tent authority in the member state of origin,

“No other organisation in Europe is as actively

for Dutch companies,” he says. “We had

it could be marketed freely within the EEC.”

involved in the development and detailing of

already got together with the boards of the

of Naktuinbouw’s Kees van Ettekoven and

inspection services to make preparations at

actively supported by the Agricultural Council

an early stage. The revolutionary concept of

in Paris, Leo Braakenburg, France held its
ground.

Made in Holland

regulations and legislation on propagating
material as Naktuinbouw,” says director John

On 16 November, Naktuinbouw acquired 3.6
hectares of land alongside ‘De Baan’, situated
behind the greenhouse complex alongside the

exerted by the Dutch, under the leadership

van Ruiten. “We have always worked closely

The Netherlands occupies a unique position

accreditation was put forward there and both

together with the Ministry of LNV in this res-

in some areas, such as the ornamental crops

the inspection services and the Ministry were

pect. In order to represent the Dutch interests

sector. Initiatives and detailed proposals

enthusiastic advocates.”

as strongly as possible, frequent consultations

for rules and legislation branded ‘Made in

take place with the permanent representatives,

Holland’ are not uncommon in this field.

currently Marien Valstar who succeeded Chris

However, the other member states have to

van Winden (June 2009). He acts as account

agree to the contents of these proposals, based

manager for propagating material of the

on the expertise available in the Netherlands.

The idea was to no longer have all quality

Ministry of LNV, both before and during the

A good example to illustrate the input offered

inspections performed by the inspection

drafting phase.” Chris van Winden confirms

and methods employed by the Netherlands

services, but to transfer this responsibility to

shallots. Sowing is cheaper than planting

this: “Legislation adopted in Brussels should

is the harmonisation process for the quality

the companies themselves. Companies have

and our virus-free shallots give higher yields.

match the Dutch government policy as closely

directives for vegetable plants and propaga-

to set up certified quality assurance systems

Seed sales are steadily growing.”

as possible, leave room for business initiatives

ting material for fruit and ornamental crops

for this purpose and have them audited by

and be suitable for implementation. Where

in the early 1990s. This harmonisation pro-

the inspection service occasionally.

2005

2004

Based on this argument France blocked the

“Ultimately we saw no other option than to
resort to legal proceedings,” continues De
Groot. “Both the European Court of Justice
and the highest administrative court in
France, the Conseil d’Etat, pronounced the

Missionary work

law to be on our side. Since the spring of
2006 our seed shallots have also been sold
in France. We are deliberately taking a softlysoftly approach, but an increasing number of
growers recognise the advantages of seed

’Slim fruit’ (Smart Fruit) became ‘Plantkeur’ (Plant
Inspection). The project now encompassed all
agricultural and horticultural products and their

Sotaweg, as well as the neighbouring greenhouse

inspection services. The focus of ‘Plantkeur’ was

complex owned by the Kester family.

on clearly analysing any issues, potential bottle-

Starting on 1 June 2005, the buildings were

necks and possible solutions for a new phyto-

demolished, a number of ditches filled in and

sanitary inspection model in the Netherlands.

new ditches dug elsewhere. A bridge connects

Partly on the request of the business community,

the new plot, which was put into use in 2007 as

the Ministry of LNV intended to transfer the perfor-

a trial field for outdoor crops.

mance of the Plant Protection Service’s inspection
tasks to BKD, KCB, NAK and Naktuinbouw.
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“In the end, such a system is much more

1992, lots of countries had no regulations

practical and efficient than intensive product

regarding the quality of ornamental crops.

inspections by government bodies,” adds

Only the Netherlands, Denmark and France

Thissen. “The Netherlands really wanted to

had experience with such regulations. Other

implement this, as Dutch companies were

countries had lots of trouble implementing

already imposing stricter standards on them-

and enforcing the directive and so the direc-

selves than provided for in the European

tive on ornamental crops was then simplified

regulations. The key question was whether

on several points.” Now, in 2010, simplification

the other member states were also willing to

of the rules on propagating material is a hot

make this move. I remember that in those

issue once again. The UK has put this subject

days, Nico Koomen for NAKG, John van

on the European agenda under the heading

Ruiten for NAKS, Rob Koning for NAKB and

of ‘Better Regulations’ and the relevant

Alexander Heydendael for the Ministry of LNV

institutions, users and companies in the

In the run up to a border free Europe and the

discussed this idea with governments and

member states have been asked about what

necessary harmonisation of the quality direc-

inspection services all over Europe. I have

they perceive as the desired direction of

tives for propagating material this entailed

EU comparative field Prunus (assessed on

seldom come across such intensive lobbying

developments in this respect.

7 August 2006), by Naktuinbouw crop-

and am convinced that the accreditation

specialist G. Bolscher and a representative

concept wouldn’t have made it without this

of another EU member state.

missionary work. When the period of the

proof that the propagating material was

nationally, Naktuinbouw is often asked to

Dutch presidency started in the second half

phytosanitary clean for marketing in the EU.

advise or support other institutions and

of 1991, this subject could be placed on the

In 1991 the Netherlands Plant Protection

governments, both in Europe and further

“In general, one could say that countries in

agenda immediately.”

Service (PD) handed the phytosanitary

afield.” The uniform quality standards, the

the northern and western parts of Europe

In January 1992, after the presidency had

inspections for marketing within the EU

release of propagating material for marketing

are advocating a further simplification of

been passed on to Portugal, the three new

over to the inspection services. For practical

at the source on the basis of certified quality

the rules,” explains John van Ruiten. “The

working party had their say. We listened

quality directives for vegetable plants and

reasons, the inspection services also became

assurance, and the plant passport as a Euro-

southern member states have always been

closely to what they said. That evening and

ornamental and fruit crops, based on the

responsible for the phytosanitary import

pean travel document have all made the

advocates of detailed rules. They are suppor-

night we incorporated all the comments into

accreditation principle, were all adopted.

and export inspections that concern non-EU

marketing of propagating material in Europe

ted in this by the new member states in

an amended proposal.”

“To really appreciate how revolutionary this

countries in 2007.

a much smoother process than before. And

Eastern Europe, where governments used to

was, you should look at the veterinary sector,”

According to Nico Koomen, the 1991 initiative

much to the pleasure of Dutch companies,

decide everything until the 1990s. You could

says Thissen. “The accreditation concept only

to involve the inspection services in the EU

as this saves them a lot of paperwork, time

say there is a cultural gap or a divide between

was a consumate action, that earned a lot of

came about there in 2006, which is almost

plant passport was ‘a wise decision’ and he

and money.

the ‘flexible’ and the ‘precise’ countries.”

respect,” says Van Ruiten. “We all looked a

15 years later.”

is still grateful to the PD for this. “Not only

He continues: “For example, we think laying

bit rough, but the satisfying reward was worth

do the inspection services have close links

down that propagating material must be

the sleepless night. Without us burning the

initiative on many fronts. The first directive to
John van Ruiten, Rob Koning and Nico Mul

Simplification

Cultural gap

represented NAKS, NAKB and the propagating
sector in the Council Working Party in which

virtually free from pests and diseases is
sufficient. We feel that we are justified in our

nies. Nowadays, the Dutch inspection system

the draft proposal for the European Commission would be discussed.
John van Ruiten: “The draft was discussed
on the first day and all the members of the

The next morning there was a fully detailed
proposal that was deliberated on the same
day in the working party and approved. “It

midnight oil, getting the proposal ready would
have taken weeks. Plus we wanted to draft
the directives for fruit and vegetables along

is organised so that we can effectively and

In 1998, legislation from Brussels was deemed

opinion, knowing that companies impose

the same lines. That made the time even

Harmonisation of the quality guidelines

efficiently enforce strict standards. The latter

to have become too detailed and complex in

ever stricter quality and hygiene requirements

more valuable.” 90 percent of the content of

became necessary when the European inter-

is necessary as well, as the companies pay

many areas. This specifically applied to

on themselves. Companies that don’t keep

the amended proposal put forward by the

nal borders were lifted on 1 January 1993

the costs of the inspections. Since our model

ornamental crops. Kees van Ettekoven:

up with this development won’t be able to

Dutch was retained in the definitive directive.

and the plant passport was introduced as

works well and is highly respected inter-

“Until the quality directive was laid down in

survive long, simply because the competition

2005

2005

(1991-1992), the Dutch delegation took the
be considered was that for ornamental plants.

with the government, but also with compa-

Farewell to internal borders

Sleepless in Brussels…

Is Van Ruiten happy about that? “You can safely say that I am more than happy,” he laughs.

On 1 September 2005, after 33 years, R.P.J.M. (Rob)

Commissioned by SKAL, the inspection and

At these companies, Naktuinbouw was already

certification body for organic production in the

supervising compliance with the quality regulations

Netherlands, Naktuinbouw was to perform the

for seed and planting material of horticultural crops.

inspections at 20 companies in the horticultural

Phytosanitary inspections were also performed on

1 January 2000. Before that time, he had been

propagating material sector this year. This intention

location for the issue of plant passports.

full-time NAKB director and secretary of the board.

was stated in the cooperation agreement signed

By cooperating, the two boards wanted to use the

On 1 December 1972, Rob Koning (l) joined the then

by the chairmen of the boards of the two inspection

available inspection capacity more efficiently.

NAKB and NAKS as a lawyer and assistant to then

services, W.F.S. Duffhues (r) and H.J. Lange on

Two years later, joining forces appeared not to

secretary, Mr J. (Jan) Saathof. Assistant secretary

21 March. The inspections were aimed at checking

have yielded any efficiency gains for Naktuinbouw

Mr R.G.J. (Remy) Broenink (r) was appointed his

conformity with the requirements of European

and the cooperative effort was terminated on good

successor.

Regulation 2092/91 and whether companies were

terms.

Koning resigned as secretary of the board. He had
held this position on a part-time basis (50%) since

entitled to use the EKO-quality mark for their
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Landrace and amateur varieties

The directive was reviewed by the Council of
Ministers and the final draft was enacted by

Save the potato…

arboricultural and ornamental crops, and
The sudden incidence of plant diseases can

the European Commission in 2008. The star-

The European Commission also scrutinises

maybe also fruit in the near future.

ting point is that a harmonised certification

the legislation on landraces and amateur

Nico Koomen explains why: “Obviously, the

system for all member states should take

varieties. These varieties are not the first

fact that the Netherlands is the epicenter of

effect in 2012. Naktuinbouw contributed a

thing on the minds of most growers and pro-

breeding and propagation for these crops has

great deal of technical know-how and exper-

pagators on a daily basis, however it is still

something to do with it. But there is more

In 1995 the highly infectious disease Brown

tise via a working group, specifically set up

an important category. Landraces and ama-

to it than just living off our past reputation.

rot reared its ugly head in potatoes on

for this purpose by the Standing Committee.

teur varieties are old and often regional

Firstly, these comparison fields provide a

various sites in the Netherlands. Intensive

The working group has also visited the Nak-

vegetable and agricultural varieties.

very practical way to monitor quality on a

tuinbouw office in Horst where the Propaga-

If they are not in the European Catalogue of

European level.

tion Nurseries are located that produce virus-

Varieties for marketing purposes – and that

Secondly they are important venues where

harvest was due for delivery, all the stored

free propagating material for fruit cultivation.

is absolutely not an exception – officially they

experts from all member states come toge-

seed potatoes had to be sampled as quickly

“It is nice to see that Naktuinbouw can also

may not be marketed or grown, not even on

ther and exchange knowledge and experien-

as possible and analysed in the laboratory,

act as a pioneer for fruit crops,” says Van

allotments or in private gardens. This ruling

ces. The more often we participate actively

using a testing protocol that had been

Winden. “This adds weight to the Dutch input

might lead to these varieties becoming

and take care of comparative trials, the more

and that is good for our propagators.”

gradually extinct and could cause genes to

familiar the Netherlands, our working

NAK couldn’t cope alone with this in the

become lost which might be highly valuable

methods and our pre-eminent horticulture

limited time window available. Emmeloord

have disastrous consequences, if they are
listed as having a quarantine status and are
not supposed to be present on Dutch soil.

meetings followed in Brussels, as containing
the disease was absolutely vital.
In September/October, just before the potato

developed at breakneck speed.

Chris van Winden (LNV) and John van Ruiten

is doing things better. Other countries on the

However, Han Fleuren, managing director

for future breeding programmes. To maintain

will become to the rest of Europe. Anyone

asked NAKG for assistance. Red and white

(Naktuinbouw) during talks on the Fruit Crop

other hand, especially countries which export

of a tree nursery, sounds a note of caution

the genetic diversity, the European Commis-

who is open to this experience will be

barricade tape was used to demarcate a

directive in the Council Working Party in

only little or no propagating material, want

regarding the harmonisation process.

sion is working on new legislation which

impressed by how much is happening in the

quarantine zone in the NAKG building;

Brussels, November 2008.

to specify exactly which pests and diseases

“Basically, certificates from all countries will

will permanently enable the marketing of

Netherlands. That is why we often offer to

are concerned and to which extent they may

be recognised in all member states. Of course,

landrace and amateur varieties.

take our guests on excursions.”

occur. They want hard and fast guarantees

this guarantees the free movement of goods,

Naktuinbouw’s active position resulted in an

clock behind the fluorescent microscopes.

Visit of EU representatives to Pelargonium

that all seed or planting material which is

but I wonder if all countries will observe and

extensive, multi-branched network where one

As December drew to a close, the crisis team

trial at Naktuinbouw, July 2004.

imported meets the highest requirements.”

enforce standards as strictly as in the Nether-

phone call is often enough to open doors and

was operating at full speed. The media

Although the outcome of ‘Better Regulati-

lands. So far, the Netherlands only recognises

address tricky issues in an informal manner.

published details of the visit to Roelofarends-

ons’ is not clear yet, Naktuinbouw is convin-

the French system. There are still some points

The European comparative trials – set up in

ced that things will turn out for the best. In

which will require a great deal of discussion,

favour of harmonising inspection methods

spite of the growth of the European Union

such as the issue of controlling fireblight,

in the European Union – are an important

and the inevitable oppositions and deadlock

different names of varieties and clones and

area for Naktuinbouw and for propagators.

situations, the pillars of a United Europe –

virus level standardisation, which is now

They are field trials with propagating material

Naktuinbouw is confident about the future

‘demobilised’. The sequence of operations

including those of the free movement of

different from country to country. No matter

from all member states, which are assigned

of a harmonised and free Europe. Despite

used in this approach (rapid response in the

people and goods – are still standing firm.

what the outcome will be, our company will

to inspection services per individual crop in

the prevailing image, a lot of work is done in

always try to exceed the minimum standard

turn. Experts from the member states assess

Brussels. And given the relatively few officials,

and obtain separate certification for this. This

the crops and the results of analysis to verify

the input of governments and institutions

that they had been able to rally round and

is the only way in which we can demonstrate

whether the requirements are being met and

such as Naktuinbouw continues to be of vital

assist their sister organisation NAK in such

our added value. We are doing that now and

to find any differences in quality between

importance. The ‘Dutch double’ – i.e. the

a crucial phase.

Today, the review of the directive on propaga-

in this regard Naktuinbouw has been a great

material from different areas of origin.

Ministry of LNV together with Naktuinbouw –

ting material of fruit crops is a topical issue.

help to us.”

Naktuinbouw has always played a very active

is ready to make the effort.

European comparative trials

2005

Harmonisation of fruit crops

2005

role here, especially as regards vegetable,

A healthy future

which took effect in 2006, and international

Onderzoek’ (DLO; Agricultural Research Department)

developments threatened the continuity of

expressed their intention to have Plant Breeders’

Plant Breeders’ Rights testing at DLO/CGN.

correct nomenclature, presence of purchasing /

Rights testing for the entire plant kingdom

Naktuinbouw was the most suitable candidate

these outlets – which include national chains such

supplier documents and, where applicable, the

transferred to Naktuinbouw.

to take over the entire ‘Wageningen package’.

as Intratuin Garden Centers, Praxis DIY Stores,

presence of plant passports.

Until then, two organisations had been responsible

This was put into effect on 1 January 2006.

to non-commercial end users: consumers.

meet the requirements. Matters investigated by

Since the spring of 2005, Inspection Services

the inspectors are, for instance, storage conditions,

have carried out inspections at around 250 of

regional or local garden centers, agricultural

for performing Plant Breeders’ Rights testing:

merchants and DIYs, and small independent

Naktuinbouw for vegetable crops and the ‘Centrum

entrepreneurs.

voor Genetische Bronnen’ (CGN; Centre for Genetic

Early in the next year NAK had increased
its capacity, so Roelofarendsveen could be

The Dutch Seeds and Planting Materials Act,

the quality and health of propagating material

the permanent team worked around the

by VVD agricultural specialist Piet Blauw.

and the Wageningen ‘Dienst Landbouwkundig

The purpose of these inspections is to ensure that

retail outlets which sell propagating material

prepared the material for the testing, while

veen of a Parliamentary delegation headed

On 27 September, the Ministry of LNV, Naktuinbouw

Across the Netherlands, there are about 6,000

temporary staff removed the potato eyes and

face of large scale activity) would be used as
the contingency plan for years to come.
All those involved could look back satisfied

Resources), part of DLO, for all other crops.
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Tales from everyday practice

’Golden Delicious’ mutant

User’s stories
Naktuinbouw is inextricably linked with everyday horticultural
practice, as reflected in the many organisations representing the
interests of growers and breeders who sit on Naktuinbouw’s
advisory committees and sector boards. This administrative
Henk Reinders is the father of the ‘Golden

organisation exerts a strong influence on Naktuinbouw's activities.

Delicious Reinders’ apple variety. He found
this mutant of ‘Golden Delicious’ in his orchard

In this chapter, seven people with practical experience recount

in Helden-Panningen in Limburg. This variety,
dating from 1962, is still in general use.

their personal experiences.

Reinders’ find has a slightly smoother skin
than the conventional ‘Golden Delicious’ and
the fruit usually looks a bit more elongated.

Henk Reinders
Member of the board of the Limburg Branch

good health status. Italian nurseries are also

of the ‘Nederlandse Fruittelers Organisatie’

working on the Serbian market... well, let me

(NFO; Dutch Fruit Growers Organisation)

put it this way: Dutch trees grow more evenly

“ Without Naktuinbouw
it would be like a
Wild West story, with
a lot more wheeling

2006

and dealing going on!”

and the yields are higher.”

where the future of the Dutch horticultural

That is all due to Naktuinbouw, states

industry lies, not in bulk production,” says

Reinders. “This organisation is the guardian

Henk Reinders, who grows apples and pears

of quality and the driving force behind plant

in Helden-Panningen, Limburg and is a

health. Thanks to the Propagation Nurseries,

member of Naktuinbouw’s advisory commit-

which belonged to Naktuinbouw for many

tee on fruit crops. He continues: “Apples can

years, and thanks to the Test Center, which

also be grown in Serbia, but the Serbs get

rids plants of viruses, we are the only country

their trees from the Netherlands. Why?

in the world with this many virus-free fruit

Because here they have the best chance of

crops. Without Naktuinbouw it would be like

getting exactly the variety they ordered, on

a wild west story, with a lot more wheeling

the right rootstock, and with a guaranteed

and dealing going on.”

2006

compared to other trees, their health is better
“Propagating and plant breeding. That’s

‘Laboratory technicians in the plant sector

Now, the partners offer four courses on subjects

seeking to expand or broaden their knowledge

not offered anywhere else.

can now enrol for three new courses’, the press

At the end of June, the teamwork produced a

release said. These courses were the fruit of a

nomination for the ‘Contract of the week’ from the

powers. The Minister of Agriculture, Nature and

unique cooperation between the University of

TV-West programme ‘Qwesti van Zaken’ (Business

Food Quality established regulations enabling

Applied Sciences in Leiden and Naktuinbouw,

Matters). On 3 July, 89% of the voting viewers

the Ministry to exert a direct influence on Naktuin-

in which teachers with extensive didactic know-

nominated the cooperation between the University

bouw inspections. The affiliation obligation was

ledge and experience joined forces with Naktuin-

in Leiden and Naktuinbouw.

replaced by a registration obligation for all

On 1 February 2006, the new Dutch Seeds and
Planting Materials Act became effective, meaning
that Naktuinbouw no longer had any regulatory

bouw specialists. This led to highly popular

com-panies working with propagating material

theoretical and practical lessons. In the autumn,

in a professional or commercial capacity.

the first two courses started.
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Verbal agreements

“Naktuinbouw’s work is a kind

Recovering the loss
According to Reinders, plenty of fruit growers

of all Dutch fruit trees. But not all these trees

are aware of what Naktuinbouw does, but do

originate from the Netherlands. For example,

not know of its deeper purpose. He thinks

many fruit farmers buy trees in Flanders,

Naktuinbouw should communicate this to

where there are some large, professional

end users better.

tuinbouw’s effectiveness. On the other hand

white labels (certification strips) indicating

fruit tree nurseries. Reinders: “Fruit trees

“People in the business sometimes say:

it also implies that many growers never have

the variety name, the name of the rootstock

without the Naktuinbouw quality mark are

“What good are Naktuinbouw guarantees if

any involvement with Naktuinbouw, although

and, of course, the NAKB logo. Bundles of

not necessarily worse, but quality and health

my trees still get canker?” It is true that these

they do pay for it. Plant producers often

rootstocks and/or plants were tied together

inspections happen to be less strict elsewhere

diseases also occur in certified trees. But

bluntly put the costs paid to Naktuinbouw

and their guarantees are less solid.”

Naktuinbouw inspectors can do something,

on their bills. If there is a complaint, growers

This especially applies to certified fruit trees,

like trying to trace the origin of a canker

basically want Naktuinbouw to defend them.

propagating material in the 1960s, NAKB

for which nurseries use grafts or budwood

outbreak. They will find out where the root-

But of course that’s not how things work as

started to use orange certification strips

from controlled mother trees. These trees are

stocks and budwood came from, if more

Naktuinbouw gives an impartial opinion.

for the virus-free material in 1970. Nowadays

guaranteed to be varietally true and virus-free.

fruit farmers have young trees from the

All in all, vegetable growers do not always

fruit trees are still individually labelled with

same plot, and whether they are also infec-

generally share a positive view of Naktuin-

of insurance.”

1943, certification of inspected (fruit) trees
was done by attaching (usually by stapling)

“If trees which have not been inspected by

ted. Naktuinbouw builds up a file, giving a

source afterwards. But I’ll bet that only few

bouw because of this.”

Naktuinbouw become diseased, fruit growers

fruit grower a chance to see who he can

fruit farmers do this. If you are in the middle

Pater did not think highly of Naktuinbouw

often do not have a leg to stand on,” says

recover his loss from,” says Reinders. He is

of your orchard attaching seals, then admini-

until taking a seat on the advisory commit-

Reinders. “The relationship between tree

very positive about the fact that Naktuinbouw

stration is not always the first thing on your

tee in 2006. “The costs were always passed

nurseries and growers is still characterised

always gives an independent opinion, even if

mind.”

on. I wanted to know what on earth the use

by verbal agreements without hard and fast

it is the nurseries and not the fruit growers

contracts. Specific details such as delivery

that are associates of the organisation.
Field Vegetables Section of LTO

written agreement regarding the trees’ health

The use of certified trees is stimulated by

(the Netherlands Agriculture

or their varietal trueness,” says Reinders.

buyers’ demands. For deliveries to any

and Horticulture Organisation)

respectable supermarket, you have to have

certification strips.

changed drastically.”
Insurance
Pater continues: “Naktuinbouw has an

these trees. One of the requirements set by

Dick Pater participates in Naktuinbouw’s

immense economic value. That value is

field are about. If a tree is suddenly infected

GlobalGAP, the key reference for quality,

advisory committee on vegetable plants as a

mainly found in propagating material which

by a canker disease, the grower will have a

sustainability and food safety adopted by

representative of the Field Vegetables Section

is free from pests and diseases. Both the seed

hard job trying to prove where the disease

supermarkets, prescribes among other things,

of LTO. He grows 150 hectares of iceberg

and the plants are checked, so it’s a double

originated. It is very difficult to detect the

a plant passport.

lettuce and cabbage in Waarland, Noord-

edged guarantee. If you don’t experience any

Holland. According to him, the significance

problems with the quality of your plants –

of Naktuinbouw is relatively unknown in the

which is usually the case – you do not appre-

first signs of such problems on delivery.
Sloppy
Some fruit farmers tend to be a bit sloppy in

vegetable cultivation world. “Most vegetable

ciate that value. It is something you simply

pensation, but there is a limit to their under-

their record-keeping. Reinders: “The best

growers only get some idea of what Naktuin-

take for granted. But healthy propagating

standing when problems reach unacceptable

thing is to keep all the lead seals and register

bouw does when there is a complaint about

material is absolutely crucial in being able

proportions, such as when ten percent of the

which rows of trees they come from. This is

plant quality. The number of complaints in

to grow a good crop. Diseased crops could

trees die.”

the only way to retrace any problems to the

our sector is zero. This says a lot about Nak-

signify a company’s collapse. Naktuinbouw’s

2006

delivering a few trees extra as a kind of com-

MPS location near FloraHolland in Honselersdijk

After the gradual introduction of virus-free

advisory committee. Since then my view has

This is exactly what most complaints in the

In January, ECAS merged with MPS, moving to the

became synonymous with certification.

main reason why I accepted a seat in the

Stimulated by buyers

Reinders: “Most nurseries don’t mind

and sealed with lead. Sealing with lead

of this organisation was to me. That was the

Dick Pater

put on paper, but there is hardly ever any

2006

From the start of the NAKB inspections in
has taken place in the nurseries. Certification

times, sizes and quantities may have been

142

Sealing with lead

Naktuinbouw inspects the health and quality

In the summer of 2006, Naktuinbouw won second

for a nomination. A total of 200 companies were

place at the presentation of the ‘Holiday Employer

nominated. The CNV Youth inspection team then

of the Year Award’. This was a campaign organised

visited the 15 highest rated companies, including

on core activities, and relinquished its interests

by the ‘CNV-Jongerenbond’, an independent youth

Naktuinbouw.

in ECAS.

trade union linked to the National Federation of

Based on interviews with seasonal and holiday

From left to right: C.J. Vis (MPS board chairman),

Christian Trade Unions. It used this campaign to

workers and their supervisors, the team obtained

R.G.J. Broenink (representing the shareholder

try and reverse the negative image of the working

an impression of the working conditions and the

Naktuinbouw), C.A.A.A. Maenhout (representing

conditions of holiday jobs. In 2006, some 9,000

atmosphere within the companies. The first place

the shareholder Flowerbulb Inspection Service),

holiday workers completed a survey on the

was awarded to ‘Zorgcentrum Zuiderheide’, a care

R.A.Th. Bleijswijk (ECAS director), Th. de Groot

website www.vakantiebaantje.com

center in Hilversum. This care center has a special

(MPS managing director) and P. Rijsdijk (advisor).

The survey covered conditions of employment and

arrangement for 14-year-olds. Due to the nature of

the atmosphere in the workplace. If an employer

the work, such an arrangement is not possible at

scored over 80 points, the company was eligible

Naktuinbouw.

in March. Naktuinbouw decided to concentrate
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“Naktuinbouw gives gardeners

work is actually a kind of insurance, for it

Xanthomonas, a bacterial disease, is currently

eliminates risks. Seen that way, the money

causing havoc in cabbage cultivation.

we pay is peanuts compared to what we get

Xanthomonas is almost impossible to control,

in return. Without Naktuinbouw, major plant

but Naktuinbouw has developed a test

producers would definitely also develop qua-

method that can trace the disease back to its

lity guarantees, but now basic standards on

source. This at least enables the bacterial

the mother tree is known. But still, if an

the Netherlands. Sometimes directly on site,

quality and varietal trueness apply to all

infection to be contained. “This is an example

uncertified tree complies with the conditions

as is the case with nurseries. Sometimes

suppliers.”

of how Naktuinbouw constantly improves

set by the gardener or landscaper, this will

indirectly, by inspecting companies which

its methods and, resultingly, the sector. Nak-

often do. Especially when price is the leading

give quality and health guarantees themsel-

tuinbouw employees know exactly what they

principle for the purchaser, which is often

Pater mentions some examples: “Ten years

are talking about and are closely involved

the case with tenders.”

ago, the field vegetables sector suffered from

with horticultural practice. Many growers

infestations of leaf miner in iceberg lettuce,

have no idea whatsoever of this involvement

Mengerink tended to buy mainly from nur-

but this pest has now been eradicated.

and these continuous developments.

series that supplied Naktuinbouw-certified

Thanks to Naktuinbouw,” Pater stresses.

Naktuinbouw could gain more recognition

trees and shrubs. “I never received stock that

“The inspection service set standards and

by improving its communication in this

deviated from what we had ordered. Okay,

tested the plants to these standards. Specific

regard,” says Pater.

sometimes we had to do with a different

are held on varietal trueness, varietal purity

lots of plants found to contain leaf miner

size or variety because the original choice

and health. Naktuinbouw certifies plants

were prevented from leaving the producer’s

was out of stock. But we never had situations

meeting these requirements. For decades,

representing more than half the professional

where something we had bought suddenly

for instance, nurserymen have been able

gardeners in the Netherlands.

turned out to be entirely different after a

Free from leaf miner

premises. This forced plant producers to

the opportunity to choose.”

Former member of the board of

delivered were free from leaf miner.”

‘Vereniging van Hoveniers en Groen-

year or so.”
Good enough

tuinbouw approval is visible on the product.
Inspected fruit, avenue or ornamental trees
white Naktuinbouw certification strips.
In addition to the statutory basic inspection,
Naktuinbouw has developed additional
guarantees for some sectors. Stricter checks

to obtain guaranteed true to type and virusfree grafting and budwood material from
fruit trees and small fruit from Netherlands
Propagating Nurseries and Naktuinbouw’s

of Professional Gardeners and Land-

Certified arboricultural plant material is

scapers)

available, but using it is not a statutory

‘Green knowledge’ is dwindling, says

house collection was created containing

requirement. This means that professional

Mengerink. The people in charge of public

mother trees of a large number of varieties.

“Tree nurseries would make a mess of things

gardeners can either choose material which

green spaces no longer tend to have any real

if Naktuinbouw didn’t exist. Now at least, if

complies with the statutory standard (visually

knowledge of trees and plants.

the tree can be fully traced. A similar system

you want to buy good trees and shrubs, free

appearing to be healthy and varietally true)

“True familiarity with the depth of the range

exists for avenue and ornamental trees.

from pests and diseases and varietally true,

or Naktuinbouw-certified material which

is diminishing in the public green sectors

Certified trees can be recognised by an

you can. Naktuinbouw offers professional

has been proven to be free from viruses

and professional gardeners also seem to be

orange certification strip.

gardeners this certainty.” Gerrit Mengerink’s

because it can be traced back to identifiable

less aware of the spectrum available. You

firm statement underlines the importance

mother trees.

keep seeing the same old varieties time and

of Naktuinbouw for the gardening and land-

Mengerink: “Many professional gardeners

again, simply because they do not know

guaranteed true to type and virus-free

scaping sector. Mengerink used to be head of

and landscapers know what Naktuinbouw

what’s on offer. This is because schools

propagating material. However, there is no

the green spaces division of Hameland

does. They know that the inspectors strictly

no longer teach their students about the

propagating facility yet for these crops. The

Hacron in Lievelde, a company that offers

apply regulations and are well aware that a

diversity of existing varieties.”

mother plants are maintained by the growers

employment under the Dutch Act on Sheltered

certified tree is dearer, but also guaranteed

Mengerink praises the courses that Naktuin-

Employment. He also was a member of

to be pest and disease free. They also know

bouw offers tree nurseries, professional

however, is used as a benchmark for

the board of VHG, the branch association

that it is absolutely true to variety, since

gardeners and public landscapers.

reference purposes.

Keeping knowledge alive

On 2 October 2006, companies were given an

generically formulated regulations and, conse-

opportunity to contribute to the policy making

quently, had an open character. For instance, a

process regarding the regulations for vegetable,

consignment or lot of plants had to be ‘sufficiently

plants) and two Chinese parties were going to carry

fruit and ornamental crops that would be imple-

healthy’ or ‘substantially free from harmful orga-

out a Plant Breeders’ Rights project in China in 2007

mented by Naktuinbouw on 1 January 2007.

nisms’. To be able to check plants properly, such

and 2008. The project aimed at transferring technical

Their input could be communicated by filling out

an approach required specific protocols, depen-

knowledge and streamlining procedures to improve

a feedback form on the Naktuinbouw website.

ding on the crop in question. Naktuinbouw (and

the quality and efficiency of Chinese Plant Breeders’

The fact that Naktuinbouw was going to work

in the past NAKB, NAKG and NAKS ) had always

Rights testing. The project was financed by the EVD

with so-called policy rules was a consequence

done this in its Inspection Regulations. After 1

(Agency for International Business and Cooperation)

of the implementation of the new Dutch Seeds

February 2006, these old regulations expired when

and was of great benefit to Dutch trade relations

and Planting Materials Act (Zpw).

the new Zpw took effect. They were replaced – in

with the People’s Republic.

Some of the European trade directives contained

addition to the new act – by LNV regulations.

culture, production and trade of seeds and young

ves, such as vegetable plant growers. Nak-

and shrubs, for example, are labelled with

2006

2006
144

Plantum NL (Dutch association for breeding, tissue

propagating material are compulsory in
Naktuinbouw carries out these inspections in

voorzieners’ (VHG; Dutch Association

In September, it was announced that Naktuinbouw,

Quality and health inspections of all plant
Europe and also, therefore, in the Netherlands.

Gerrit Mengerink

take measures to guarantee that the plants

Inspected or certified

Test Center Horst. For this purpose, a screen-

Every certified tree descends from these
mother trees and shrubs. The ‘genealogy’ of

Naktuinbouw has developed the Select
Plant system for a number of perennials
and flowers. This is also a certification for

themselves. Naktuinbouw’s Reference Garden
for Perennial Plants in Roelofarendsveen,
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“Naktuinbouw helps them broaden their

The Rijk Zwaan breeding company studied

could not be determined so Naktuinbouw

knowledge and teaches them how to coax

In March 2008 Rob Varekamp found an

the plants and came to the conclusion that

tried a different approach. If the variety

trees into doing what you want.”

infection in four rows at his tomato produc-

the variety was not theirs. I then contacted

could not be identified, then why not try to

tion company which suspiciously resembled

Naktuinbouw.”

identify the bacterial strain. DNA research

Discovery

the bacterial wilt disease Clavibacter. The

Rob Varekamp

“Our complaint was
handled very professionally and it didn’t
cost us anything.”

showed that the strain was not related to
Identification of bacterial strain

laboratory of his consulting service Groen

…but it is the seed that matters’, is a saying
expressing the essence of the seed business.
In 1985, the then NTZ (Dutch horticultural
seed trade organisation) decided to bring

the strain in ‘Bizar’, but was an old strain

together a collection of material, literature,

Joint owner of VOF Varekamp

Agro Control confirmed his diagnosis. Since

Naktuinbouw took samples of the infected

from 2007. It is as yet unclear how this could

books and artefacts referring to the horti-

De Zeeuw

Clavibacter is a quarantine organism, the

plants of the ‘Capricia’ variety and the

crop up in Varekamp’s company.

cultural seed trade under the name of ‘Saet

‘Plantenziektenkundige Dienst’ (PD: Plant

unknown variety for further testing. The

Tomato grower Rob Varekamp from De Lier

Protection Service of the Netherlands) was

inspection service examined which varieties

was faced with a Clavibacter infection in

called in to help eliminate the infection,

had been transplanted in the vicinity, which

“Based on Naktuinbouw’s findings, we were

2008. Naktuinbouw discovered where the

which they managed to isolate. VOF Varekamp

plants had been raised in the neighbourhood

unable to hold anyone liable in this case,”

bacterial strain originated from – for free.

De Zeeuw ended the year with approximately

and which varieties came from the plant

continues Varekamp. “Still I am glad that

“Not that it really did me any good in this

five percent less production, which was

breeder’s company. However, none of these

Naktuinbouw did this research for us. Now

case. I couldn’t recover the loss from anyone

considered quite reasonable considering the

varieties had anything in common with the

we know it was not a new infection. Since

anyway! But for my peace of mind it was

dangers of bacterial wilt disease.

stowaway from Varekamp’s greenhouse, not

the unknown variety was probably not the

even ‘Bizar’, a tomato variety which was

cause, we did not seek recourse from the

known to be regularly infected with Clavi-

plant producer.”

bacter at that time. The identity of the plants

He adds: “Before this affair I always wonde-

good to know that we had done all we could
to locate the source.”

Stowaway
The question is where the infection came

& Cruyt’ (old Dutch for ‘Seed and Plant’).

Peace of mind

from and who Varekamp might recover

red: I keep getting sent these bills for inspec-

his loss from. “We grow ‘Capricia’, medium-

tion costs, but why should I pay them? If you

sized vine tomatoes, on four hectares. The

don’t meet any problems, you don’t think

infestation was limited to the four rows

about the quality of the propagating mate-

where we discovered the disease. The infec-

rial. Naktuinbouw has definitely changed

material. The purpose of the collection – the

tion probably came from one diseased plant,”

my mind. If we had not asked Naktuinbouw

word ‘museum’ was expressly avoided – was

says Varekamp.

to investigate, I would still have thought

to make clear the position of the horticultural

Of all his tomato plants about one percent

that those unknown plants were the cause.

seed trade and the direction it was heading.

was of a different variety. That is approxima-

I would have had the uneasy feeling that

tely two plants per aisle. Tomato growers

I never got to the bottom of it. Now I have

regularly receive lots which are not entirely

peace of mind.”

A place to house the collection was found on

made up of the variety they have ordered.

The affair has ‘softened’ Varekamp’s opinion

the first floor of the Poldermuseum in Andijk.

This is due to hybrid strains in the breeding

of Naktuinbouw: “They were very helpful.

Saet & Cruyt does have museum status now,

process. It is impossible to identify the exact

One thing they did was come and explain

because that offers certain advantages.

variety of seeds or young plants, as this only

the results of their investigation to us. This

becomes apparent once the plants grow and

has opened up the doors to Naktuinbouw

start to bear fruit.

and the phone number is hanging in the

Without discounting anyone, the names of

Varekamp: “I never used to worry about it.

lobby, just in case we ever need help again.

Geert Grooters, Maarten Dekker and the

They produced fine tomatoes, so why should

Of course Naktuinbouw isn’t always at your

present chairman Pieter de Vries ought to be

I care? But now I wondered whether these

beck and call, but it handled this complaint

mentioned for their merits for Saet & Cruyt.

plants might be the cause of the infection.

very professionally – with no cost for us.”

2007

2006

’The Plant perishes…’

It was the time of take-overs and new
generations within the vegetable seed sector.
It was feared that further postponement
would result in the loss of historically valuable

So Saet & Cruyt stands for the present and
the past.

There is a circle of ‘Friends of Saet & Cruyt’,
there are commercial sponsors and there is
even a society of ‘Saetluyden’ (Seed People).

In April, approximately 1,500 plants from the

On 8 December, the ‘Stichting Nationale Tuinbouw

Naktuinbouw’s contribution was an advanced

Ondernemersprijs’ (national horticultural entrepre-

test method to ensure the process proceeded

neur’s award) announced SBW International, JHL

free of bacteria. Plants propagated in this way

and Naktuinbouw as winners of the ‘Cooperation’

qualify for Naktuinbouw Elite certification for

Naktuinbouw had given the Reference Garden for

theme award. The cooperating organisations won

Ornamental Crops.

Perennial Plants a new lease of life the year before.

Reference Garden for Perennial Plants were put to
a different use with the permission of the owners.

with ‘the renewed TIB system’ (Temporary Immer-

Thanks to this, the plants from the old reference

sion Bioreactors) project. The new TIB system

garden could be used for a different purpose.

concerned the propagation of high-quality tissue

There was massive interest from botanical gardens

culture plants in larger containers or bioreactors,

and Dutch perennial plant collection holders.

using liquid media in an ebb and flow system.
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Nico Groenewegen
LTO Groeiservice

According to Groenewegen Naktuinbouw’s

are nowadays okay. This sector has reached

independent status is appreciated and trus-

Unit Manager of the Cyber BV trees &

the point where propagators can rely on their

ted all over the world. “Ideally, there should

planting consultancy and engineering

Before his son joined the company, Nico

own in-house professionalism; they fully

be a similar institution in every country. In

agency

Groenewegen grew Chrysanthemums for 38

appreciate the importance of reliable propa-

the Netherlands we are in the lucky position

years. Now he grows potted Anthurium

gating material. Naktuinbouw still carries out

of having such a good one. Many institutions

“At least half the forestry, hedge, park and

plants in his 3-hectare nursery in Tinte near

some inspections and, on the rare occasions

in the research field have ceased to exist in

avenue trees grown at tree nurseries in the

Rotterdam and represents ‘LTO Groeiservice’

when something is wrong, its reaction is

the past decades. Fortunately Naktuinbouw

Netherlands are not certified. This is not an

(Growth Service) on the Naktuinbouw Flori-

quick. Even this sector can’t do without a

is a steady factor, where relevant knowledge

obligatory requirement and purchasers don’t

cultural Crops Sector Board. In his view the

inspection service. It’s just like a speed limit:

is still available. We must ensure that this is

ask for it. What’s more, many purchasers at

inspections, the comments and the quality

no matter how well you normally obey the

at least maintained.”

municipal authorities, important customers

training courses have coached and corrected

traffic rules, if there are no speed checks you

of the arboricultural sector, don’t even know

plant breeding companies, pushing them

will still be inclined to drive too fast.”

that certified material exists. They are well

into the right direction. “Naktuinbouw has

“ Strong and healthy
propagating material is
Naktuinbouw’s main
contribution to the
horticultural sector.”

Jan P. Mauritz

varietal purity in Chrysanthemum cultivation

Saving the asparagus sector

versed in purchasing processes, but they know

contributed to raising the quality of the pro-

“Some horticultural sectors have their own

nothing about the quality of the greenery

pagating material in the floricultural sector

pests and diseases,” says Groenewegen.

they purchase. They buy trees just like they

“For a period of time, asparagus fatigue was

to a much higher level than it was some 20

“Most pests are sufficiently familiar by now,

buy toilet paper.”

an immense problem in the asparagus sector.

to 25 years ago. A considerable leap forward

but little can be done about viruses and

Jan P. Mauritz uses these words to describe

The culprit was the Fusarium asparagus

regarding quality improvement has been

viroids. They can only be eradicated by selec-

common practice in an important market

fungus. Naktuinbouw developed a test to

made. For example, we used to experience

tive breeding. It is much harder to give gua-

segment for arboriculture. As manager of

detect this fungus in asparagus plants. The

some problems with viruses in Chrysanthe-

rantees that plants do not contain these

consulting agency Cyber BV he knows his

mums but this hardly ever occurs now,

types of organisms. However, buyers want to

way around the world of public green spaces

the propagating material was free from

thanks to the obligatory health certificates.

have this certainty. It can be provided using

and local authorities.

Fusarium, making it no longer possible to

The large scale availability of strong and

the independent opinion given by Naktuin-

healthy propagating material is Naktuin-

bouw.”

obligatory for asparagus plants. Soon enough

infect plots via propagating material.

bouw’s main contribution to the horticultural
sector.

asparagus test is very reliable and became

He continues: “Strangely enough you would

However, Fusarium may remain in the soil

expect purchasers with so little knowledge

for as many as 15 years, so infection the

of the subject to rely on convenient quality

Keeping knowledge up to date

other way around, from soil to plants, was
possible. For this reason, we also offered a

It has developed its own certificates for

Growers in the floricultural sector have

guarantees, such as those offered by Nak-

test to detect Fusarium in the soil.

several floricultural crops, which exceed the

come to know Naktuinbouw as a center of

tuinbouw. Nothing could be further from

We thought we could save the asparagus

statutory obligations. The inspection service

expertise. According to Groenewegen, flori-

the truth. Price is usually the decisive factor,

sector with the test. But to no great success.

goes beyond the confines of its duties and

cultural companies are familiar with the

despite the fact that municipalities could

Asparagus growers hardly used it. Apparently,

propagators are happy to join in. This means

concept of diagnostics – the possibility of

benefit from a stronger focus on quality.

they know the history of their plots so well

more certainty for end users. In addition,

having an unknown phenomenon in a crop

Although the chance is slight that something

Naktuinbouw has mapped the entire product

diagnosed by Naktuinbouw. “Before you turn

will happen to trees which have not been

range.”

to diagnostics you have already consulted

inspected, they can cause serious tragedies.

that they can permit using certain fields
without a test.” – Nico Koomen, Naktuinbouw
director.

the supplier and haven’t been able to get an
answer or a solution. In this situation, it is

Groenewegen remarks that certain crops can

good to have an independent organisation

vary widely as regards healthiness and the

you can turn to for an objective opinion,”

extent of varietal purity. “The quality and

concludes Groenewegen.

“I strongly advocate more
legislation in arboriculture.”

2007

2007

Speed check

Since June, Naktuinbouw Training Services,

On Friday 19 October 2007, the members of the

It was a constructive meeting producing a number

board, the sector boards and the chairmen of the

of important policy positions, including the further

Advisory Committees gathered at Castle Groeneveld

definition of ZBO-status, expansion of facilities and

in Baarn.

the position to be taken on inspections for Potato

course. This course had been offered since 1997,

The meeting was triggered by the discussion held

Cyst Nematodes.

but was now revamped. The course is intended

together with Wageningen University International,
had organised the Plant Variety Protection (PVP)

with LNV within the framework of ‘Plantkeur’ about

for those starting in the discipline of plant variety

the concept of ‘public interest’ and laboratory testing,

protection.

carried out by private laboratories who until that
time had been involved in issuing phytosanitary
documents. The intended extension of tasks and
the ensuing investments were also appraised.
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Some eight years ago, elm trees in Amsterdam

dangers and the potential economic damage

He continues: “It would be good if our efforts

began to suddenly topple over because their

that may be due to material that has not been

also helped to tear down trade barriers,

rootstock/graft combination was incompatible.

inspected. This is also important as regards

making it easier for us to enter countries

One of those elm trees fell onto a nearby car

safety, the environment, aesthetics and

where strict restrictions still apply now. But

and a child sitting in that car was unfortuna-

governmental accountability. It is, in short, a

that is something for the long run. Although

tely killed. Such an incompatible combination

matter of public interest. If purchasers knew

a Naktuinbouw Elite certificate in itself is not

of the rootstock and the graft would have

how wide the product range on offer is, there

enough to be allowed entry at the moment,

been impossible in certified material.”

would be less monotony. They would also

we have already noticed that border inspec-

Non-certified material can also cause

ask for crops from the propagation nurseries.

tions have become smoother.

economic damage. One hundred and fifty

Professional gardeners and landscapers don’t

It would be good if, in due course, a system

oak trees from Italy had to be felled in

do this either by the way – they source their

like Elite grew into an internationally

Amsterdam seven years after planting. Their

trees and shrubs from all over the place. But

acknowledged quality system. Another thing

This law was thought to have outlived its pur-

rootstocks and grafts had not fused well and

it would be worth starting a campaign

that Naktuinbouw has achieved is indepen-

pose.

as a result the trees suffered from illnesses.

designed to increase the knowledge of, and

dent recognition of our quality. This is very

However... with the abolition, part of the

They were also found not to be varietally

the demand for, material with a Naktuin-

important, but mainly in the Netherlands.

reserved funds remained. The government

true and their crowns developed a different

bouw certificate. Actually, I strongly advocate

Foreign countries have not yet acknowledged

shape than intended. Because the crowns

more legislation to this effect. It would boost

to be safeguarded against this. Having an

were completely out of proportion for the

the quality of plant materials and greatly

independent body inspect and confirm that

narrow Amsterdam streets they were planted

improve the durability and sustainability of

status is therefore very important. Later it

For the Elite label, Naktuinbouw conducts

K.J. van Ast, could bring joyful tidings to the

in, premature felling was the only option to

greenery in public and private spaces.”

was discovered that Xanthomonas could also

specific research into new ways of detecting

NAKB, NAKG and NAKS inspection services

occur in Anthurium. Because the Elite system

pathogens. Growers who trade under the

and pave the way for the replacement of

ensures general phytosanitary protection,

label are the first to benefit. Van der Knaap

we’ve always been able to keep such threats

also appreciates the opportunity to exchange

prevent worse.
Expanding knowledge

without Naktuin-

2007

bouw’s expertise.”

In March 1988, the Lubbers cabinet decided to
abolish the ‘Wet op de Investeringsregeling’,
(WIR) a law on setting up an investment fund.

decided that these funds should find their
way to the commercial sector all the same
through the Ministries of Economic Affairs
and LNV. The director of Agriculture,

NAKG’s semi permanent wooden building
by the present main building at Sotaweg 22
in Roelofarendsveen. NAKS profited thanks

Mauritz: “Purchasers should really be more

Managing director of Anthura

out of our company. Clearly we had done the

knowledge with other growers during regular

to an extension of its laboratory, while NAKB

aware of the existence and the advantages

in Bleiswijk

right thing in choosing this strict system.”

meetings organised by Naktuinbouw for this

received financial support for the propagating

group.

nursery. It was what you might call a power-

of certified trees and shrubs. Now they lack

ful tail wind, which came in very handy for

the knowledge to expose poor tree nurseries.

“For us, as suppliers of plant material, Nak-

This shortcoming in knowledge in municipal

tuinbouw inspections are a daily routine,”

Although implementing such a system

authorities could be supplemented by using

says Mark van der Knaap. “All our Anthurium

throughout the entire company has major

“The main importance of Naktuinbouw, apart

the expertise of Naktuinbouw. The inspection

plants are Naktuinbouw Elite certified, an

financial consequences, Van der Knaap feels

from the Elite story, is the certainty that it

service has all kinds of specialists who can

extra quality guarantee on top of the regular

safe against new risks of infection, even

offers growers regarding the quality of plant

assist municipalities whenever they don’t

inspection. Furthermore, we have implemen-

against still unknown organisms. “However,

material,” concludes Van der Knaap.

trust the quality or the health of trees. Nak-

ted the Naktuinbouw Elite system throughout

the fact remains that we don’t know which

tuinbouw even has plant and tree doctors.”

our entire business operations.”

problems we may have prevented by using

“If there was no inspection service there

“Such a drastic change to the operational

the Elite system. If we could make an honest

would be no-one to demonstrate that a sup-

Purchasers should also question the origin

management is usually the after-effect of a

calculation, it would probably show that it’s

plier complies with the quality regulations.

of plant material more often, says Mauritz.

problem,” Van der Knaap explains. “Many

costing us more than it makes. Customers do

An independent expert assessment provides

“They should ask for varietally true and

Anthurium cultivation problems were found

not ask for it explicitly, because they expect a

proof for growers and provides certainty to

healthy plant material. It will benefit them.

to be caused by a previously unknown

high standard from us anyway. Nevertheless,

suppliers. We couldn’t do without Naktuin-

Firstly, of course, they should be aware of the

nematode. You naturally want your company

we prefer to be on the safe side.”

bouw’s expertise to assure our quality.”

From now on, planting of spring flowering bulbs
for Plant Breeders’ Rights testing would take
place at the Flowerbulb Inspection Service (BKD)

Higher costs than returns

2007

“ We couldn’t do

Mark van der Knaap

Naktuinbouw as the undisputed authority.”

Tail wind

Expertise is necessary

the horticultural inspection services.

In September, the PD transferred the phytosanitary
import and export inspections to Naktuinbouw,
NAK, BKD and KCB. Naktuinbouw took over some

in Lisse. Agricultural crops had already been

20 employees from the PD. This was the final stage

placed with NAK in Emmeloord at an earlier stage.

of the ‘Plantkeur’ project.

The relocations led to a substantial efficiency
improvement in variety registration and Plant
Breeders’ Rights testing.
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Naktuinbouw
makes the sector stronger

Knocking the Nak

Sometimes there were bitter struggles. In
1992, the Netherlands implemented the Ornamental crop directive, a new European directive. From then on, all ornamental crops had
to undergo an obligatory quality inspection,

Developments

among other things, on varietal trueness. The
Netherlands decided to arrange this through
the NAKS inspection regulations.
’Stasi practices!’ was heard in a hall a few
weeks later during an open information eve-

The predominant trend in Naktuinbouw's operations today is

ning about the new directive. “A few hundred
rose growers from Lottum and its surroun-

probably globalisation. Many developments are associated with

ding region whole-heartedly disagreed. The
atmosphere was grim. Growers saw their

this trend such as the larger scale of operations and the increased

freedom curtailed. They also feared that

level of professionalism of the Dutch horticultural industry, the

ment,” says Naktuinbouw director John van

information would be sent to the tax departRuiten, who was trying to address the seething crowd at the time.

emergence and the growing importance of new, previously

The growers threatened to present the matter
to the TV programme ‘Breekijzer’. Its presenter

unknown diseases and the urge to have everything down in

Pieter Storms was famous for his relentless

writing. Nowadays a valid and official document forms the basis

director was the first to raise his hand in

harassment of authorities. The former NAKB
response to the question who should attend.
The hall could be appeased, but the Lottum

of trust and Naktuinbouw's role in this is paramount.

inspector suffered unpleasant after-effects
for a long time. During the Lottum carnival

Naktuinbouw’s past accomplishments are

quality assessments abroad. It also assists

numerous. For example, in the 1950s Dutch

authorities such as the Chinese, Indonesian,

Cyclamen growers were extremely worried

Malayan and Turkish in implementing a sys-

because the plants they propagated using

tem of Plant Breeders’ Rights. Naktuinbouw

seed were not uniform. They asked NAKS

is also developing methods to detect viroids,

for help and NAKS inspectors literally stood

which will be made available to the Dutch

alongside the growers to select the plants that

horticultural sector first. Admittedly the hor-

were going to be used for seed production.

ticultural sector would probably obtain these

This continued until the Cyclamen mother

methods without Naktuinbouw, but not so

plants were permanently varietal pure.

quickly. So does Naktuinbouw contribute to

Samples were placed next to each other to

horticultural developments? The answer is

enable visual comparison. This led to the

undeniably yes!

‘Vaktentoonstelling’, now known as the

ECAS BV’s departure freed up office space
in Roelofarendsveen. In the spring of 2008,
VKC (Permanent Judging Committee) moved
from Aalsmeer to Roelofarendsveen.

ball riveted to his foot inscribed with ‘NAKB’,
bearing a placard saying ‘Knock the NAK’.

2008

2008

procession, he saw a man come by with a

Naktuinbouw is carrying out more and more

As of 1 January 2008, Naktuinbouw has
handled the Dutch Board for Plant Varieties’
office activities. This approach created a single contact point for both the executive and
supporting work in the field of variety testing.
< Mr K.A. Fikkert, secretary of the Dutch
Board for Plant Varieties.
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International Horti Fair. There, plant breeders

Netherlands, but in the post-war years many

tain. The company bravely decided to lay all

and propagators still present their flowers,

plots were infected by stem nematodes. Only

its cards on the table and contact its inspec-

bulbs and perennials once a year to a global

the brand new province Flevoland was still

tion service in the Netherlands, unaware

audience.

spotless until one day nematode infestations

that this would give a flying start to research

Another example is fruit farming. In the

were discovered in this virgin soil. NAKG

into the technologies required to test the

1960s, virtually all apple, pear and plum trees

discovered that the nematodes had travelled

reliability of the health of vegetable seed.

suffered from virus infections. Together with

with onion sets from the southern province

the ‘Plantenziektenkundige Dienst’ (PD;

of Zeeland. The ‘Bedrijfslaboratorium voor

In those days it was already known that

So you really want to know what is going on.

Plant Protection Service of the Netherlands),

Grond- en Bodemonderzoek’ (Blgg; Industrial

lettuce mosaic virus and bacterial diseases

The seed producer came knocking on Nak-

NAKB helped Dutch fruit tree growers to get

laboratory for soil and crop research) then

in beans could be transmitted through seed.

virus-free rootstocks, which resulted in signi-

developed a method to establish the pre-

After the seed company had presented the

ficantly higher yields and the tree growers

sence of microscopically small stem nema-

pepper problem, the former NAKG initiated

and Naktuinbouw discovered why the seed

being able to build a strong international

todes in the soil. NAKG subsequently intro-

health inspections on sweet pepper seeds,

wouldn’t germinate properly. The composition

duced the sampling and inspection of plots

assisted by the ‘Instituut voor Plantenziek-

of the glue used to seal the packages had

as an obligation, so that infected plots could

tenkundig Onderzoek’ (IPO; Dutch Institute

been changed but the manufacturer of the

no longer go unnoticed. Finally, they prohibi-

of Phytopathological Research). This resulted

ted the cultivation of onion sets on infected

in the large-scale seed health inspections

plots. This gradually guaranteed onion sets

that have since become standard practice

popular supplier of propagating material.

that were free of stem nematodes. Since

in vegetable seed companies.

Naktuinbouw is also regarded as an expert

then, Dutch onion sets bearing the Naktuin-

Each of these examples represents a break-

on test methods and new detection methods

bouw quality mark have been accepted

through that made horticulture stronger.

for harmful organisms. No other country in

without further inspection all over the world,

The common thread in the examples is the

the world has such an integrated organisation

something which has acted as a tremendous

energy invested by Naktuinbouw in improving

with one foot in daily horticultural practice

boost for the Dutch onion set sector.

the quality of Dutch products, regardless of

and one foot in scientific research. Naktuin-

labels being attached to every bag of wheat.

whether varietal trueness or eliminating

bouw’s development continues to keep

No such label was attached to vegetable

Another interesting example is the role

diseases are concerned. Examples that

pace with developments in horticulture.

seeds such as chicory and carrots, as Nak-

played by the inspection service in containing

demonstrate and prove that Naktuinbouw

Sometimes the inspection service will adapt

tuinbouw’s working method was different

a mob of angry growers in Almeria, Spain.

is fully committed to achieving its objective:

to advances in the horticultural sector and

In 1991, there was an outbreak of tobacco

monitoring and improving quality.

sometimes it initiates or stimulates them.

Fatal glue

You are a lettuce seed producer and you supply packages of seed for the general public.
The seed has been tested. Its quality is fine.
But from one day to the next, hardly any of the
seeds emerge as seedlings in hobby gardens.
Then you get complaints and a bad reputation.

tuinbouw’s door, because he could not put
his finger on what was going wrong. The
State Seed Testing Station in Wageningen

packages had not announced this, let alone
tested it. The new composition was fatal for
the germination capacity of lettuce seed.

mosaic virus (TMV) on Spanish sweet pepper

“For a long time, Naktuinbouw information
was a matter of addressing growers in a hall.
The most difficult audiences were arable farmers. They were used to NAK (agriculture)

from NAK’s. When you were standing in front
of a hall full of smirking arable farmers, the
trick was to get to speak first, otherwise you
would not be able to get a word in edgeways.

farms. The growers assumed that the seed

Scale of the industry & claim culture

Successful system

The most unforgettable experience was a

used to grow the plants must have been

The system of inspections and quality

The scale of breeding and propagating

room full of German arable farmers. That was

infected with viruses, but the seed producer

certificates is so successful that the quality

companies has increased and their size

a hall in good German tradition, with long

position. It was a similar story with carnation

blamed the hygiene at the propagating com-

of Dutch propagating material has enjoyed

will continue to grow in the coming years.

cultivation. In the early 1970s, NAKS supplied

panies. This resulted in tumultuous scenes

worldwide acclaim for many years.

Production companies are much larger than

virus-free cuttings produced using tissue

at the gates of the seed company, where

Naktuinbouw and its inspections have made

before. Where two hectares of greenhouse

‘these Dutchmen want to take us for a ride.

culture to the – then still large – carnation

furious growers had come for compensation.

a massive contribution to this success by

used to make a considerable cucumber

We want to see labels.’

sector. This greatly decreased the number of

Although the seed producer had done every-

preventing the marketing of material which

growing company twenty years ago, it would

But there, too, we managed to explain the

plants that died prematurely.

thing possible to reasonably rule out the risk

does not comply with the requirements. It is

now be considered to be quite small.

inspection system, with quality guarantees

Onion cultivation has always been big in the

of a virus infection, it still was not 100% cer-

this system that makes the Netherlands a

And although we still view companies with

The Roelofarendsveen main building was
renovated and extended. Two new greenhouses
were erected of 1,200 and 4,000 m , with 19 and
2

2008

2008

German arable farmers

tables. We were delayed, giving the farmers
an extra hour and a half to order plenty of
rounds. By now, the general impression was

from the seed suppliers themselves.”
Nico Koomen, Naktuinbouw director.

In the summer months, the Reference Garden for

Moederplantentuin

Perennial Plants hosts evenings around a special

Thema-avonden

theme such as diseases and pests, soil, voluntary

27 sections respectively.

certification and developments in the sector.
Op woensdag 10 september 2008 vindt de thema-avond plaats over het onderwerp

In March, Naktuinbouw started using the new

‘Select Plant en virussen in vaste planten’

test greenhouses for resistance and laboratory

Op woensdag 1 oktober 2008 vindt de thema-avond plaats over het onderwerp

testing, which is performed year-round. Thanks

‘Ontwikkelingen, marktvisie, strategie
in de vaste planten sector’

to the larger facilities, the growing number of
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applications for registration and Plant Breeders’

Beide avonden bent u vanaf 19.30 uur van harte welkom in Roelofarendsveen.

Rights testing are easy to cope with.

De Moederplantentuin is de referentietuin voor vaste plantenkwekers, bestaande
uit circa 3.000 rasechte vaste planten. Op woensdagen is de Moederplantentuin
geopend voor geïnteresseerden uit het vaste plantenvak van 13.00 tot 20.00 uur.

www.naktuinbouw.nl

Naktuinbouw Rassen & Proeven
Sotaweg 22, Postbus 40
2370 AA Roelofarendsveen

T +31 (0)71 332 62 62
F +31 (0)71 332 63 63
E moederplantentuin@naktuinbouw.nl
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bouw’s assistance is growing. In keeping

in the world, supplying to France, Italy and

to take any risks. They want the guarantee

with this trend towards professionalism in

Australia. But in 1988, Australia suddenly

that their foreign branch also produces

horticulture, Naktuinbouw was asked to

enforced the requirement that carnation

material that is absolutely spotless. Govern-

exercise its judgement about quality more

cuttings had to be demonstrably virus-free.

ments and buyers aren’t really impressed

frequently in 2009 than in 2008. In such

NAKS was already ridding carnation varieties

by companies claiming that their quality is

disputes, Naktuinbouw does not act as a

of viruses and our Dutch companies were

good, so why not get the involvement of a

the 1930s, one of Naktuinbouw’s predeces-

referee, but only performs a technical assess-

producing virus-free cuttings. So after mutual

trusted, expert inspection service which

sors. In agriculture, people were used to a

ment of whether a complaint is justified or

consultation, in 1989 it became an accepted

assesses the material and puts its stamp

system of field and lot inspections by inspec-

not. And if Naktuinbouw does not find the

practice in Australia to allow carnation

on it to confirm that it is healthy. A stamp

tion services and a seal attached to the seed

complaint justified, growers will usually

cuttings into the country if the lot was

which guarantees high quality and which is

not initiate legal proceedings. In this way,

accompanied by a NAKS certificate.”

recognised and accepted all over the world.

Naktuinbouw can exert some influence on

sing questions at the foundation of the Union
Institute for the Inspection of Seed (BKZ) in

bag as a sign of approval.
The horticultural seed sector did not want
this system. Companies were not waiting for
what they called ‘an official next to every

organisations that can do variety testing, but

bag’. They wanted to be responsible themsel-

countries easier or to avoid the high costs of

none of them have the breadth of operations

ves and, at the most, allow the inspection

wages and raw materials in the Netherlands,

that Naktuinbouw offers. If something

service to take a look. This is how ‘self-

As companies grow, expanding into foreign

plant breeding and propagating companies

belongs to our field of work we will never

countries is a logical next step. Nowadays,

opened up subsidiaries abroad. For example,

say: “We can’t do this, go and see somebody

propagators sell their plants far beyond their

vegetable seed production has almost com-

else.”

national borders and all these countries set

pletely been relocated to Africa, Asia and Latin

requirements on plant health to prevent

America and young plants for ornamental

Inspecting abroad was a hot issue for a long

– for example, the basic material used,

a hundred hectares of greenhouses as very

unknown, harmful organisms being introdu-

plant production now often come from Africa

time as Naktuinbouw operates on the basis

propagation and follow-up inspections of the

large, they are no longer exceptions. This

ced from abroad. Naktuinbouw director

and South America. Many Dutch tree nurse-

of a statutory task, assigned to it by the Dutch

increased scale has led to greater risks and

Van Ruiten: “In practice this implies that we

ries produce young trees in Eastern Europe,

government. And since the plants are

if something goes wrong due to infected

must be alert to signs that other countries

while Poland has become important for straw-

others introduced quality assurance systems

propagating material, this may have a

are planning to impose new requirements.

berry plants. Nowadays, Dutch companies

in the agricultural sector, which made it pos-

disastrous effect on the company involved.

We react as soon as we get these signals,

are producing some four to five times as

sible to ‘manage’ operational management.

A new development which is closely associa-

but these requirements must go through a

much material abroad than ten years ago.

Gradually, these quality assurance systems

ted with the larger scale is the increasing

lengthy process of evaluation and amend-

Naktuinbouw closely follows its registered

liability risk. In recent years, there has been

ment before they become official.

companies all over the world. The first request

a growing trend to file claims with suppliers

This usually gives us one or two years to

for an inspection at a foreign branch was

if problems occur which are suspected to be

ensure that our inspections are adapted to

received in 1991. Nowadays Naktuinbouw

due to the alleged poor health of seeds or

include the new requirement and to be able

carries out dozens of audits and inspections

plants. And especially because of the severe

to guarantee that lots are free from the

abroad every year, mainly with participants

financial consequences of an infection,

organism in question. Because we can prove

in the Elite, Select Plant and NAL quality-plus

companies are increasingly inclined to hold

that we have a watertight (field) inspection

systems. Although Naktuinbouw expects

someone liable.

system, Dutch propagating companies have

some more requests from foreign countries in

The number of complaints about inspections

seen their foreign turnover increase in the

the future, no spectacular increase is forecast.

carried out by Naktuinbouw has been stable

past few years.”

Van Ruiten: “Dutch plant breeding companies

since the early 1980s, at about 150 a year.

He continues: “In 1985, Dutch companies

with foreign subsidiaries tend to be large,

But the number of claims involving Naktuin-

were the main suppliers of carnation cuttings

professional companies and they can’t afford

2008

2008
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table seed? That was one of the most pres-

To make selling their products in foreign

Globalisation

Propagation Nursery Horst welcomed 40

What inspection system do we use for vege-

There are other laboratories and other

the claim culture.

On Monday 8 September, Naktuinbouw and

An official next to every bag

inspection’ was born.
The concept of self-inspection developed
into what would eventually be called ‘system
inspection’.
The inspection monitors the critical points

traded propagating material – and, with that,
the proper functioning of the system.
In the 1990s, the inspection services and

were included in the inspection approach
and, in detailed form, in the quality-plus
programmes such as Elite and the NAL
accreditation system for laboratories.

The book ‘Viruses of Orchids’ by Japanese

This publication was partly made possible by

virologist Professor Narinobu Inouye appeared in

funding from the Product Board Horticulture and

Dutch and English. Until then, the book had only

the local Rabobank branches in Roelofarends-

During the gathering, an apple trial comprising

been available in Japanese. For over 40 years,

veen, Aalsmeer and Zaandam. ‘Viruses of Orchids’

international entries was studied and discussed.

Inouye has been studying virus diseases of

was presented at the International Horti Fair in

The new fruit crop directive (Council Directive

orchids and enjoys worldwide fame in this field.

Amsterdam.

2008/90/EC) to be published in October was also

He has collected a unique database of photographs

discussed. The foundation was laid for an EU

and descriptions of virus diseases. Recognising

harmonised certification system.

the unique value of his work, Naktuinbouw decided

< Michel Paul, the orchid authority, being presented

to publish this excellent book outside Japan in

with the first copy of ‘Viruses of Orchids’ by John

cooperation with Bluebird Publishers.

van Ruiten, Naktuinbouw director.

pomology experts from all EU member states.
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marketed from the Netherlands this statutory

asked and hired for advice, e.g. for setting

about their relationship and plant quality

task is confined to the Netherlands. But in the

up domestic inspection services in countries

was not checked in any way. The Dutch

last few years there has been an increasing

that do not have any – such as in Lithuania,

Ministry of Agriculture suggested to the

demand for laboratory services from foreign

where Naktuinbouw employees provided

Nederlandse Vereniging van Plantenkwekers

companies that are not registered with Nak-

advice on setting up a certification system

(NVP; Dutch Association of Plant Growers)

tuinbouw. Naktuinbouw is happy to comply

for fruit trees.

that some form of inspection should be

separate father and mother lines. It was a

introduced for vegetable plants. This was

breakthrough. Hybrid seed produced extre-

with this demand, since this ultimately

In the early 1970s, brussels sprouts fields
sometimes looked unkempt. Sprouts were the
first horticultural crop for which hybrid seed
had been developed, the result from crossing

benefits the 3,900 companies (figure for

The fact that countries outside western

due to unsolved complaints by greenhouse

mely vigorous plants. However, the seed was

2009) registered with Naktuinbouw and also

Europe have started to accept Plant Breeders’

growers about the health of young plants.

not reliable. Sometimes it contained as much

helps fill our capacity and enables us to work

Rights is very important for Dutch plant

The NVP was very positive about this and

even more cost-effectively.

breeders. Plant Breeders’ Rights are now

saw its importance, but also had its doubts.
Professionalism

gaining a foothold in countries that previously

as 15% inbred seed, resulting from accidental
pollination within the mother line only. This
inbred seed developed into small plants, pro-

Many vegetable growers thought that ’this

ducing unusable sprouts. Much to the dismay

paid them no attention at all, especially in

The professionalism in the propagation

will mean more contributions’ and compa-

of the sprouts growers, because uniformity

Asia. Vice-Minister Bui Ba Bong of Vietnam

industry is largely due to the efforts of

nies were not keen on the idea at all. But

was precisely what the food processing

recently said: “The protection of plant varie-

inspection services.

they complied in the end, at the urgent

industry was looking for.

ties is new to Vietnam, but it is important if

Van Ruiten illustrates this with an example:

request of the NVP.” The initial inspection

we want achieve a position in the global

“Until fifty years ago, almost all growers

regulations were very basic, but no matter

agricultural market.”

of carnations or Chrysanthemums would pro-

how simple they were, they would form the

for hybrid seed; it was too new for that.”

duce their own cuttings from mother plants

foundation underlying quality assurance in

Nevertheless, NAKG succeeded in develo-

Naktuinbouw is currently working behind

selected from their production fields as the

the plant sector. The arrival of the European

ping an inspection method for hybrid seed

the scenes in various countries to help get

most attractive or the best in autumn. Our

Directive on vegetable plants in 1991 accele-

soon enough. First by means of field tests,

the issue of good systems for granting and

inspectors stimulated growers to pay more

rated this acceptance and the Dutch sector’s

enforcing Plant Breeders’ Rights on political

attention to quality and they became more

simple inspection regulations were even

agendas. This has been fruitful and, at last

aware that by propagating their own cuttings,

found to be ahead of the European directive.

the time is right. With legislation on Plant

they also tended to propagate their own

The inspection of young plants in the Nether-

Breeders’ Rights having been adopted in

quality problems. Growers that had the

lands soared to great heights and has now

China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Egypt, Turkey

fewest problems were considered to be good

become commonly accepted. Without Nak-

and Mexico in recent years, Naktuinbouw is

at propagating plants and were asked to

tuinbouw, the vegetable plant producing

now putting its knowledge to work to get

produce plants for their neighbours. This

industry would not have reached this level

Plant Breeders’ Rights implemented in prac-

led to specialised propagating companies

of professionalism so quickly.

tice in these countries. Projects are ongoing

coming into being in the 1980s.”

in China, Malaysia and Indonesia. Naktuin-

NAKG had been inspecting seed quality

But equally importantly, Naktuinbouw is

bouw is training Indonesian technicians in

since 1941. As a result, seed with problems

This professionalism has resulted in the

able to learn and gain valuable experience

the Netherlands and in Indonesia to enable

could be traced to the company of origin at

quality assurance systems that Naktuin-

from the foreign test methods and health

them to properly perform Plant Breeders’

quite an early stage. The production of

bouw continues to develop today and that

and quality problems that it encounters,

Rights research, a project which will continue

young plants however, especially for vegeta-

are readily embraced by propagators, such

something which only adds to the quality of

until 2010. And Naktuinbouw is also helping

bles, was less transparent. “Propagation

as Naktuinbouw Elite, Naktuinbouw Select

our own inspections. And since Naktuinbouw

the Turkish authorities amend their seeds

companies were like a black box,” says Nak-

Plant and Naktuinbouw Certification for

is seen as an authority on quality by stake-

and planting materials legislation, bringing

tuinbouw director Koomen. “Seed went in

arboriculture for fruit crops and forestry

holders all over the world, it is increasingly

it into line with the European standard.

and plants came out, but we knew nothing

propagating material amongst others.

On 31 October 2008, it was announced that
the opening of the national ‘Kom in de Kas’
event would take place at Naktuinbouw in
Roelofarendsveen on 2 April 2009.

2009

2008

Inspecting hybrid seed

NAKG was called in to pass judgement. Naktuinbouw director Nico Koomen: “That was
almost impossible. There were no standards

later with protein electrophoresis. The protein composition of inbred seed was different
to hybrid seed. This was how it could be
identified.

Better than good

1 April 2009: opening of Naktuinbouw’s
new test and trial facilities, the
‘Variety Center’, by (from left to right)
Mr B.P. Kiewiet, chairman of the
Community Plant Variety Office (Angers,
France) and Mrs L. van Vloten-Doting,
chairman of the Dutch Board for Plant
Varieties and Mrs A.M. Burger, directorgeneral of the ministry of LNV.
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all over the world increasingly opt for plants

When the Dutch plant breeding sector started

the world will not diminish, the pressure

with the Naktuinbouw Select Plant or Nak-

special programmes to breed crops with

of diseases will increase in the future.

tuinbouw Elite label.

specific resistance qualities, Naktuinbouw

Other examples of developments either

In order to qualify for the Select Plant label,

developed and improved test methods by

initiated by Naktuinbouw or developed with

Naktuinbouw has developed a set of require-

which the actual presence of the required

their participation include Good Seed and

ments for Hosta, Bouvardia, Alstroemeria,

resistance gene in a variety could be proven.

Plant Practices (GSPP) for plant breeders,

disappointment. ‘The germinating capacity

Freesia, greenhouse roses and Asparagus

Furthermore, Naktuinbouw organises work-

aimed at preventing seed and plants from

is fine, it has been tested’, seed companies

plants that propagators must meet. Naktuin-

shops to share and disseminate knowledge

being infected by bacteria such as Clavibacter.

called out. But for the sake of uniformity, that

bouw has also developed the accompanying

together with Plantum NL.

Recently a detection method for different

germinating power was tested under the

testing system. In the future, Naktuinbouw

Naktuinbouw Laboratories also play a crucial

Clavibacter strains was developed, which

will develop similar systems for more crops,

role, which is likely to increase. Pests that

made it possible to trace the origin of the

so that propagators can add distinctive value

can be detected with the naked eye are

infection. The detection method that enables

Owing to the high drop-out rate, vegetable

with clean and strong material.

sufficiently known, but viroids and other

Agrobacterium tumefaciens to be identified in

plant producers had a profound distrust of

Naktuinbouw Elite has been developed for

invisible or unknown harmful organisms

soil samples is also worth mentioning. These

new varieties and demanded additional seed

carnation, Anthurium, Begonia, Kalanchoe,

do the real damage. Since global trade and

and other examples demonstrate how Nak-

as compensation. In the case of tomatoes, in

Pelargonium, Chrysanthemum, greenhouse

the international transport of plants across

tuinbouw truly makes the sector stronger!

roses and strawberry plants and for Petunia,

Former chairmen

Breeding for flavour, shape, colour, resistances, yes, but selecting on seed quality was
not possible for quite a long time. Time and
time again, plant producers had to face

most optimal conditions. Not in the climate
which is found in a large propagation greenhouse.

particular, this problem began to impede the
introduction of new varieties in the 1990s.
There has to be another way, Naktuinbouw

Verbena, Lobelia, Dahlia, Osteospermum,

thought. Together with plant producers and

Impatiens and many other bedding plants.

seed companies, the service developed a

The first quality assurance system (Naktuin-

Producers are increasingly willing to

test that did better justice to practice; the

bouw Elite) is intended for plants which are

distinguish themselves with material that is

‘Usable Plants Test’. The quality service

propagated in a pyramid system, the second

better than good. And as producers all over

(Naktuinbouw Select Plant) for plants that

the world are becoming more professional,

offer extra quality and the third (Naktuin-

quality standards keep being raised ever

capacity is no guarantee for a tray full of

bouw Certification for arboriculture) for extra

higher. With Naktuinbouw, the Dutch

plants ready to prick out.

efforts to make material free from viruses

horticultural sector has an institution that

Tomatoes were the first crop for which the

and to guarantee identity and origin in

performs quality inspections, as well as

test was developed. They were followed by

arboriculture. The assessments that form

helping the sector develop systems that

part of these quality-plus systems go beyond

enable good quality to be demonstrated

statutory requirements and Naktuinbouw

better. This makes the lead of the Dutch

plant producers and breeding companies

performs a higher number of laboratory tests

sector more visible and enables propagators

allowed the acceptance and application to

on internal quality and health than required.

to reap the commercial benefits.

pass off smoothly in practice. There was less

assesses not the germinating power of the
seed, but the vitality of the seedling. This test
made clearly showed that high germinating

sweet peppers, cucumbers, aubergines and
cabbage crops.
The cooperation between quality service,

friction in the communication between bree-

The inspections start in the first phase of the
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Usable Plant Test

propagation chain. These quality assurance

Better ability to fend off threats

systems enable propagators to demonstrate

Over the years, Naktuinbouw has developed

that they supply top quality products,

and/or applied initiatives and technologies

enabling them to cash in on their lead over

to improve Dutch horticulture and to

the market. The certified material in the

demonstrate improvements. The NAKS

quality-plus systems results in better growth

laboratory was the first to apply the ELISA

and a higher yield. That is why purchasers

technique to detect viruses in plant material.

der and propagator. Distrust disappeared.
Now, seed quality is definitely a criterion in
breeding.

A.W. van der Plassche

W. van Soest

W.F.S. Duffhues

K.J. van Ast

J.E.C. Spithoven

K.F. Scholten MBA

NAKB chairman

NAKB/G/S chairman

NAKB/G/S chairman

NAKB/G/S chairman

NAKB chairman

Naktuinbouw chairman

1943-1969

1969-1984

1984-1990

1990-1993

1993-1999

1999-2002
From 2002: H.J. Lange
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Originating from Naktuinbouw
The Netherlands Propagation Nurseries

166

SBW International Plant Tissue Culture Laboratory 178

MPS-ECAS
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A good start
is half the job done

Schnapps

“In the Balkans, an eating variety such as
Conference is not an option, they plant
Williams there. Pears are not just for eating
there, they are mainly used to distil alcohol.”

The Netherlands Propagation Nurseries

Rob Koning, director The Netherlands
Propagation Nurseries.

‘Vermeerderingstuinen Nederland’ (The Netherlands Propagation
Nurseries) in Horst and Zeewolde supplies material for raising
fruit, avenue and ornamental trees. Although they are under no
obligation to buy this propagating material, plenty of Dutch tree
nurseries, and even more foreign ones, do so. The advantage of
the material supplied by ‘Vermeerderingstuinen Nederland’ is
that
it is guaranteed to be free from viruses and varietal true. The
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In contrast to the vegetable, flower and plant

step: slightly redder fruit, a leaf with more

sectors, there are no major arboricultural

colours, just a bit more resistance to diseases

plant breeders. Because trees grow slowly and

and other such minor improvements.

only bloom after many years, breeding takes

At the same time, demand for virus-free

a long time and propagation through seed is

propagating material in arboriculture is high,

not cost-effective. Developing a new variety

especially from fruit tree nurseries. Only

and eradicating viruses takes four to six

virus-free trees and rootstocks will produce

years. As a result, most entirely new varieties

uniform fruit in sufficient amounts.

come from research institutions. However,

Virus-free trees produce at least ten to twenty

fruit growers or tree nurseries sometimes

percent more and yield a better fruit quality

find mutants among their trees. These

than an orchard which has been affected by

mutants help varieties to improve step by

viruses.
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small fruit crops and strawberry plants.

Varietally true avenue and

ornamental tree nurseries are significantly

The Zeewolde branch covers 32 hectares. Of

ornamental trees

lower than in the fruit tree sector. It is still

The range of avenue and ornamental trees

common practice in this sector to use non-

propagating material for avenue and orna-

offered by VTN comprises some 500 varieties

certified propagating material. Tree nurseries

mental trees and ornamental shrubs. The

of a total of some 30 tree species. Maintaining

that do purchase material from VTN obtain

other 75 percent is for propagating material

a wide range of trees that are varietal true is

fresh material that is varietal true from

with lower production costs. The tide can

for fruit tree rootstocks.

imperative for the sector.

which they can propagate their own trees.

turn: 35 years later, strawberry plant produc-

The quantities purchased by avenue and

Sometimes tree nurseries insist on virus-

tion has again become a flourishing sector in

free material, as this is a pre-condition for

the Netherlands.

Horst and Zeewolde are veritable treasure

export to certain destinations.

troves for Dutch fruit cultivation and
of Europe as well. Since plenty of owners of

The lack of plant breeding companies with

as the sector was relocating to countries

A change was brought about by so-called
‘frigo plants’ and a firm ‘no’ to in vitro propa-

Frigo plants are strawberry plants kept in
cold storage. The arrival of the frigo plant
allowed strawberry growers to prolong the

propagating their varieties, it houses parent

Tree nurseries with mutants and propagating

trees of virtually all the varieties and

companies or research institutions with new

mutants in the current arboricultural and

varieties can also propagate such varieties

fruit cultivation trade assortment.

themselves and sell propagating material.

used by the Breda trial field to conduct

Although VTN is a commercial company and

Nevertheless, they tend to contact VTN to

research into frigo plants. Inspection service

not a museum for old fruit varieties, it also

have their finds propagated vegetatively.

money put into a research station? That

devotes attention to maintaining nostalgic

This is mainly true for fruit crops as it is

would be unthinkable today. Funds now

varieties such as Notaris apple, star apple and

important that there are no viruses in their

Yat pear. The organisation is in a position to

propagating material. ‘Vermeerderingstuinen

offer a wide range of all varieties for which

Nederland’ itself actively stays in contact

in vitro propagated strawberry plants. There

there is still some demand. It not only

with the propagating institutions and the

was grumbling from all sides, for with this

maintains and propagates the most popular

owners of varieties in order to be able to

method hundreds of thousands of descen-

varieties, but also minor varieties in which

offer the widest possible range.

dants of a single plant could be produced in

production season and Dutch strawberry
plant sales received a new impetus.
In the 1970s, NAKB sponsored cold stores

remain separate, but at the time the result
was wonderful.
In the same period, NAKB refused to certify

one year. Due to these massive numbers, the

there is less interest.

plenty of capital, combined with the high
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lands. The growing area was shrinking visibly

NAKB fulfilled a important role.

Services provided to the sector

varieties consider VTN as the ideal place for

Right: Offices in Horst and Zeewolde.

of strawberry plant production in the Nether-

gated strawberry plants. In both cases,

increasingly for fruit cultivation in the rest

Specialised service provider

In 1972, inspector Thijs Bok predicted the end

this, 25 percent is reserved for producing

A treasure trove for fruit cultivation

Above: Propagation nurserie in Zeewolde.

Important role

Before a new product is put onto the market,

in vitro material was attractively low in price.
However, NAKB’s blunt refusal soon turned

demand for clean propagating material,

The breadth of the VTN product range and

VTN checks it for varietal trueness and

out to be well-founded. The hormones in the

have created room for a specialised service

propagating system makes it easier for tree

stability. If viruses are present, VTN has the

medium caused the strawberry plants to

provider like ‘Stichting Vermeerderingstuinen

nurseries to switch over to a different pro-

material rid of viruses at the Naktuinbouw

flower lavishly, so that only tiny strawberries

Nederland’, or VTN for short.

duct if there is a change in demand. Without

Test Center, adjoining the propagation

could be harvested. This led to a run on

VTN provides tree nurseries with propagating

VTN, the available propagating material for

nurseries in Horst.

material that is certified to be varietal true

fruit cultivation would probably be limited

This applies to all material for fruit crops.

and, if necessary, virus-free. The company

to some 20 varieties of apple, five varieties

Virus diseases in ornamental trees negatively

Now, in 2010, the Advisory Committee

produces rootstocks, cuttings, grafting and

of pear and a couple of plum and cherry

affect the quality of such crops as Hibiscus,

Strawberry Plants is engaged in a study to

budwood. The branch in Horst spans 60

varieties, whereas the sector can now choose

Laburnum, Malus, Populus, Prunus, Pyrus, Salix

investigate whether there are still possibilities

hectares and is mainly aimed at the produc-

from some 300 fruit varieties, ranging from

and Syringa. VTN also produces virus-free

to establish a tissue culture propagation

tion of propagating material for fruit trees,

nectarine to quince.

graftwood, cuttings and eyes of these species.

Dutch traditionally propagated strawberry
plants and Dutch strawberry plant production
has been booming business ever since.

protocol after all.
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The specialised employees of the propagation

propagating material. NAKB took care of

nurseries can give more professional atten-

propagation in its specialised nurseries. In

tion to the care of pedigree trees than a tree

the 1980s, NAKB took over the PD’s activities.

nursery for which maintenance of varieties

Nowadays, making propagation material

is a sideline. And if there is no further reason

virus-free has again been split off from

to maintain a variety, only one hectare

production: the Naktuinbouw Test Center

was confirmed in its conviction that central

needs to be grubbed at one location, instead

in Horst rids plants of viruses, while VTN

production of propagating material was the

of 60 times half a hectare at 60 nurseries.

propagates the rootstocks, the grafting and

best option.

This means considerable cost savings for the

budwood and the cuttings from which tree

Virus-free propagating material is not easy

individual companies.

nurseries grow trees and shrubs. VTN is one
of the Test Center’s main customers.

Spreading risk is another important factor.
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Early centralisation

It started in the sousterrain

In the 1960s, apple, cherry, pear and plum
production suffered severely from virus
infections. With the advent of virus-free
material in the early 1960s, arboriculture

to produce. The British pomology research
station in East Malling was the first to
succeed in producing virus-free rootstocks
with heat treatments. In the UK, however,

The parent trees are divided over different

In 2000, when NAKG merged with NAKB, the

there was no practically experienced inspec-

orchards in the area; should a quarantine

propagation nurseries were separated from

tion service conveniently placed between

disease break out on a plot, not all trees will

the new inspection service, Naktuinbouw, as

research station and growers, making it

be lost at once. Nowadays, in 2010, the basic

the government no longer found it accepta-

material is concentrated on two locations

ble for production and inspection to be car-

and the rationale for the decisions taken in

ried out by one and the same body. ‘Stichting

lands managed to cleverly copy the British

the past still seems to be equally sound now,

Vermeerderingstuinen Nederland’ continued

technique in the sousterrain of the PD in

more than half a century later.

on its own and Naktuinbouw has exclusively

Wageningen. The PD itself hammered

limited itself to inspecting and certifying all

together a couple of heat treatment boxes,

rather difficult for the East Malling invention
to find its way to British fruit nurseries.
In the person of Ruud Meijneke, the Nether-

Above: Preparing budwood

By taking a number of pre-defined steps,

for dispatch and storage in cold store.

VTN produces propagating material for tree

Right: Pomological inspection of apples.

nurseries from the original tree or the virus-

The work of the propagation nurseries has a

free propagating material. The company only

long history. Where in other sectors all plant

Selection of fruit trees for varietal trueness

supplies varieties that are protected by Plant

breeding companies work independently

and productivity was done as early as in the

the trees growing and just high enough to

Breeders’ Rights to buyers that have obtained

and maintain their own basic material,

1930s. As time passed, the former Nether-

deactivate viruses. The clean tips growing

a license from the owner of the variety or

Dutch tree nurseries took the decision over

lands General Inspection Service for Arbori-

that way were grafted and the plants bred

the mutant.

fifty years ago to place all parent plants

cultural Crops (NAKB) took over this work.

from them were tested for viruses. NAKB

VTN plants the parent material safely on

together, away from the individual plots, in

To make sure that the arboriculture industry

plots where the trees, shrubs and plants

three central locations in Horst, Goes and

would have good propagating material at its

are protected from health risks, such as in

Roelofarendsveen. The latter location was

disposal, NAKB took grafts, cuttings and eyes

produced in the Netherlands since that time

Zeewolde where much of the youngest basic

intended for rootstocks. This material was

from healthy basic material in the different

descend from the small number of trees

material is grown. This plot is surrounded

later transferred to Biddinghuizen as part of

propagation nurseries, which were a part of

treated in the PD cellar.

by water and arable plots to minimise the

an early drive for efficiency improvement,

NAKB at that time. Tree nurseries could buy

risk of infections.

professionalism and specialisation. The

these cuttings, graftwood and eyes.

health of trees and plants can be controlled

When having virus-free material became

An extra service to the owners of varieties

better and the identity of the varieties can

important in the 1950s, a partnership

is license management. If customers wish

be maintained better at a central location

developed in which the ‘Plantenziektenkun-

so, VTN can take care of the entire process,

instead of having parent trees spread over

dige Dienst’ (PD; Plant Protection Service of

from the issuing of licenses to drawing up

hundreds of production companies and tree

the Netherlands) assumed responsibility

contracts and collecting royalties.

nurseries.

for developing and maintaining virus-free

Link with Naktuinbouw

the material that comes from the propagation nurseries.

which were used to grow a few fruit trees
at a high temperature for a number of months.
This simulates fever, just low enough to keep

propagated them further and offered clean
propagating material for sale to the nurserymen. Millions of rootstocks and fruit trees
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exporting more and more to countries far

VTN expects to strengthen its position as

Acorn inspections provoke rage

distant from the Netherlands. Fruit, especially

European market leader in the next decade.

in scrap metal sector

Right: Orchard of fruit tree rootstocks

One of the major changes since the indepen-

apples, are eaten and grown all over the

The surface areas abroad are larger than in

in Zeewolde.

dence of VTN is the growth of its export

world. There are no physical restrictions.

the Netherlands. In order to be able to

turnover. Until 2000, its management was

Propagating material can be sent to Australia

deliver fruit trees to far away destinations,

not keen on foreign customers. After VTN

just as easily as it can be taken to Germany,

you have to be able to produce millions of

days, these individuals were making pots of

became independent it had more freedom to

especially when it is in its winter dormancy.

trees. Increasing scale and cooperation are

money.

broaden its horizons. Turnover has doubled

And this is usually the case now that tree

the most logical ways of achieving this.

Traders just sent a bunch of children into the

since 2000. Some twenty percent of turnover

nurseries tend to use graftwood rather than

in 2008 came from outside the Netherlands,

eyes. Deliveries to Azerbaijan, Korea or

almost exclusively from propagating material

the United States have long ceased to be

The fruit-producing regions in Eastern and

wishing to improve the quality of their horti-

for rootstocks and grafting and budwood of

exceptions for VTN.

Southern Europe are currently still mainly

cultural sector can turn to Naktuinbouw for

trade concerned tons of acorns gathered

fruit varieties.

Asia is a major growth market. Although

working with rights-free varieties. Sales of

certification. By the time their legislation

randomly, but sold as selected acorns.

Asian countries have no history of using cer-

Dutch propagating material will increase

and regulations are up to date, they will have

NAKB put an end to this lucrative trade.

In the years to come, sales to foreign countries

tified material, demand in these countries is

there as professionalism grows, especially

become accustomed to the Dutch approach

From then on, traders had to report where

will increase further, especially to Southern

growing as well. Increasing prosperity makes

in new EU member states, and demand for

so it is only a short step to cooperating

and Eastern Europe and Asia. VTN has been

it possible for people to buy better quality.

good propagating material increases. Dutch

with VTN and obtaining sound propagating

So far, VTN has not actively worked in distant

rootstocks, graftwood, cuttings and budwood

material.

markets, simply because it puts so much

have a good reputation there.

dealers and other casual traders. In those

woods, paid them a mere trifle for every bag
of acorns and transported the acorns to

VTN strives for controlled growth, maintai-

Germany, where they were reclassified into
acorns gathered from official stands. This

they were gathering acorns, when and who
with, and inspectors would check it. This led
to rebellion. Acorn sellers chased inspectors
off the land with pitchforks, slashed the roofs
and tyres of the 2-CVs inspectors drove at the

Internationalisation

time and even threatened the inspectors’

keeps the range broad

families.

ning its high product quality. The accent is

The arboricultural sector was initially

on long-term cooperation and continuity.

hesitant about VTN’s foreign expansion.

VTN expects to be increasingly working

Nowadays, Dutch fruit tree nurseries sell 70

together with foreign customers on a project

percent of their trees and rootstocks outside

There are major fruit growing areas in coun-

basis, like it did by helping to set up a

the Netherlands and partially even produce

tries such as Turkey, Uzbekistan, Serbia and

propagation nursery in Slovenia some years

them abroad. Graftwood, cuttings or eyes are

Ukraine. Fifty percent of Serbia’s agricultural

ago. This kind of project is also interesting

regularly shipped to countries in Eastern

export for instance consists of fruit and fruit

for Dutch arboriculture, because they make

Europe for Dutch tree nurseries, because the

products. However, fruit cultivation in large

the horticultural sector in the country

production costs are lower there. The Dutch

parts of Europe is still in the early stages of

enthusiastic about the reliability and quality

arboricultural sector has recognised the

development and professionalism is yet to

of Dutch products. Products missing from

positive aspects of internationalisation. The

be introduced. This means that there is a

the national assortment can be purchased

greater volume VTN can sell enables a broad

huge sales potential which Dutch fruit tree

from the Netherlands. This kind of project

range of varieties to be maintained better,

nurseries can reap the fruits of. And actually,

also acts as a gateway to the hinterland, as

keeps the propagating material affordable

they are already doing so very actively.

it is easier to enter the Russian market on

and improves the profitability of investing

Apart from their own quality, they hold two

the introduction of a Serb or a Pole than to

in equipment.

extra marketing trump cards in the form of

go it alone.

the certified propagating material and the

The pathway leading to VTN sometimes

Varieties sold outside the Netherlands by

professional propagation nurseries.

passes through Naktuinbouw. Countries

VTN tend to be other varieties than the ones

Future in Europe
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hands of scrap dealers, second-hand bicycle

Gateway for tree nurseries

effort into complying with growing demand
from Europe.

In the 1980s, the acorn trade was in the

However, NAKB stuck to its guns. Two years
later, the traffickers had found a new trade
and peace descended on the inspectors’
lives.
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Certified virus-free material

of certified material, because it offers quality

altering the proportional representation of

guarantees. Although a similar development

trees at the organisation. At present, 87 per-

Although there is also demand for CAC

has been expected for many years, it has not

cent of the surface area of the propagation

material outside the Netherlands, demand for

come about yet.

nurseries is set aside for fruit trees. And

material guaranteed to be free from viruses

Material which has not been inspected

while tree nurseries continue to show only

and varietal trueness is growing equally as

carries serious risks for end users, such as

minor interest in certifying their products

fields of runner beans, red beets and

fast. CAC material is propagating material

trees differing in their growth habit or shape

and their customers attach little value to

brussels sprouts were an uncommon sight.

whose external quality has been inspected,

because they are not varietal true, diseased

certification, this situation is not likely to

The occupancy of the house was also a trifle

but which has not been certified as virus-free

trees or trees with a shorter than expected

improve.

unconventional. The ground floor was used

material originating from a traceable parent

lifespan. The risk for tree nurseries is the loss

tree. CAC stands for Conformitas Agraria

of diversity. In time, varieties will become

Communitatis, a Latin designation for basic

mixed because the nurseries use their own

quality, as referred to in the European direc-

propagating material, leading nurseries to

tive on the marketing of fruit crops. This

resort to VTN products that are varietal true.

means that this material is of ‘EU quality’.

During the time NAKG was based in
The Hague (from 1941 to 1971), trials were
carried out in the gardens of the ‘de Voorde’
estate in Rijswijk. In this urban environment,

as offices by NAKG, while the upper floor
was occupied by the artistic couple Livinus

A shift towards grafting

and Mieke van de Bundt.
Here plant breeding student Martien Kamps,

A development which directly affects the

the Dutch Plant Breeders’ Association future

organisation of VTN is the shift away from

chairman, found the love of his life in Hennie
Versteeg. Not only did she take care of the

VTN does not supply CAC material to fruit

At present, VTN still maintains over 500

budding towards grafting. Budding is done

tree nurseries for the simple reason that the

varieties. However, if demand falls, this will

during the summer months, when work

very guarantee of identity and the absence

be difficult to keep up. In that case there is a

pressure at tree nurseries is high. And it is

wellington boots.

of viruses is one of the trump cards of Dutch

considerable risk that a nursery that contacts

done in the orchards, often in unfavourable

Hennie was not the only employee to lose her

arboricultural products and this far exceeds

VTN after some years to obtain certified

conditions such as heat or rain. Grafting

heart to a NAKG member. Lenie Brokaar met

the basic ‘EU quality’. VTN’s consistent

propagating material will find a much more

can be done in the quiet winter period, in

her prince charming in inspector Jan Zwaal.

choice for propagating material which is

limited range.

comfortable, indoor conditions.

guaranteed virus-free and true to variety has

This limited interest has no consequences

In addition, grafting enables tree nurseries

popular among Dutch fruit growers, due to

considerably strengthened the competitive-

for VTN, except that the focus will shift to

to select their ranges six months later than

At the moment, there are five married couples

the different climate in other parts of Europe

ness of the Dutch fruit tree nursery sector.

the trees that are the most in demand, thus

before, making them far better equipped to

employed at Naktuinbouw that met each

respond to new trends. For this reason, VTN

other at work. In 2005, ‘de Voorde’ mansion
appeared in the local ‘de Vliet’ magazine.

and as consumers’ tastes differ. And in other
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Romance in Rijswijk

parts of Europe fruit is used more for proces-

A different story for avenue

has doubled its refrigeration capacity in

sing. Fruit in the Eastern and Central Europe

and ornamental trees

Horst and Zeewolde in the past few years.

is mainly intended for juice, concentrate or

Interest in certified avenue and ornamental

Now it can continue to guarantee the good

‘Schnapps’. The most widely grown varieties

tree material has been limited for over ten

quality of the material delivered in winter.

worldwide are ‘Golden Delicious’ and ‘Red

years, but is reasonably stable.

Delicious’. It will be a long time before the

Lots of nurseries in this sector, where virus

new EU member states pay any attention to

problems play a much smaller role than in

apple varieties like ‘Wellant’ or ‘Pink Lady’.

the fruit tree sector, still cut propagating

The transition to modern fruit cultivation

material from their own trees. They do this

by using virus-free propagating material

to cut costs, but also because purchasers,

The number one future development is

of apple varieties like ‘Idared’, considered

including many local authorities and state

unfortunately the increasing burden of

old-fashioned by Dutch standards, still has

departments, do not ask for a better quality.

disease. The milder climate enables pests

to be made. This is actually a good thing, as

It is precisely this kind of situation that

and diseases from southern countries to

it extends the lifecycle of these varieties.

could spark an increase in the popularity

migrate north. At the same time, the arsenal

administration of the trials, she was also
regularly spotted in the fields wearing

Later, Jan became responsible for seed
production at A.R. Zwaan in Voorburg.

The ten artists with studios in the house
complained about the poor state of repairs,
but quite rightly argued for the preservation
of this memorable building.

The future and the threat
of disease
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VTN orchard in Zeewolde.

diseases is being reduced. Arboriculture is
only a small sector and very few producers
of pesticides and suchlike are willing to
make an effort for this sector.
VTN is considering moving its plots further
apart to minimise the risk of infection.
Controlling phytosanitary problems will be
crucial in years to come.
New varieties that are resistant to specific
diseases will be in great demand. For that
reason obtaining the production rights for
these varieties is an important factor.
In the future, cisgenetic propagating technology will accelerate the introduction of
resistances. This technology is about inserting resistance genes from original, healthy
fruit crops, primal apples as it were, into
modern varieties. The gene material used is
of the same species, thereby increasing the
chance of success. It is technically possible
for varieties which have been made resistant
this way to appear on the market on a large
scale within five to ten years. Politics and
public opinion will determine whether this
actually happens.
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Quick, numerous, clean
Tissue culture laboratory SBW International

Crisis after infection

SBW faced a serious crisis in the early 1980s,
after it started using the new laboratory
facilities. When the inoculation chambers
and culture chambers were installed, SBW
took every precaution available at the time
to guarantee hygienic working conditions.
Despite this a shocking conclusion was
reached soon after the employees started
using the lab. Their expectations had been
far too optimistic and contrary to expectations,

The history of the SBW tissue culture laboratory is marked by

all those measures proved to be no guarantee
of excluding infections. The internal infection
pressure was so high that virtually all the

highs and lows. The lows are in the distant past, the highs are a

cultures were endangered. This was the
worst case scenario for a laboratory that

part of the company’s recent history. Tissue culture, the production of young plants from single cells on a medium in a sterile

guaranteed to exercise the utmost care when
dealing with the rare propagating material
entrusted to its custody by breeders, and
where extremely hygienic conditions were
absolutely essential. The sector’s confidence

environment, continues to be the method of choice for rapidly pro-

in the tissue culture lab plummeted to an all
time low, and it seemed likely the curtain

ducing lots of disease-free propagating material of plants which

would fall on SBW. Thanks to concerted
efforts and far reaching measures, the
laboratory, headed by NAKS director Fried

are

Elzenga and head of laboratory Jan van der
Meijs, managed to overcome the problems.

difficult to propagate otherwise. SBW is growing significantly
Excessive blossoming

abroad and can boast various technological finds by which it

“In the early days, developments at SBW
proceeded at a swift pace, with all the
inherent ups and downs. We had to dis-
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Is there a method to make disease-riddled

culture, the next stage of propagation was

courage attempts to propagate too quickly.

propagating material healthy again in one

done according to traditional methods.

Propagating too quickly appeared to lead to

fell swoop? Laboratories in the 1960s tried to

At ‘Landbouw Hogeschool Wageningen’,

major problems in subsequent stages.

find an answer to this question and developed

currently called Wageningen University and

the most successful technique so far: meris-

Research Centre Professor Rudolf Pierik

tem culture. The meristem, the extreme tip

studied whether it was possible to have the

flowering types. We had to make a lot of

of a sprout, is vigorous and is usually free

next stage of propagation also take place in

changes to the protocols drawn up by the

from diseases. On the right nutrient medium

vitro as this would enable large-scale, disease-

experimental research stations.”

in a test tube, such a tip can grow into a plant.

free production of plants. He also studied

After a few plants had been grown in meristem

whether plants whose traditional vegetative

One example was excessive blossoming in

Gerbera, which meant that large flowering
types came out of the process as small

Rob Koning, involved with SBW from 1976
until 1991 as the director of NAKS.
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propagation – such as through cuttings

none of these companies turned out to be

or splitting – was a slow process could be

able to actually use the new propagation

propagated quickly in vitro.

technique. As a result, a number of organisa-

The various research stations translated the

tions decided to join forces, on the initiative

results of this fundamental research into

of NAKS, and in 1976 this led to the establish-

practical applications. For example, the

ment of the ‘Stichting Bedrijfslaboratorium

was at the time professor of horticultural

Floricultural Research Station in Aalsmeer

voor Weefselkweek’ (SBW; Foundation Private

plant cultivation at Landbouw Hogeschool

worked hard on Gerbera and Anthurium, while

Laboratory for Tissue Culture).

Wageningen the forerunner of the Wagenin-

the Flower Bulb Research Laboratory in Lisse

The objective was to set up and commercially

gen University.

worked on lilies. The NAKS laboratory

operate a production laboratory for tissue

experimented with Freesia on the request

culture which would produce exclusively for

of the plant breeding companies involved.

companies on their request. To guarantee

practice of ‘tissue culture’ and learned about

In addition, it used meristem culture to

independence and rule out sheer profit

the fascinating world of possibilities of this

develop virus-free propagating material

seeking, the legal form of a ‘stichting’ (a non-

new technique, that was developed in the

for carnations and Chrysanthemums.

profit foundation) was chosen. Developers of

1950s and 1960s chiefly in France and the

Test tube magic

In the mid-1970s Rudolf Pierik published a
book called ‘Plantenteelt in kweekbuizen’.
Now a respected wine specialist and author
of a number of publications about wines, he

Thanks to him, many students around the
laboratory benches were introduced to the

United States. Many of his students later

new varieties had to have absolute certainty

became involved in working with in vitro

that their material would never end up in

culture, either independently or in the employ

the hands of competitors.
The Floricultural Research Station transferred

of species and an active market approach.

basements or kitchens). Apart from know-

its Gerbera and Anthurium tissue culture

In the late 1980s, SBW faced a new phase in

The expanded laboratory would have to

ledge, not much else was needed at that

material and NAKS transferred its Freesia

its development. The supply of protocols

develop protocols for new crops and offer

pioneering stage. Leading companies like

material. After having entered into the first

from field research had stopped completely

new propagation techniques to accelerate

propagation contracts with private companies,

and company policy had to be adjusted

plant breeding. In 1991, Alewijn Broere

SBW set to work with this material.

accordingly. In those days, SBW hardly did any

became the director who had to put this

research. The thirty employees propagated

into practice and NAKS’ administration

lilies, Anthurium, Gerbera, ferns and Nerine.

over SBW stopped.

New premises
Results were positive in the early years and

This was not exactly the broad tissue culture

interest from companies grew fast. Within a

research laboratory activity envisaged by the

few years from the makeshift start on the

sector when the laboratory was founded.

Following its new course, SBW became a

NAKS grounds, plans were developed to build

This begged the question of whether SBW

production laboratory providing the plant

a ‘real’ laboratory of significantly greater

had sufficient added value.

breeding and propagating sectors with new

capacity. The new premises in Roelofarends-

The options were simple: either discontinue

products and techniques.

veen were completed in 1981. NAKG and

the laboratory, or breathe new life into it

Now, in 2010, the impetus to broaden the

NAKS had made the necessary land available

and expand its operations. Discontinuing

range is over. Although some expansion is

for this at their trial complex. New crops

SBW was not what the board had in mind:

still expected, this will not be at the rate of

were put into production during the 1980s.

it appointed its own managing director as

dozens of crops a year as was the case in

Activities grew gradually, necessitating the

director for SBW, who had to plot a new

the mid 1990s, which resulted in some 400

When the time was right to convey the results

expansion of the laboratory and its culture

course. This included more research to

protocols being developed between 1991

of the field research to private companies,

chambers.

support production, a much wider range

and 2010.

Trade and industry not ready
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of other companies (sometimes in attics,

Flow of protocols dried up

SBW, Vitrocom, Iribov and VCI thank their
existence to the groundbreaking work
performed in Wageningen.

Research as SBW’s new function
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Added value is now to be found in new plant

discontinue production or relocate it abroad.

breeding and propagation techniques, such

As the board was against the idea of

as making varieties free from viruses

discontinuing, it did not take long for them

through tissue culture, developing artificial

to decide: moving production abroad was

seed and producing young plants in ever

the only option to keep SBW alive in 2001.

increasing volumes. No longer exclusively

However, there was one complicating factor.

for the Dutch ornamental crops sector, but

SBW was a foundation and had not been set

The organisations were awarded the prize

for agricultural, horticultural and forestry

up for commercial purposes nor could it

for the updated TIB system. This temporary

customers all over the world.

pursue profit.

immersion system is used by SBW to pro-

Winner NTO cooperative award 2007

SBW International, together with propagator
JHL and Naktuinbouw, won the 2007 award
for ‘Cooperation’ as part of the National
Enterprise Awards.

pagate high quality tissue culture plantlets in

Orders from foreign countries did not always

TIB bioreactors. The containers are filled

Together with research institutions and

fit this objective, but a branch outside the

customers, SBW turns knowledge into

Netherlands was out of the question under

In the joint project on the TIB system, the

practical applications. This strategy offers

the legal form chosen. Investments had to be

entire production process was also scrutini-

horticultural companies the availability of

made; SBW was up to its neck in difficulties.

sed. JHL supplied the automated processes

affordable, uniform propagating material

But not for long! Three members of the

required to plant out the cuttings from the TIB

which is free from diseases.

management team took control of SBW

with a liquid medium, instead of a solid one.

bioreactor into phytotrons.
Naktuinbouw’s contribution was developing

through a management buy-out in May 2001
Internationalisation unavoidable
Even after it had set out on its new course,

August. And in 2002, the only branch left in

SBW encountered certain barriers after a

the Netherlands was the one in Roelofarends-

time. In 2000 it was a matter of bending or

veen with 60 employees.

breaking again. In those days, only some
20 tissue culture laboratories were left in the

SBW branch in Brazil.
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an advanced test method to ensure that the

and opened up a Macedonian branch in

Turbulent growth

process proceeded free of bacteria.

will take another fifteen years before the

different crops than Europe and in much

country can join the European Union. Until

larger volumes. SBW produces ornamental

then, wage costs will continue to be relatively

crops such as Phalaenopsis as well as pine-

Netherlands, just a fraction of their number

The management chose Macedonia for the

low. The country is politically stable, the

apple, bananas, Eucalyptus, potatoes, sugar

ten years before. This was partly due to

new branch due to its favourable location,

government welcomes foreign investors, it

cane, coffee, teak for wood producers and

mergers, but mainly due to the fact that the

the fact that the population was quite familiar

is not too far from the Netherlands and its

Pinus trees for the paper industry.

work had been relocated to Poland and Asia.

with agriculture and, specifically, because

population is highly educated. These aspects

wages were low compared to Western

give Macedonia a head start over some

SBW Ghana is a production laboratory which

The Netherlands had become too expensive.

Europe. In two years time this branch grew

African countries which were also evaluated

was set up for producing large volumes at

Photograph: Interview recorded for the nomi-

A Dutch tissue culture laboratory would not

to a staff of 100 employees.

as possible locations for a subsidiary.

low costs. Labour costs in Ghana are conside-

nation for the NTO cooperation prize 2007.

be able to survive without internationalisa-

And by now, SBW Macedonia has become

In 2006 and 2007, the company established

rably lower than in Europe and the country

(l to r) Job Schipper (manager Naktuinbouw

tion. At the time, 150 staff were employed

the largest branch, employing 140 people. It

production companies in Brazil and Ghana.

is politically stable at the moment. The

Laboratories), Alewijn Broere (director SBW),

at three locations in the Netherlands: in

has long ceased to be a mere production

SBW now supplies the entire Latin American

capacity of the African laboratory is twelve

Hans Lekkerkerk (director JHL) and intervie-

Roelofarendsveen, Rijsenhout and Rijnsburg.

location for large volumes. All production of

market from its Brazilian branch. ‘SBW do

million plants a year. The plants are destined

SBW was a commercial and technological

difficult and small crops has been relocated

Brasil’ started as a supplier for Europe, with

for Europe and the rest of the world, with

success, but was nevertheless in the red

from the Netherlands to Macedonia as well

the objective of mainly serving customers in

the exception of Latin America. Virtually all

due to the high wages in the Netherlands. As

and SBW has also started to develop new

Latin America by 2010. This objective was

logistics for the products produced in Ghana

orders increased, wage costs started weighing

protocols there.

achieved much earlier, thanks to the strong

and Macedonia go via Roelofarendsveen.

ever more heavily on the laboratory’s accounts.

SBW serves all of Europe and many countries

market growth and new production tech-

The Brazilian products are sold and delivered

Again, the options were simple: either

in the rest of the world from Macedonia. It

niques. The Latin American market calls for

directly in Latin America.

wer from Hanoff productions.
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companies switched over from propagation

Dutch propagators to stand out from their

Twenty times as many sprouts

Now, in 2010, SBW International BV is an

The current situation

through seed to vegetative propagation. This

competitors. Now, ten years later, Petunias

Even if tissue culture is relocated to low-wage

independent company which produces tissue

was found to be far from ideal: the propaga-

will grow and flower all summer long and

countries it is still an expensive production

culture material requested by professional,

ting material was easily infected by diseases.

the propagators of the past whose Petunias

technique. Employees cut little pieces from

high-demanding companies all over the

Petunia is very susceptible to viruses and the

were sick have now become the worldwide

a parent plant, sometimes an axillary bud,

world. SBW turned out 25 million tissue

new plants were found to have been infected

market leaders for disease-free bedding

sometimes a small piece of root or leaf, and

culture plants in 2008. Alongside many

by more than twenty of them. As a result,

plants.

place it on a medium from which new plants

ornamental crops the company now also

the plants would only last in gardens for up

produces fruit plants, agricultural crops

to one month. When propagators turned to

“When we started using the TIB and we saw
the bunches of shoots for the first time, ten or
twenty times as many as in a little butter dish,
we really thought ‘yes, we can!”
Alewijn Broere, director SBW.

grow. New sprouts of a few millimetres in
With SBW and Naktuinbouw working closely

size develop on a lump of cells. Sometimes

together on such projects, it is quite conve-

“We sell a good night’s sleep”

“Our independent position is what makes us

nient that they are still housed on the same

unique. We are not engaged in commercial

grounds, the more so since Naktuinbouw

trading, and we are not involved in plant

also inspects all material produced by SBW.

breeding for ourselves. We are pure service

There is a growing need for clean, certified

providers, and have committed to complete

propagating material all over the world.

independence. Reliability is key in the success of SBW. Some laboratories don’t always

Due to the increase in global trade, growers

respect intellectual property rights. If they

increasingly ask for guarantees that their

are sent an interesting new variety, then it’s

propagating material is of good quality.

ten thousand plants for the customer and ten

Until some years ago, growers used to make

thousand for themselves. What a waste of all

use of virus-free varieties – including the

the effort devoted to breeding. Breeders can

diseases that had crept in throughout the

give us their material with the fullest confidence, even if their competitors also use our

centuries – for such crops as Eucalyptus, sugar

services. The material is returned at the time

cane, bananas or pineapple. Varieties covered

agreed, without infection and in the quantity

by Plant Breeders’ Rights have now started

promised. Without the risk of others gaining

to replace these virus-free varieties. They are

access to their material, without their exper-

often varieties that have been rid of diseases,

tise leaking out and without any illegal propagation. We sell breeders a good night’s

generally by means of tissue culture, and SBW

sleep.”

and trees for the wood and paper-producing

Naktuinbouw for a solution, it suggested the

industries. SBW has developed protocols

Elite system with its strict hygiene regulations.

for some 400 crops and has thus become

Naktuinbouw had developed a method to rid

the most broadly oriented tissue culture

propagating material of viruses; every step

SBW also supports plant breeders by

and grow. This is a high-precision manual

laboratory in the world. SBW employs 360

in the production process was aimed at

accelerating the plant breeding process or

operation with a significant risk of spoilage.

staff worldwide.

preventing infection. Lots of candidate

by putting it back on track, for instance by

One solution is to automate all manual

plants for this system, the eventual parent

helping them to save embryos. It is quite

activities. But since the lumps of cells are

and Anthurium in profusion.”

plants for cuttings, start their lives in a test

common for hybrids to produce seed which

not uniform, robotisation has not been very

Prof. dr. Rudolf Pierik on the initial successes

As the Netherlands has a reputation to keep

tube at SBW.

fails to germinate. SBW can then take the

successful. Robots usually damage more

up as a supplier of high-quality propagating

The Naktuinbouw Elite system for ornamen-

embryo out of the seed and germinate it

cells than they produce. SBW tried to find a

material, the sector in the Netherlands is

tal crops, which was set up on a voluntary

on a medium. SBW can thus put a plant

solution by improving the propagation factor.

Source: Resource, weekly magazine

quick to raise standards ever higher.

basis, goes much further than the statutory

breeding process that has come to a dead

The company bought an invention which

Wageningen University, 13 November 1997.

In the mid 1990s, Petunia propagating

inspection for health and quality and enables

end back on track.

would make it possible to propagate twenty

Petunias without viruses
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Yes we can

contributes to this.

there are only two or three sprouts per lump.
Employees cut the sprouts loose and place

Saving embryos

Alewijn Broere, director SBW.

them on a medium, where they can root
In abundance

“We were producing Gerbera in abundance

with tissue culture at the Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen (the current WUR)
at the end of the 1960s.
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times as many plants. TIB (Temporary
Immersion Bio-reactors) has been in operation at the Brazilian branch, which is best
suited to large-scale production, since 2007.
The lumps of cells on which the young
sprouts have to grow are not placed in a
‘butter dish’ one by one, but are put in a
4.5 or 50-litre vessel in large numbers. They
grow on a liquid medium which is replaced
regularly, so that its composition can be
varied throughout the growth process,
enabling a medium for propagation, further
growth or rooting to be added. This system
not only requires less work, but also yields
ten to twenty times as many sprouts.
Artificial seed
Plants from tissue culture are fragile and
expensive. They mature in sterile conditions
and have to harden off. Lots of things can go
wrong during the various processes. Infections
and damage are always lying in wait. The
dream of all tissue culture producers is artificial seed: self-made plants in the making,
with roots and sprouts, in an embryo stage
and in a safe casing, which will grow into
strong and healthy plants at their place of
destination. SBW International has come a
long way in making this dream come true.
The company now develops such somatic
embryos for pine trees and coffee. The only
disadvantage is their lack of uniformity, but
that is less important for a production forest
than for a greenhouse filled with gerbera
plants. A significant advantage is that the
young plants are much cheaper. Cutting
sprouts is not necessary, so there is hardly
any labour involved. And this method also
works for crops that are hard or impossible
to propagate in vitro.
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Certification intrinsic part
of horticulture

Piggy business

“We perform audits all over the world. One
day we can be in Sri Lanka looking at the
quality of coconut grit. How do we know that
no pigs have trampled over it and done their
business? Has it been sprayed? Toxins and

MPS-ECAS BV

other harmful substances are an absolute no
go in raw materials used for substrate.
Before you know it, a vegetable plant could
absorb such a substance. So you could be
taking a mouthful of poison from Sri Lanka

The history of process certification in horticulture has been brief,

with your vegetables.”
Ron Bleijswijk,

but intense. Slow developments no longer exist, so a lot has

director MPS-ECAS certification.

happened in a mere fifteen years. Not least regarding acceptance.
In about 2000, some people in the horticultural sector still thought
that certification would prove to be just a hype which would
pass by. But within a decade, the horticultural industry has
widely accepted the certification of business processes as a
useful instrument to permanently improve business operations.
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Ron Bleijswijk, director MPS-ECAS (l)

In the late 1980s, certification spread from

In 1995 it was the agricultural inspection

during an audit in a greenhouse.

the industrial sector to the other business

services, including Naktuinbouw’s pre-

sectors in the Netherlands. ISO 9000 was hot

decessors, that took the initiative to establish

and the agricultural sector was not left

a certification service for the plant sector

untouched by movement. Buyers asked for

with the Plantcert foundation. They also

quality guarantees, which ISO offered by

set up Plantconsult, a foundation which

describing processes in great detail and

could advise companies on how to best

integrating measuring points for the agreed

comply with certification requirements.

quality. But ISO was very general and failed

The Plantcert foundation was housed at

to cater to the requirements of the horti-

NAKG in Roelofarendsveen and Plantconsult

cultural sector.

at NAK in Emmeloord.
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Double interest

If agricultural companies had their own

Neglected

The decision to establish a certification ser-

certification body, they could be audited

vice associated with the inspection service

according to an inspection method tailored

and, by extension, with the sector, served a

to their business practice by auditors who

double interest. Some horticultural enterpri-

were well versed in the quality risks in the

ses had already embraced ISO and general

agricultural sector and who could add value

ECAS.” Nico put so much time into ECAS that

certification bodies like Lloyds. They thought

to the inspection. There’s no denying that

the rest of his organisation sometimes felt a

it would be an advantage if they could com-

the quality risks associated with packaging

bit neglected. He was exacting when it came

ply with a system that had been accepted

sweet peppers or transplanting a conifer are

to designing an inspection system for horti-

worldwide and that it would help them

quite different from those that are inherent

distinguish themselves from the inwardly-

in drawing wire to produce nails. Nothing is

oriented agricultural sector. But not every-

as useful as the tips of an expert auditor as

Ron Bleijswijk,

body was keen on certification bodies that

regards how to set about achieving quality

director MPS-ECAS certification.

forced agricultural companies into a general

improvements.

“In the 1990s Nico Koomen, director of NAKG,
was always out and about. If anyone asked:
“Where is Nico Koomen?,” the standard
retort was: “Oh, he’s busy on something for

culture. But his attention to detail resulted in
a watertight system.”

inspection system and then left them all
At the same time, the inspection services

any knowledge of specific bottlenecks in

were also taking a close look at their own

After Plantcert was started, the organisation

is only successful in two chains in tomato

Below: Pesticide audit.

agricultural business operations.

fields of work. As the inspectors were visiting

set to work flat out to develop a certificate

cultivation.

companies anyway, why not combine their

which would do justice to the horticultural

statutory inspection tasks with inspecting

practice. A Council of Experts, manned by

The quality marks developed by ECAS over

business processes for the purpose of quality

representatives of interest organisations and

the years for individual links in the produc-

back office staff go on the audits. This keeps

certification?

scientists from Wageningen University and

tion chain, or for specific products, proved to

us all with two feet firmly rooted in practice.”

Research Centre, translated general quality

be more successful than integral chain care.

later, integral chain care in the Netherlands
Everyone audits

“Everyone at ECAS carries out audits, inclu-

standards for business processes into the

Several quality marks that were devised by

But it was not long before the realisation

horticultural practice. Thanks to the link with

ECAS are now considered as leading stan-

grew that embedding a certification body in

the inspection services, who were share-

dards by the horticultural sector.

inspection services which were funded by

holders, the organisation was quickly alerted

An example of this is the RHP quality mark,

the government was not a good idea. In

to topical bottlenecks which should be inclu-

which is the worldwide standard for substrate

1996, the remaining shareholders converted

ded in a standard. Plantcert initially aimed

materials in horticulture. Other leading

the Plantcert foundation into an independent

for broad certification, from trade to plant

quality marks are ‘Groenkeur’ (for commercial

subsidiary: ECAS BV (European Certification

breeding. Integral chain care (IKZ) was the

horticulturists), ‘Groen Label Kas’ (for environ-

Institution for the Agricultural Sector).

goal, but this was found to be too ambitious

mentally sound greenhouse construction)

As a private limited liability company, ECAS

as buyers were not interested. They wanted

and RCS, which enables the pesticide sector

could attract capital and offered better

guarantees on food safety (HACCP) and

to position itself as clean and safe, with stan-

opportunities regarding dynamic market

controllable business processes (ISO) instead.

dards that go above and beyond statutory

developments. Plantcert, and later ECAS,

And supermarkets also placed their own

requirements. Where relevant, ECAS also

were initially intended for the entire plant

demands on Good Agricultural Practice

translated buyers’ requirements, such as

sector, but now that Naktuinbouw, DLV and

(GAP). GLOBALGAP lays down how farmers

GLOBALGAP, into workable criteria for the

BKD were the only shareholders left, ECAS

all over the world have to guarantee food

horticultural certification systems and

went on to focus on horticulture.

safety and sustainability. Now, fifteen years

quality marks.

Better independent: ECAS BV
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Too ambitious

nervous, waiting for the next auditor without
Right: Discussing an audit with the growers.

ding managers and the director. Even the
people who operate the service line and the

Ron Bleijswijk,
director MPS-ECAS certification.
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One-stop shopping:

transparency for the horticultural sector, with

operations and day-to-day management.

bit and it has become clear what the main

towards MPS-ECAS Certification

a one-stop shop for all certifications. In order

Cropping plans, fertiliser composition, all

standards are. Ninety percent of ornamental

Parallel to ECAS’ growth, the ornamental crops

to create one physical entity, ECAS moved to

such information is now readily available.

crops producers are MPS certified. Even if

sector developed quality marks for ornamen-

Honselersdijk. The FloraHolland flower auc-

Entrepreneurs are also better informed about

they only have the elementary MPS-C, this

tal crops on the initiative of the flower auction

tion is now its sole shareholder. MPS-ECAS BV

what goes on in their companies, giving them

still means that they register their waste

in the Dutch Westland region. MPS (’Milieu-

has three divisions: MPS which develops

better insight into possible improvements.

quantities and their use of crop protection

company simply can’t afford to make a mis-

programma Siergewassen’ - Environmental

quality marks, MPS-ECAS Certification which

and fertilising agents, water and energy.

take when developing snaps of a wedding or

Scheme for Ornamental Crops) became the

carries out audits and certification, and MPS-

The rise of certification kept pace with the

leading quality and sustainability mark for

HCS-Consultancy which advises companies

increasing use of personal computers. The

plants and flowers. There are MPS certificates

on how to obtain and maintain a certificate.

1990s was the decade in which the diaries of

ECAS shows entrepreneurs the way in the

the past decades were swept off desks to

certification world. Thanks to its close

for diverse processes and companies. They

“The level of guarantees can be set even higher than is presently the case in horticulture.
Fuji imposes a policy of zero tolerance on the
employees involved in developing films. The

birth. So it’s no mistakes or move. Employees

All over the world

have to sign to this effect.”
Ron Bleijswijk,
director MPS-ECAS certification.

vary from MPS-ABC, simple environmental

When Naktuinbouw was established in 2000,

make way for computers. One simply cannot

contacts with Naktuinbouw and the other

certificates for registering the use of pesticides

it concentrated on its core activities. Commer-

imagine growers still leafing through a book-

organisations that initially started ECAS, it

and other crop protection agents, fertilising

cially operating a private limited liability

let to check on when they sprayed which

never takes long for ECAS to be fully up to

agents, energy, water and waste, to the more

company was not one of those activities. So to

agents in which volumes, but it was not so

date with any new requirements that are

strengthen certification efforts in the Dutch

long ago that this was still common practice.

under consideration. The ECAS Council of

horticultural world, the inspection service

The combination of certification and ICT

Experts uses this knowledge to adapt certi-

The horticulture sector has grown in self

stimulated a merger between MPS and ECAS.

has made the day-to-day management of

fication systems so that the horticultural

awareness in the past 15 years. You would be

Naktuinbouw was given a seat on the MPS

horticultural enterprises considerably more

sector does not lag behind.

hard pressed to find any of today’s growers

Board, the Council of Experts and the advisory

professional.
Overwhelmed

Self awareness

sitting around waiting to see what the others

MPS-ECAS-Certification is by far the largest

council.

certification body in the Dutch horticultural

are doing. The level of knowledge is far higher, partly because the new generation is
educated to a higher standard. They carefully

Entrepreneurs were overwhelmed by the

sector. Nowhere else in the world is there an

Many horticultural entrepreneurs presumed

rapid rise of certification for quite some

organisation that certifies such a wide range

pro-active approach in discussing and resol-

that the boom of certificates in the mid

time. ISO 9001 had hardly been introduced

of quality marks for horticulture. ECAS even

ving any problems with the authorities and

1990s would soon fade. Certification had

when buyers started asking for food safety

has the monopoly for some products, as in

their customers. The horticultural sector is

come with a bang but was not going away,

guarantees and they got them in the form

substrate inspection. Internationally, ECAS is

proud of its expertise.”

especially now that entrepreneurs had

of HACCP certification. The ink on these cer-

seen as a knowledge institution, a respected

experienced that certification is not a goal

tificates had hardly dried when the Product

organisation on quality and sustainability

in itself, but a useful instrument to improve

Board for Horticulture translated the general

assurance in horticulture. MPS-ECAS has

business operations.

HACCP requirements into hygiene codes for

4,000 participants worldwide, including

Every form of certification enables entrepre-

different horticultural sectors.

several growers’ associations which some-

neurs to get a structured overview of who

The Dutch Food Retail Association (CBL)

times represent hundreds of participating

comprehensive MPS-Florimark which includes

actually does what and how often and when

then topped this with its own requirements,

companies. The majority of participants

requirements relating to labour conditions and

specific actions are carried out. Certification

not only on food safety but also on quality

come from the Netherlands, but ECAS also

other social aspects, quality standards and

makes clear what the day-to-day activities

and sustainability and eventually, a jungle of

performs audits and issues certificates in

GLOBALGAP requirements of supermarkets.

within a company are, and who is responsible

sub-certificates for different processes and

almost all European countries, Japan, Brazil,

Today there are MPS-Florimark certificates for

for specific tasks. It brings balance and

industries was created. Confusion set in

Central America, the USA, China, India, Israel,

production, trade and auctions.

reassurance and it ensures that an entrepre-

because nobody had any idea what to choose.

Turkey, Kenya and South Africa. ECAS audits

MPS and ECAS merged in 2007 to create more

neur builds a history of data on his business

But now, in 2010, things have cooled down a

companies in the entire chain, from seed to

Here to stay
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Zero tolerance

consider their operating results and take a

Ron Bleijswijk,
director MPS-ECAS certification.
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from the desired flavour of a tomato to the

marks will have worldwide applicability.

responsibility for damage to a product or

Internationalisation will by far be the most

economic loss due to under-delivery. An

important change in the next decade.

advantage of this development is that things

Certification is definitely on the up among

are now taken seriously. For example, there

horticultural companies on all continents.

is no way that employees can justify spraying

The Netherlands, with its fifteen years of

without wearing a spray mask. Excuses like

certification experience and its thorough

‘I always stay upwind from the drift’ have

knowledge of the agricultural sector, is the

Not all that long ago, a grower might well call

become a thing of the past. Liability risks are

benchmark for other countries.

his successful lettuce variety after his

simply too high.

Water consumption will be the number one
element to be added to all quality marks in

ons have caused the names of vegetables to
change in the past fifty years from evocative
sobriquets to neutral fantasy names that are
more suited for general trading purposes.

daughter Renate. Others came up with charming names like Peer Gynt, King Arthur, Lancelot, or Prince Askold. The lettuce varieties

the next few years. Consideration of labour

Ravel and Brahms clearly reflect a degree of

offences. However, entrepreneurs know

conditions and ethical issues are also on the

musical inspiration. Other evocative names

when there will be an audit, so they think

rise and will surely gain in importance. ECAS

were Kelvedon Wonder (pea), Merveille de

twice. Nevertheless ECAS does notice flaws

is developing measuring and registration

Quatre Saisons (lettuce), Subito (a fast gro-

from time to time and forces entrepreneurs

instruments for such elements.

to remedy them. A tank without a drip tray

There is also renewed interest in chain certi-

or an expired environmental permit must

fication. This did not really take off ten years

have been taken care of after the audit.

ago, because the different links in the chain

Place names and regions were also favouri-

And through the audits, ECAS also forces

were not used to working transparently. But

tes. Guessing where and how vegetables originated was easy for the sprouts Roem van

assess these agents faster, so that they may

things have changed and the time is now

packaging and from production to proces-

is going well and what is not in their com-

be included on the list of accepted agents.

right for chain assurance. Retailers prefer to

sing companies. Buyers of agricultural pro-

panies. ‘I have no idea’ is not an acceptable

ducts, such as retail organisations, usually

answer!

cover the entire chain so as to not run any
Future trends

food safety risks anymore.

Simplification is the next step. Manuals on

set the trend as regards new certification
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The altered rules about variety denominati-

ECAS has not been set up specifically to detect

entrepreneurs to be fully informed of what

wing spinach), Moneymaker (tomato), IJskegel (a white, elongated radish) and Robusta
(the onion with a robust skin).

Castricum and Groninger, the savoy cabbage
Bredase Putjes and the carrot variety
Amsterdamse Bak. The animal kingdom was
also a rich source of inspiration, as shown by
the name Olifant for a rather rotund leek

requirements. Here, ECAS regularly speaks

Quality marks aid the worldwide develop-

how to obtain a certificate are now only a

The increased professionalism of companies

to these organisations and is brought up to

ment of the horticultural sector. Global

fifth of the size they were ten years ago. In

will lead to lower audit frequencies and

date with what they want at an early stage.

requirements such as GLOBALGAP have

those days, companies would write down all

companies will perform self-assessment

Thus ECAS can design suitable inspection

forced suppliers in other countries to work

the details of every single action. Nowadays,

more than ever before. Certification will still

methods, bearing the latest horticultural

in the same systematic and structured way

these manuals describe the outlines, like

be booming in the next ten years, after

practices in mind.

as their Dutch colleagues, even if standards

the knowledge and skills expected from

which its importance is likely to decrease.

applied to sustainability are not that strict

employees, the risks and the measures

Now it is still something which enables a

abroad. Or even better: the owner of a

taken to prevent such risks. In the future,

horticultural company to stand out from the

A powerful incentive to boost demand for

quality mark, like the supermarket sector

only the critical steps of a process will be

rest, but in due course laying down processes

certification is the claims culture, which has

in the case of GLOBALGAP, requires growers

described. Besides simplification, ECAS also

and data will have become the standard way

also made its way into the Dutch business

to work with nationally registered crop pro-

sees a tendency towards diminishing the

of working. And once certification has become

world. Being too trusting of your business

tection agents, whereas new crop protection

wide diversity of quality marks. Large food

common practice, there is no further point in

partner or relying on a faxed confirmation

agents sometimes have not even been

corporations and supermarket chains want

being certified. You do not need a commen-

note is no longer accepted in trade.

approved for use in the country in question.

more unity and transparency and less frag-

dation for a standard working method, for

All agreements are laid down on paper,

This forces governments to take action and

mentation. The next generation of quality

something that everybody does naturally.

Liability

Alluring variety names

variety.
The most alluring names, appealing to the
imagination in wondrous price lists and catalogues have all vanished. All that remains is a
nostalgic longing for bygone days.
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(NAK)TUINBOUW ABBREVIATIONS

List of abbreviations
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FLP

Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism analysis

MPS

Environment Project Ornamental Plant Production

BKD

Flowerbulb Inspection Service

NAK

Dutch General Inspection Service for Agricultural Seeds and Seed Potatoes

Blgg

Laboratory for Soil and Crop Research

NAKB

Netherlands General Inspection Service for Arboricultural Crops (until 1994)

CAC

Conformitas Agraria Communitatis (EU standards requiring fruit trees to be free of the

NAKB

Netherlands General Inspection Service for Floricultural and Arboricultural Crops

commonest diseases and to satisfy certain quality standards of size and varietal identity)

NAKG

Netherlands General Inspection Service for Vegetable and Flower Seeds

CGN

Centre for Genetic Resources, the Netherlands

NAKS

Netherlands General Inspection Service for Floricultural Crops

CIOPORA

International Community of Breeders of Asexually Reproduced Ornamental and Fruit Varieties

Naktuinbouw Netherlands Inspection Service for Horticulture

CPRO

Centre for Plant Breeding and Reproduction Research

NAL

Naktuinbouw Accredited Laboratories

CPVO

Community Plant Variety Office

NFO

Dutch Fruit Growers’ Association

DNA

Deoxyribonucleic acid

NPV

Dutch Pomological Association

DUS

Distinctness, Uniformity, Stability

NTS

Dutch Horticulture Study Clubs

ECAS

European Certification Organisation for the Agricultural Sector

NVP

Dutch Association of Plant Growers

EEG

European Economic Community

PAGE

Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis

ELISA

Enzyme Linked Immuno Sorbent Assay

PCR

Polymerase Chain Reaction

EMT

Accreditation system for sampling and testing

PD

Plant Protection Service of the Netherlands

EPPO

European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organization

PDA

Personal Digital Assistant

ESA

European Seed Association

PRA

Pest Risk Analysis

EU

European Union

PT

Product Board for Horticulture

EVD

Agency for International Business and Cooperation

PVP

Plant Variety Protection

(part of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs)

PVS

Product Board for Ornamental Crops

FAO

Food and Agricultural Organization (of the United Nations)

Q-organism

Quarantine organism

GSPP

Good Seed and Plant Practices

RIVRO

State Institute for Research on Varieties of Cultivated Plants

HL

Leiden University of Applied Science

RNA

Ribo Nucleic Acid

IACPT

International Association for Cultivated Plant Taxonomy

RvK

Dutch Board for Plant Breeders’ Rights

IBEB

International Bremia Evaluation Board

Rvp

Dutch Board for Plant Varieties

IKZ

Integral Chain Care

RvZ

National Research Station for Seed Testing

IPO

Institute of Phytopathological Research

SBW

Foundation Private Laboratory for Tissue Culture

IPPC

International Plant Protection Convention

SKAL

Inspection and certification body for organic production in the Netherlands

IPWG

International Peronospora Working Group

TBP

Usable Plants Test

ISF

International Seed Federation

TWV

Technical Working Parties Vegetables

ISHI

International Seed Health Initiative

UPOV

International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants

ISTA

International Seed Testing Association

VBN

Dutch Flower Auctions Association

IUBS

International Union for Botanical Science

VKC

Permanent Judging Committee

IVP

Institute for Plant Breeding

VTN

The Netherlands Propagation Nurseries

IVRO

Institute for Research on Varieties of Field Crops

WIPO

World Intellectual Property Organization

IVT

Institute of Horticultural Plant Breeding

WTO

World Trade Organization

KCB

Quality Inspection Bureau

WUR

Wageningen University and Research Centre

KIZ

Inspection Institute for Seeds and Planting Materials

ZBO

Independent administrative body

KMTP

Royal Dutch Horticultural Society

Zpw

Dutch Seeds and Planting Materials Act

LNV

Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality
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